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the electorate in which that institution
is situated, and I will deter.mine what the
position is. The points made about the
new boiler, the nurses' home and the
laundry wiill also have my attention, and
I can assure the honorable member that
he will receive replies without delay.
The honorable member for Ripon spoke
of six nunses employed at the hospital
conducted by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board and the question
of grantingth'em passes to travel on the
trams. At a convenient time to-morrow
I shall direct the attention of the Minister
of Public Works to the honorable .member's remarks.
Mr. l\IITCHELL (Attorney-General).
With reference to the comments of the
honorable member for Brunswick regarding the firm of Simpson and Brown, I
undertake to m'ake inquiries. I am prepared also to look into the proposal o'f the
honorable member for Richmond that a
special court be established to deal only
with evictions.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-I should like to inform the honorable member for Bendigo that it is the
intention of the Government to bring forward a Bill relating to the pensions of
raHway work'ers. I shan give consideration to the proposal to which the honorable tmember referred, wifu Ithe view of
determining whether it can be incorpor,ated in that legislation.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.,37 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis> took the chair at 4.16 p.m.,
.and read the prayer.
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2. What progress (if any) has been made
to develop the area in aocordance with the
promise made by the then Minister of Lands?
3. What pr'Ogramme (if ·any) the ,company
has for the further development of the area?
4. Whether he is satisfied that the company has carried out its obligations to develop the area; if not, will he take immediate action to see that this valuable
land is utilized for industry, housing and/or
recreation purposes?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of State
Develqpment).-The answers areIn January, 1949, the then Premier, Mr.
Hollway, advised the chairman of Slough
Estates Limited, that upon firm advices of
intention to establish at Ballarat, as say,
from the 1st of January, 1950, an area of
50 acres of land on the Ballarat West Commoncould be granted for immediate development. In addition a further 150 acres
would' be held for a reasonable period for
extension of a trading estate as may be
justified.
The offer also provided for the provision
of utility services and an indication was
given that the erection of houses by the
Housing Commissi'Oncould be expected.
This offer was accepted by the ·company
in June, 1949, and subsequently the Minister
of Lands was asked by the then Premier,
Mr. Hollway, to make a free grant of 50
acres at the Ballarat West Common to
Slough Estates Limited.
Repeated representations have been made
by the present Government urging the company to proceed with the pr'OPosals, but
advice has now been received that it has no
alternative to asking the Government to
withdraw the offer made in 1949. In the
circumstances, I have advised Slough
Estates Limited that the Government now
regards the transaction as closed.
Negotiations 'are now proceeding with a
view t'O the early development of the area
for industrial purposes.

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
NIGHT LIGHTING OF SPORTS GROUNDS'.
Mr. DAWNAY-IUOULD (Dandenong)
asked the Minister in Charge of Electrical Undertakings1. What permits have been granted for
night lighting of sporting fixtures in Victoria,
and in New South Wales towns served by
the State Electricity Commission, since the
1st of January, 1950-(a) for individual
occasions; and (bJ for continuous events?
2. Which of these permits are still current?

SLOUGH ESTATES LIMITED.
DEVELOPMENT OF BALLARAT WEST'
COMMON.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo) asked the
'Minister of St'ate Development-

For Mr. DODGSHUN (Minister in
Charge of Electrical Undertakings), Mr.
R. T. White (Honorary Minister) ..,.-The
answer is-

1. What agreement was entered into with
the Slough Estates by the Hollway Government relative to the Ballarat Common and
when it was made?

The regulations restricting the use of
electricity provide for a limited use of
lighting for outdoor purposes such as sporting fixtures. No permits are necessary.
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The New South Wales municipalities supplied in bulk by the Commission also receive
a limited supply. How this limited bulk
supply is used is a maltter for the municipality concerned.

STATE RIVERS AND WATER SUPPLY
COMMISSION.
PURCHASE OF (( HEPBURN'S LAGOON.))

Mr. STONEHAM (Midlands)
the Minister of Water Supply-

asked

Whether the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission has decided to purchase the
property known as "Hepburn's Lagoon" on
the Loddon river near Smeaton with a view
to providing irrigation for down-stream
land owners adjoining the Deep Creek?

Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
Supply).-The State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission is giving consideration to the purchase of this lagoon, and
negotiations are proceeding with the
awners of the lagoon and with land
holders downstream, who desire to use
the water for irrigation .purposes.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
ST!\WELL--GRAMPIANS LINE: COST OF
CONSTRUCTION.

Mr. MORTON (Ripon)
Minister of Transport-

asked

the

What was the cost of the construction of
the railway between Stawell and the
Grampians, built about December, 1881, for
the purpose of transporting ·sandstone to be
used in the building of Parliament House?

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Trans- port).-The PubHc Works Department
constructed the line about December,
1881, f.or the 'carriage of sandstone for
use in the building of Parliament House.
The Public Works Department is endeavouring to locate the documents
which will show the. cost of the work
which was done approximately 70 years
ago. When this information is obtained
it will be supplied to the honorable
member.
BENDIGO (ROSALIND PARK) LAND
BILL.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) moved for leave to bring in a Bill
relating to the reservations and grant of
certain lands within and adjacent to
Rosalind Park in the City of Bendigo.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

Milk Board Bill.
Mll..K BOARD BILL.

Mr. MOSS' (Minister 'Of Agriculture)

presented a message from His Excellency

the Lieutenant-Governor, as deputy for
the Governor, recommending that an
appropriation be made from 'the Consolidated Revenue 'for the purposes of
this Bill.
A res.olution in accordance with the
recommendati'On was passed in Commi'ttee and adopted by the House.
LOOAL GOVERNMENT
(ENROUMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from June 27),
on the motion O'f Mr. Hyland (Minister of
Transport) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. IRELAND (Mernda.)-On man~l
occasions during the last few years it
has been necessary for Parliamen't to
make amendments to the Local Government Act, which is for the guidance of
municipal councillors in the conduct of
local government. This Bill proposes a'
further amendment to pr.ovide for rthe
enrolment on munkipal rolls of occupiers
of residences on Crown land which are
not rateable under the Local Government Act. At present the occupier of
such premises is not entitled to be enrolled .on the municipal roll notwithstanding the fact that a payment .is made
to the council equivalent to the amount
of the rates that would be chargeable if
the property were rateable.
Last year as a result O'f an amendment
to the Local Government Act occupiers
of dwellings on land owned by municipalities and the Co.mm,onwea1th were
permitted to be enrolled on the votors'
roll. The present Bill proposes an extension of that concession to those people
living in dwellings on land owned by the
State and by ·any semi-governmental
authorities, as enumerated in paragraph
( d) of sub-section (1) of section 249 of
the Local Government Act, namely, the
Victorian Railways Commissioners, the
Minister O'f Public Instruction, the Board
of Land and Works, the Commissioners '
of the 'MeFbourne Harbor Trust, the IMelbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works,
the Commissioners of the Geelong
Harbor Trust, ·and the Geelong Water
Works and Sewerage Trust.
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It would appear that the 'largest class of the principle of the Bill, and in a
of persons who wdll be affected by the letter addressed to the' Minister of Public
proposed amendment of the Act com- Works in April 1950, sought an amendprises theoccupi'ers of residences on land ment of the Local Government Act to
owned by the Victorian Railways Com- provide for the enrolment of occupiers of
mISSIOners.
The Opposition has no residences on land owned by the State,
cause to complain of the justice of the where the equivalent of the rates had
proposal, as it consider.s that occupiers been paid in the same way as is applicof State-owned properties should have able to occupiers in simBar circumstances
the same right as persons living in houses on Commonwealth land.
on land owned by the Commonwealth
Mr. CAIN.-Why should they not be put
Government o.r by a municipality.
in a position equivalent to that of tenants
However, there is a fundamental differ- who have not paid their rates by the due
ence between the amendment now under date? Ratepayers O'ccupyling lprivatelyconsidera tion and the one made by the owned premises might not have paid their
last amending local government Act rates by the specified date, but could stiH
which provided that moneys paid by the have thei'r names on the voters' roll.
Commonwealth Government should be
IRELAND.-The
.opposition
Mr.
remitted to the municipality concerned
differs
with
the
Government
in that it
by the 10th of June in order that the occupiers of the Commonwealth 'residences -considers that ~tl1e' same provisions as
would be eligible to vote. The differ- apply to occupiers of Oommonwealth
should operate in -reence is that the ordinary ratepayer must residences
lation
t'o
occupiers
of houses owned by
have his name on the roll by the 10th of '
June to be eligible ito vote. Some years the State. There is a further complicaago it was necessary for every ratepayer tion in respect of houses on State-owned
to have paid his rates by the 10th of land occupied by State employees, beJune in order that his name could be cause it is now very difficult-and it will
included on the voters' list. However, be more so as the years go by-for the
that law was subsequently amended to municipal clerk to identify payments
provide that if a ratepayer's na'me is on applicable to th'Ose residences if the
the roB on the 10tlh of June he is eligible money is not paid by the 10th of June.
On the contrary, if payments are made
to vote, even though he has not paid his
prior to that date, no difficulty should
rates.
A municipal clerk has no simple task arise, as the municipal clerk would have
in adjusting the rolls, although a great sufficient time to ascertain who was the
many of the elector.s within the munici- occupier of the property in respect of
paUty are known to him and that facili- which the payment had been made. Then
tates his work in compiling the lists. In the occupier's name could be added to
accordance with the practice followed in the voters' list. The difficulty to which 1
relation to occupier.s of Commonwealth refer will be even greater in future when
properties, money is paid to the munici~ there will be more persons occupying
pa'Hty concerned, and the municipal clerk State-owned houses, as payments r~
then ha:s a record that the :sum to be lating to the individual properties must
credited in respect of a particular house be identified with Ithe occupiers whose
was paid by the 10th of June. He then names are to be included on the roll.
places the name of the occupier of that
The Opposition finds it difficuLt to
residence on the roll. In his second- apprecia te the urgency for the passage of
reading speech the Minister made the this Bill, as at the present time only a
following statementcomparatively small number O'f persons
In April, 1950, the Municipal Association will be 'affected. This measure is being
of Victoria suggested that, as the Govern- given precedence over a large number of
ment was now paying the equivalent of rates
on these 'properties, .it appeared reasonable o.ther important amendments to ,the
that legislative provision should be made Loc-al Government Act submitted by the
entitling the occupiers to vote.
Municipal Association of Victoria tv the
Unfortunately, the Minister did not ex- Minister of PUiblic Works. We have been
plain fuat what the Municipal Associa- told that, as it is necessary that the rolls
tion said, in effect, was that it approved be prepared by the 15th of July, the
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passing of this measure is urgent. The 'Occupiers 'Of te.mpomry hoU'ses W'Ould
The Melbourne and
OppO'si tion holds the view that the Blll also ibe affected.
should have 'been given more considera- Me'tropoll t:an Board 'Of Wo~ks has -many
tion and that it should not have been employees living in Boa'rd houses in the
submitted to the House such a short metropolitan area wh1ich a're rarteable
when the' employees are charged rent.
time 'before the 15th of July.
UsuaHy, only minor adjustments re- Occupants of those properties are not
quire to be made to the raitepayers' roll -affected under this measure, as they :alconsequent on decisi'on!S \by the revision ready have the right to be enrolled for
court, /but 'if :thds Bill is passed it is 'municipal purposes.
o'bvious that 'a large number of alteraWhile the Government was setting out
tions to the roll will 'be necessary. As to -amend the principal Act it is a pity
I said previously, the Opposition agrees th'at it did not go :a little further than is
with the principle of the Bill, but its proposed in this Bill. All members repassage at such short notice is likely to cognize that municipalities are suffering
cause congestion in the revision court from revenue shortages and the effect of
and to create difficulty for the municipal the high cost of labour and rna teriais reThe quked to carry out 10ca1 government
clerks in preparing the rolls.
Opposition is of the opinion that the obligations. I should have liked included
same conditions should apply as were in the Bill a provision that an Governprovided when the Local'Government Act ment-owned properties should be ratewas amended last year in relation tl) ahle.
That would place municipal
occupiers of property owned by the finances on a sounder footing and would
exdude the need for ex gratia payments,
Commonwealth.
which
are made under the existing proIn addition tQ occupiers of property
owned by the Railway Department, the cedure. In few cases do the ex gratia
next greatest number of persons to be payments equal the rates that would be
affected by the Bill will be occupiers of payable on privately-owned properties of
residences provided by the Melbourne the same valuation.
In view of the expressed desire of the
and Metropolitan Board of Works.
I
envisage some serious dislocation of ,the Government that this BiB shouid be
voters' rolls for the area adj'acent to the passed without delay, the Opposition is
Upper Yiarra dam.
The Melbourne prepared to honour the undertaking given
and Metropolitan Board O'f W'Orks makes by its Leader that the Bill wou1d be
an ex-gratia payment to seven munici- passed speedily. Had that undertaking
pali ties-Whi ttlesea, Werribee, Broad- not been given and had ample time been
for.d, Upper Yarra, Corio, Lilydale, and made avaHable for the thorough conHealesvill€---'amounting to the sum of sidera tion which· this measure deserves,
£7,290 a year. At present, the only per- I would have suggested an amendment
sons who will be -affected within the along the Hnes proposed by the Municipal
area to which f have referred are the Association of Victoria. That body has
occupiers of eleven permanent residences, urged that provisions :similar to those inbU't the Board expects that next yea,r it corporated in legislation passed last year
witl have provided between 70 and 100 in 'relation to Commonwealth-owned prohomes in the Upper Yarra dam area. If perties should be included in the present
the present measure is .passed into measure. We appreciate the urgency for
law, the O'ccupiers of thQse homes will be the Bill, and I hope it wiH have a speedy
eligible to have their names placed on passage.
the ratepayers' roll.
Mr.
SHEPHERD
(Sunshine).-In
In a smallmunicipallity like the supporting the Bill, I desire to disabuse
Upper Y'arra Shire' the 'amendment the minds of members tha;t 'legislation
i!1JCor,porarted in this measure ,wij.l giving certain rights to occupants of
seriously dis~ocate the preparation Commonwealth-owned houses was placed
of the voters' rO'lls. Eleven perman- on the statute-book Jast year. ActuaUy
ent residences owned 'by the Board are the enabling measure was passed early
occupied, but the framers of this measure in 1946 and is ;incoTporated in section 74
apparently did not foresee that the of the consolidated Local Government
l
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Act of 1946. It has been in operation for liberalized. The Leader of the Labour
five years and this year will be the fifth party has said, by -interjection, that the
on which the municipal voters' rolls have occupier of any privately-owned property
been prepared in accordance with the pro- is entitled to municipal enrolment, irresVISIOns of that section. 'Frankly, I pective of whether or not the rates on
welcome the Bill because it will broaden that property have been paid by the 10th
the municipa'l franchise.
The' Labour of June. There are provisions in the Act
party hopes that ultimately every aduU for the punishment of people for nonin the State will be entitled to vote' at payment of rates. That is the payment
muni'Cipal elections, as obtains in certain of interest. Sometimes it is hard to get;
sometimes a period of fifteen or as long
other AustraHan States.
Mr. REID.-Is this a foretaste of the as 30 years elapses before i't is recovered.
The point, however, has nothing to d()
Greater Melbourne council plan?
wi th the system now under 'review.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-It is not necessary People are occupying in ·many parts of
to talk about a Greater Melbourne council Melbourne homes that are owned by
or any other municipal undertaking when Government
an'd
semi-Government
referring specificaHy to the adoption in bodies.
The honorable member for
Victoria of the municipal franchise that Mernda referred to :conditions in the
e~ists in New South Wales and in QueensShire of Upper Yarra where a new dam
land.
is being constructed and where a 'certain
Mr. TYAcK.-Have you ·considered number of houses have been 'built
what has happened in municiptill spheres by the Melbourne and Metropo11'tan
in tho'se States?
Board 'Of Works; but thalt, so to
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That has nothing speak, does not mean a thing when the
to do with what is happening in Victoria. ,present proposal is being considered.
The honorable member for Hawthorn is Twelve ·m 0 nths , notice is being given
following the line of thought that Mr. for the preparation of the rolls for next
NeB McArthur finds ample funds and year. I understand that eleven of these
newspaper spa'ce Ifor propaganda in houses are about to be occupied.
opposition to the Greater Melbourne
Mr. IRELAND.-There are 50 built and
council prop'osal. _ The measure now occupied to-day.
under consideration is all-embrac:i.ng
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Whether they want
and does not apply to one muni- to have their names placed on the roll
cipality more than to another. There depends entirely on the occupiers of the
are difficulties involved in this Bill and properties to which the Bill refeI'ls. If
they are not confined to the activities of they do, they will have to make individual
municipal officers.
The number of applications to the municipalities conpeople in anyone municipality who will cerned prior to the 14th of June. In
apply for inclusion on the municipal roll order to 'be safe, this year they would
this year will be infinitesimal, compared have to make those appli-cations by the
with the numbers who flock to a divi- 13th of July as the 14th is a
sional returnihg office wi thin seven days Saturday and there would be no one
of the closing of the roll prior to an ex- working at the municipal offices. It has
traordinary election for a member of this been indicated that at Upper Yarra the
House.
municipal authorities would have liked
My main interest is in the principle in- more time to consider this legislation
volved. If it is good enough for an and perhaps, if they had had more time,
occupier of a Commonwea'lth-owned they would have submitted an amendhouse to have the dght to vote at a ment.
However, where there is any
municipal election, provided that the difference of opinion and something
rates a're paid before the 10th of June, arises which is not quite accurate it is
then it should be good enough for oc- our duty to ~peak of it now, and not
cupiers of State houses to enjoy the same after the Bill has been passed.
privilege.
The section of the Local
I know that there are people agitating
GoveI'lnment Act that relates' to the pay~ for representation on their municipal
ment of money in lieu of rates on Com- council. A number of Briti1sh Com'monmonwealth-owned properties could be we.a1th migrants resident iat the hostel
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at Brooklyn have held meeting.s of
protest in the fast few days and
resolutions have ibeen carr~ed and
published in the newspapers.
Having
been brought out to this country they
feel that they are living under conditions in which they are not eligible to
be enrolled and to have representation on
a municipal counci'l. When people who
have known the benefits of good local
government administration in Great
Britain want to become interested in
local government affairs here, it is our
right to give them every opportunity to
take part in the civic life of this State.
Indeed, it would be a tragedy if we
segregated them from the ordinary ratepayers and said that we were not interested in them because they had not a
vote. Some persons are interested only
in those people who can vote for them.
That is wrong. Many of these newcomers are here 'as occupiers 'Of property
and they pay rent up to £2 a week for
State or,ailway houses. They want the
services that they pay for. They make
their payments indirectly-that is to say,
they pay money in lieu of rates-and we
are adapting a broadened principle that
should be generally 'accepted.
.
Mr. MUTToN.-Residents in Housing
Commission houses are paying full rates
for only half measures.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is true, and
people occupying some of the railway
houses are putting up with the same disabilities at the present time. However,
the railways authorities are now taking
steps as an outcome of which they will
probably have more c'Ontented occupiers
than in the case of the other organization.
We are not criticizing the Housing Commission to-day. Lts tenants have the
right to be enrolled because 'the C'Ommission is required to pay rates and not to
provide money in lieu of rates. They are
already placed on the rolls. I do not
want to be sidetracked int'O any consideration of Housing Commission
tenants but I do say that, if it is important that they sh'ould have a vote, so
it is important in the case of 'Occupants
of houses in the other category.
The members of the Labour party
suprpor,t this measure.
We believe it
enunciates a broadened principle and
that it is an inherent right of individuals
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to become citizens and to be encouraged
to take an interest in the civic life of the
Sta teo We do not think there wriH be
any difficu~ties in regard to the
voters' ,roll from now on. The persons
concerned may have to make individual
application and that, of course, depends
entirely on the occupants of the houses.
Then we shall be able to determine
whether they desire to interest themselves in municipal government, and we
shall also get some idea as to how many
want to become enrolled persons for the
houses in question.
If .some municipalities have already
printed their rol'ls, they are a little in
advance of the Act. I do not know of
any municipality that would take the risk
of actually printing its rolls although
from time to time use has been made of
what are known as printers' proofs for
the purposes of the revision courts on
the understanding that these could be corrected. Owing to the high cost of printing to-day, many municipalities are
roneoing their rolls.
Mr. HYLAND.-Very often, one cannot
get the job done.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is true. The
great difficulties facing municipal government to-day in the matter of finance are
causing much concern. The municipalities expect to receive revenue by virtue
of the present proposal. I explained to
one councHlor that when this measure is
passed it will ·confirm the understanding
that the Government intends from now
on to pay money in lieu of rates. I consider that a more prompt payment
should be made by the State Government provided that the other authorities
such as the Railway Department are not
holding up the certified lists. If a little
more prominence were given to this
matter the municipalities would be satisfied that they were going to receive their
money. It is unfortunate that Parliament was not sitting in that period of
the year when it would have been possible to have the necessary preparations
made well before the 10th of June, so
bringing 'about the payment I have referred to.
Mr. MAcK.-The time limit ·imposed
by the Local Government Act will
make this a very ha'rd matter for the
current financial year.
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Mr. SHEPHERD.-I know that the
honorable member agrees with the principle underlying this measure, and I
believe that in no case will a municipality
find the work involved the hardest job
that it has been called upon to do. I do
not know of any paid municipal officer
who is not expected to do somethin~ of
an emergency nature at times. During
the last depression period the municipalities were given the responsibility of the
administration of all relief. In the war
period the municipalities had to handle
the 'matter of air raid precautions, and of
national insurance also, and most councillors know how little the municipalities
received in return. However, the staffs
of municipal offices are quite capable of
handling bigger difficulties than anything
that can be imposed by this measure.
With all its disadvantages, it win be of
some advantage to persons occupying
hoines that come within the categories
specified. Is it not a good thing that
they should show that they are interested
enough in municipal government and
civic life generally to wish to place themselves in a position that will entitle them·
to bring matters before their council
when they deem it necessary?
Mr. REID.-Is this the first step towards
the Greater Melbourne council?
Mr. SHEPHERD.-We do not connect
the Bill in any way with the suggestion
of the honorable member, and of one or
two other members, that it has something to do with the establishment of a
Greater Melbourne council. When the
measure relating to that proposal comes
before us we shall deal with it separately
and individually and maybe with just as
much enthusiasm as in the case of the
Bill now before the House.
Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn) .-1 desire to
reiterate the remark of the honorable
member for Mernda that if the Government wishes to ensure that justice is done
to everyone, it should introduce legislation to place every person on the same
basis so far as municipal rating is concerned. The Government has not done
that, but has used an obscure means to
introduce an amendment which is not -as
clear cut as was a previous amendment
in regard to Commonwealth properties.
That amendment clearly defined that the
equivalent of the rate must be paid by
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the 10th of June, but under this amendment the equivalent of the rate may
never be paid. That is the point on
which Opposition members join issue
with the Government.
Mr. HYLAND.-The State pays its way
always, irrespective of how indigent it
may be.
Mr. TYACK.-There is a vast difference between the position of ordinary
ratepayers and occupiers of Government
properties. Rates payable by ordinary
ratepayers are a perpetual charge on
their properties. That is a very good
reason why the names of owners of such
properties are entered on the ratepayers'
roll. Irrespective of the number of times
a property changes hands, municipalities
retain control of the rates; they know
that sooner or later the rates will be paid.
The same situation applies to the Commonwealth equivalent of rates, because,
at present, Commonwealth Government
Departments must pay the rates or their
equivalent by the 10th of June in each
year in order that the names of the occupiers may. be entered on the rolls.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-In that case, the rate
is not a charge on the property.
Mr. TYACK.-That is so. The rate is
paid in respect of Commonwealth properties, whereas the municipality has what
is tantamount to a mortgage on the property of an individual owner. However,
the present amendment goes a long way
further than that. It provides that if
there is an arrangement for the payment
of the equivalent of the rates, the names
of the occupiers will be entered on the
voters' roll and I contend that there is
no guarantee that the equivalent will be
paid by any succeeding Government.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Then, the arrangement is cut out.
Mr. TYACK.-During the previous session of Parliament, certain arrangements
with municipalities which had operated
for many years were terminated. If this
arrangement is cut out, the owner of
private property will continue to pay
rates while Government property will
be exempt, although the Government and
occupiers of Government property will
benefit from the rates paid by owners of
private property.
This Government,
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which is responsible for local government in Victoria, is not prepared to go
the same distance as it expects the Commonwealth Government or the ordinary
private property owner to go. The
Government desires to secure its pound
of flesh, so to speak. It wants to have
the names of occupiers oj) Government
property included on the roll, but it may
or may not pay its equivalent of rates.
Therefore, there is no certainty that
there will be any charge on those particular properties in future.
The RaHway Department has been referred to 'as being the largest Government Department concerned. I understand that it does not pay its equivalent
of rates until very late in the calendar
year. There is no reason why that Department, if it requ'ires the services
, which municipalities can give, should not
pay its share towards the cost of local
government, in the ·same way as is done
by private citizens.
I suJbmi t that staff difficulties will be
encountered in the preparation of municipal rolls. The Government proposes to
introduce a revolutionary reform within
a few days. Proib'ahly many municipal
clerks who do not know the terms of this
amendment win be expected to have new
and revised ,rolls ready by the 14th of
July.
Although I admit that every person
who pays rates or their equivalent for
service should be given the same opportunity of inclusion on the voters' roll, I
suggest that there should be no tags in
relation to State instrumentalirties. In
my opinion, this measure represents hasty
legislation. If the matter were allowed
to rest for a few monrt:hs, no harm would
be done, and it would be fairer if the
Government were to bring down a Bill
to amend the Local Government Act to
provide that aU properties shall be rated
on the same basis.
Then, the municipalities would be satisfied, but I do not
think they will be satisfied with the
amendment now before the House..
The honorable member for Sunshine
stated tha!t some migranit families at
Brooklyn were eager to take an interest
in Ioca'! government; he almost suggested
tha t some members of fuose families
wouln become municipal councillors. I
Mr. Tyack.

i
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submit that this amendment does not
give to the occupier of Government
property on which is paid the equivalent
of rates the right to become a municipal
Section 51 of the Local
councillor.
Government Act defines who may be a
councillor. That definition does not include persons who occupy Government
property under the present system or
under that proposed in ~he amendment.
However, if the Government were to·
aFter the Local Government Act so that
Government properties would be ra teable in the same way as other properties,
the occupiers would be enabled to qualify
as municipal councillors. That would be
a good thing.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Would you support
such an alteTa tion ?
Mr. TYACK.----I should support an
alteration to 'bring all properties on to the
s'ame rateahle basi,s, without those dissimilarities that exist under the existing
legislation.
For that reason, I have
difficulty in accepting the amendment
proposed in the Bill because I do not
think it will be effective. It will create
further anomalies.
The Government
would have been much wiser had it done
as Opposition members suggested and
brought all properties within the scope
of the ratings of the local government
authorities, in which case there woU'ld
be no anomalies because every occupier would be placed on the same basis.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-A Railway Department house could be rart:ed under certain
conditions if it were occupied by a person
other than an employee.
Mr. TYACK.-That is so, but by 'and
large, those properties would still differ
from others. Opposition members take
exception to that because they believe
tha t if the Minisltry is sincere in its
desire to do justice to all it should have
Government properties rated on the same
basis as other properties under the Local
Government Act. While I do not desire
to delay the passage of the measure, I
should appreciate it if the Minis1ter would
review t'he situation with his officers t:)
ascertain whether the Government can
in traduce an amendment which will be
more satisfactory than that which is now
proposed.
The motion was agreed to.
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The BiH was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Enrolrnent of certain occupiers of municipal, Government, &c., properties.)
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-Although I
appreciate the motives of the Government, I am wondering if it will be wise to
rush this clause through. The placing
upon a municipal roll of the names of
·occupiers of the properties in question
win depend upon whether an agreement
,or an arrangement has been made to pay
the equivalent of rates on those places.
The term " arrangement" is vague and I
can visualize that municipal clerks will
be faced with many problems. In the
short time available before the municipal
rolls must be prepared for this year, it
may be impossible to determine if arrangements have been made within the
meaning of the clause. At a later stage,
an amending Bill should be brought
down to clarify the position.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-I am concerned as to the proposed arrangement
for payment in lieu of rates on certain
properties.
In my electorate homes
have been erected for railway workers,
and many of them are occupied. Fences
have not been built and that should be
done immediately. The dwellings cost
approximately £2,050, and it would not
be fair if an arrangement was made
concerning a tenant of one of those places
to the detriment of the occupier of a home
of greater value. All payments to municipaUties should be on a fair basis so as
to permit local, authorities to· function
efficiently.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport) .-For many years Parliament deprived municipalities of revenue by
exempting certain properties from the
payment of ra tes. Then, succeeding
Governments arranged to pay municipalities the equivalent of rates on those
properties. That action deserves commendation. Members know that municipalities are finding it difficult to finance
their activities. In the metropolitan
area, maintenance charges are high and,
again, capital works must be carried out
'in country districts. In the recent past,
;all Governments have tried to assist
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municipalities, and I do not think members need fear that restricted payments
will be made under the Bill. If a State
authority said, "We wiU pay what we
think is half the amount of rates that
the council would otherwise collect," I
feel certain that the Government would
bring the authority to heel by saying,
"You must pay the fun amount."
I am in charge of the Bill on behalf of
the Minister of Public Works, and I
understand that a further amending
measure will be submitted in the course
of the session to clear up many· anom'alies. That will ensure justice being done
to municipalities. At the request of the
Municipal Association of Victoria and
other interested parties, the Local Governnment Acts were cori!solidated in 1946
at a cost exceeding £2,000. When a ~e
ques't is made for a consolidation of the
statutes, it must be remembered that it
is most diffi·cult to obtain the services
of professional m'en to -do the work, and
the cost is very heavy.
Mr. CAIN.-There should be a running
'consolidation of all Acts.
Mr. HYLAND.-That could be done,
if the services of qualified legal men
were available.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
RAILWAYS (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from June 27),
on the motion of ,Mr. Hyland (Minister
of Transport) for the second reading ru
this BiU was resumed.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-Although
the Opposition does not oppose this Bin
there are certain matters on which we
feel we must comment and about which
we seek elucidation. First, I should like
to congratulate the 'Minister of Transport
on his second-reading speech, because he
adopted a practice that is becoming somewhat rare in this House. He explained
the legislation that is being amended-in
this case two sections of the Railways Act
1928-set out clearly the purpose of the
amendments, and then dealt with each
clause in the amending Bill. His explanation made it much easier for
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members not long conversant with the
principall Act to understand the purpose
of the Bill.
The measure proposes an increase from
£500 to £800 in the commencing rate of
salary that may be paid by the Raiolways
Commissioners without the sanction of
the Governor in Council to officers who
may be promoted or to new appointees.
As a general principle, that must be
accepted as a realistic approach. The
Minister made it clear that the disparity
between the ba:sic wage that operated
when this provision was inserted in the
principal Act and that obtaining today
leaves the Government with no a!Jternative than to make a substantial increase
on the sa'lary rate of £500 previously
specified. The Opposition offers no objection to that proposal.
Beyond that overriding principle other
amendments have to be considered.
Under propo:sed new paragraph (a) of
sub-section (1) of section 146 of the
principal Act officers or employees of the
Railway Department covered by awards
under the Conci'liation and Arbitration
Act or by detellminations made under the
Factories and Shops Acts who are in receipt of 'Salaries in excess of £800 a year
will be excluded from "the requirement
that the approval of the Governor in
Coundl must be obtained, and the Railways Commissioner,s may grant increases
in their :salaries. The Minister informed
the House that this provision was inserted
because the Conciliation and Arbitration
Act overrides the powers of the Railways Oommissioners or, in fa'ct, of the
State Government in this matter; therefore it is only putting into effect what is
already the practicaol situation. However,
the 'Minister did not mention the position
of employees covered by State determinations who are in receipt of salalI'ies of
more 'than £800 a year. I hORe he wi'll
make it clear to members whether the
same situation applies to those officers
and whether, in effect, "all we are being
asked to do is to put into practical effect
what appUes today. If that is the position the Opposition will offer no objection.
I would point out that employees
receiving more than £800 a yeaII' who are
covered by the Conciliation and Arbitration Act are excepted from the provision,
Mr. Norman.

Bill.

that approval of the Governor in Council.
must be obtained; in fact aU the present
employees of the Railway Department
receiving more than £800 a year are excluded. At first "glance it seems to be
anomalous that every member to which
a proVisIon can apply can be excepted
from it.
The only possible Teason
for its inclusi'on can be thalt in the
future there may be employees earning
over £800 a year who are not covered
by the Conciliation and Arbitration Act.
Sub-section (3) of section 146 of the
principal Act provides that the Railways
Commissioners shall not pay any additional allowance to the salary or wages of
an officer or employee. Sub-clause (2)
of clause 2 of the Bill repeals that subsection; therefore the RaiiJ.ways CommissIoners will be permitted to grant
allowances without obtaining the approval of the Governor in Council. In
his second-reading speech the Minister
stated that such allowances were rare
and comparatively small. However, I
hope that he will not overlook the fact
that future contingencies should be provided for.
Apparently Parliament is
being asked to extend to the Railways
Commissioners the wide power, which
they have not enjoyed previously, of
granting an aHowance over and above an
employee's salary without reference to
the Governor in Council. I accept the
statement that up to date any allowances
paid have been small and rare, but I
should like the Minister to consider the
placing of some limit on that proposal.
It is encouraging to members to note
tha t this proposed amendment to the Act
is being made lalrgely because of a recommendation by the Auditor-General. The
Opposition commends the Government
for doing something that has become
comparatively rare-a Government taking notice of the Auditor-General's
recommen'da tions.

This Bin reflects a realistic approach
to the problem. Parliament has complete
control over finances, and tlhe extension
of power to the Commissioners provided
in the Bill is not undue. I trust that before the Committee stage, or at that
stage, the Minister will clarify the minor
points I have" raised.
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It might be suggested by some that this
Mr. STONEHAM (Midlands).-The
purpose of the Bill is to permit the Rail- Bill should provide for the abolition of
ways Commissioners without reference any control Whatever by the Governor in
to tlhe Governor in Council to increase Council, and thrut the making of appointwages and salaries and to make appoint- ments and the granting of increased rements or promotions to positions carry- muneration may safely be left to the
ing wages or s,alaries not exceeding £800 Commissioners, irrespective of the salary
per annum in Heu of £500 at presen,t. involved.
That would be a dangerous
At first glance it would appear that principle to put into effect. Experience
it is a routine minor machinery measure of public utilities, such as the State Elecbringing certain prOV,lS'lOnS of the tricity Commission and the railways, and
Railways Act up to date.
I was more recently in England, where railways
much interested in some of the figures and coal mines have been nationalized,
quoted by the Minister. He mentioned shows that it is of the utmost importance
that when the original provision was, that the Executive Council should retain
made the basic wage was £223 a year. control of top level policy on public
To-day it is £4'54, an increase of £231 utilities.
having taken place in the intervening 22
Although the figure beyond which the
yearS.
Commissioners wiH not have power is
On examina Hon of the Bill, coupled being raised from £500 to £800, it is wise
with a statement by the Minister that of that the finaJ decision should rest with
the present total staff of 27,000 officers the Executive council. In 1929, when
the provision was first enacted, approval
and employees only 8,000 adults receive
of the Governor in Counci'! was sought
a wage the commencing rate of which is only on :rare occasions, because a depresless than £500, one would t1bink that con- sion was then being entered. At present
ditions of railwaymen in Victoria have a substantial amount of time of clerks
become ideal. However, the main cause is involved, and I would say wasted, in
for this measure being brought before the compiling lists and checking names for
House is that this country is at present, submission to the Minister for approval.
and has been for some time, 'caught in an The passing of this Bill wiN mean that
uncontrolled spiral of inflation.
The that time wHI be saved and hours of
purchasing power of railwaymen's wages clerical 'labour may be devoted to better
has not increased to anything like the purposes. I :support the BiN and t,rust
extent thait might be suggested by the that it will have a speedy passage.
figures quoted by the Minister.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-In general
terms it may be accepted that an
I take tilis opportunity of mentioning members concur with the views expressed
to the Minister, who happens to hold the by the Minister and the previous speakers
dua1 portf.olios of Transport and Prices, concerning this Bill.
One interesting
that this Bill is a grave reminder to Pa,r- point on which the Minister has not yet
liament of the advanced state of inflation informed the House is whether or not
that has been reached.
The situation under this amending provision the Railcalls for urgent and dra'stic action to way:s Commissioners would have authora'rrest the upward gallop of prices at pre- ity to inorease the salaries of employees
already covered by a'll Arbitration Court
sent occurring.
award. A further point is: What would
I do not t1bink anyone in the House have been the position had this provision
fails to appreciate the supreme im-' existed when railwaymen were on strike
portance of the raHway system to the -a situation arising from an ag,reement
Life and development of the State. It which had been entered into between the
is proper that Parliament should Australian RaHways Union and the Railfacilitate in every possible way pro- ways Commissioner:s and which had not
visions that wili lead to due recognition, been' ratified by the Conciliation Comin the form of suita'ble wages and con- missioner?
ditions being given to persons performIf those questions are safeguarded, I
ing work associated with the railways. think aliI members will support the Bill.
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I raise those matters as being of special not go beyond the terms of the Arbitrainterest and invite the Minister to reply tion Court award. Therefore, the honorto my queries when closing the debate.
able member need have no fear that the
Railways Commissioners will increase
The motion was agreed to.
The BiU was read a second time and salaries above the rates set out in the
awards .of the court.
committed.
There is an added reason why reClause 1 was agreed to.
muneration
provided in determinations
Clause 2 (Consent of Governor in
Council to increase salaries, &c., of by the Arbitration Court should not be
increased without authority. In a Dehigher officers and employees).
partment like the Railways, where there
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Trans- are 27,000 employees, a precedent would
port).~I shall clear up one or two points
be established by the granting of an inthat have been brought forward in the creased rate of pay to one section of emdebate. The honorable member for Glen . ployees, and,. the door' having been
Iris aptly summed up this small Bin when opened, the bush wireless would work so
he said that Parliament was really in rapidly that requests for increases would
plain -language giving legislative approval be made immediately by thousands of
to something already being done. There other employees.
was a conflict between two sections of the
. It was suggested that railway workers
Act; section 146 actually had been inwere
receiving comparatively high salaoperative throughout and the Commissioners asked 'that the matter be'rectified. ries. I remind honorable members of the
rate of pay many of us received when
The main point relates to the salary we were boys. If we were paid 50s. a
of £800. Those members who have been week, it was considered a high wage.
Ministers-and there are a number on The remuneration now being received
both sides of the Hous9----'rea.Jize that in by employees is only relative to what
some Depart-ments, Bo'ards or Commis- money will purchase. Although many
sions, the relevant Act provides that the workers are receiving higher rates of pay
Minister must :sign a multitude of docu- they are not a great deal better off than
ments. As Minister of Transport, this workers when they were receiving much
morning I signed documents -relating to lower wages.
eight or ten sma'll accidents; I had to do
The clause was agreed to.
that because the Act provide:s that a reThe Bill was reported to the House
port on every smallacciden t that occurs
must be given to and signed by the without amendment, and passed through
Minister. The sancNoning by the Minis- its remaining stages.
ter of the appointment of persons to
The sitting was suspended at 5.45 p.m.
salaries up to £800 involves a tremendous until 7.5 p.m.
amount of work, which the Commissioners a-re capable of perfoI'>ming.
POISONS BILL.
iN 0 employees paid under wages Board
The delbate (adjourned from June 27)
determinations receive remuneration in
excess of £800 per annum. I think the on the motion of Mr. Fulton (Minister
number of employees who receive more of Health) for the second reading of this
than £800 a year under Commonwealth Bill was resumed.
Arbitration Court awards is 483.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-There
In reply to the honorable member for . seems to be some confusion as to the
Grant, who raised a query regarding real purpose of this measure. The Bill
salaries being increased beyond the figure has been introduced to amend the third
determined by the Arbitration Court, I part of the Second Schedule of the
think I can say with all honesty that the Poisons Act 1928. At the outset I should
last railway strike taught many people a like to make it clear that this measure
lesson and convinced them that the deci- does not attempt to take phenacetin ou t
cisions of the court ·must be obeyed. On of the schedule as a separate drug. If
that occasion, the Government, and each it did, I imagine that tlle views of memparty in this House, said that they would bers on both sides of the House might
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be different from those I believe they
now hold.
The proposal is that
phenacetin be taken out of the schedule
as an ingredient of tablets or powders
'Containing that substance in conjunction
with aspirin and caffeine, with the further proviso that the phenacetin must not
exceed by we'ight in any tablet 5/12ths
of the aggregate wei'ght of aspirin,
phenacetin, and caffeine.
If we have
that clearly in mind we get rid of one
possible serious objection that could be
held to this measure if phena<!etin were
a drug taken out of the schedule, and
any dbjections on the parot of people who
believe that what is proposed is the extraction of phenacemn from the Poisons
A'ct should disappear in the light of the
Clarification of that patti<!ular fact.
There has been some objection to the
Government bringing in this measure
and overriding recommendation's of the
Pharmacy Board, but I think members
should give some consideration to the
facts--expressed with the greate':>t
respect to the member.s of that Boardas to its constitution.
The Board is
elected under the Pharmacy Act by
chemists within the State of Victoria,
and I am advised that aU its members
at' present are pharmacists. I do not
wish to ,cast ·any aspersions on their
integrity; indeed, it is well known that
they have consistently advised Governments on the question of poisons and S3
on, in an endeavour to protect the public.
At the same time, those persons must
have their outlook clouded when it comes
to the question of trading as distinct
from
medical
or
phar·maceutical
pmctiJces. They must have their views
clouded to some extent by the nature of
their calling or trade. I use the word
" trade" in this instance because, having,
so to speak, got the poison out of our
systems, we can proceed to discuss trading practices.
A.P.C. tablets, as they are known by
abbreviation, are by law sold only by
chemists or, where there is no chemist
within 4 miles, by grocers under permit
from the Pharmacy Board. Chemists
may sell those tablets without restriction
or control, and without having to warn
purchasers of the possible effects of phenacetin or any other substance they contain. Chemists may sell the tablets to
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persons of any age who tender the purchase price, and what is more interesting,
they may sell them on Sunday within
prescribed hours when grocers are not
even permitted to open, much less to sell
A.P .C. tablets.
Furthermore, there is no necessity for
a chemist to record the sale of A.P.C.
tablets. I emphasize this fact because,
if the law makes no provision to control
the sale of A.P .C. tablets by requiring a
prescription for their purchase, or some
warning to be placed on the label, or the
keeping of a record of the persons to
whom the tablets are sold, surely it must
be presumed that they are harmless as
far as poisons are concerned. I can find
no evidence of a suggestion that, when
selling A.P.C. tablets, chemists accept any
responsibility in ,respect of warning or
advising their purchasers how many tablets they should take. In fact, I have
grave doubts whether chemists would not
be well satisfied if the purchasers used
many of those tablets and returned to
purchase additional supplies within a
reasonably short period. At any rate,
there is no restriction on their sale. I
emphasize this point because another
objection offered to this measure is that
the freer sale of A.P.C. tablets may lead
to the greater addiction of certain members of the public to their use. I am not
an expert on the addiction potentialities
of phenacetin or any other constitutent
of A.P.C. tablets but surely if the law
makes no provision as to the manner in
which those tablets may be sold by
chem'ists, we as parliamentarians should
not concern ourselves about that aspect.
There are several members of this
House who hold firm views on the question of addiction to certain orugs, but this
Bill is not the measure upon which an
expression of those views would be particularly relevant. If we believe that the
public should be prevented from becoming addicted to phenacetin or any
other drug, surely Parliament must face
up to the question of whether those drugs
should not be controlled in any hands
and, in effect, that chemists should therefore be required to take stringent measures to protect the public from the
undue sale of those drugs. For example,
I understand that a chemist may not sell
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any drugs in the pheno-barbit~l group
without a doctor's prescription. The law
recognizes that there is some property
in those drugs from which the public
should be protected and a doctor is required to exercise his skill in advising a
patient whether he should take them;
then, the quantity is limited by prescription.
I emphasize that the question of drug
addiction should be considered in the
direction of a tightening up of the law in
regard to drugs generally. There are
many members of this House who would
wholeheartedly supporit such a move, but
this is not the Bill upon Which such discussion is relevant.
There has been some discussion about
the poisonous properties of phenacetin
and I have stalted that the Bill does not
exclude phenacetin from the schedule as
a separate drug but only as a limited
consUtuent of A.P.C. tablets, and in no
other form.
Further, the Minister of
Health has intimated that the toxic
properties of phenacetin are less than
those which accrue from the mO'derate
use of tobacco and, gazing around the
Chamber this evening, I see no evidenc('
of any member suffering from a
moder-ate use of tobacco. In fact, the
Minister O'f Health said that 200 A.P.C.
tablets would lbe required to make a
He did not
person comparatively HI.
sta'te whether that number applied in the
case of 'an averaged-sized person or not,
but I should imagine that the number
would vary in individual cases.
I believe this Bill is a raNonal
approach to the subject. When the
Minister of Health commenced his
second-reading speech by saying that the
Bin was being introduced to permit preparations containing aspirin, phenacetin,
amd caffeine to be sold freely in Vktoria,
I thought he should have used the words,
"more freely." A.P.C. tablets already
are avai,lable freely forom chemists' shops
to any person in this State, without restriction of any kind, and may be sold
even on Sundays. Therefore, it seems
wrong that such a harmle~s substance as
A.P.C. cannot be sold by grocers and
other storekeepers, particularly in those
areas where no chemist is available. I
support the Bill.
Mr. Norman.

Bill.

Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-I am
astonished that any member on either
side of the House should have the
slighitest respect for this Bnl. I hope
that as I proceed, they wiU realize that
this measure has dangerous potentiaHties
and is undesirable. There is no popular
demand for legislatdon of this character.
The public does not care whether A.P.C.
tablets a·re bought from chemists' shops
or elsewhere. Those tablets are required
on certain occasions but there is no
clamour for a widening of the facilities
for their purchase.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Do you realize that
in rura,l districts there is often not a
chemist avaHable?
Mr. WHATELY.----iJ do. In order to
make this drug accessible to the public,
the l,aw already provides that where
there is no chemist within 4 miles, a local
storekeeper may secure permission to sell
A.P.C. and other drugs. A.P.C. tablets
are a very useful commodity to have in
one's house because, under the existing
educa!tion system, members of the public
are acquainted with those home remedies
tha t are necessary to meel1: certain
emergencies. I suggest that no hardship
is suffered i'f people, on their ordinary
visits to the loca1 pharmacist, obtain a
bottle of A.'P.C. or a number of A.P.C.
tablets, and, as their supply runs low
they repeat the process. However, that
is a practice which ·S'hould be adopted
with caution.
I believe that A.P.C. was developed in
AustraHa-possibly in Melbourne-and
although my information is incomplete, I
understand that it originated because of
the difficulty of securing aspIrm
during the first world war. ]jt was
decided,
therefore,
to
compound
aspirin, phenacetin, and caffeine, since
none of those drugs leaves a "hangover." The importance of caffeine is
well recognized by students who dope
themselves on black coffee so that they
may forsake the 40-hour week and be enabled to work for 80 hours a week. The
use of aspirin, phenacetin or caffeine
does not leave a "hang-over" such as
would be experienced from the use of
drug's derived from morphia and other
such injurious substances.
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Most people who resort to aspirin and
A.P.C. do S'O to cure a headache or some
other pain and the drug is of value in an
emergency. When our body is out of
gear, it is desirable that we should know
of it. "Pain is nature's indication to the
human being that there is something,
about !his body that needs immediate
attention.
If he can ascertain the
reason for the pain, well and good,
provided that he diagnoses the cause
accurately.
However, many people
refuse to go ,to a doctor, and they practise
self-medication, aHowing to 'remain conditions that frequenNy result in serious
operations and even death, because the
cause of pain is not diagnosed in time.
A drug of value in an emergency ris taken
repeatedly by people who defy nature's
warning.
Here I.may point to the value of red
lights and indicators on the dashboard of
a motor car. A car may appear to be
running smoothly, but a red light shows,
or the hand of a dial swings to a position
to indicate that something needs attention immediately. There is no need for
me to labour the point that thousands of
persons who lI'un to dope Whenever they
suffer pain are doing themselves grave
injustice. People of that type who rely
upon aspirins do not suffer the same disadvantage as addicts of A.P.C., for the
reason that aspirin is not a habit-forming
drug. I know persons who take as many
as twenty aspirins daily; they fail to disclose that fact when they visit the family
physician.
Mr. CAIN.-I take tobacco in sman
doses.
Mr. WHATELY.-I did not 'Smoke until
I was 26 and ever since I have regtretted
starting the habit.
Mr. CAIN.-Liquor is a dope.
Mr. WHATELY.-Liquor can be purchased only in certain pla'ces.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-And a doctor's prescription is not needed.
Mr. WHA'f.ELY.-For 'the most part,
doctors have fO'resaken the old practice
of prescribing alcohol as a medicine. I
do not find any successful moves by
grocers or other storekeepers to sell
liquor. That dope is sold by appointed
people, and appointed people only should
sell phenacetin, which is a habit-forming
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drug. Those who take it, crave for it.
Persons who use A.P.C. to deaden a
headache reach the stage when, if they
cannot obtain A.P.C. tablets, they suffer
a headache owing to their craving for the
drug.

0

Members appear to think that because
a pill is to comprise less than half of
phenacetin, something marvellous has
been done. We will leave phenacetin in
the list of poisons but, according to the
Bin, we wHl say that everything is aU
righ t, provided that something else is
mixed with it. Professor R. D. W'right,
o'f the Melbourne university, says that a
person would probably have to take 200
A.P.C. tablets if he desired to commit
suicide.
If one obtained pellets consisting wholly of phenacetin, probably
one could commit suicide by swallowing
only 100 of them. The fact that phenacetin is di'luted with aspirin and caffeine
is beside the point, because it remains a
habit-forming drug.
One can :see an A.P.C. addict !losing
his ruddy complexion, which is replaced
by a blue look, a condition that is easily
recognized by doctors and nurses. In one
case, a woman afflicted with rheumatoid
arthritis has been put in hospital not
in the hope of curing th'e a'rthritis but because it is desired t'O overcome her habit
of taking twenty A.P.C. tablets daily.
N ow she is given a mixture of chalk or
something else, and believes she is taking
A.P.C. tablets. One can commit suicide
quickly o'r slowly, but the taking of
phenacetin is a sure way of dying five or
ten yea'rs before one should do so.
Why should we push under the noses of
the people a substance that has for
years rightly remained on the list of
poisons? Members of the public can
obtain all the A.P.C. tablets they want,
wherever they live. It is true that by
going from one chemist to another a person can without a prescription buy a
thousand bottles O'f A.P.C. but most
people do not run around like that. In
the main people deal from chemists near
their homes. Victorian chemists have a
high regard for the ethics of their profession. Some short-sighted people in
their ranks, in order to grab money, are
prepared to sell anything, including hardware and grocery lines, and they will not
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be able to complain if gro~ers, greengrocers or vendors of hamJ:)urgers sell
some of their lines. The only people who
will benefit by the passage of this Bill
will be the proprietors of chain stores
and grocery establishments who would
like to buy each year a few million A.P.C.
tablets which they are not now permitted
to purchase.
Those who can cast their minds back
to the first world war will remember the
amazing increase that took place in the
sales of Aspro tablets due to a high pressure selling campaign. As a result
thousands of people now take Aspros
every day of their lives. We speak about
attending to the necessities of the community, about the labour that is wasted
on the production of luxuries, and the
importance of attending to fundamental,
production, whether rural or secondary,
yet it is proposed to do something at the
behest of certain grocers and high pressure firms such as Vincent's and the
company that produces Bex powders.
There is no doubt that those people will
benefit and the public will suffer, if this
BiB is passed.
I do not think anyone will gainsay the
fact that the Government had no mandate to introduce this measure. I have
made careful inquiries dS a result of
which I have formed the idea that the
Pharmacy Board did not know anything
about the Bill until about a week before
it was introduced. It has been said that
the Pharmacy Board consists solely of
pharmacists. That may be true, but
they are the people who understand
pharmacy. ,Moreover, their standard of
ethics and their respect for the future of
pharmacology is outstanding in Australasia. The Victorian Board has protected
the pharmacy profession from commercialism in a way in which it has not been
protected in N~w South Wafes. Within
the 'structure of the Pharmacy Board
there is a poisons schedules advisory
panel which has been caHed upon by
previous Governments to tender advice
when matters of this kind were being
considered. That panel includes the
Associa te Professor in Pharmacology at
the Melbourne university, Dr. Sissons,
who is both a pha-rmacist and a medical
man, the head of the Pha·rmacy College,
several practising pharmacists and a nonMr. Whately.
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practising pharmacist who is employed
by the Com·monweaHh Scientific and Industrial Research Organization.
Other
Governments have 'taken notice of what
the Pharmacy Board has said about
matte~s such as that now under discussion, and it has never been suggested that
ap.ything else than disinterested advice
has been given. However, in this case the
Pharmacy Board has not been consulted,
and in my opinion it has been treated
shabbily.
I presume that the Minister of Health
does not claim to be an expert in pharmacy and I think he has been led up the
garden path. I invite members of all
parties to ask themselves whether the
best interests of Australian people will
'be served if there are similar increases
in the sales of A.P.C. tablets as there
ha ve been in the sale of Aspros over the
las't 30 years.
If this Bill is passed
o A.P.C. tablets will be sold not only by
grocers, greengrocers, and other storekeepers but also in factory canteens. I
can take honorable members to fa'ctories
in Sydney where people buy a packet of
Aspros or a bottle of A.P.C. tablets at
the canteen as soon a'S they arrive at
work. My comments rela\te particularly
to A.P.C. which is a habit-forming drug,
the same as is morphia. However, the
main issue is that it will be bad for our
people if it is made easier to purchase
A.P.C. tablets. I hope a divIsion win be
taken on this Bill before I leave the
House to attend a meeting in my electorate, and I shaH record my vote against
it.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I thought
the honorable member for Camberwell
was rather humorous when he asked if
the Government had a mandate to introduce this Bill. This measure has been
on the stocks in the DepaI'ltment of
Health for a number of years. It has'
been submitted several times, probably
as the result of represen'tations by vested
interests, but I do not wish to discuss
the maUter from that angle. I believe
that in Ithis country people are developing
the habit of taking aspirins and
other drugs, and that is altogether undesirable. In oIther words, I think we are
becoming a pHI-swallowing community.
For -that reason Parliament should give
the proposal mature consideration before
interfering with a -long-standing practice
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of 25 or 30 yea,ros. The Poisons Act has
been well guarded over a period of years
and I do not want to see it thrown into
rthe <Us card.
In Great Britain there 'have been a
number of poisoning cases through
people taking aspirin. I am informed
that in En'gland aspirin is regarded as :1
useful drug for reducing temperatures,
particularly in cases of influenza; it induces sleep. There, aspirin has a- commercial sale, but a remarkable thing is
happening. In 1948, 189 cases of poisoning by aspir<in occurred. Nearly onethird of those persons were poisoned
accidentally and many attempting suicide
took aspirin. If that trend continues,
drastic action will h'ave to be taken in
England. Somewhat the same thing ,may
happen here.
This measure proposes to make it easy
for anybody to sell A.P.C. tablets. When
my children were young, my wife, after
hearing an advertisement on the radio,
went to a reputable chemist, who was
then in business in the distriot, and asked
for a bOittle of medicine priced at 6'8. 6d.
for tp.e children. The chemist said " Mrs.
Cain, do not take that. I have something
here at 2s., equal if not better in value
than th'at medicine, but I would not advise you to take either of the rubbish."
She took his advice. That chemist knew
the vafue of those preparations. There
is far too much advertising of patent
medicines by means of the radio; patent
medicines have a licence in this country.
A Canadiol mixture and other mixtures
are advertised "over the ak." Blizzards
in Canada are portrayed, and Australians
start drinking the mixture, thinking it
wilt! cure colds. I have tried it, and I am
sure it wHI poison more rapidly than
'many other preparations.
Members of
the community should be discouraged
from becoming pill swallowers for the
sake of taking them.
Before the second world war there
were prolba'bly a gre'ater number of
neurotic women in London and the other
big cities of England than in any other
country in the world.
After two or
three years of war many women were required to leave their sheltered homes and
were pushed into industry; they had to
fend for themselves. In two or three
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years of war thousands of those neurOitic
women were cured as a result of having
work to do. I deplore the action of the'
average woman who carries A~·P.C.'s or
aspirin in her hand-bag and takes them
far a1fternoon tea. This is a matter for
Parliament; it is not a question of the
right of the grocer or of the chemist.
Parliament can get advice on such problems and is getting it. It is authoritatively stated that there are in Australia
500 persons from abroad-from Hungary,
Estonia, and other parts of Europe-who
hold medical degrees but are not qualified
to practise here.
Mr. LEMMoN.-That is the fault of the
British Medical Association.
!Mr. CAIN.-Be thalt as it may, such
persons are perm.itt~d to practise in
Canada, other sister Dominions, and the
United States of Americ'a. If it is logical
and just that the medical and pharmaceutical standards in tHis country should
be m'aintained at a high level in the interests of public health, are we justified
in saying to m'anufacturers of patent
medicines, "Go straight ahead. Advertise your wares. Draw the people in.
Let them take as many of these things as
possible and get them into the habit of
taking drugs so that they wiH not be able
to do without them"? This question
must be considered apart from those
interests, and from tftle point of view of
what is best for the community.
A.P.C.'s are a little more dangerous,
as the honorable member for Camberwell says, than aspirin. A.P.C.'s consist
of a mixture of aspirin, caffeine and
phenacetin. As a result, they are much
more effective, and it is easier to acquire
the habit of taking them than otherwise
would be the 'case. The honorable member for Camberwell said he knew of some
one who took twenty aspirins, a day.
The late Thomas Tunnecliffe, one of the
most distinguished and capable members
to enter this Chamber, took 50 aspirins
a day; he lived for a long whHe.
As in the case of smoking and drinking, it is made convenient for these tablets
to be obtained. They can be ordered
from the grocer. It is easier to get a
bottle of beer or whisky from a licensed
grocer than to obtain it in the ordinary
way, particularly in these days, and, as
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the honorable member for Sunshine has
just remarked, that method obviates
the neces~ity of standing in a queue.
I am not advocating that people should
cease drinking or smoking or taking
medicine, if it is necessary, but I do
advise moderation. If it is proper to
license certain people to sell spirituous
hquors, at least consideration should be
given to the Poisons Act. We have not
heard the last word on this question. Today the subject matter is A.P.Co's; tomorrow, it will be something else. I
counsel wisdom in dealing with the
Government's proposal. It is easy to rise
and congratulate the Min.ister on introducing this measure and become popular
with the grocer. It is easy also to condemn both the Minister and the grocer
and become popular with the chemist. I
am not interested in either grocer or
chemist from that aspect. Common sense
should prevail; we should not swallow
everything presented to us, even if it
comes from the present Government. A
pressure group may locate something· in
the archives several years old, submit to
the Minister and try to have it expedited
in the form of a small amendment to the
Poisons Act.
Mr. BOLTE.-Even if the Leader of the
Labour party does not agree with the
Bill, he will still vote for it.
Mr. CAIN.-Will the honorable member?
Mr. BOLTE.-That is my prerogative.
Mr. CAIN.-I know what the honorThe spokesman
able member will do.
for the Opposition on this question has
already decided to vote for the measure.
If the honorable member for Hampden
desires a division on the second reading
he should take the appropriate action;
he may vote against the Bill. He does
not know where he may find me on this
issue.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT (Caulfield).
-To-night I have had an experience
to which I have long looked forward in
this House-I have had the delightful
experience of seeing a measure of fundamental importance to the community
debated in a non-party spirit; that is
most desirable. It was refreshing to hear
the speech of the honorable member for
Glen Iris, who is in charge of the measure for the Opposition. He strongly
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supported it. The next speaker was the
honorable member for Cam'beI'Well who,
despite the facetious reception he received
from members of the ministerial corner
party, made a remarkable contribution to
the debate on a high level. Then I had the
extreme sa tisfaction of hearing the
Leader of the Labour party make many
observations which I intended to make.
I thought that at 'last we were getting
together and that at least two corners
of the triangle in this Parliament were
wedded on the one topic, even though it
was poison.
It is desirable that the attention which
this House is giving to the measure
shou1ld be in that spirit. It is a fine
thing that the gentleman who is alleged
to be running the Government can condemn it in the terms in which he expressed himself. I am in hearty accord
with the observations he made. On the
other hand, a member of my own party
adopted the opposite attitude, agreeing
with the Government and commending it
for bringing fOrWa,rd the Bill.
Mr. BARRY.-This is a good omen for
the success of the Greater Melbourne
Council Bill.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-The honorable member will need to take many
do.ses of A.P.C. before consideration of
'that proposal has been fully completed.
Any public man who takes !his duties
seriously, as I try to do, needs a few
aspirins now and again. I point out to
the Minister and .to the Government,
whioh is sponsoring the Bill now under
considera tion, tha t I heartily agree
wi th the logical and reasoned case
put forward by the honorable member for Camberwell, which was echoed
in part by the Leader O'f the Labour
party.
Members of this Assembly
are sent here in a capacity which demands that they should safeguard the
weB-being of the people. I am opposed
to the Bill. The honorahle member for
Camberwell spoke with a background of
year:s of specialized experience, but he
did not get the reception which the high
level of his speech deserved. I trust that
I shall be given a better hearing. I remind the House that the Pharmacy Board
was appointed under an Act passed in
1877, and it was given specific responsibilities. I do not desire to cover the
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ground traversed by other speakers, but
I direct attention to the f'act that the
Board's ,responsibilities definitely include that of advising the Minister and
of making ,recommendations to him on
problems such as that envisaged by the
Bill.
Having read the relevant Acts up to the
time of the consolidation in 1928, it is
clear to me that Parliament definitely
intended that the Pharmacy Board should
stand in the" place of the legislatUTe in
rna tters of the kind now :being discussed.
It was intended that the Board should be
the advisory panel to the Minister.
Therefore, !it is incumbent on the Minister, whoever he might be, to accept the
advice of the Board and show the Board
that consideration which 'Parliament intended it shou1d be given, by refer~ing
appropriate matters to it for its recommendation. ~ am disturbed by the fact
-and in saying this I echo the sentiments of other members-that this is
the first occasion on which a Minister has
flouted the Board to the extent of refusing to accept its advice. The Boam
consists of experts elected by members of
the pharmaceutical profession and it
represents thek views. The Board is conscious of its responsibility in carrying
out the provisions deliberately inser-ted
in the legisla'tion.
Mr. FuLTON.-What would be your
view if the same Board recommended the
sale of almost pure phen:acetin without
restriction?
Lieul.-Colonel DENNETT.-I am not
quite sure of the poinit "the honorable
gentlem'an has in mind, but if the Board
recommended the indiscriminate sale of
phenacetin I would be opposed to the
acceptance O'f its advice on the same
grounds as those expounded by the
Leader of the Labour party, with whom
I heartily agree.
'Mr. BARRy.-Will you amplify your
statement that the Fthannacy BO'ard was
. established as an 'advisory p"anel to the
Minister? "
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-'I have
given my interpretafion of the Act and
of the responsibilities of the Board. I
suggest that the honorable member
study the Act.
Session 1950-51.-[129]
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Mr. BARRY.---JI had a lot to" do with that
Act.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-ff that is
so, the honorable mem'ber would know
better than I· do that the Act places
responsibilities on the BO'ard in relation
to the conduct of exam ina lions, the supervision of the distribution of poisons, and
other mat1:ers. I reiterate that one of
the duties of the Pharmacy Board is to
advise the Minister with respect to
matters of the kind naw being discussed,
and I repeat that for the first time in the
long history of the legislation on this
subject, going ba:ck to 1877, the present
Minister of Health has thought fit not to
accept the recommendations of the Board.
'Dhe Government has convenien'tly found
a loophole by which it has got around
this knotty problem. In effect, it has
said that it will decontroi phenacetin. In
view of the action o'f the Government I
might well ask, what is to come next?
What if there is a clamour "from a section
of the community that phenacetin or
some other drug should 'be decontrolled?
It has been suggested that the sale of
certain drugs shou1d be allowed from.
any store, OT pie-shop, or paperstall, or that shopkeepers should. be
permitted to give change in A.P .C.
tahlets, as' is done in other parts
of AustraHa. Is this the thin end of
the wedge? Are we reaching the stage
at which it wiili be possible, on account
of a clamour by one cl'ass of persons, to
unleash restrictions on the sale of other
types of drugs or stimUlants? I have
the testimony of medical friends for saying that phenobar'bital, another very insidious drug, is in extensive use in Melbourne.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Tt can be obtained
only on a dootor's pres'cription.
Lieut.-Colonel
DENNETT.-FundamentJaHy the honorable member is
correct in that comment, but that insidious drug can be obtained in certain
quar,ters Wlithout a prescription.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Then the vendors are
not playing the game.
Lieut-Coronel DENNETT.-I agree.
If we follow the reasoning of the Minister
and the Government to its logical conclusion, this House might w~l1 be a:sked
to" ma'ke a further amendment of the
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schedule to' the PoisO'ns ACt to' exclude
phenO'barbital, thUiS making that drUg
freely a vailable to the people.
The

girls who had repeatedly cO'llapsed were
taking as many as five A.P.C. PO'wders
before 10 a.m. each day. They gave

Minister of Health has stated that the

varioUs reasons for their addiction. One

practice of selling A.P.C. tablets and said that she could not bear the repeated
PO'wders in shops is permitted in New nO'ises of the machines at her work-a
South Wales. Is it reasona.ble to expect very human reason that we can aJ'l apVictoria to lower its standard to that preciate. But the fact is that it was said
obtaining in the sister State? Definitely tha t one third of the people known to be
the standard in New South Wales is constant users had Teached tile stage O'f
lower than in Victoria in the control of habit or addiction where they had to
the sale of poisons, and I suggest that it take the drug or they could not carry on.
would be desirable for the Premier to As the honorable member for Camberha ve place~ on the agenda for the next well has accurately pointed out, one can
Premiers' cO'nference a proposal that uni- get into a state, having contracted a
formity of standards in respect of the habit, in whi'ch one continues in that
sale of various poisons should be habit, not to relieve any particular condition of ill-health but because one can.,
attained throughout Australia.
It is the bounden duty of members to not break the practice.
safeguard the interests of the people of
In the industrial survey of which I
Victoria. The sale of agricultural, horti- have been speaking it was found that
cultural and industrial poisons is .con- 30 percent. of the addicts had reached
trolled by law to the extent that the that stage where they could not leave
seller must possess a licence for the pur- off. That is a very alarming state of
pose. I shall now direct the attention of affairs.
members to the conclusions of an inMr. BARRY.-But they could still go
dustrial survey which was recently conducted into the sale of A.P.C. tablets and into a chemist's shop and obtain the
powders in New South Wales. The sur- tablets. You would not be putting them
vey covered more than 400,000 employees . out of anybody's 'reach.
of both sexes in that State and was
DENNETT.-I
am
Lieut.-Colonel
extended to include factories, offices and aware of that. It is :common in New
shops. Interesting conclusions on the South Wales today to see A.P.C. slot
psychology of the medicine-taking habit machines. By putting '6d. in the slot one
were referred to in the report. For some can get three A.P.C. powders. Returnundefinable reason it was found that ing to the :survey, I want to emphasize the
A.P.C. was more popular in the powder significance of what was brought to Ugh t.
than in the tablet form.
It was found that the habit-forming use
Expert examinations were made of of these powders was confined a,lmost
many of the larger industrial under- exclusively to yolinger people.
takings to see what effect the demon,Mr. HAYEs.--Older people have too
strable sale of this powder was having on much sense.
employees. I shaH refer specifically to
Lieut.-Colonel
DENNETI'.-I
aptwo cases. In one factory which employed 1,000 hands it was found that at preciate that. I submit that this is a
the canteen on an average 1,000 A.P.C. very significant finding. It was not the
powders were sold daily. The stock of older people of either sex who preponderpowders which the employer was com- ated in the use of A.P.C.; it was the
pelled to carry in his canteen to meet younger people, and they gave many
interesting reasons or excuses for their.
the demand was valued at £500.
In a second factory a more personal living on this stimulant. They said that
examination of employees was made, they wanted to be "pepped up"; they
particular a ttention being given to found that they had to take it to "get
the cases of a nurpber of girls whose going." In five different big commercial
medical history indicated that they had undertakings there was in use the
many collapses at their work over a common e~ression, U Give us a selfperiod. It was revea:led that some of the starter."
Limtt.-OoloneZ Dennett.
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I hope the Minister of Health and his
advisers wi'll try to obtain the detai:ls of
this survey. I trust that every member
of this House who has the opportunity
to do so win examine it for himself,
because it is ,of profound interest, and the
conclusions set forth in it are of special
significance when we are dealing with a
measure such as this. The concluding
paragraph of the gentleman who made
the survey is especially significant. He
stated:My outstanding impression of the A.P.C.
field in New South Wales is that sooner or
later this addiction consumption must compel the attention of the health authorities,
and this view is shared by I'esponsible and
observant people.

Mr. WHITE (Mentone) .-What are the
quaUfica tions of this man?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-He is expert in making this type of specialized
examination in the industrial sphere, and
he quotes in support of his views a number of eminent persons having medical
qua'lifications who specialize in the industrial field.
I commend this survey to the House
as it is apposite to the problem we are
discussing to-night. I do not want to be
an alarmist but every member--especially the Minister himself--:-must be fully
aware of the recent disclosures as to
drug addiction in the United Sta'tes of
America. The reports which have been
published in the press throughout the
world must have shocked all civilized
people. My friend, the honorable member
for Cambe'rwell, has special qualifications
in regard t6 some angles of this problem.
He said he had personai knowledge that
students sitting for examinations in Melbourne, including university students,
pep themselves up under the stimulus of
certain drugs, including phenacetin, when
working under pressure.
I sincerely
trust that we have not entered 'tile stage
which has evidently been reached in
America where, it is true,' more potent
drugs than phenacetin have been in very
wide and general use. The world must
have been horrified by the reports concerning trafficking in drugs, particularly
among children.
I commend that aspect of the whole
matter to' the Minister.
This Parliament, which has the responsibility of
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looking 'after, the weUare of the people"
should not take any action that would
lower the standards and so make more'
readily accessible any drug about which
there can be the slightest doubt as to its
harmful nature. None of these things
should be made more easily available
than they are at present. The Minister
should not quote New South Wales in
this matter and ask us to get down to the
standards in that State. On the contrary, New South Wales should come up
to the high level that we have maintained in Victoria since 1877 in regard to
the control of poisons and drugs. I should
hate to see the day when 'members could
go across the ISt'reet lOr even into the
Queen's Hall and, by putting 6d. into the
slot of a 'machine, obtain some drug
calculated to pep them up 'at t'imes of
stress in our debates .. For the reasons I
have set forth, J: oppose the Bill.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The Bill
itself, of course, has nothing much in iL
Personally, I think the Government must
have had a bit of spare time on its hands
when it produced it. In my opinion, a
mountain has been made out of a molehill. I cannot see the reason for all this
propaganda, and I will not accept the
honorable member for Camberwell as an
authori'ty because I do not think he has
speCial qualifica'tions. Why all this pro-paganda?
If this drug that we have
heard so much about was a dangerous
poison it would have to be labelled as a
poison before it could be sold. Why this
hypocritical .approach to the matter of
its sale, bringing it into business activities when hither.to only more or less close
preserves have been ha!ldling it?' I would
direct this question to the honorable
member for Caulfield, who is a reasonable
man: What is the difference between
going into Myer'~ and buying a packet of
A.P.C. from the chemist shop there, and
going into Myer's grocery department,
both within the same building, and buying -it there? Why should A.P.C. be
obtainable from the chemist's counter but
not at the grocery counter? Is not .the;
grocer ,as r~pu~a'!Jle 'a!s is the ehem:fs,tr
Much has' been said of the habit-forni'ing drugs, .but·I·have never met a person
'who has' been the·worse for flaving taken
A.p.e ,1 am:n:oLaddicteato' 'A.P:C:;, mJr
: ,: ...:'
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,have I much foai th in it. My view is
that much faith is needed in conjunction
with its use to relieve certain p'airus and
ailments. Some manufacturers cla'im that
their product will cure a cold over-night
but I have yet to meet a person who ih3.s
been so cured. My medical practitioner
at Bendigo advised me to take, aspirin
and hot lemon drinks to treat a humble
cold. When I asked him whether he had
tried it, he said he had, but admitted
that the treatment would cure some but
not all.
No one is particularly worried whether
A.P.C. should be sold by grocers or by
chemists because, as 'has !been mentioned, any grocer or storekeeper may
S'ell the drug if there is no chemist or
pharmacy within 4 miles. He has merely
to Obtain 'a certificate signed by a justice
of the peace or the locai police constable,
pay £lls. a year to the Pharmacy Board,
and in return he will receive a permit to
sell A.P.C.
'
Honorable members can buy at the
Barliamentary refreshmen t rooms at
least one preparation containing aspirin.
I am not in the same category 'as those
who discourse on the evils of drink, but
never drink themselves. Upon my
occasional visits to the bar at the Barliamentary refreshmentt rooms I have
observed that preparations containing
aspirin are displayed for sale.
I can
remember the time !When certain members suggested tlra t those preparations
should be ,available at that ibar; they
are offered for sale at hotellJiars.
in my opinion, action is necessary to
:bring the sale of methylated spirit under
the control of the' Pharmacy Board. That
is more urgent than action in respect of
drugs which contain phena'cet'in. I do
not know of any pernon who has died
,through taking A.P.C., but I know
of some who 'have died a'fter drinking methylated .spirit. Some pe~sons
have died through overeating, but no
one would suggest that all our
food
should be purcl1ased
from
chemists.
When selling methylated
spirit, a grocer has merely to 'attach to
the container a label which bears the
word, "poi'son." A doctor's certificate
is not a prerequisIte to the purchase of
'methyla'ted spirit, for use in lamps,
Mr. Galvin.

/Jill.

stoves, and so on. Nevertheless, m'any
people have died from drinking methylated spirit.
As I said before, a mountain is being
made out of a mole-hill. I do not think
grocers wUI becom'e greatly enriched by
the sale of A.P.C., but I maintain that,
if the Pharmacy Boavd admits there is
no danger in the sale of phenacetin and
other so-called drugs, no restniction
should be placed upon their sale.
I
remember that, when I had a severe
attack of quinsy, some one recommended me to take a preparation
containdng a'Spirin. I consumed 25
tablets
on
the journey
between
Parliament
House
and
Bendig,)
within a period of slightly over two hours,
but U!pon arriving at Bendigo my pain
was just as bad as when I left Melbourne; in fact, I almo'St wished that
the tabiets had poisoned me.
1:s it not a ridiculous situation that
A.P .C. can be purcha'Sed from the
chemist's counter but not at the grocery
counter of a large department store? A
chemist does not know the identity of the
purcha'Ser who may, if he chooses, proceed to other chem1st shops and buy large
quantities of the drug because there is
no restriction upon its sale. I believe that
no one is very concerned whether or not
this Bill is passed, and much sleep will
not be lost over the quest'ion of whether
A.P.C. should be sold by chemists or by
grocers. Undoubtedly, there is a certain
amount of antagonism between the two
classes af traders; each is jealous of
whatt he con'Siders to be his own prerogative.
The position is somewhat similar to
that
which
obtains
in
another
direction; the humble !barber claims
th'at it would \be unnecessary 'for
him to !charge the prevailing high
price for hair cutting Hhe had
the sole right to sell shaving creams
and so on ibecause, under' the existing conditions, the chemist is taking
some of his profit. The situation represents a war of attrition because one
section of the trade does not want
another to interfere in its own specific
sphere. I think the Bill is unimportant.
i do not impugn the ,motives of the honorable member for Camberwell, but when
one considers the fundamentals of the
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Bill, I do not think it matters whether
A.P.C. or aspirin is purchased from a
chemist or a grocery store. I trust that
this measure will not be the forerunner of
simHar Bills. Parliament should be dealing with more important matters than
conflict between chemists and .grocers
over the sale of particular articles.
Mr. COOK (BenaHa) .-After hearing
the variety of opinions that have been
expressed in the course of the debate, I
feel impelled to relate my personal experience on this subject. I appreciate the
con trol of poisons by the Pha'rmacy
Board which, over the years, has dDne
excellent work in that connectiDn, and r
do nDt advDcate breaking dDwn the present system. The Bill refers to' the sale
of A.P.C. tablets and powders, and clause
2 stipulates the quantity by weight of
phenacetin in the aggregate weight of
aspirin, phenacetin and caffeine tablets.
In my opinion, that is the mDst impDrtant
aspect Df the Bill.
I ha ve had practical experience in
handling these goods. I reside mDre than
4 miles from the nearest chemist and sO'
I hDld a licence to sell poisDns. Among
my stDck -lines have been aspirins and
A.P.C. pDwders and tablets. I was surprised to hear members speaking of the
danger of persons becoming addicted to
taking A.P.C. pDwders. I have never had
any suspicion that that could happen.
lt was amusing to hear members expressing the opinion that pe~sons could
nDt Dnly becDme addicts but could alsO'
poison themselves. I assure the HDuse
that I have never IDst customers thrDugh
their taking overdoses Df A.P.C., which
is a palliative. If a pe~son is satisfied
that he will Dbtain relief by taking these
tablets, he ShDUld be able to purchase
them at general stores in the cDuntry. I
support the Bill.
Brigadier TOVELL (Brighton).I think all members should welcome the
debate, which has been on a high Jevel,
and has been illuminative Df the habits Df
Australians generally. I feel that this
measure is not an that it appears to be.
lt is simply the culmination of a iDngstanding war between chemists and
g,rocers. The original Act has stood the
test of more than 23 years; this is not
the first time that it has been attacked,
and the original restrictiDn Dn the sale of
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phenacetin has been maintained. In this
instance, however, the quarrel was
brought befDre an umpire, whO', pDssibly;
was not as respDnsible as former umpires,
arid a count of heads disclosed that there
were thousands more grDce~s than
chemists and, consequently, thousands of
votes were involved.
Therefore, the
Minister Df Bealth has seen fit to Dverrule
the advice of his advisers, and to throw
in his 1Dt with the majDrity.
The Pharmacy Board has been entrusted with the duty of advising the
Minister, and it has advised him
against this measure. HDwever, the
Minister
has
been
Dverruled by
the large number Df grocers, and
that appears to' be to' be the impDrtant aspect of the Bin, which should be
withdrawn. Some members queried the
suitability of members of the Pharmacy
BDard to give advice. lt was suggested
that they were traders and were interested in the subject. That 'may Dr may
not be true, but it must be rem·embered
tha t every member of the Board is a
prDfessiDna'l man, whO' has had to' spend
many years and much mDney to acquire
his pres en t high degree of skill. When
the Act was passed in 1928, the Board
was entrusted with duties which they
have since carried out but this BiB Dverrules the BDard. I listened with interest
to' the secDnd-reading speech Df the Minister, in which he referred to A.P.C. tablets.
as fDllowsHowever, they are supposed to be danger-·
ous to some extent, and the Pharmacy Board
considers that some restrictions on their sale
should be exercised.

I nDted that CDmment because the Minister acted cDntrary to' that advice. Later
in his speech, he saidPhenacetin is a poison, if taken in very
large quantities.

A large quantity need not be taken at the
one time. The human body will absorb
a certain amount of poison from each
dDse, .and, if the drug is taken
frequently,
a large quantity will
eventually be absorbed, which must have
a deleterious effect upDn the system.
The fact that the Pharmacy Board instituted court proceedings against certain grDcers was, I submit, one of the
reaSDn·s for the undue haste shown in
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presenting this Bill ito the House.
In
his second-reading speech the Minister
.$tatedAlthough the Pharmacy Board has instiluted couvt proceedings to prevent grocers
from selling A.P.C. Professor Shaw has held
to his opinion. At the Hawthorn court on the
25th of October, 1950, he stated in evidence
that he considered A.P.C. tablets were only
slightly more dangerous than aspirin tab-

Jets . . . . . .
'The Minister also quoted from an opinion
given by Professor Roy Douglas Wright,
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of the
University of Melbourne. That quotation
reads, inter aliaIf the grocers are to be allowed to sell
aspirin I can see no reason why they should
not be allowed to sell A.P.C. One might
just as well refuse bartenders the right to
sell alcoholic liquors which are just as
harmful and the qualification in pharmacology of the bartender is perhaps even less
than the grocer.

All. the evidence adduced by the Minister
of Health in his opening speech shows
that this drug is dangerous.
.
I do not regard the Bill as being at all
serious, but I decry the growing habit of
young people in this countTY taking
drugs on every possible occasion and thus
becomIng drug addicts. It is well known
that once the habit grows on a person
any sudden withdrawal of the drug
]eaves him clamouring for more.
Mr. WHITE (Mentone).-If A.P.C. is so
dangerous why not advocate that it be
supplied only on medical prescription?
Brigadier TOVELL.-That might be a
-very good thing, but I do not intend to
:move an amendment to that effect. I am
discussing this Bill and not something
·'that might be presented later. If this
Bill is passed I feel that we, as members
of Parliament, will be aiding the drug
babit which undoubtedly is growing
-throughout the world, perhaps more
in Victoria than anywhere else. I do
not consider that the passage of the Bill
will increase the sale of this drug because
it is readily obtctinabie at present.
I
would prefer to support a Bill that would
perhaps restrict the sale of A.P.C. In
his opening remarks the Minister
statedThis Bill is introduced to permit preparations containing aspirin, phenacetin and
caffeine to be sold freely in Victoria.

BiU~

. Mr. FULToN.-Without fear of prosecution .
Brigadier TOVELL.--There was no
mention of prosecuUon. I desire to revert to the argument already advanced
tha t because the Pharm·acy Board is
comprised of men who are actually in the
trade and are selling this drug, they 'are
not competent to advise the Minister.
For a similar reas10n it could be argued
that members of the British Medical
Association are not capable of advising
the .Minister, because they virtually sell
their knowledge to their patients. So far
as 1: can gather the Minister has not
sough t the advice of the Pharmacy
Board.
I consider that we, as leaders of
thought in the State, should do nothing
,to advance the sale of what the Minister
has admitted is a dangerous drug, even
if only mildly dangerous. To try to push
the sale of A.P.C. is wrong in every way.
It is a drug in exactly the same way as is
opium or cocaine. In fact, "bobby soxers "
who have wanted a packet of A.P.C. have
been known to ask for " snow," a term
they have' got fro'm American films. However, it illustrates that from their point
o'f view this drug is having the same
effect as cocaine would have on a more
advanced drug addict. I consider that
the Minister was wrong in not accepting
the advice of experienced and skilled ad. visers and in bringing forward a measure
designed to make this drug more readily
saleable in Victoria.
Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-I have listened to a good deal of the discussion
and have heard statements by members
of the Opposi Uon that the Pharmacy
Board has certain power to make recommenda tions to the Minister of HeaHh.
Actually it does not possess that power,
and when the honorable member for
Caulfield was spea·king I invited him, by
way of interjection, to inform me where
that authority was given, but he did not
do .so. If one examines the Act one will
find that nowhere is the Board given
power to make those recommendations to
which reference has been made. HoWever, under section 4 of the Poisons Act
the Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the Board, may by proclamation declare a substan:ce a poison.
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It has not: the power to recommend
where drugs, may be sold, and the Pharmacy Board has nat made such a recommendation to the Minister.
The last
recommenda tion made in connection with
this matter wa's in about 1927. There
ha ve been many Governments in office
since then, and each has ignored the
recommendation about which the honorable member :for Caulfie'ld seems to be so
perturbed. The Government of which he
was a member pa'id little regard to it.

I have no objection to the Board's
decladng that a cer-tain type of medicine
is a poison. However, it is on the same
recomn:tendation that the Board may
declare that a grocer within 'a cer.tain
distance of a chemist may sell these
preparations which are dangerous. I
am one of those people who hdtd the
view that there is not much to be afraid
of in an aspirin, an AsprQ, or an A.P.C.
tablet. It is my convidtion that many
persons in the community have obtained
a measure of relief from those preparations, and I would not do anything to
preven't them from securing rel'ief when
they consider they need it.
Many
things, if taken to excess, can be of great
danger.
Many a doctor, a1tter having
years of training, car-nes a bag containing elastoplast which he will IUse on a
patient. In the bag are aspirins also.
Who has given doctors the riglht to prescribe that particular poison?
I had occa'sion a few days ago to call
a doctor. I said to him, "You have had
six years of training, but ,if you open
your bag I wager £1 it wi1:l be seen that
you have a quantity of elastoplast. Yiou
will use it, give me a couple of Aspros
and go away." Seriously, I say all
these things are necessary. I contend
tha t there is no greater danger in taking
an A.P.C. or an a'Spirin when it has
been purchased at the bar in Parliament
House than when it is pur,chased from
a chemist's shop.
Made in the same
place the preparation is retailed in the
same way in either case. There is no
special virtue in tablets sold by a chemist
as compared with those sold elsewhere.
Probably there is npt a member in this
House to-night who could produce from
his pocket a packet o'f Aspros, but I maintain thart if any of us felt in need of an
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aspirin preparation he would 'buy at the
bar and 'feel some relief after taking it;
at least, he would hope so.
IMuch has been said about the dangers
of advertising medicines, and I agree'
wirth that contention. Many people may
cause themselves considerable injury by
1Jaking taO' many of these drugs. I trust
that by this measure or by same other
me'ans samething will be dane to prevent
that. However, Parliament should not
prevent a persan from obtaining renef
because some ane else may swallow tablets, sa to speak, by the bucketful. ToO'
much tea may be cansumed. As one whO'
spent part of his life in the tobacco trade
before entering 'Parliament, I assure
hanarable members that tobacco may be
used to excess.
Serious consequences
can flaw from aver-indulgence 'in tabacca,
particulaI"ly in the case of young
women, especially 'mathers. A great
deal of tobaccO' is soM these days in
chemists' shops. Tthere atfe chemists
whO' will sell any quantity of tobacco and
not care 'if the purchaser smokes his
head aff. Recen'Hy ane of the marning
newspapers cantained an item in which
a person trading .in tabacco stated that
his biggest custamer for tobacco was a
p'arliamentarian whO', he said, baught
40 ,packet,s af cigarettes a day. I do not
knaw who that parliamentarian is;
prabably he had a good friend in the
shop supplying him! It may be fua t
in that case there was black marketing
in cigarettes.
'Probably some ane cansiders tha t
others are selling goods the sale of
which, in his opinion, should be his
sole ,prerog'ative. tit was said during
1lhe present debate that beer could be
baught only in ian hotel. I' interjected
that the person who made that statement must have ibeen a teetotaUer;
everyone with any knowledge of beer
knows that it is not 'only in hotels ,that
that commadity may be purohased.
Brigadier TOVELL.-It cannot always
be purchased at hotels.
Mr. BARRY.-That,is sa. Beer m'ay
be obtained in many clubs when it is
not availahle at hotels. To be sincere,
should we decide to' close clubs and
declare that the hotel is the only' place
where beer may be said?
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To me, this matter is of little conse- any shop. F'requently, when I have had
quence. The danger of permitting per- a headache, I have taken a couple of
sons to buy a small ,packet O'f Aspros or tablets, and in a Ishort time I certainly
aspirin's from shops has been over- have feU much better. I do not agree
exaggera ted almost to the ,point of be- with the honorable member for Cambering a joke. If a person went into a well who implied that in taking these
chemist's shop and said he wanted to drugs one might cure his headache, but
buy 500 .packets of Aspros, the chemist set up other conditions. At times in this
would not ask whether the customer House I have suffered fr.om a headache,
intended to consume them all in the next but after having taken a couple of Aspros
hour or the next year; he wou'ld be I have been able to continue to perform
satisfied to sell tmem, and I would have my parUamentary functions. If honorno objection to his so doing.
able memhers took doses of these tablets
The i'mportant question is that of more frequently, it would probably do
c.onvenience. Most of these prepara- them much more good and enable them
tions are proprietary lines and persons to perform their dulies more efficiently
other than chemists may be selling than if they resorted to other remedies
them.
I know some chemists in which probably do more harm than good.
the city' of whom I have a high opinion
Although this is only a small Bill, it
-as I have of all .chemists-and I know
is
of importance to many people whose
of no pharmacy where the best of trea tment and medicine cannot be obtained. means of obt'aining relief from pain is
An Aspro purch'ased f:r.om a chemist is limited to the purchase of these sedatives.
no better than one bought in a sweet A few months ago, I had occasion to call
shop; sweets bought from a chemist are on an old man in my elecoora'te for whom
no better than those purchased from a I was trying to get a bed in an instituconfectionery shop. Some chemists in tion. He was suffering from neuritis, or
Melbourne sell pies and cups of tea. an ailment .of that type, and was endurParliament might just as well pass legis- ing a good deal of pain. In the hope
laUon to make a chemist's shoOp live up that he would get some relief, I went to
to its name; if that were done, many a chemist and bought him a bottle of
persons working in those shops would Aspros, some of which he took. The next
be put out of employment. There may be day he tol~ me that for the first night
one chemist among a dozen people work- for a considerable time he had been able
ing in anyone of those establishments. to sleep. That, of course, might have
been imaginatilQn, but it was worth
Every big store, such as the Myer while. If that poor old man had not
Emporium, has a chemi'st on the been able to get relief by this means, it
premises and shop assistants eager to would have been most unfortunate. I
sell 'patent medi,cines. Surely, they are
consider that we should not restrict any
not the only ones who have the ri,ght to fa:ci1i ties by Which sufferers may be able
sell them. Many people in my con- to obtain relief at a moderate cost. I
stituency cannot afford the services of a have no objec'tion to the sale of the drugs
doctor, so they try to cure themselves in question, and I should be sorry to see
by taking A'Spros. Anyhow, most doctors
any restrictions imposed on the right of
now prescribe proprietary lines, and I do
people to obtain them.
not see why i't should be necessary for a
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
person to pay a doctor to prescribe a few
Aspros which can be purchased at a shop. Hill).-I rise to bring before the House
It has been claimed by many people that a few facts concerning the subject WIder
The first purpose of any
the unrestricted sale of ,these drugs discussion.
would be dangerous, but at the same time Government shlQuld 'be to serve the comreasonable facilities should be made munity. I feel that the passage of this
available for people to obtain relief from Bill will serve the people by making it
illness or pain by the use of such easier for them to obtain A.P.C. It is
remedies.
realized that there is some danger
I trust tha·t this Parliament win not in any person taking 'an over-dose
be so foolish as to deprive people of the of drugs, and I understand tha t
right to .purchase a packet of Aspros at 'there is a similar danger in overMr. Ba1'1'1l.
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drugging oneself with A.P.C. If I may
speak in lighter vein for a mament, I
frequently found it necessary during
the last fortnight to take A.p.e's., but
they did nat do me any harm.
I cansider that, if it is necessary, as is
claimed by ,some persons, t'O curtail the
sale O'f this cammodity, its sale shauld be
permitted only upon presentation of a
If there is a
medical prescription.
danger, even the chemist should not be
a'llowed to sell the drug without some
control. If a grocer has no right to sell
the commodity, neither should the
chemist have a right to do so except on a
medical prescription.. At present any
adult or child may purchase any quantity of A.P.C. at a chemist's shop. In
my opinion, the Bill is unnecessary because at present A.P.C. may be dispensed by a chemist or sold by a ,grocer.
Mr. FuLToN.-What is the position of
the grocer if he sells the commodity?
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-I realize
that if the Bill is passed the grocer will
nat then be Hable to prosecutian. I support the principle of the measure. If the
Government should suspect that there is
any danger of paisoning by the uncontrolled sale 'Of these drugs, it should
place restrictions not only on their sale
by grocers or other shopkeepers, but also
on the dispensing of the drug by chemists, so that doses and quantities could
be controlled. I support the measure.
The subject has been debated in a fair
and reasonable way, as should be the
practice in Parliament. Members should
be entitled to express every paint of view
at the will and through the courtesy
'Of the House.
Mr. FEWSTER (Essendon) .-Much
has been said cancerning the subject
under discussian, and I have na intentian O'f traversing the ground already
covered by ather hanorable members
beyand expressing a few thaughts relating to objectians to the prapasal cantained in the Bill and the reasan why the
Board has recammended against the removal of phenacetin from the list of
poisons. I think the main reason far
abjection to the Bill is that If unrestricted
sales were pe:mlitted, the daor wauld be
'Open ta the deletian of other dangerous
drugs from the schedule to the Poisons
Act. In that event, chemists would say
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that they are qualified to dispense drugs
and that they shouid be allowed ta sell
phenO'barbital, or M. & B. tablets, without a doctor's prescription.
Another point was the passibility of
manufacturing chemists being free, if the
Bill were passed, to praduce large quantities of liquid A.P.C. which would be
put an the shelves 'Of the gracer's shap
in the same manner as other products.
I have been infarmed an the best of
autharity that after a certain time the
liquid praduct becames very dangeraus
due ta the decomposition and the chemical action of the ingredients. I have
been informed by friends wha are chemists that at the end of each week they
pour their stack of liquid A.P.C. down
the drain, realizing that it would be
dangerous ta consumers. They recognize
the danger fram decampositian of the ingredients arising, and each week they
start with a fresh m,ixture. The possibility of risk ta the publk thraugh the
~ale 'Of A.P.C. in 'liquid form 'is 'One
reasan for hastility ta this measure.
I
asked' the Minister 'Of
Health whether clause 2 was watertigh t 11'0 the extent that it removed only
tablets 'Or pawders cantaining aspirin,
phenacetin, and caffeine firam item 9
'Of the iliird part 'Of the Secand Schedule
ta the principal Act and did nat allow
laapholes far further encraachments. I
was reassured by the Minister's reply,
but I suggest that it will be necessary
far the Gavernment ta watch dasely all
the ramifications 'Of the prapased amendment.
Mr. FULTON (Minister 'Of Health).Closing the debate, I wish ta clear up
one 'Or twa paints m·ade by .members.
The Gavernment wou}d nat have taken
actian ta amend the Pais1ans Act unless
gaad and sufficient reasans had been
presen ted to it. As Minister 'Of Health
I have perused the depa,rtmental file an
this questian, and I have had the 'advantage 'Of heaTing the views far and against
the prapasal. Parliament, hawever, is
supreme in this matter and must ·make
the decisian. When any daubt arises the
exper.ts are caned in ta ·advise, arid that
has been dane 'in this instance.
In his extensive quatatians fram th€l
results of a survey canducted in New
Sauth Wales the han arable memtber fnr
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CauLfield did not indicate by whom the
survey had been made. It could have
been undertaken by any number of persons, qualified or otherwise. Officers in
the Department of Health are concerned
about the protection of the health O'f
the people, and this Bill would not have
been introduced had I not received competent ,advi'ce on the subject matter. In
this connection' I consulted the Dean
of the F'aculty of Medicine 'a t the
University of Melbourne. ,Perhaps some
Opposition memlber.s m'ay claim that
their kn'dWledge on this subject is
superior to his, but ,in my view the
opinion of such an eminent authority is
valuable.. He eXipressed the view that
there, is no danger 'in the proposal
contained in this ,measure. P.rofessor
Wright's opinion was confirmed by Professor Thorpe, the Dean o'f the Faculty
of Medicine at the University of Sydney,
and by Professor Shaw, of the University ,O'f Melbourne. Some time ago in
New South Wales, when giving evidence
on oath, Dr. Seymour Wa'lker eJrpressed
opinions similar to those that I have
narrated. to the House. nr. St'ratford
Shelden, Lecturer in Forensic Medicine
at the University of Sydney, confirmed
those opinions.
, I have no quarrel with members of
the Pharm'a'cy Boa'rd oJ Victoria, which
comprises Mr. Samuel James Baird,
President; Mr. Allan WHliam Callister,
Mr. Arthur Leslie William Jones, Mr.
Alexander Washingt·on McGibbony, Mr.
Henry Alfred Braithwaite, Mr. William
Wishart, and Mr. Wilfred Rudolph lliffe.
Those gentlemen agree wIth the Government's action in this matter. I shall
n<1W quote from the Victorian Guild Seal
Newsletter (jf March, 1950, in whdch it
was advoeated that chemi'Sts should sell
Propain," which is practically an
A.P.C. miJrture containing a quantity of
phenacetin similar to that in the A.P.C.
. mixture.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).
-Orner! At this stage the Minister of
Health is not permitted to make another
second-reading speech, and I ask him
to round off his ,remarks.
Mr. FULTON.-The ,purrpO'se of my
statement is to clear up one or two
contentious ,matters raised by honorable members. I a'ssure the !:louse that
II
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the Government has given this Bill careful consideration, and it feels that no
ill effects will follow fTom the adoption
of this small amendment to the Poisons
Act.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
passed through its remaining stages.
COA!L MllNiING ilNI>USTRY (LONGSERWCE LEAVE) AMENDMENT
BIlJL.
The debate (adjourned 'from June 27)
on the motion of Mr. ,Moss (Minister of
Mines) for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden).-I agree
with the Minister of 'Mines that this very
sman amending measure is purely of a
machinery character.
It ·requked only
two or three minutes for him to explain
it and ask for its passage and I propose
to give it the blessing of the Opposition
in occupying about the same space of
time. The BiH amends an Act passed
by this Parliament -last November which
enabled coa'l miners who were entitled to
long-service leave to pa'rticipate in a fund
collected by the Commonwealth Government. All that this amending measure
does is to enable any of those men who
had war service to add it to the actual
service they 'had given to the industry,
or to qualify themselves in consideration
of shifts they had 10st through no fault of
their own.
I could go 'into a long dissertation on
the whole of the coal 'l1lining industry and
the conditions of the workers. I do not,
however, propose to do that because it
would be irrelevant and would not be
neces'Sary. No doubt the provision embraced in the Bilt would have been contained in the original Act but for an oversight by the Commonwealth authorities.
Appa·rently, there was an afterthought
on the .part of somebody in Canberra, and
the suggestion for the amendment of our
Act -was made to the Minister of Mines
and is now being implemented.
We
heartily endorse this measure and are
not only hoping for its speedy Ipassage but, are going to see that it gets it.
Mr.
STONEHAM
(MidlandsL-·J
think the House is already informed of
the p'rovisions of this amending measure
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which broadens the interpretation of the
word "award!' As we all know, the
Commonwealth Government has established a .coal iMining Industry Longservice Leave 'Fund which is financed by
an excise of 6d. a ton on all black coal
produced. The cost of providing longservice leave for coal miners in Victoria
is reimbursed to the owners by the State,
and the State:in turn makes a claim upon
the Commonwealth and is reimbursed in
full.
I have particular pleasure in supporting the BiN because my mind goes back to
December, 1946, when the first provisions
for long-service leave for coal miners in
Australia were made by the Cain Labour
Government, affecting the employees at
the State Coal ,Mine.
The Bill then
brought in provided that the men at t!he
State Coal ,Mine should be treated for
long-service leave conditions in exactly
the same way as employees of the raHways and 'Of the Victorian Public Service.
It would probably do some members of
the House good if they ref'reshed their
memories by perusing the debate that
took place in December 1946. There was
definitely some opposition to the measure.
It is very satisfying to know that in the
interim the Coal Industry Tribunal and
the Liberal-Country party Federal
Government has seen fit to fol}low the
lead .given by the Victorian Labour
Government.' Although we were criticized a t the time :in regard to our
measure, we naturally had no apology
to make for providing long-service -leave
for coa'l miners.
It has taken the civilized world a long
time to recognize ,the basic vaolue of coal
miners to the whole of our economy. If
we study the deplorable condition of the
coal mining industry in Australia in recent yea·rs I think -it will be agreed that
much of the bfame for that condition is
due to the fact that, particularly in the
early days of the industry, the cool
owners neg1ected to study the welfare of
the work.ers. Had provision for longserVoice leave and 'Other concessions been
made years before . they were finally
granted I am .certain that the general
atmosphere surrounding work in the industry, as well as the production output,
would have been greatly improved.
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This measure meets with the complete
and whole-hearted 'support of t!he Labour
party. I t is on the 'lines of [egisla tion
that we have introduced at every opportunity when Labour has governed, and in
the battle to secure justice for the
workers in industry. And now we say
that it is very gratifying to see Governments that are not Labour supporting
this very important principle.
I am
happy to associate myself with the passage of this measure tonight.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bin was 'read a. second time, and
passed through -its remaining stages.
THE GEELONG GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from June 27)
on the m'otion of Mil'. Mitchell (AttorneyGeneral) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).The Opposition approves of this Bill
which is regarded as a necessary measure to enable the Geelong Gas Company
to fulfil its obligations to the public
which .it serves.
I speak from experience, as a consumer of gas manufactured by the Geelong Gas Company.
I have found th'at organization at all
times to be highly efficient and to
possess a keen sense of duty toward the
community.
Unlike other companies
whose activities have been debated in
this Chamber in recent months, the Geelong Gas Company has kept a:breast of
the needs of a growing area, and its
service has been good. The company is
an up-to-date concern, the relationship
between the community and the company
is good, and its officers and servants
have been exemplary in their service and
courtesy.
I invite the attention of the AttorneyGeneral to an obvious draftring error in
-the Bill. The principal Act O'f 1858 which
constitutes the Geelong Gas Company
adopted certain sections of the English
Companies Clauses Consolidation Act of
1845. Therefore, this Bill embraces a
portion of the Engli:sh Act of 1845, the
principal Act of 1858, the amending Act
of 1925, and the Companies Act of 1935.
An anomaly would be created if the Bill
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were not amended, because the English
Act of 1845 provides that the company
may, by resolution, with the consent af
three-fifths of the shareholders present
in person at a regullar and proper meet:
ing, convert the shares into s'tock, whereas, in paragraph (a) of sub-'Clause (2) of
clause 2 of the Bill, provision is made
tha t similar action may be taken with
the consent of a majority of the shareholders present and voting at' a regular
and general me'eting. Thus, there is a
conflict between the Engtish Act of 1845
which stipulates a three-fifths majority
and the Bin now before the House which
specifies a simple m'ajority of 51 per cent.
I understand that, in the circumstances
I have narrated, the most recent Act
would prevail and that a 51 per cent.
majority would be accepted but, in order
that the legislation may be consistent, I
desire to learn whether the AttorneyGeneral will submit an amendment to
correct the anomaly or whether he
desires me to do so in Committee.

cater for the ever-growing requirements
of the City of Geelong. I commend the
Bill to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(New section substituted for
No. 57, secti'On 5, as amended by No.
3440, section 3).
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
- I appreciate the courtesy of the Opposition in pointing out a drafting defect in
the Bill. I move-

Mr. MITCHELL.-An amendment is now'
being printed, which I propose to move
in Committee.

AncrouRNM'ENT.
DAIRYING INDUSTRY: PRICE OF BUTTER:
CONDITION OF INDUSTRy-RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT: ESSENDON TO BROADMEADOWS SERVICE: ISSUE OF TICKETSHOUSING: EMERGENCY AC(mMMODATION: REPAIR OF SUB-STANDARD HOUSES.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) .-1 move-

S'ir THOMAS MALTBY.-I accept the
admission by the Attorney-General that
the Bill contains a drafting error, also
his assuran'ce that at the Committee
sltage he will submit an amendment to
correct the anomaly to which I have
directed aftention. I give the Bill my
blessing, and commend the company and
its servants for the good service that
they have rendered the community. I
hope that they will not be swallowed up
by the Gas and Fuel Corporation, and
that their consumers will be protected
, against the impending rise in the price
of gas, which is to be imposed upon the
metropolitan community by the Corporation. I trust that the Geel'Ong Gas Company will be permitted t'O continue to
serve the public at the prices previously
charged.
Mr. DUNN (Geelong).-I agree entirely with the remarks of the honorable
member for Barwon as to the excellent
service rendered by the Geelong Gas
Company. The clauses of the BHI are
really machinery provisions and the
raison d'etre of the measure is to ensure
that the company wHI be permitted to

That, at .the end of clause 2, the following sub-clause be inserted:(2) In section nine of the Principal Act
for Ithe expression "61" there shall be substi tu ted the expression "62".

The amendment was agreed to and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with an amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.

That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday next at half-past Three o'clock.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-On behalf
of the housewives of Victoria, I wish to
protest against the present shortage of
butter, which press reports indicate will
be increased in price. During next week,
the Minister in Cha'rge of Prices will confer with other State Ministers as to the
price increase, in which many factors are
involved. For instance, I understand that
large quantities of butter are being held
in cold storage. I believe that at the
moment housewives are paying twice as
much for butter as they should, because
although they are being charged 2s. 2!d.
a pound they are receiving second grade
and bad butter. When I helard that there
was a likelihood of an increase in the
price of butter I communicated with the
Government Statistician and ascertained'
that· in the first four months .of this
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year, from January to April, 21,093,696
pounds of butter had been exported from
Victoria, the value of the product being
£3,049,281. According to the quarterly
statistics the value of butter exported
from Victoria from June to the 31st of
December, 1950, was £3,922,530. The
Minister in Charge of Prices should place
these figures before the conference of
prices ,Ministers which is to be held next
Monday. It is alarming when one considers that so much butter has been exported from Victoria to other countries
and now housewives are clamouring for
supplies.
My main complaint is that there is a
likelihood of a price increase of from 5d.
to 10d. a pound. If that occurs it will be
a standing disgrace to those responsible
for the administration of the butter industry. Something must be done on behalf of the people of Victoria.
Why
should this Sta te and other States go
without butter in order that it may be
~xported to other parts of the world?
Last week I directed a tten tion to the fact
tha t the price of sugar had been increased. Increases in the prices of commodities are taking place regularly. Instead of setting an example Governments
are responsible for increasing . those
prices. When I am informed that people
in the metropolitan area are being exploited by shopkeepers by paying for
first grade butter and receiving a second
grade product, I have no hesitation in
saying that some policing is required.
I sincerely hope that the figures I have
given, together with any other data that
may be available, will be presented at
the conference of prices Ministers. In
my opinion, steps should be taken to
as(!ertain if it is possible 'to put a stop to
the exporting of butter. Housewives
should be able to continue to buy butter
at the present price of 2s. 2!d. a pound
and should not have to pay an additional
5d. to 10d. a pound.
Mr. FEWSTER (Essendon).-I desire
to bring to the notice of the Government
and particularly to the Minister of Transport an important matter which is causing some concern in the EssendonBroadmeadows distriot. In most cases
the main booking offices at railway
stations are situated on the up pl'atforms,
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and when a down train is approaching a
member of the staff crosses over to issue
tickets. However, the practice is almost
disregarded at stations between Essendon
and Broadmeadows, with the result that
unfortunate incidents occur. For instance, about two years ago a
young man was waiting on the
down side of Glenbervie railway
station t'O purchase la ticket, and
as n.o one 'came to issue tickets he went,
by way of the subway, to the up
side to purchase it. By the time he returned to the down side the train t'O
Broadmeadows was moving out of the
platform, and when he attempted tl)
board the train he was dragged down. He
lost several limb:s and I am not sure
whether he recovered or died as a result
of the accident.
There have also been cases where
young m'others with pushers have
aHempted to a'light from trains, and
while they have been getting out of a
train
the guard hals given the
train driver the signal to proceed,
and they have been thrown on to the platform. I consider tha tat an st'a tions the
staff should cr'DSS to the down side at a
reasonable time before the train is due
in order that intending passengers may
be issued with tickets. That practice
would remove the danger that now exists.
There is also the fact tha't between Essendon and Broadmeadows the train service
opera tes on a schedule of haH an hour
and sometimes three-quarters of an hour,
and a great deal of inconvenience is
caused when pa'Ssengers miss a train.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (MoOl~ee Ponds).I desire to bring before the notice of the
Government what is probably the
greatest social problem of to-day,
namely, the shortage of h'Dusing.
It is well kn<1Wn tha't rather than
improving, the housing position is
sadly deteriora ting as time goes
on.
The
Sta te
Accommodation
Officer is at his wits' end in attempting to provide reasonable accommodation for evicted iam'ilies. I think it is
safe to ,say that no acoom'm'Odaotion is
avaHable at Camp PeU or any other of
the better camps, and that accommodation can be provided only to a limited
degree at the worst of the camps,
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such as Watsonia. The Sbate Accom- them. Those buildings would provide
modation Officer can only hope that be- accom'm'Oda tion for many :persons. Any
cause of the difikulties with Whioh he member of th!is House win admit the
'is, confronted the unfortunate people truth af my remarks. I trust that the
will be forced to seek accommodation Government will act ,promptly in an
somewhere else.
endeavour to solve the housing problem.
These people are being fleeced in
Mr. BOLTE (Hampden) .-1 direct
many ways. They ,are being charged the attention of the Government, par£2 5s. and £3 lOs. for sharing a room. ticularly the Minister in Charge of
The housing programme has not ful- Prices, to the grave plight of the dairyfilled aM expectati'Ons. 1 think that in ing indU'stry. I do S'O because next week
the metropolitan area about 1,200 a meeting of prices Ministers will be
houses are being erected yearly, whereas held.
1 a'Ssure t:pe Government that
the number of eviction'S for, the same scores of dairy farmers will shOI'tly go
period is about 1,400, so at the present com'pletely out of production unless they
ra te 'Of construction the Housing Com- are able to obtain a proper return for
mission cannot solve the problem of their commodities. It is not a matter
providing accommodation for evicted of advO'ca tinga price rise only but o'f
f,amiUes.
standing by the indu'stry which it is
Government Departments are anxiOUs Viital to make prosperous.
to provide accommodation for migrants
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
who are being brought to this country -Is not that a Federal matter?
to work in various industrial enterprises.
Mr. BOLTE.-N o. It devolves on the
1 raise no objecti'On to that, because if State Ministers to fix the price of buvter
people are brought from the other side for the ensuing few months.
1 am
of the world to ease the ~abour problem speaking ,from the angle of the industry
of this country they should not be ex- generally. 1 know o'f scores of dairy
pected to sleep under a barbed-wire farmers who ,previously had 100 cows in
fence, or a sheet O'f iron in the street. production but who noW have only 50
If the Governmentcon'siders it is neceS- cows on their farms. If their industry
sary to provide accommoda tion for is not given prO'per attention, their herds
migrants, is it not just as essential that will be reduced to 25 or 30 cows.
I
it should, make housing available for speak ma'inly on behalf, of the small
people in their own country who, in dairy farmers who produce the bulk of
many oases, have bigger ,family re- the dairy products used in this country.
sponsibilities than the migrants and who Anyone of those farmers could receive a
are already workling in the enterprises greater return for hi'S latbour by workon which it is proposed th'e migrants ing .a 40-hour week in industry.
shaH be employed?
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
The Government should explore all -They were" kidded" that they would
possible methods O'f providing additional
be granted at least the cost of production.
accommodation. 1 suggest tha1t it should
'Mr. BOLTE.-That is so. The point 1
revive the emergency housing legislation whi'ch the Cain Government passed stress is that the Minister who will be
When it was in office. It is well known representing Victoria at the conference
that at present many people are build- should submit the case not only for an
ing duplioote homes at near seaside and increased price, but also f.rom the point
hillside resorts. If it is desired to en- of view of the general welfare of the in- ,
courage migr.ants to come to this country dustry. If this most important industry
to increase the population and to assist is to be kept in existence, the prices
in the country's defence, surely all con- Ministers must take a realistic view of
cerned should bear some share O'f re- facts.
sponsibility in housing the people.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) .-1 rise to
1 urge the Government to consider its speak on behalf of many unfortunate
powers to take, over tne bigger building~ people who at present are compelled to'
within the metropolitan are'a, either by reside in sub-standard and, condemned
purchasing them 'Outright or by leasing dwellings, and to seek the assistance of
Mr. Merrifield.
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the Government on their behalf, more
especially as it appears tlmt this year a
very cold winter wlill be experienced.
This subject has been ventilated from
time to time in this House, but the
Government has taken no action to assist
families in need of relief. The Government should take definite steps to improve the present deplorable position of
the occupants of these sub-standard
properties.
Unfortunately, there are many houses
of this type in my own electorate. They
are owned by wealthy people who live in
Toorak and other conservative suburbs.
Doubtless, in m'any cases the owners are
ashamed to admit that they own such
properties, and that they are rd1)b'ing the
tenants. The owners she}ter behind the
address of an estate agent who conducts
their business for them.
For that
realS'on, tenants are e~peI1iencing much
difficulty in obtaining the names and
addresses of the owners in an endeavour
00 induce them to m'ake the houses
habitable.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The tenants should
be able to get the names of the owners
from the town hall authorities.
Mr. SCULLY.-Many of them have
complained that they can only get the
address of an agent. The outstanding
poInt which I wish to bring to the notice
of the House is that the owners will not
make repairs to the properties. An instance came to my notice this week of
a person who recently bought a condemned property and boasted that he
would not repair it. In my opini'On, that
is criminal negligence.
:Mr. TYAcK.-What rent is being paid
for that property?
Mr. SCULLY.-In many cases, rents
. up to 25s. a week are being paid for
these sub-standard dwellings. If honorable members viewed these properties
they would realize the necessity to have
the houses repaired. I cite another instance of a condemned property, the
occupier of which agitated for months
for repairs to be made. In a room in
which two children had been sleeping, the
roof :fell in sh.ortly aner they had
risen.
Had the chHdren been. in
the room at the time the roof collapsed
it is possible they would ·have been kiltled.
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The owners of the sub-standard properties insist on their pound of flesh, but
they give no consideration to the welfare
of the unfortunate tenants. The inevitable excuse is,' "There is a demolition
order on this property, 'and I am not
going to spend 'money on a house that
wi'll be demolished in a few year.s." The
housing shortage will continue for
some time and condemned properties will
not be pulled down within the next few
years. Action should be taken to insist
that a tenant does not pay rent in excess
of what is sufficient to cover rates on the
property. In that way possibly the
tenant could save something towards
effecting repairs to the property to m'ake
it habitable; alternatively, the owner
could be compelled to give some~hing in
return for what he is receiving as rent.
In practically every sub-standard
property that I visited, some, and in
most cases ·all, members of the family
were suffering from colds or inflU'enza.
Possibly that wHI develop into some
more serious ailment in future years,
and the State will pay the penalty.
Money will have to be :found to
provide
hospi'tals
or
'sanatoriums
for these unfortunate people.
I
can suggest a solution of the problem.
Almost every week materials .are used,
under permit, for extending buildings for
non-essential industries.
Recently I
mentioned the case of ·an expensive
property that was being erected in Melbourne toO house Jaguar cars. The quantity of materials used in that building
would have been sufficient to repair
hundreds of sub-standard properties in
industrial suburbs. It is criminal neglect toO allow people to live under conditions such as I have mentioned.
I ask the Government to establish
a pool of materials, imported or
.Iocal, from which people can drtaw for
the purposes of repairing sub-standard
or condemned properties to make them at
least habitable.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport}.-The representations on housing
. m'ade by the honorable members for
Moonee Ponds and Richmond will be
.brought to the notice of the Minister of
Housing for his attention. I should Uke
the honorable member for Essendon to
supply me with a list of reqUirements on
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the Broadmeadows line, so that I can
bring them to the attention of the Railways Commissioners.
The honorable
member for Hampden stated that next
week the State prices Ministers will be
meeting va fix the price of butter. Obviously he does not know what is contained in the legislation passed by the
Government of which he was a member,
because State Ministers do not fix the
price of butter, 'Or of anything else; that
is done by the Prices Commissioner.
Without consulting the Sta1te Governments the Commonwealth Government
agreed to meet the cost of production for
dairy f.armens over a period of five years.
An annual survey is made by representatives of the Commonwealth Government
and the dairying industry, who operate
in pairs, and natura}lly the State producing the most butter receives the greatest
number of investigators. Any increase
in the price of butter is fixed from the
1st of July each year.
A t the present time a subsidy of 1s.
a pound on butter to the consumer,
and not to the producer, is paid by the
Commonwealth Government. The retail
price of butter to-day is 2s. 2~d. a pound
and, allowing for the extra margin for
the ret:ailer, it is obvious that without
the subsidy butter would cost 3s. 4~d. a
pound. When the honorable member for
Hampden says that the 'State prices
MinisteI's will rai'se the price of butter
next week he is repeating what many individuals and organizations have been
saying of recent date. In some cases,
they are i.gnorant O'f the facts; in other
cases, they are actuated by a desire to
claim that as an organization they are
doing :som'ething beneficial for the farmer. A conference convened by the Commonwealth Government will take place
at 10.30
on Monday next in
Melbourne. The chairman will be ,the
Minister for Commerce and Agriculture,
Mr. McEwen, and the prices Ministers
from the six Staltes will be pres en t to
discuss this maHer with him.
l~d.

a.m.'

Mr. MUTToN.-On behalf of the people
of Victori,a, will you protest against any
rise in the price of butter?
Mr. HYLAN-D.-No. I will not protest
against giving the dairy farmer an increase in return for his product. I shal1
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back the dairy farmer against the honorable member for Coburg and everybody
else. I know the number of h04rs a
dairy farmer has to' wO'rk. The CO'st survey will indicate exactly what the da,iry
fa'rmer should get, based on a munificent
return of 3~ per cent. interest on the
capital outlay O'f the farmer. It will give
him 2'5s. ,a week abO've the bask wage
for running hi's farm.
Mr. 'MUTTON.-Why not tell us something about the interests of the consumer? Give the consumer a " go."
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
l\lichaelis) -Order!
The
honorable
member for Co'burg had an opportunity
df submitting his case to the Minister,
and I mus't ask him to restrain himself.
Mr. MUTToN.-The Minister is not
replying to my case.
Mr. HYLAND.-:-The cO'st survey is
based on a5'6-hour week for the dairy
far:mer, but every implement that he has
to buy is priced on a basis of a 40-hour
week. Why should. not the eost survey be
based on a 40-hour week :for the farmer;
why allow him only 3-! .per cent. interest
on his capital outlay? He cannot get
money from 1he bank at that rate of
interest. The dairy farmer has not been
receiving cost of production up to date,
although he is providing one of the cheapest foodstuffs available in Australia. He
is entitled to every consideration we can
give him. I want to make it qui1e clear
that I !ShaH be present at the conference
on Monday next and on behalf of the
Government I shall do my best to see
that he gets his just rights and a price
com'mensurate with the amount of work
that he and his family have to do.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Would you favour an
increased Commonwealth subsidy?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order'!
I would remind
honorable members that this is not a
general debate. Honorable members who
desired to address the House have put
their case, and the Minister is now replying. If a general debate were to be permitted at this stage tbe whole purpose of
granting members an opportunity to
.bring forward matters on the motion for
adjournment would be defeated.
Mr. MUTTON.-I spoke first and I have
not yet had a reply from the Minister.
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Mr. HYLAND.-The honorable member will get it next week. I was asked
just now by the honorable member for
Sunshine if I would favour an increased
Commonwealth subsidy. Unfortunately,
I am not a Commonwealth Minister.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-If the Commonwealth
Minister asked you, what would you say?
Mr. HYLAND.-I would say that I believe in the farmer getting the highest
possible price for his product, commen-·
surate with what he is doing in his industry, and I would say that at the same
time remembering that I want to keep
prices down to the consumer because the
dairy farmer's product is one of the items
in the "C" series index on which the
basic wage is founded. And, of course,
if the basic wage is further increased the
dairy farmer will be penalized again.
The index is avaHable to anybody to
study, and it will show-if an increase of
5d. or 10d. occurs in the price of butter
-just what that will mean in regard to
the basic wage. Every £1 a week increase in the basic wage means £1,000,000
which the railways alone would have to
find. Tha t would have to be passed on to
some one and, as the dairy fanner pays
freight both ways-on the goods he purchases and on the products he sends
away-he would have to take his share
in the added railway· costs.
As for saying that the State Ministers
have any say in the matter of the price,
that is entirely wrong. The Commonwealth said, "We will go ahead and
guarantee the price on the basis of cost
of production." They did not ask us
about it. They went on with their proposal and have been going on with it
since and are carrying it on. Whether
the Commonwealth wili continue to pay
the full subsidy is a matter for next Monday's meeting. We want to see the industry put on a sound footing, not only
for next year but for five or six years
ahead.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You do not mean to say
that the State Ministers are not even
going to discuss the matter?
Mr. HYLAND.-That is what the conference is for.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You have just been
saying that the Ministers do not take any
part in it.
Session 1950-51.-[130]
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Mr. HYLAND.-The Ministers do not
fix the prices. It is the honorable member's own resolution that comes in here.
It was he who fixed it. He went to the
conference of State Ministers, and he
started it.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-Order ! The Minister will
please conclude his reply to the matters
raised on the adjournment.
Mr.
MUTTON
(Coburg). - Mr.
Speaker-The
SPEAKER.-The
honorable
member will please resume his seat.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.24 p.m.
until Tuesday} July 10.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday} July 10} 1951.

The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager)
took the chair at 4 ..57 p ..m., and read the
prayer.
RAJiLWAYS (AMENDMENT) BHL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE (Minister of
Housing), was read a first time.
POISONS' BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister
of
Labour), was read a first .time.
COAL MINING INDUSTRY (LONGSERVICE LEAVE) AMENDMENT
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon. P. P.
INCHBOLD (Minister of Education), was
read a first time.
THE GEELONG GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Assembly.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eag.er).
-In my opinion, this is a private Bill.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-In another place also
this aill was ruled to be a private Bill,
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but it was treated 'as a public Bin except
in relation to the payment of fees. I
propose that the same procedure should
be followed in this House. I, therefore,
move-That this Bill be treated as a public Bill
except in relation to the payment of fees.
I produce a .receipt showing that the sum
of £20 has been paid into the Treasury for
the public uses of the State, to meet the
expenses of this Bill
The motion was agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. P. T. Byrnes
(Minister of Public Works) the Bill was
read a first time.

POLICE OFFENCES ACT.
"HOUSEY HOUSEY" : NOTICES OF
INTENTION TO PLAY.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province) asked the Minister of
Public Works(a) Are applications for permission or
notices of intention to 'play the game known
as housey housey" at a bazaar, or in other
circumstances, made or given to the Attorney-General?
(b) For the period 1st November, 1950.,
to 31st May, 1951-0) how many notices
under the provisions of sub-section (3) of
section 88 of the Police Offences Act 1928
have been given to the Attorney-General of
intention to .play housey housey"; (ii) in
how many of such 'cases has the AttorneyGeneral by notice prohihited; and (iii) will
the Minister lay on the table of the Library
the files relating to all such cases in which
the notice required was given to the Attorney-General and no notice prohibiting was
sent?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answers are-(a) Yes.
(b) (0 212 cases,
all of which were
formally prohibited, pending further investigation and information.
(b) (i0 23 cases in which the formal prohibition was not lifted and the conduct of
housey housey" finally prohibited.
(b) (iii) No such cases.

Process) Bill. .

(b) Will he make an early statement on
the policy of the Housing Commission in
relation to the provision of medical practitioners for the Heidelberg and EastPreston Housing Commission areas?

The
Hon. I. A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-The answers
are-(a) Yes.
(b) Provision has been made by the Commission on its large estates for sites for
doctors' residences. The Commission is
anxious to .facilitate the establishment of
medical practices in these estates and in
conjunction with the British Medical
Association proposes to assess the needs of
each large estate and, to a limited extent,
where necessary, to make a Commission
home available for use by a medical practi.:
tioner until such time as he can build his
own premises. This latter action would only
be taken in isolated instances where inability
to obtain title to the site set aside or t6
oveI1come other legal formalities prevents
the practitioner concerned from utilizing his:
own land.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.

II

II

II

HOUSING COMMISSION.
SiTES FOR DOCTORS' RESIDENCES.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North P.rovince) asked the Mini'Ster of
Housing(a) Has his attention been drawn to the
article in The Argus newspaper of the 25th
June, 1951, unde.r th.ecaption "13,00.0
settlers-and not one of them a doctor"?

ALTERATION OF SESSIONAL ORDERS.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister or'
Public Works).-I move-That so much of the resolutions with
regard to the Sessional Orders agreed to by
the Council on the 1o.th October and the
22nd, 29th, and 3o.th November last as provides that, for the remainder of the session,
Government business shall take precedence
of all other business on Wednesday in each
week, new business may be taken at any
hour, the Council shall meet for the despatch
of business on Fridays, and the hour of
meeting on Thursdays and Fridays shall be
Eleven o'clock, be rescinded, and that, for
the remainder of the session, private
members' business shall take precedence of
Government 'business on Wednesday in each
week, no. new business shall be taken after
half-past Ten o'clock, and the hour of
meeting on Thursdays shall be half-past Four
o'clock.
The motion was agreed to.

JUSTICES (SERVICE OF PROCESS)
BILL.
.
The
Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.
This measure deals with two matters
relating to procedure in courts of petty
sessions. The first is to enable the enforcement of fines imposed on residents
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of other States during any period that
they offended in this State. The second
rna tter relates to the service 'by the
police of certain legal process issued out
of courts of petty sessions which, by
reason of the provisions of the Justices
(Service of Process) Act 1949, they are
at present forbidden to serve.
Honorable members are aware that
with the growth of interstate motor
transport a variety of offences against
the traffic laws are constantly being
detected by inspectors and members of
the Police Force on the principal highways leading interstate. These offences
consist in breaches of the conditions of
permits issued under traffic laws, exceeding weight and speed limits, failure !:')
keep time-running' cards, and other
offences against the traffic laws, which
are designed to protect lives and avoid
damage to roads and others using them.
Substantial fines are imposed 'from time
to time by the courts but it has been
.found' over the years that unless they are
voluntarily paid by the defendants there
are no effective means whereby they can
be enf.orced on the residents after they
have returned to their home States.
The reason for this is that it is an
established practice based on a decision
of the Supreme Court in the case of
O'Sullivan v. Long, reported in 1920
Victorian Law Reports at page 182, that
a warrant of commitment authorizing the
imprisonment of a defendant who has
defaulted in the payment of any fine
imposed shall not issue until he has been
first served a show cause summons. A
show cause summons is a legal process
which is served upon the defendant
calling upon him to attend court to give
reasons-that is, show cause-why he
should not be imprisoned for not having
paid the fine imposed.
It is e.ssential that the show cause summons should be served upon the defendant 'but unfortunately the Commonwealth Service and Execution of Process
Acts are not wide enough to include this
class of legal process. If they did then
there would be no necessity for this
Bill, because then the summons could be
served interstate in the same manner as
are other documents embraced by the provisions of those Acts.

I
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The Commonwealth authorities were
approached to amend the Commonwealth
Service and Execution of Process Acts
to include this class of process but they
were unwilling to do so, claiming that it
was within the province of the State
legislature to enact provisions that
would meet the case. The effect of ~he
Bill would be not only to enable the
recovery of large sums of money constituted by the fines imposed but also to
eradicate any impression in the minds of
interstate drivers that they can treat
the traffic laws of Victoria with contempt.
The methods adopted in the Bill are to
add to section 116 of the Justices Act
1928 a new sub-section. In effect, section 116 provides that where the Act of
Parliament on· which is founded a conviction or order either provides no means
of raising or levying any fine or sum of
money adjudged to be paid, or of enforcing payment of the same, or authorizes the issue thereon of a warrant of
distress but does not provide for imprisonment in default of payment, then
on the return of a warrant of distress
issued for the purposes of levying upon
the assets of the defendant to recover
the said sums with an endorsement that
there are no sufficient goods and chattels
whereon the said sums could be levied, a
justice of the peace may issue his warrant for the commitment of the defendant
to gaol for a period not exceeding three
months.
The sub-section (2) which this Bill
proposes to add to section 116 provides
that on the return of a warrant of distress unsatisfied a justice before whom
such warrant is returned, on being satisfied that the defendant is residing outside Victoria may, notwithstanding any
rule of law or practice to the contrary,
and without the issue of any- summons to
show cause, proceed to issue a warrant
of commitment as provided by what will
be SUb-section (1) of section 116 which of
course, constitutes the present section
116.
The effect of this new sub-section will
be that on the issue of a warrant of commitment it will be sent to the State
where the defendant resides and a member of the Police Force of that State will
bring him before the Court of Petty Sessions nearest to his residence, whereupon
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he will be required to show whether he
has any reason why he should not, under
the order of that court, be returned to
Victoria to undergo the'term of imprisonment mentioned in the warrant of commitment then before t!:~ court.
It does not necessarily follow that in
every case where the defendant is
brought before the court of the State in
which he resides he will be returned
forthwith to Victoria, because the court
has the power, on good cause being
shown, to postpone the making of the
necessary order, thus allowing the defendant time to pay.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-Who is
going to pay the cost of extradition in
these cases?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-I presume Ithe Crown will meet the cost, as it
would be a Crown 'prosecution. If the
fine was not sufficiently large to justify
the cost involved probably the Crown
would not bother chasing around the
country looking for the offender. In
some cases, however, heavy fines have
been imposed. For a first offence the
fine is usual'ly light, but a heavy fine is
imposed for a second or subsequent
offence. If a defendant asked for time
to pay the fine and the court agreed, or
if the defendant subsequently agreed to
pay the fine, then probably he would not
be brought back to Victoria.
The second matter dealt with by this
Bill relates to the service of legal process
issued out of courts of petty sessions.
Under the Justices (Service of Process)
Act 1949, it is provided that no summons
or other legal process-other than the
summons or other process on or in respect of an information for an offence-shall be served by ,any membe'r of the
Police Force in any municipal district
specified by proclamation for the purpose
unless such process is of such kind as may
lawfully be served only by a member of
the Police Force.
At present only the municipal district
constituting the metropolis has been proclaimed under the provisions of this Act,
but it has been found that certain difficulties and hardships followed on the
operation of the Act. For instat:lce,
various Government Departments which
in the cOurse of their administration re·quire the issue of legal process, ate faced
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with the necessity of using officials of
the 'Department to effect service. The
Departments have no readHy available
means of ascertaining the whereabouts
of the person concerned in order to serve
the process. They have not the knowledge that in many cases is possessed by
members of the Police Force.
Again, deserted wives are faced with
the necessity not only of discovering the
whereabouts of ,their defaulting husbands, but also with the employment and
payment of fees of professional process
servers. It is notorious that wives
placed in these circumstances have not
the 'means or money at their disposal to
undertake this responsibility. Members
of the Police Force have at their disposal means of ascertaining the whereabouts -of any prospective defendant
upon whom legal process has to be
served, and ,therefore it will greatly
facilitate administration if the power to
members of the Police Force to serve
process is restored.
The original object of the Act of 1949
was to relieve members of the Police
Force from the huge burden placed upon
them of serving all classes of legal process for any solicitor or person paying
the necessary fees. This enabled members of the force to devote the time previously taken up in serving process to
their ordinary functions as members of ,
the Police Force. It is not in tended by
this measure to restore the position
where the Police 'must serve process for
an comers. All that the Bill does is to
give to the Governor in Council power
by proclamation to exempt from the proVisions of the 1949 Act summonses or
process of any specified kind, or summonses and process in any specified kind
of case. I have given an explanation of
the principles that this small measure
involves and I commend the Bill to the
House.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
Province) .-1 moveThat the debate 'be now adjourned.

I have no doubt that the principles involved in this amending measure will
commend themselves to all members, but
there is some doubt about how it will
work out, particularly in reference to
warrants of commitment. I ask th~
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Minister to agree to an adjournment of
the debate to enable members to consiciQr
these matters further. The question involved is how the proposed new procedure will dovetail into the existing
method whereby a warrant of commitment can be obtained after the service
of a show cause summons.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, July 17.
EDUCATION (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The HOD. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education}.-I moveThat this Bill ,be now read a second time.
This is a measure to make a number of
necessary amendments in the Education
Act. The first is incorporated in clause
2 which provides for the registration of
junior secondary schools and of teachers
in such schools. At present schools are
designated either as primary or secondary
schools, but the difficulty arises in that
the curriculum taught in the secondary
schools is not suitable for all children.
It has become the custom, in some registered schools particularly, for primary
schools to go beyond the primary school
stage and incorporate a few secondary
school subjects in the curriculum, taking
the pupil possibly as far as the proficiency
certificate stage.
It is not suggested that junior schools
in future will take child,ren on to the
leaving and matriculation standards. The
Government believes it necessary that the
Department should have power to register those schools catering for children
to the proficiency certificate standard.
This will be the case particularly when
the school-leaving age is raised to fifteen
years. A number of children will not
have reached the level necessary for them
to undertake the full academic course of
a high school or a technical school, but
they will be able to continue their education in a junior secondary school. It is
necessary that power should exist to
register those. schools and the teachers
therein.
For the information of members I
should indicate that the existing classification of schools dates back to 1914,
when the curriculum was not nearly as
wide as it is at present. To-day there
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have been fitted into the schools a number of additional subjects, such as physi..
cal education, voice production and so on,
but the teachers of those subjects cannot be registered as teachers under the
Education Act as it stands. By registra-'
tion they would be given the protection
of the Act. The present position is that
a teacher of special subjects in any school,
teaching those subjects o.ly, is not qualified to teach other subjects.
If the
teacher did act in that way he would be
acting outside the law.
The wages
Board award provides for a lower salary
for unregistered teachers. They have no
right to sue in any court of law for services rendered, in cases of default in the
payment of their salaries.
It is not proposed to register teachers
who peregrinate around the country
teaching boys and girls to play the piano,
or those conducting physical culture
schools in the metropolitan area. They
are not operating in registered schools in
the real sense. It is desired to cover only
those employed in registered schools.
For a school to become eligible for
classification under the Education Act
as a registered school there must be at
least three scholars at that school.
The next amendment will place beyond
doubt the right of the Government to
make regulations respecting scholarship.5.
The La'w Department has informed the
Government that at present it has no
legal right to make regulations of the
kind, although they have been applied
in the past. Advantage is being taken
of this opportunity to regularize the
position. The Bill has been recommended
by the Council of Public Education which
was set up to advise the Government on
matters of this nature. As members
know, it consists of representatives of
the Education Department, of the
University of Melbourne, and registerer!
secondary schools.
The council has
studied the questions involved in the Bill,
which it recommends for our acceptance.
I believe the measure will assist considerably in the efficient development of
our education system. The junior secondary schools will fulfil a great need and
they will be placed upon a proper basis
and teachers in these schools will be
given greater security and higher status.
1 commend the Bill to the House.
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The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-The Minister dealt concisely
with the objects of the Bill, which appears
be d,esirable from all points of view.
I think the main item is the proposed
reclassification of schools. As the Minister
informed us, the last reclassification was
made in 1914. The honorable gentleman
pointed out that many students desire to
attain an education standard beyond that
of the primary stage, but are not prepared to attend a secondary school. Therefore it seems a reasonable proposition
that there should be schools between the
primary and secondary stages, classified
as junior secondary schools.
There are strict regulations governing
the employment of teachers in secondary
They must hold specified
schools.
academic qualifications before they may
be registered. The teachers, in junior
secondary schools will not need to obtain
qualifications as high because the
students will not try to reach the leaving
certificate or the matriculation standard.
The registration of teachers of special
subjects is desirable, especially those who
teach physical culture. 'I am informed
~hat there are t'wo buildings for each
school in Denmark, one of which is a
gymnasium. That emphasizes the importance that is placed upon physical culture
in that country. It is only right that
Victorian teachers of the subject should
be registered; that will be done under
the Bill.
Another important aspect is that
teachers of special subjects will be
entitled to receive the same salaries as
registered teachers.
At present, their
remuneration is on a lower scale. Viewed
from all angles, I think they should be
subject to registration. The Minister
mentioned that the reforms included in
the Bill have been approved by the Council of Public Education, which is comprised of persons with high educational
qualifications. I support the Bill.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-I 'think all members can
commend the Bill as it 'will make for
increased education i,n the community by
the creation of junior secondary schools.
There, will be a need for further educational facilities when the school-leaving
age is raised to fifteen years, and then
junior secondary' schools will be of great
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value. It is important that the teachers
in these various institutions should
receive the benefit of the regulations
governing the salaries and conditions of
registered teachers. At present, unless
teachers are giving instruction in the
special subjects mentioned in the principal Act, they are not able to be registered
and obtain the salaries payable to registered teachers. The Bill will bring this
matter into Hne with our gerieral education system. Unless changes and improvements are made from time to time, children will not benefit from the money that
is being spent on' education.
Doubtless all members are looking forward keenly to the day when the schoolleaving age is raised to fifteen years.
From time to time, I am amazed at a
lack of knowledge displayed by some
boys and girls. Last week, ,I asked school
boys questions concerning English
history. Th~y did not know anything
about the visit of Julius Caesar to Britain,
nor the arrival of William the Conqueror,
nor the Battle of BannoC'~burn. When I
was at school, incidents of that nature
were impressed upon the minds of the
students. I do not think a child has
received an adequate education when it
reaches fourteen years of age. The wider
the education of our 'future citizens, the
greater will be the benefit to the State.
On the motion of the Hon. C. E.
ISAAC (South-Eastern 'Province), the
debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
July 17.
'
CRANES REGULATION BILL.
The
Hon.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister of Labour).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
This measure is essential to protect the
interests of workers, as it will lead tJ
the prevention of accidents' and injuries
by the provision of efficient safeguard3.
In recent years both the number and
variety of mechanical lifting appliances
used In industry in this State 'have
grea tly increased. It has come to the
knowledge of, the Labour Department
that 1many of the,se appliances are not
soundly designed, or that they are used
to perform work beyond their capacity,
or are not properly maintained. The
consequences are that persons operating
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them or working in the establishments
where they are used, have in many cases
suffered death or serious injury, while
for others the risks nave been present
but accidents have been avoided.
In this regard it appears scarceiy less
necessary to control the construction and
use of these mechanical lifting devices
than it is to register and inspect lifts,
which for years have been subject to
strict supervision under the Lifts Regula tion Act. ,Many of the devices, in fact,
are very similar to lifts both in action
and in the hazards associated with their
operation. Victoria appears to be the
only State in the Commonwealth in
which there is no law governing the construction and operation of cranes and
other. lifting gear to ensure the safety
of those using them. The Board of Inquiry, which reported recently on the
necessity for amendments of the industrial 'laws, recommended that provision
should be made for the inspection of such
appliances.
For some time now the expert technical
staff of the Labour Department has investigated the use of many of these installations and appliances, and has found
that there is urgent necessity for super- .
vision of the design, erection, and use of
lifting gear generally. 'Some appliances
are found to be a continual source of
danger. Where these appliances are in
use in factories the Labour Department
has SOffile power under section 59 of the
Factories' and Shops Act to ensure that
dangerous machinery is guarded, but no
provisions exist for regulating the design, installation, and operation of such
machinery. Section 59 does not apply
outside of factories where many of these
lifting appliances are used.
In a number of instances owners of
lifting appliances have voluntarily sought
the advice of the technical officers of the
Department because they have feared
for the safety of their employees. In
many cases their fears have been proved
to be well-founded. One large installation of several mono-rail hoists inspected
after instaUa tion at the request of the
owners is to be completely re-erected because of faults in design creating dangerous hazards. In many cases special
equipment has been suggested by departmen tal officers to prevent over-
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winding of hoisting machinerY'- . In one
ins'tance the ropes of an overhead crane
were proved to have a safety factor of
1.5 only, instead of at least 6. Many
suggestions have been made and accepted·
concerning safe access to crane cabins,.
protection of electric cables, and similar'
saf~guards. But unless voluntary aid is
sought the officers of the Department
lack the authority even to inspect, let
alone to require that lifting appliances
shall be 'safely installed and safely used.
Over a period of about ten years lifting appliances have been responsible for
about fifteen fatal accidents which have
become known to the Depart'menC.
Many of these could have been prevented.
by proper inspection such as is provided.
for in the Bill. The propospd legislation,;
it will be understood, is designed to
secure the safe working of appliances
which cannot be controlled under thE!
Lifts 'Regulation Act, and which are outside the effective scope of the Factories
and Shops Acts either because they are
not used in factories or because the dangerous features may not be removed by
"guarding." I shall briefly explain the
clauses of the BHl. Clause 1 includes the
citation and date of operation-the latter
is t? be fixed by proclamation.
In clause 2 are the definitions-including the important one of a "crane ,po
wi thin the meaning of the Bill. By the
definition of "crane" the application of
the proposed legislation is limited to themachines and appliances specifical'ly men-tioned, and to such other similar appliances as may be declared by the
Governor in Council to be "cranes."
The supporting structure, power unit,.
and gear used in connection with a craneare included within the definition and SOl
are intended to be ,subject to the same
control.
Certain apparatus and contrivances
are definitely excluded from the provisions of the Bill.' These includemach'inery' used in mines or lifts
governed by the Lifts Regulation Act
1928, and any crane or type of craneexempted by the Minister from operatltm
of the Act.
In my opinion, clause 3 is very inl-'
portant, because it provides that the
legisJ.a tion shall be binding on the Crown,.
which is usually exempt from provi~ions
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of this nature. A 1arge number o~ lifting appliances are used by various
Government :Departments, :such as the
Public Works Department, the State
Electricity Commission,and the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
and workers. using those appliances are
entitled to the same protection as
operators using plant owned by private
employers. As the purpose of the Bill is
to promote sJ.fety its provisions should
apply to Government works and equipm·ent.
Clause 4 authorizes the appointment of
a Chief Inspector of Cranes and inspectors. It further provides for entry,
inspection and inquiry a t any reasonable
time by inspector.s. Sub-clause (1) of
clause '5 provides that no maker or his
agent, and no seller shaH(a) deliver a crane which is not soundly
constru'cted, safe to operate and equipped
with guards and safety devices for prevention of aCCidents;
(b) make ·any f.alse or misleading representation a'S to the maximum safe working
load of a crane.

Sub-clause (2) places a responsibiHty on
the proprietor of a crane and on any
oper.ator of such appHaIllce to ensure
that(a) the crane is effi·cientand safe to
operate;
(b) guards, fences, and safety precautions are provided or taken;
(c) the maximum safe working load of
the crane 'is not exceeded.
Sub-clauses (1), (2), and (3) of clause

6 set out the powers of an inspector
to direct a proprietor ito carry out
work necessary for safety, to order
that an appliance shall not be used
until directions are carried out if
he believes tha t i t is dangerous
to human life or limb, and to
rescind such direction or order. Subclause (4) provides for appeall to the
Minister or to a competent person
nominated by the Minister against direction or order of an inspector. Subclause (5) makes it an offence for failure
to carry ou't directions. Sub-cIause (6)
authorires the proprietor of a crane to
recover from a person primarily liable
any e~pense 'incurred in carrying out
directions. Sub-clause (7) provides that
the proprietor of a crane who, except
for this legislation, would not be liable
The Hon. Trevor Harvey.
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for the condition of the crane, shall be
protec'ted against any action for carrying out directions.
Sub-clause (.1) of clause 7 prohibits
the use, possession for use, or allowing
another t'O use any ·crane un~e.ss it complies with the Act and regulations. Subclause (2) provides that the occupier of
premises where .a crane is to be affixed
shall notify the Chief Inspector in
writing before the commencement of
installation.
Sub-clause (3) prescribes
the types of power cranes to be in charge
of a person licensed to operate them.
Clause 8 provides that the proprietor
of a crane under repair or requiring repair must withdraw it from use and post
a notice on the appliance indicalting that
it is withdr.a wn from use. This action
by the proprietor absolves him from
liability for failure to comply with the
Act and regulations. When repairs have
been 'completed the proprietor shaH
notify the Chief Inspector.
Sub-clauses (1) and (2) of clause 9
make it 'an offence to interfere with or
obstruct an inspector or to [ail to comply
with any provision of the Act or the
regulations, and provide penalties.
Clause 10 provides that the onus of
proof that the person proceeded against
is not the proprietor, maker, agent for
maker, or is not the seller of a crane, or
tha t 'any person is not under any particular age, is placed ·on the defendant.
This is identical in effect with section
11 of the Lifts Regulation Act· 1928.
Clause 11 provides for the making of
regula tions by the Governor in Council.
To unify administration, clause 12
amends sections 797, 798 and 801 of the
Local Government Act 1946 so that
building cranes shall not be subject to
that Act and so that an inspector
appointed under the Local Government
Act shall notify the Chief Inspector of
Cranes whenever it appears to him that
any building crane fails to comply with
the provisions of the proposed Act or
regulations thereunder.
The HOD. G. L. CHANDLER (Southern
Province).-This Bill covers a section of
ino.ustry which at present does not come
under the Labour Department. As we
live in an age of ever increasing mechanical knowledge, a measure of this nature is
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necessary. However, I do not agree with
the Minister of Labour that it is necessary for a Chief Inspector and inspectors
of cranes to be appointed, as set out in
cl.luse 4. There is legislation on the
statute-book under which lifts are controlled, and it appears to me that the
person administering that section of the
Labour Department could also control the
operations of cranes.
At the moment the owners of cranes 'are
apparently liable for damages if workmen
are injured as a result of any fault in a
crane. However, if this Bill is enacted
and the machinery is passed by inspectors, it appears that the owners of the
cranes will not be liable for damages
if any employees are injured. I ask
the Minister to give consideration to the
question of whether the administration
of cranes could not be absorbed by a
section of the Labour Department. In
general, I consider that legislation of
this nature is desirable and I support the
Bill.
The HOD. F. M. THOMAS (Melbourne
Province).-I do not agree with Mr.
Chandler that inspectors of the Labour
Departmen t should also inspect cranes
and lifting apparatus. Certainly that
Department is experienced in these
matters because on many occasions
employers have sought advice in regard
to the setting up of a crane and of the
general strength and lifting capacity of
the apparatus. Paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of clause 4 provides that an
inspector may inspect cranes at any
reasonable time. i should like to know
what is meant by "reasonable time."
Under the Factories and Shops Acts
inspectors are empowered to inspect
premises at any time they desire, but it
may be said that an inspector is exceeding
his duty if he inspects a certain ,piece 01
machinery during, for instance, nonworking hours.
'
As many of the machines covered by
this Bill do not come within the purview
of either the Factories and Shops Act or
the Lifts Regulation Act this legislation
is necessary in order that life may be
preserved. The Minister of Labour stated
tha t, during the last ten years, fifteen
persons have lost their lives in accidents
in which cranes and lifting apparatus
have been involved. Every day we hear
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the slogan "Life is so precious," in
relation to road accidents, but in other
avenues,
particularly in industrial
activities, men are working under conditions which involve great risk to their
lives. Operators of cranes sometime5
endea vour to lift loads beyond the
capacity of their machines, which are
turned over and sometimes the operators
are killed.
When an inspector enters a factory and
notices 'anything faulty he will order the
employer to have the matter rectified so
tha t the safety of the men will be protected. That is what this Bill seeks to
do. The Government is to lbe complimented for introducing this measure
which will have the effect of further safeguarding the lives of workers. I support
the Bill.
I
On the motion of the Hon. A. G_
WARNER
(Higinbotham Province),
the debate was alijourned until Tuesday,
July 17.
STATE DEVELOPMENT BILL.
The HOD. I. A.
SWINBURNE
(M>in1ster of Housing).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time_

This iBin is designed to give statutory
parliamen'tary status to the State Development Committee.
As honorable
members are aware, the committee is
comprised entirely of members of Parliament and is, therefore, in effect a parliamentary committee. The committee
Was originally set up pursuant to the
provisions of the State Development· Act
of 1941 for a life of four years. At that
time it' was composed of eight memberii
of Parliament. The State Development
Act of 1943 contained provisions extend..
ing the period of the committee's activity
for two years, at the same time reducing
the numbers of members to six. The life
O'f the committee was again extended by
another two years in 1945.
In 1949 an Act was passed by which
the principle of limiting the life of th~
committee to that of each Parliament
was adopted. I do not need to remind
honorab1e members that the committee
in its various stages of evolution has been
entrusted, from time to time, with many
important investigations by :successive
Governments. In some instances, its
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.:recommendations have been implemented
by legislation; Comprising, as it does,
.representatives of the various political
groups in this Parliament, the committee
'is able to frame impartia'l recommenda·tions .to which the Government of the
.day must needs give very careful con.sidera tioP.
Varied phases of the State's activities
which have been investigated by the
'committee have included the following
·matters: the fishing industry of Victoria,
the development of the north-west of
Victoria, the problem of noxious weeds
·and their eradication, and the Geelong
district water' supply. The committee
has, in addition, been exercising its
thoughts for some time concerning the
·tourist indus:try-if one may call it that
-and has in this connection submitted
a number of reports. One relating to
.the alpine regions of Victoria, which in·.eludes a particular reference to ski-ing
and tourists resorts, has already been
tabled, as has also another exploratory
report on tourist facilities and national
,parks. At present the question of hotel
'and guest.-house accommodation is receiving -its olose attention. In a<;ldition,
,the committee has been specifically re'quested to inquire into the question of
-national parks in Victoria.
This BiU prqyides that, instead of being
.appointed ~s at present by the Governor
in Council;" the members in fu ture will
appointed' by Parliament according to
.parliamentary practice.
I mean, of
.course, the practice relating to the -ap.pointment. of !members to serve on par:liamentary " joint Select Co~mittees,
:except that, 'in this Bill there is provision
for two members to be appointed by and
jrom the ~'gi:slative Council and four by
.and from. the Legislative Assembly.
~The other. clauses of the Bill are normal
.in character in that they provide for the
filling of vacancies and the sittings and
procedure. of the committee. Provision
~is also made for' the -continuation in
'office of the existing personnel of the
:committee :for the duration ofth·e present
~Legislative A,ssemh'ly.
. At this stage I shall make reference
;to the recent death of the former sec,retary of the committee, Mr. J. L. Gillies.
,During the last three years this servant
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of the State had carried out the duties of
secretary to the State Development Committee, and as a past member of that
committee I desire to pay brief tribute
to the late Mr. Gillies for the work he
pedormed not only in the capacity of
secretary, but as a public servant over
the years.- Many Ministers in the past
have been served by him, and at one
period he was secretary to the Premier of
Victoria. On his taking UP the secretaryship of the State Development Committee
he gave great service to its members, and
his flair for English was one of those
attributes which he brought to bear upon
the work of the committee and which its
members recognized with admiration. I
feel sure that in days to come when the
reports of the committee for the period
in which Mr. Gillies was its secretary are
read and studied they will be recognized
for the high quality of their phraseology .
I pay this tribute because I know that the
committee as at present constituted feels
that in the loss of Mr. Gillies it has been
bereft of a most able adviser and one who
served it with great ability.
I propose now to deal with the clauses
in detail. Clause 1 gives the short title,
construction and citation of the Bill.
Clause 2 provides for the interpretation
of the word" committee" to mean the
" Parliamentary State Development Commrttee." Clause 3 provides that, as soon
as conveniently pra1cticable after the
commencement of the first session of
each Parliament, the Committee shall
be appointed in accordance with parliamentary practice relative to the appointment of joint Select Committees of the
Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly.
Briefly the provi'Sions of the Bill are
these:-(a) No appointment shall be
made by ballot; (b) two members shaH
be members of the Legislative Council and
appointed by that House, and four shall
be members of. the Legislative Assembly
and appointed by that House; and (c)
those appointed shaH hold office duving
the existence and continuance of the
Legisla'tive Assembly in session at the
time of their appointment, but no longer.
Other matters· covered in this clause
are: . The' vesting- of such powers and
authorities, and the. imposing of such
·duties and 'obligations as' are provided in
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the State Development Acts; the making of a declaration by every member of
the committee that he will, to the best of
his skill and ability, faithfully and impartially execute the office and perform
his duties as a member of the committee; and the election by the members of
the committee of a Chairman and a v,icechairman.
The clause also provides for filling
vacancies on the 'Committee, which
may occur by ,a member resigning
his .seat, or by a member ceasing
to be a member of the Legislat,ive
Council or the Legislative Assembly. Provision is mar;le, however, that
such member shall not be deemed to have
ceased to be a member of the Legislative
Council or the Legislative Assembly if
he is returned for the electorate which he
represen ted immedia tely before such
election.
Clause 4 amends the existing Acts to
bring the practices of the committee's
sittings and procedure into line with those
of Parliamentary Joint Select Committees; for example, the committee shall
have power to sit and transact business
during any adjournment recess of
the Parliament for which it has been appointed.
Clause 5 is a saving clause whereby
the members of the State Development
Committee in office immediately before
the passing of this legislation, will, unless their seats become vacant, continue
in office for the duration of the present
Legislative Assembly; and it provides
for the appointment of a member in the
event of a vacancy occurring during the
life of the present Legislative Assembly.
I commend the Bill for the consideration
of the House.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I do not object
to this Bill, but I have always wondered
why all these committees t.hat are called
upon to investigate works or projects
submitted to them for report have not
attached to them an officer of the Treasury. It may well be true that such
officers are called before the 'committee
to give evidence, but I am still of the
opinion that it would be right and proper
if a Treasury officer were attached to the
committee itself. The committee may be
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called upon to visit various parts 'Of the
State, taking evidence from local resldents and inspecting projected works. Iil
practically every instance it produces a
favourable report. What I am saying
now is not 'directed against either the
present State Development Committee or
any of its past personnel, but I do feel that
in some cases ,its activities and its reports-favourable to the project in virtually every instance-are used to pull
the wool over the eyes ()f the people.
The committee deals with the project before it at length, taking evidence and
inspecting, and submits a report to the
Government that the proposed work be
gone on with. I have very seldom, if
ever, read a report containing any statement as to where the money is to be
found in order to carry out the work or
as to who is to be called upon to pay for
it. The people interested in the particular investigation always get to know
the nature of the committee's report' and
that it is favourable, and, naturally, they
take it for granted that the Government
will proceed with the project. In most
cases, at all events, the people locally
affected gain the feeling that the job is
going to be put in hand.
'
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.--At any rate,
it helps to delay it.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-I cannot say that it helps in the delaying process, 'but it certainly does not add to the
speed with which the project should be
carried out. While the report of the
committee gives a useful amount of information, I wonder whether that body
really provides the service that might be
expected of it. For that, one cannot
blame the committee, of course, but in
some instances the situation that develops must embarrass the Government
of the day. As I have just remarked,
local people generally obtain either a
copy of the report on their particular
scheme or gain the knowledge that the
committee has reported on it favourably. That, I say, could be embarrassing
to the Government.
It does not add to that respect which
the people should hold for parliamentary
government, which is considered moSt
important in these days of change. That
is the only feeling I have about these
committees. In the main, they have the
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knack of producing very favourable reports. They very seldom knock a project
back, and even if it is going to require an
expenditure of three or four millions of
pounds the committee concerned seems
to have the gift of forgetting that
altogether. I often wonder whether these
various investigations should not be
carried out both as to the need for the
particular pI'oject and with respect to
the method of its being financed. We do
not require to go outside this city of
Melbourne so far as one particular job is
concerned. If we do not soon tackle it
the wisest thing for us all will be to
leave our cars at home and walk into the
city. There is not much hope of getting
on to the trams at busy periods nowadays,
and if you drove your car through the
peak period traffic you eould probably
walk to your destination as rapidly. If
one had to do that it would be quite all
right from the physical point of view, but
that is not everything. No doubt, the
Minister in charge of the Bill could tell
us of some instance in which this committee has presented a report rejecting
the project it has been asked to investigate.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Take the
case of the Maffra beet sugar factory for
one.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-There
might have been very good economic
grounds in that case, seeing that the
people concerned could use their lands
for sheep or even for vegetable growing
and so get far greater returns than they
would get for beet from the Government
or its predecessors. However, the vast
majority of the projects that have been
investigated have been reported on
favourably and in such glowing terms
that those interested have had every reason to expect that something would be
done,
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-I am
afraid that in some cases they have had
no such expectations.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Well, I
do not mind giving the State Development Committee arlditional status.
Among the machinery clauses of the Bill
I notice that there is, naturally, provision for the filling of a vacancy in the
event of a member resigning. I do not
think many members do resign from
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these committees, but some, of course,
might have to do so following upon their
defeat as parliamentary candidates. In
conclusion, let me say that sooner or
later, in regard to many of these investigations that are passed on to committees,
we shall have to face the plain and hard
fact that if the job is to be proceeded
with we must first be shown how and
where to get the money. I know that I
put up one such proposition to the Leader
of the Government in this House, and I
think he will admit that in that instance
I went as far as to show him where the
money was to come from. I am waiting
for a communication from him on that
matter and hope I shall receive it before
the end of the session. I support the
Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higin-:
botham Province).-I 45ee nothing to
cavil at in this Bill. In fact, I see nothing in it at all. I have read the notes on
it very carefully. I have listened to the
speech of the Minister in charge of it,
and I have taken the trouble to read the
previous Acts. In his advocacy of this
measure, although the Minister dealt with
all the things that the State Development Committee has done, he failed to
deal with the subject matter of the Bill
-that the committee shall be no longer
constituted as at present but shall be
one that is appointed by Parliament instead of by the Governor in Council.
I should have thought that, in explaining the Bill, the Minister would have
suggested what was wrong with the
present method and what advantage was
to be gained by the new method. When
the Bill is in Committee, I should like the
, honor,able gen tlleman to explain those advantages. If there ils no great advantage
to be gained, I suggest that the Bill
should "be thrown out at the thirdreading stage but, if the Minister can reveai that some advantage is to be gained
un'der the new ,method, the Bill ,shouid be
passed. At present, there is no indication that the Bill will achieve more than
did the principal Act.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-The State Development Act
was passed in 194'l-during the early
days of the second world war. At that
time it was considered that an endeavour
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should be made to investigate developmental plans throughout the State and
members of the State IDevelopment Committee were appointed for a 'certain number of years. From time to time the
period was extended.
The Public Works Committee, which
is appointed by Parliament, has matters
referred to it by Cabinet for investigation. Recently, when it was necessary to
rebuild the Footscray bridge, the Public
Works Department, after investigation,
recommended that the Footscray City
Council, the Melbourne Harbor Trust, .the
Railway <Department, and the Melbourne
City C'Ouncil should contribute to the
cost. Consequent upon a conference,
those bodies agreed to contribute to the
cost because the matter had been approved by a parliamentary committee.
The State Development Committee is
.completely different from that.
Its
powers are enormous. Section 5 of the
State Development Act 1941, provides
thatThe function o'f the committee shall 'be to
inquire in to and report to the Governor in
,Council upon(a) the balan'ced economic industrial and
rural development of 'the State;
(b) the
decentralization of industrial
activities and the distribution of
population in the State;
(c) the
improvement of the genera]
economic welfare of the State;
(d) the amel·ioration of the conditions of
industrial and rural life in the
State;
(e) the organization and development of
primary, secondary, and other industries in the State to meet conditions arising from the present war
and the re-organization of such industries after the present war;
(/) any other relevant matters or things.

'The State Uevelopment Committee does
not have to wait for the Government to
ask it to do those things; it does them.
Members of the committee, who are paid,
have brought in some excellent- reports.
The Hon. T. A. SWINBURNE.-The
State Deve10pment Committee has never
brought in a report on any ,matter that
has not been referred t'O it.
Sir JAMBS KENNEDY. - Seven
powers of ,a far-reaching character are
conferred upon the committee but, since
they are lengthy, I shall refrain from
. reading them. I have often felt that the
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State Dev~lopment Committee to a certain extent dup1i-cates the function's of
the Public Works Committee. A great
advantage in this BiU is that some members of the State IDevelopment Committee will be appointed from the Legislative
Council. I do not think there was any
representative of this Chamber on that
committ1ee until Mr. Lienhop took an
interest in it. Now, members will be appointed by Parliament, four from the
As'sembly and two from the Council. To
my mind, that is an improvement on Ithe
provisions of the principal Act.
I do
not think there is any Umit on the expenditure to be incurred by the State
Development Committee.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Yes, there
is. That is laid down by the Governor in
Council.
Sir
JAMES
KENNEDY. - The
Governor in Council may be generoU's and
permit the member,s of the committee to
meet on every day of the week. Nevertheless, I eonsider that the committee has
done a good job and has presented some
excellent reports. I do not know whether
our fisheries will be 1mproved as a result
of its report. I also understand that the
committee is compiJing a comprehensive
report about tourists' resorts and public
reserves throughout the State. Such
reports are very valuable.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).~It appears to me that the
functions of the State Development Committee and the Public Works Committee
are apt to ovedap. The House has been
informed that Cabinet refers to the Public Works Committee matters for inquiry,
and I take it that Cabinet also refers
matters to the State Development Committee. I should like to learn where
is the line of demarcation as to which
projects should be referred to one body
and which to the other. The Public
Works Committee has undertaken some
large projects which relate to State dev~lopmental schemes. I believe the big
Elldon project, which is estimated to
cost approximately £12,000,000, was inquired into by the ·Public Works Committee. I agree with the observation of
Sir James Kennedy that there is likely
to be duplication of the activities of the
tw:o committees. Apart from that, I
have nothing to say against the Bill.
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The Minister, by interjection; said that
the State Development Committee could
inquire into many proposals and that it
was not necessary for them to be referred to it, although I understand that
the committee has not taken advantage
of that power. Nevertheless, I should
like the Minister to indicate whether
there is any line of demarcation as to
which developmental schemes should be
inquired into by the Public Works Committee and the State Development Committee respectively.

Bill.

~ndeavour

to discharge their duty in the
best interests of the State, with the
object of making availab~e to Cabinet
recommendations which will be helpful
to the Government of the day.
Mr. Warner commented that membership of the committee was a ready means
of familiarizing members with many
problems in various parts of the State.
At this juncture, I suggest that members
of this House and of the Assembly
would derive much benefit from visiting
rural areas to ascertain for themselves
the practical problems ·of 'some primary
producers. A local member of Parliament usually accompanies the State Development Committee and, if there is
merit in the case investigated, the
practice of the committee is to support
the matter strongly. This is not done
indiscriminately, and I think the Ministerwould appreciate the considered view
of the committee on a subject which
may be causing him some concern. I
consider that the State Development
Committee is doing a good job in the
interests of the State as a whole. Personally, I feel that this committee, particularly in view of its wide charter.
materially helps to bring Parliament
close to the people, especially those who
toil in remote places.

The HOD. C. E. McNALLY (NorthWestern Province).-I have listened with
much interest to the comments of various
members and, as chairman for the time
being of the State Development Committee, I consider it is my duty to comment briefly on the functions of that
committee as it is at present constituted.
Specific reference has been made to the
various matters that have been investigated by that committee. The Bill presented by the Minister of Housing is an
endeavour to place the State Development Committee on a footing similar to
that of the 'Public Works Committee.
The functions of the State Development
Committee, as at present constituted, are
very broad. It must be realized that any
work which the State Development
Committee has done in the past and is
The sitting was suspended at 6.30 p.m.
doing at present is under instructions until 7.52 p.m.
from or at the request of Cabinet. To
The Hon. C. E. iMcNALLY.-Before
that august body the State Development Committee is responsible for the the dinner interval I had reached a stage
submission of its reports and recom- in my modest contribution to the debate
. at which I was about to familiarize
menda tions.
honorable members with some of the
The State Development Committee functions of the State Development Comnow consists of two members of each mittee. I had in mind tourists' resorts
politica'l organization. It so happens and national parks with both of which
that I ,am the only representative from subjects the committee is concerning itthis Chamber on that committee. There self. Honorable members will appreciate
are five members from the Assembly. that a full and thorough investigation
It is felt by the committee that there into such matters necessitates the taking
are many occasions on which, if the of evidence throughout the State, in order
committee had the same parliamentary to gain the proper perspective and,
standing as the Public Works Com- further, to enable the committee to make
mittee, much misunderstanding would be wOI'ith-while recommendations to the
I trust that members
avoided in many parts of the State in Government.
relation to the State Development Com- generally will understand the position in
mittee and the Public Works Committee. which the State Development Committee
Members of the State pevelopment Com- finds itself to-day. It is neither looked
mittee consider that they are appointed upon as having, nor has it actually, the
to perform a job of work,' 'and they advantages or privileges associated with
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parliamentary status, in spite of the fact
that as at present constituted it consists
wholly and solely of parliamentarians.
I shall deal first of all with national
parks. It has already been stated that
Victoria has never given the matter 01
parks and monuments adequate or proper
attention and, in that regard, is in marked
contrast to other countries. The inquiry
by the State Development Committee
into. national parks is in the report-draft~
ing stage, and it is hoped that the report
will be ready for presentation in the near
iu ture.
Passing to the question of
facilities for tourists, that is also a matter
which the committee feels is of vast
importance to the State. Several aspects
of the investigation have already been
the subject of reports, and the committee
is ,now grappling with the pros and cons
of hotel and guest house accommodation
which is perhaps the core of the investigation. The report concerning hotel and
guest house accommodation should also
be submitted at a reasonably early date.
There is no doubt that Victoria, with its
equable climate, scenic attractions and
recreational opportunities, has potentialities for the development of a vast tourist
trade. It is with that realization in view
tha t the committee is seeking the cooperation of all those who must necessarily playa vital part in the' promotion
of the tourist industry.
Recently I was privileged, at the
request of the State Development Committee and with the consent of the
Premier, to visit Tasmania to, ascertain
what action was being taken there in
relation to the promotion of tourists'
resorts, and also what the Governmen t of Tasmania was doing in respect of
the preservation of the scenery 1n that
State and of national parks as a whole.
As far as I was able to ascertain, those
in authority in Tasmania were -facing up
to those two important matters in a way
that was a credit to themselves and the
Government, and were setting an example
to the rest of t,he States of the Commonwealth. As i was acting on behalf of
the Sta te Development Committee J
naturally felt· that I should make the
'strictest investigations into accommodation in Tasmania. I found, ,that the diffi~
culties there were very similar to those
obtaining in Victoria in that although
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there was a number of first-class hotels,
the majority-to say the least-were
second-rate. I learned, however, that the
Government of Tasmania was taking the
necessary action to ensure that something
was done in the direction of elevating
lower class hotels as well as guest houses
to a point where they would offer an
inducement to tourists.
The Government of Tasmania is preparing a Bill which will be ~ubmitted to
Parliament in a few weeks and the pro·
visions of which, if implemented to the
best advantage by the Minister concerned, wi'll give him sufficient power, on
behalf of the Government, to raise
second-rate guest houses and hotels to a
sta tus that will attract tourists to Tasmania. It is considered that the results
of my visit will enable the State Development Committee of Victoria to reach
a stage at which it will be able to submit
a report, together with recommendations
to the Government. It is hoped that the
Government will be afforded an opportunity to frame legislation not only in
the interests of 'our national parks' but
with the view of providing much better
facilities in the way of accommodation
throughout the State.' Much of the information as yet obtained is, however,
confidential.
Hon'orable members will
understand that the relevant Bill has not
yet been presented to Parliament, and
that one could not enlarge too much on
it at this juncture. However, it is abundantly clear that if Victoria is to participate in and take its fair share of benefit
f!'lom the tourist trade, something has
to be done to improve the standard generally obtaining in hotels and guest houses.
As a member of the State Development Committee I desire to say that it
has been the endeavour of that committee for some time past to arrive at a
solution of the problem and to make such
recommendations to the Government
as would permit it to bring forward Jegislation that would assist in no small measure to m'eet the desire of the public
generally along the necessary lines.
Tourism, or travel, is now much more
than an industry; it is an economic factor
which is partner to trade itself. That is
how the State Development Committee
views the tourist trade in Victoria. Its
members believe that there are in this
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State potentialities of which the fullest
possible advantage 'should be taken. The
report to be submitted will contain certain recommendation on which, the committee hopes, the Minister concerned or
the Government of the day will act.
r have given these explanations because
I feel that it is due to honorable members that they be made familiar in some
small way with the activities of the committee. r have endeavoured in my
modest way to show the necessity
for the retent,ion of the State Development Committee and also for
giving it full -parliamentary standing.
The prefixing of the word
uparliamentary" will give a more adequate description of the committee.
There is confusion in the minds of the
public, and even of the press at present,
because of the similarity between the
name of the committee and that of the
Minister of State Development. For instance, the committee may make a promise to visit an area as soon as an
itinerary can be arranged. Meanwhile,
an officer of the Minister may have visited
the same area, whereupon the press reports that visit as having been made by
the State Development Committee.
Various shlre councils in that area
naturaHy consider that the committee
has failed to keep its promise and embarrassment has been caused as a consequence.. If the committee is entitled the
" Parliamentary State Development Committee" such confusion will be obviated,
and that is one of the main reasons why
the Government has introduced this
measure.
There is a further job of work that has
been allocated to the committee, and that
is the investigation pertaining to the
Sandringham-Black Rock 5t'reet transport
service. Those members of this House
who know the locality must realise that
some difficulties and confusion exist
there.
That, however, is not a Statewide investigation such as is an inquiry
and report upon national parks and tourist facilities, and the committee feels that
although the Sandringham-Bla·ck Rock
transpol't project is a worth-while job it
win not take the time which must of
necessity be devoted in the case of a
State-wide investigation. I heartily support the Bill, and trust it will be given the
r.onsideration it deserves.
The Hon. O. E. McNally.
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The Hon. C. E. lSAAC (South-Eastern
Province).-I am sure aU members have
appreciated the very fine address of Mr.
McNa:lly, who speaks with intimate knowledge of the work of the State Development Committee, as its present chairman.
r have a very clear recollection of the debate in this Chamber on the original Bill
in 1941 and of the high hopes expressed
that something was being introduced that
would have ,great and valuable influence
on the State. The feelings of members
were summed up, r think, in this introductory remark of Mr. Clarey: In my
opinion, it is the most important measure
tha t has come before the House this session." Tha t was the expression of one
whose judgment we all regarded highly
throughout his term in this Chamber.
It may be that the State Development
Committee has not realised all those
hopes that were initially expressed concerning it, but r do feel that it is rendering very valuable service to the State.
i had the pleasure of attending several
sessions of the committee, not as a
member of it but as one interested particularly in tourist resor-ts and national
parks; and r was greatly impressed with
. the attitude of the members of the committee, with their thoroughness in questioning witnesses, and by their obvious
intention to inform themselves fully on
the whole question as issue.
r have had the pleasure '01 visiting all
the States of the Commonwealth, including Tasmania, and of touring New Zealand. I spent just on three months
visiting both islands of llie Dominion recently, and r feel that We in Victoria do
not make anything like enough of the
natural advantages of our own State. I
am 'looking forwar-d keenly to .the ,report
of the State Development Committee on
the subject of national parks. The work
that it has done in connection with that
topic and, r am sure, with all matters
that have been passed on to it, well justifi:es the improvement in the status of the
committee that is sought by this Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
-Clause 1 was agreed to.
U
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Clause 2 (Interpretation of
Committee ").
The HOD. I. A. SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-'It is not my
intention to make a lengthy reply to
the remarks of honorable members, as
the speech of Mr. McNally, the present
chairman of the committee, has given
most of the information sought. There
are one or two comments, however, that
I think I ought to make. In the first
place, Mr. Kennelly mentioned the method
by which investigations are passed on
to the commHtee. I wish to make it
quite clear that it is open to any member
of this ParUament to request the Government to require the State Development
Committee to investigate and report on
any specific subject, either within the
electorate of a particular member or
covering any part or the whole of the
State. No one, therefore, can say that
the commi ttee has acted for purposes
other than in the best interests of the
State and its people. In every instance,
its investigations have been originated
either by the Government of the day or
by a member of Parliament.
If we are to have a parliamentary committee, it is natural that the Governmen t should wish that it Ibe elected by
the members of Parliament themselves
rather than a t the ini tia tion of the
Governor in Council. That is the motive
for the stipulation in the Bill that
members of the committee shall be s:)
elected and that its numbers shall be the
same as in the case of the Public Works
Committee.
Sir ·James Kennedy spoke of the duplication of these two bodies. As to that,
anyone who is conversant with the
number of matters referred to the Public
Works Committee must appreciate that
that body .is bound to be a long way
behind with the investigations that have
been put into its hands. Therefore, all
the assistance tha't can be given by the
activities of the State Development Commi ttee should be drawn upon. Its main
duty is to inquire into any public project
that will cost £10,000 or more. The
Government must be furnished with a
report by the committee on the particular
project before it can proceed with it.
Sir James Kennedy referred also to the
limiting of finance in relation to the two
committees. The amount is set down
II
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under the Public Works Committee Act
but has not been specified so far as the
State Development Committee is concerned. For many years, however, the
committees have not spent the full sum
alloca ted to them by the Government. The
amount in question is only a maximum of
£1,500 in each instance, and if that has to
be used up on an investigation of a
matter of State-wide interest it is surely
money well spent. There is no question
of its being merely a matter of what
the members of a committee can get out
of it for themselves.
The clause was agreed to, 'as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stag,es.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES BllL.
The HOD. P. P. INCIIBOLD (Minister
of Education) .-I move..
That this Bill be now read a second time.

I t is unnecessary to remind honorable
members of the value of the friendly
societies to the economy of this State.
They are organiz·ations that are run on
an assurance system in a co-operative
way. Men band thems~lves together in
order to provide for a variety of contingencies such as occur in the course of
their lives. This has been of -inestimable value to very many people in past
years. The societies have been carried
on since they were established under old
English customs, which were the vogue
in the sixteenth century. The first legislation relating to friendly societies was
passed in Victoria in 1865, and the
societies then created were established
largely on the experience of the working of the societies in England. With the
changing of times it has been found that
some alterations in the set up 'Of societies
is necessary, and consequently amendments require to be made in the legislation. It is for that purpose that the
Bill has been brought forward.
The existing law provides for the
registration of friendly societies by the
Registrar of Friendly Societies, who is a
barrister at law. It is his duty to see
that the objects of any society seeking
registration fall within the statutory
limitation, and to approve the rules
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The effect of clause 2 is that a few
thereof. It is mainly with the objects
and powers of friendly societies wi th total abstinence societies registered under
which this Bill deals. In concluding this the Friendly Societies Statute 1865,
general explanation, I may say that the which were not required to submit
Association of Friendly Societies, which annual returns, will now be required to
represents the interests of societies in submit to the Government Statist annual
Victoria, waited upon me, some months audited returns of their operations, which
ago and urged legislation on the lines now , come under the Act. They will thus be
submitted.
Broadly, the Bill brings brought into line with other registered
under control certain total abstinence frfendly societies which have, for very
societies which, although registered as many years, been required to submit such
friendly societies, are exempted from the returns. The need for requiring total
submission of returns of their operations; abstinence societies which enjoy the beneand prohibits the enrolment of persons fits of the Act to submit. returns of their
in other States as members of Victorian operations in the same manner as other
friendly societies. These safeguards are friendly societies was instanced in recent
proposed in the light of experience. The years, when the secretary of a branch
Bill also alters the powers of friendly of a friendly society was convicted of the
societies in respect of arranging medical misappropriation of more than £4,000.
attendance and medicines for members, He was also the secretary of a total
and it increases the maximum payments abstinence society which did not, and
which may be made by societies in re- could not be compelled to submit relation to hospital and medical treatment, turns; so that it could not be ascertained
bel!efits during old age and weekly sick whether or not, there was any shortage
in the funds of tha1t society.
pay.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 2 extends, for
Furthermore, some additional provision has been made in regard to the the purpose of requiring returns, prohandling of the funds of societies. At visions now contained in paragraph
present, where a mortgage is granted, the (IV) of section 3 of the Friendly Societies
mortgagor is required to reduce the prin- Act 1928. In consequence of the procipal sum by £5 per -centum per annum. visions of sub-clause (1) , certain porUnder this Bill, that percentage wHI tions of the Friendly Societies Act 1928
be reduced to £4. The trustees of are no longer necessary and, consequently
societies are also granted a power under sub-clause (2) of clause 2 they are
similar to that of trustees under repealed. Sub-'clause (3) of clause 2 desection 15 of the Trustees Act 1928· to clares that, after the commencement of
compound liabilities, accept securities for ,the opera tion of this measure, the
paymen ts, allow time for payment of Friendly Societies Statute 1865 shall have
no further operation. The statute was redebts and other like matters.
pealed by the consolidating Friendly
Finally, to meet a defect in the exist- Societies Act 1890, but certain of the proing law, provision is made that in case visions of the older statute were retained
of legal proceedings a summons to and carried forward to become those poranswer an offence against the Act may tions of the Friendly Societies Act 1928,
be served by leaving a true copy at the which are repealed by sub-clause (2).
registered office of a society or the place In view of the changes made by subof business of a branch, with some per- clauses (1) and (2), itt is considered that
son over the age of sixteen years.
the' 1865 statute should be entirely
I shall now explain the clauses of the divorced from the present 'law.
Olause 3 requires that, if a person
Bill. Sub-clause (2) of clause 1 provides that this legislation shall come ordinarily residing outside Victoria deinto operation on a date to be fixed by a sires to join a Victorian friendly society,
proclamation of the Governor in Coun- he must personally lodge his application
cil. This is to permit the making of any with the society within this State. This
administrative arrangements which may clause is not designed to make difficulbe necessary before the commencement ties for interstate residents, but, is proposed in their interests. .
of the operation of the measure.
The Hon. P. P: Inchbold.
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It is a fundamental principle of
friendly society management that the
con trol of each branch is in the hands of
its members, and the policy of the central.
body is determined by delegates from
the branches. It is obvious, therefore,
that if, because of living in another
State, members cannot attend meetings,
they are unable to have the voice which·
they should have in the conduct of the
affairs of their society.

The importance of this point is emphasized by the fact that a Victorian society,
whose operations have been unfavourably
commented upon by the Government
Statist in a report submitted to Parliament, has in recent years enrolled
thousands of members in other States.
This society employs agents and has paid
servants in other States, but its executive
officers are in Melbourne, and its books,
accounts, and funds are kept there.
While the clause is intended to discourage
any canvassing for members outside Victoria, it will present no rea'l difficulty
for, say, a resident of a border district
who finds it more convenient to join a
society in Victoria,· rather than in his
own State. The clause, of course, applies
only to the first application for membership and would not affect a person now
residing in another State who wishes to
retain, for sentimental or other reasons,
his membership of a Victorian society
which he joined when a resident of this
State.
Clause 4 is necessary because· of the
fact that the existing agreement between
the British Medical Association and the
friendly societies for the provision of
medical attention will terminate on the
31st of August, 1951. Under this agreement, medical services are provided for
members of friendly societies who contribute for that benefit, and .the medical
practitioners are paid on a per capita
basis by the societies. However, as from
the 1st of September next, members
of friendly societies contributing for
medical benefits wHI have to pay the
doctors direct, but win be reimbursed
part of the cost by the societies. To
enable the friendly s'Ocieties to operate
under the new system, it is necessary to
extend the objects for which societies
may be conducted.
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Clause 5 makes several amendments
to the princip::tl Act which are considered
to be jusUfied by the upward trend of
costs ,and prices generally. It may
be pointed out that the enactment
of this clause does not compel societies
to make any altera t,ions to their
present scales of contributions or benefits, fees, &c., but the amendments will
enable any society which so desires to
offer increased benefits up to the new
limi ts or make the other changes
authorized.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 5 makes three
amendments to section 5 of the principal
Act, which section relates to the objects
for which a society may t>e registered.
The first amendment raises from three
guineas to six guineas the maximum
weekly payment by any society towards
the expenses of anyone person for
accommodation and maintenance in hospital. The second amendment increases
from ten guineas to fifty guineas the
maximum payment by a society in any
year for surgical and other treatment
for anyone person. The third amendment raises the maximum rate of
periodical payments from £3 to £5 a
week. The effect of this amendment is
to allow higher sick pay.
The amendment made by sub-clause
(2) of clause 5 is consequential to that
made in sub-claus-e (1). The provision
of section 11 of the principal Act which
is being amended places limitation on
contracts between s'O~ieties and members
for periodical payments. In view of
increases in the costs of paper and printing, sub-clause (3) of clause 5 authorizes
a society to charge up to 2s. 6d. for a
rule book, instead of the present maximum of 1s. At the same time, a new
provision is introduced that any member
may see a copy of the rules, without
charpe, at any meeting of a- society or
branch.
Sub-clause ( 4) of c'lause 5 allows
societies to lend money on mortgages
making provision for 'an annual repayment of 4 per Clentum of the principal.
The present law requires the repayment
every year of at least '5 per centum. In
these days of soaring prices, the lowering of the rate of reduction of prinCipal
and the extension of the repayment
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period should be of a'Ssistance to persons
endeavouring to finance the purchase of
property, and the amendment should
facili ta te the investment of friendly
society funds. Sub-clause (5) of clause
5 makes an amendment which is cons'equen tia~ to those made in paragraph
(b) of sub-clause (1) and in sub-clause
(2). Section 2'6 of the principal Act prescribes a .maximum ra"te of periodical
payments.
Clause 6 gran ts power to trustees of
friendly societies to accept composi tions
and securiti'es for amounts due to the
societies; to allow time for .the payment
of debts; to compromise claims; and to
do other like things. The trustees are
relieved of responsibility for any loss·
occasioned by any such arrangement
made by them in good fai tho The power
and protection given by this clause are
similar to those conferred on trustees by
section 15 of the Trustee Act 1928.
Clause 7 is included in the Bill in order
to remedy an apparent defect in the
present iaw. To overcome a doubt which
has been raised as to the matter of the
serving of summonses against societies
[.or offences against the Act, provision is
made in the clause mentioned that any
such summons may be served by leaving
a true copy thereof at the registered office
of the society or p'lace of business of the
branch, as the case may be, and with a
person who is apparently employed there
and has apparently attained the age of
sixteen years. This method of service is
in ·conformity wi,th the provisions of subs:ection (1) of section 23 of the Justices
Act 1928.
I have explained the clauses in detail,
as I feel that honorable members should
be given an opportunity clearly ito understand the proposed amendments. I am
sure that the Bill will greatly assist
friendly societies, who are doing such
good work There is no finer activity
in the 'community than the work of the
friendly societies, which is a co-operative
effort by men and women who are willing
to provide for their future and for those
contingencies of life which occur from
Hme to time. The people conn'ected with
friendly societies are setting a good
example to all. I commend the Bill for
a speedy passage.
The Hon. P. P.lnchbold.

Bill.

The HOD. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
GaJla Province).--I join with the Minis,
t€r in hoping that the House wil:l give the
Bill a speedy passage. I congratulate
the Government on bringing forward this
measure. It implements promises made
to a deputation from the Friendly
Societies Association of Victoria, which
waited on the Chief Secretary last year,
and which s~bmitted a series of proposed
amendmen t.:; to the 'legislation covering
friendly societies. The amendments now
proposed have been made desirable, and
in fact inevitable, as a result of experience. I join with the Minister also in
paying a tribute to the friendly society
movement in Victoria.'
Some Hme ago I was shocked when a
violent attack was made by certain interests against the ,friendly 'Society movement. Those who made the attack engaged in a spate of propaganda, the like
of which I had not heard before, merely
because ,they felt that the friendly
society movement was encroaching
Fantastic
slightly on their domain.
stories were told of the fabulous funds
of the friendly societies. It is true that
their assets are. considerable, but the
other side of the story was not told.
Against the funds held by the friend1y
society movement, there are contingent
liabilities which almost equalize ,the
assets.
In Victoria, the membership of the
friendly society movement is more than
200,000. It consists of a ·most thrifty and
co-operative section of the community,
the members of which have banded
The movement
themselves together.
springs .from the friendly society movement of Great Britain, where many
people on low incomes joined together in
an effort of mutual 'co-operation, so that
they ·might be ab[e to assist one another
in times .of adversity. In Great Britain
the movement grew ,in strength, just as
it has grown in strength in Australia.
In the Seventy-second Annual Report
on friendly societies by the Government
Statist, for the twelve months ended
the 30th June, 1949, it is indicated that
the annual receipts of the friendly
societies for that year totalled £1,487,011,
and that their expenditure f'Or the same
period was £1,184,268. These were the
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.amounts paid out in relation to the three
major benefits given by the friendly
society movement: Sick pay, £267,.325;
medical attendance and medicines
£394,759; and funerall benefits £55,000.
The Government Statist has examined
their activities as presented to him
through annual reports and balance
sheels. Parliament wisely made the Government Statist the "watch dog" of
friendly societies and of the interests of
their members. Their affairs are constantly the subject of examination and
valuation by him; he is the restraining influence upon some societies which otherwise might conduct their affairs upon a
non-prudential basis.

the principal Act are necessary. The
reduction of the principal sum on mortgages from 5 per cent. to 4 per cent., and
the extension of repayment periods from
twenty to 25 years has been found to be
desirable. The people most interested
have made ,the suggestions embodied in
the Bill which, I feel certain, ,will commend itself to all members.

AU the proposals encompassed in this
short Bill were the subject of deliberation
by the Friendly Societies Association,
and, ultimately, by that body in confer·ence with the Chief Secretary.
The
Government Statist supported the proposals; in fact, some of his reports
strongly recommended them.
He was
present on the occasion of the deputation
and favoured the case submitted to the
Chief Secretary.
I do not propose to
traverse the ground covered by the Minister. Each clause of the Bill represents
something which, from experience,the
societies feel it is desirable they should
be granted. I shall content myself with
thanking the Minister and the Government for their promptness in acceding to
the representations on behaU of the
friendly society movement of the State.
I express the hope that these proposals
wHI strengthen the movement, and be of
considerable advantage to the community
generally.

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
GaHa Province).-I omitted to mention
one 'matter that the deputation emphasized to the Chief Secretary. It has not
been embodied in the Bill, and I realize
that it must be made the subject of separate legislation. I refer to the activities
of funeral societies, as to which there is
no protection for those who make contributions over the years.

The Hoo.. J. F. KITTS ON (Ballarat
Province).-I support the Bill. As the
Minister said, the objectives of the
friendly society movement are the relief
of members and their dependants. That
aspect was elaborated by Mr. Slater, who
put forward several ·matters that I intended to mention. As Mr. Slater pointed
out, a deputation awaited upon the Chief
Secretary, and in the Bin are the amendments that they urged. In my opinion,
that is a sufficient recommendation of the
measure which is required by the peop'le
. concerned. Their experience has 'amply
demonstra ted that these amendments of

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 (Objects for which societies
may be formed).

The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That may be
the subject of another measure.
The Hon. WILLIAM 'sLATER.-I urge
the Government not to lose sight of the
urgent necessity to give protection to
people who make weekly contributions
to such organizations.
These individuals or concerns can go bankrupt or
disappear, and unfortunate contributors
have no redress. The deputation strongly
urged the Chief Secretary to consider the
matter because' friendly societies are
under strict obligation to forward returns
to ensure that they will give the protection which they purport to give. The
law should be amended to bring ,within
its reach persons who have the capacity
to do injury to others in this connection.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Doubtless,
the House ,will be asked to deal with that
subject later in the session.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
1ts remaining stages.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT (OVERDRAF:DS) BILL.

The

HOD.

P. T. BYRNES (Minister of

Public Works) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to make provision for increased overdraft accommodation for those municipal councils
conducting quarrying undertakings or
municipal -abattoirs. The present statutory authority for borrowing on overqraft for general purposes is containeJ
in section 435 of the Local Governmen t
Act 1946, sub-section (1) of which
provides~

For the temporary accommodation of
councils of municipalities it shall be lawful
for such councils to obtain advances from
banks by overdraft of the current account
upon the credit of the municipality; but
except where the contrary is expressly
enacted no such overdraft or accommodation
shall at any time under any circumstances
exceed the amount of all general and extra
rates and one-third of all charges for the
use or consumption of gas and electricity
received by the municipality in the prior'
year.

Sub-section (2) gives additional power
to borrow on overdraft to carry out -works
under the Federal Aid 'Roads Acts, and
the Country Roads Acts and for the
purchase of land or payment of compensation under a towil-planning or replanning scheme.
1: am particularly
concerned with sub-section (1). It will
be noted that while those municipalities
conducting gas or electricity undertakings are entitled to increased overdraft accommodation to the extent of
one-third of the amount received for the
use O'f gas and electricity, no provision is
made for additional overdraft borrowing
for municipalities in respect of other
undertakings 'Operated by them.
This
Bill meets that position by allowing
councils operating municipal quarries or
abattoirs to obtain extra advances by way
of overdraft up to one-third of the amount
received for the sale of materials pro~
duced from quarrying undertakings of
a council or received in respect of any
abattoirs conducted by that council.
The immediate cause of this Bill arises
from quarrying operations being conducted jointly by the Warragul'and Buln
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Buln shire councils. A committee representative of the two councils and known
as the Buln Buln and Warragu! Shires
Joint Quarry Committee operates three
quarries and supplies not only shire needs
but also metal for the Victorian Railways,
the State Electricity Commission, the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission and the Country Roads Board.
Whereas the quarry output in 1946 totalled 8,000 cubic yards, in 1950 it amounted
to 50,000 cubic yards and it is anticipated
that in 1951 the output will approximate
1uO,000 cubic yards. The big increase in
production is due, of course, to the
greatly accelerated development proceeding in Gippsland in connection with the
expanding operations of the State Electricity Commission and the associated
works being undertaken by the railways, the water Commission and the
Country Roads Board.
The financing of the increased output
has become a serious problem for the
councils concerned and, even on the output of last year, the necessity of using
for the purposes of these quarrying
operations the ordinary overdraft powers
given by the Local Government Act
mean t that the fin~ncing of the ordinary
municipal works programmes was made
extremely difficult. It will be readily
understood by members of this House,
so many of whom have had municipal
experience, that councils very often work
on overdraft for the early part of the
year. The municipal year commences
on the 1st of October, and after preparation of estimates it is usual for a rate to
be made in November or December. The
Local Government Act provides that interest is not chargeable on rates paid
within four mGnths after they become
payable and that in respect of rates
which become' payable after the 30th
of September and on or before the 10th
of December next fonowing, interest
shall nat be chargeable' if the rates
are paid on or before the 10th of April.
As a consequence of these provisions,
it is usually found tha t practically
the whole of the rate revenue is
received in two or three months, and
that very little is received for the first
five or six months, during which period
, councils meet their obligations by obtaining bank overdrafts. Then the 'year's
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revenue is exhausted by or before the
-end of September and so the councils
again turn to overdraft.
. The councils conducting the quarries
have found in practice that there is a
considerable lag between the time expenditure is incurred on production and the
time when payment is re(!eived by the
council, and working capital is necessary
to bridge this period. For reasons I
have already stated, the volume of production is such that it cannot be financed
from the ordinary overdraft provisions
and therefore additional temporary borrowing is provided for in this Bill.
The Government did consider whether
it should bring in a special Bill applying
only to the Buln Buln-Warragul quarryIng undertaking or whether the provision
necessary to meet that particular case
should be given general application. It
was eventually decided, after consultation with the Public Works Department's inspector of municipal accounts,
to amend section 435 of the' Local
Government Act to enable councils operating either quarries or abattoirs to obtain
additional temporary financial accommodation to the extent of one-third of
the amounts received in the previous year
on account of those undertakings, thereby
p1,ltting them on the sam'e footing as gas
and electricity operations conducted by
councils.
; While the particular case has some
special features, it is thought reasonable
that any municipality carrying on these
extra servi'ces should have some extra
financial provision and the Bill has been
drafted accordingly.
Nowadays the
expenses of municipal councils have
grown to be such that once having
liquidated an overdraft they find themselves immediately in fresh difficulties.
So this class of undertaking can very
easHy put a municipality in "Queerstreet. II
There is a tendency for municipalities
nowadays to e~pand their undertaldngs
into the field of abattoirs. This is an
essential work and one th'at is in the
interests of public health. Quarrying,
on the other hand, would be undertaken
by only a smaH number of councils and!
as I have mentioned, this type of work
in the cases of the Buln Buln and
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Warragul shires is being carried on as a
business undertaking. Honorable members may be interested in particulars
I have before me regarding the overdrafts of those two shire councils at the
present time. The overdraft of the
quarry committee amounts to £14,491;
that of the Buln Buln shire, excluding
the quarry, is £5,143, and that of the
Warragul shire-again excluding the
quarry-is £19,000. The legal limits of
overdraft are approximately. these: In
the case of the Buln Buln shire, £28,000,
and in that of the Warragul shire,
£35,000. It is estimated that the· overdrafts of these councils in the worst
period of their .year-that is, about December next-will be as follows: Buln
Buln shire, £32,000, including proportion
of quarry; Warragul shire, £35,000, also
'including proportion of quarry. So these
bodies will be exceeding their legal
limit by some thousands of pounds,
and, as honomble members know
every individual councillor is personally
responsible in such circumstances.
Honorable members may ask, "Why
do not these big public utilities-the
Railways, the State Electricity Commission, the State Rivers and Water'
Supply Commission, and the Country
Roads Board-each .of them having a
lot of money compared with a municipal
council, pay their accounts promptly and
see that everything of a business nature
is kept in business. order?" I may say
that I have been working 'at this problem for twelve months. I said l'ast year,
when I was asked to bring in such a Bil1
as this, " No. Let us get these public
utilities to pay their accounts in a prompt
and businessUke way." The R~i1way
Department is one of the greatest
offenders in this respect, sometimes being
as long as six months in arrears with the
payment of accounts due.
I commend this measure to the House.
rt is perfectly reasonable in its purpose
and scope. We are not giving a free
charter to any municipality to undertake business activities or any other
m'atters that may be at the expense of its
ratepayers. In particular, it is urgently
necessary that this BHI should be passed
in the interests of the public undertakings now being carried out in the
Latrobe valley.
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Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-This is only a small Bill,
but it points to the financial difficulties
under which all municipalities are
labouring at present. We realize that
they face very difficult problems because
of the tremendously increased costs of
aM the works with which they are asso ..
ciated. We have read in the papers
only recently that a garbage remover
now gets about £13 a week. If we
extend that scale of payment throughout
all the activities of a municipality we
must appreciate that they are faced with
a very difficult financial situation. It
appears that the time is ripe for the
whole position to be examined in the
light of the responsibilities of municipJ.lities for matters that are or should be
peculiarly the function of the State
Government.

Recently the municipal bodies throughout Australia combined to produce a
report in which they suggested that a
committee or Royal Commission should
be appointed to examine the respective
spheres of the Federal and State Governments and of local government, because
it was becoming almost impossible fo,[, the
municipalities to carryon. Shortly before
the Liberal party Government went out of
office, a deputation waited upon us' from
the Municipal Association, and we
practically agreed that a committee
should be appointed to make an
investigation of the kind I have just
indicated. Unfortunately, we did not
r.emain long enough to carry our undertaking into effect. However, I do not
think it couid do any harm if the whole
position were examined, for there are
quite a number of things that the municipalities are expected to handle nowadays that are not really their function.
There are various health activities that
they have to carryon. All the metropolitan municipalities have to pay portion of the costs of the infectious' diseases
hospital, and aU sorts of new things are
developing in which the municipalities
are finding themselves involved-kindergartens, public health centres, home help,
and other amenities.
Municipalities
are supposed to do something about
them all, and yet we know how strained
are their finances. Finance. ·must be sup-
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plied so that local .governmen t may
function in its ordinary and proper
spheres with the money available to it.
Because of the difficulties I have
enumerated municipalities are finding it
hard to obtain finance. Valuations are
being increased and rates are continually
being ra,ised. Most municipalities prepare an annual esti,mate of expenditure
and on that estimate .the annual rate is
struok. The bulk of the spending cannot be avoided and examination would
disclose that contributions to hospitals
and charoities are small.
Road construction costs of old government roads are continually rising, and
where a council twelve years ago spent
£20,000 on this work, the same work today would cost between £50,000 and
£60,000. The municipal financial year
starts on the 1st of October, when invarial:ily councils are faced with a huge
overdraft from the previous year's operations, because increases in the basic wag~
and cO,st of living cannot be foreseen
when the budget is prepared. Revenue~
however, does not. commence to flow in
until about the 1st O'f April. Ninetyeight per cent. of the rates are paid in
the two weeks prior to the 10th of April,
which -is the last day on which rates can
be paid without incurring interest
chaI'ges based on the period that has ex~
pired from the date of the striking of
the rate to the date of payment after the
10th of April.
Between the 1st of October and the
10th of April a 'Council .spends approximately 50 per cent. of its annual estlma ted expenditure. If the municipal
revenue amounted to £200,000 jot could
safely be claimed that by the 1st of
April the municipal overdraft could be
at least £100,000, in addition to thea'mount of overdraft carried from the
previous year.
The Local Governmen t Act provides
that a municipality can carry an overdraft equal to the annual income of thecouncil.
This measure does not
material~y affect metropdlitan municipalities that enjoy huge incomes. As
a local councillor I, with other councillors, approached the banks with a view'
to fixing the maxim urn overdraft of the·
municipality we represented, and it was
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not always possible to get the full amount
required. If the larger municipalities can
carryon without this amendment I do
not think it would be possible for small
country shires. to do so. In one case the
annual shire revenue .does not exceed
£28,000; in some cases it is as low as
£5,000.
If a low~revenue Icouncil were conducting a quarrying business or an
abattoirs it would b.e in difficulties because borrowing for such works is not
provided for in the Act. A council can
carry an overdraft equivalent to onethird of the annual income from an electrici ty or gas undertaking conducted by
it. The amendment incorporated in ,this
measure wi1l be of great value to the
smaller ·municipalities .. In the notes supp1ied by the IM,inister it is indicated that
tine munkipal quarry increased its annual
output from 8,000 cubic yards of stone
in 1946 to approximately 100,000 cubic
yards in 1951. We an know that the
larger the output of a business the
greater js the working capital required.
Quarries throughout the State are doing
valuable work.

The Yallourn scheme is the ,most vital
aotivity in Victoria; the future of the
State depends on it. I have had that
forcibly brought.to my mind in the smal~
r.oom I occupy in this building. It has no
fireplace and I am not permitlted to use
the radiator. This amending measure
wi'll ensure that work at Yallourn will
continue. I support the Bin because I
favour anything that wHlassist municipalities to do their work. Local government is the most ·valuable adjunct in our
community life and it should be assisted
to the fulL
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province}.-I support the
BiU. I was interested in Sir James
Kennedy's resume of local government
finances. I doubt if any member of this
Chamber has had a longer association
with local government than has Sir James
Kennedy and we could all learn something from his contributions to debates
on local .government affairs. The principle of the BiB has already been adopted
in the case of councils which conduct gas
or electricity undertakings and the history of such municinal operation::; makes
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interesting reading. I hope it will never
be the wish of the present Administration to take from councils the electricity
undertakings they at present conduct. It
was tried once, but I warn the Government that the road is rocky.
On gas and electriCity undertakings
municipalities can borrow to the extent of
one-third of the income of the previous
year from those works. Doubtless in the
case of the eight metropolitan municipalities concerned the effect is noticeable in the low municipal rates charged.
At the beginning it was a gamble. The
N orthcote City Council was the second
municipality to purchase electricity in
bulk from the State Electricity Commission and distribute it locally, and doubtless that helped considerably in keeping
municipal rates within reasonable 'bounds.
From my experience as Minister of
Public Works I would support Sir James
Kennedy's plea that closer attention be
given to the financing of the smaller
country shires. In these days of high
costs it would be of interest to know what
amount of work is done in the Shire of
Pyalong, which is about the smallest
shire in the State. The time is rapidly
approaching when there must be an
amalgamation of shires so that they can
obtain the services of competent officers
and their finances kept in order.
The motion was agreed to.
The BiN was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
CRIMES (REFORMATORY PRISONS)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
Works), was read a first' time.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

In the Crimes Act 1928, there is a provision that where a person is convicted
of an indictable offence, the Judge may,
if he thinks fit, having regard to the
antecedents, character, associates, age
and other relevant matters or special circumstances, direct that he be detained in
a reformatory prison. The Act goes on
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closed, a person on parole, therefrom can
no longer be deemed to be in the legal
custody of the superintendent, and the'
Indeterminate Sentences Board cannot
order his return to a place which no
The need for this Bill arises out of the longer exists, nor 'can he be sent to Langi
closing of the reformatory prison at Kal Kal which replaced the Castlemaine
Castlemaine and the opening in lieu of institution. No provision exists in the
that institution of the Langi Kal Kal legisla tion to meet circumstances such as
training centre.
The institution at these; hence the necessity for this meaCastlemaine was originally a gaol which sure.
was set apart as a reformatory prison
Section 523 of tile principal Act emby order of the Governor in Council pursuant to section 523 of the Crimes Act. powers the Governor in Council by order
On the closing of the institution, it was to set apart any gaol or other suitable
found that no provision existed in the place to be a reformatory prison. Once
law to close a reformatory and that made, an order is irrevocable unless the
enabling legislation was necessary. The Act confers power of revocation. The
institution, together w~th some farm necessity for power to revoke the ordpr
land of poor quality in the locality, had procla-iming Ca.stlemaine as a reforma-:
been used for many years for the ac- tory prison under this section has already
commodation and treatment of youthful been explained. Clause 2, therefore,
offenders. Castlemaine did not provide empowers the Governor in Council to
suitable accommodation for young offen- revoke, amend or vary any order preders or offer facilities for training which viously made, setting apart a place to be
might enable them to avoid further anti- a reformatory prison.
social conduct.
Section 529 of the principal Act
empowers
the Board to permit persons
To replace the institution at Castlemaine, Langi Kal Kal homestead, farm detained in a reformatory prison to leave
buildings and 4,000 acres of land were the prison temporarily to test their
acquired for development as an institu- reform, during which time they remain
tion for the training of delinquent youths, in the legal custody -of the superintendent
and was officially opened in February of the prison from which they are
last. This transfer was effected as ex- par'oled. Castlemaine reformatory 'havpeditiously as possible, as the Castle- ing been closed, persons on parole cannot
maine institution was recognized as being remain in the legal custody of the
unsuitable for reformative purposes, and superintendent of ,a pla'ce which now does
it was desired to give the youths there n'Ot exist.
the benefit of an improved institution at
The amendment contained, in subLangi Kal Kal.
clause (1) of clause 3 is designed to meet
Section 529 of the Crimes Act em- this situation by providing that. in such
powers the Indeterminate Sentences circumstances, a, person on parole shall'
Board, in certain circumstances, to per- be deemed to continue in the legaf custody
mit a person to leave a reformatory of the Indeterminate Sentences Board,
prison temporarily, in order to test the and so enabl~ the Board to reclaim a
reform of that person. During such prisoner who, while on parole. has misleave, the person is deemed to continue behaved or broken the conditions of his
in the legal custody of the superintendent parole.
of the prison and is liable, if his beAs Castlemaine ceased to be used as a
haviour is unsatisfactory, to be returned reformatory prison on the 14th of Febto the prison by order of the Board. ruary, 1951, and before this enabling
Many persons have been paroled from legisla tion could be passed, sub-clause
Castlemaine pursuant to this power; (2) 'Of clause 3 is retrospective in its
some have been again conVICted of offen- application to cover what was done in the
ces and will be reclaimed by the Board, best interests of the inmates between
and other cases will arise in the future., tlhe time when Castlemalne was closed
Castlemaine reformatory having been and the present.
to provide for the, establishment of reformatory prisons, the treatment of the
inmates and the method of deciding their
release.

The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.
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I ask honorable members to expedite went on an extended trip abroad and
the passage of this Bill to close a gap apparently is in possession of valuable
in the law which if not remedied, may informa tion in relation to prison farms
and the general penal treatment of
have serious consequences ..
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham juvenile offenders. I do not know when
Province) .-Objection cannot be taken to that report is likely to be released, or
this Bill because it is aimed at rectifying whether it is a matter of high policy
an omission. I do not know what would containing germs of Government action
be the present position in relation to a for the future. I shall be glad to peruse
person who could not be returned to a the report when it does become available,
penal institution which no longer exists, since Mr. Wha tmore had many opporif there is no power for him to be returned tunities and facilities to make a firstto the Indeterminate Sentences Board. I hand study of several problems. As I
imagine that he 'could claim his liberty have already indicated, the House should
unless this Bill were passed. Under th!s not hesitate to pass the Bill.
measure, the position ,will be more
The motion was agreed to.
flexible, because the Governor .in Council
The BiaI was read a second time and
may at any time revoke, amend, or vary
any order previously made, setting apart passed through its remaining stages.
any place to be a reformatory prison.
ADJOURNMENT.
Again, clause 3 will have a retrospective
effect, so that men who have been let out POLICE
OFFENCES
ACT:
" HOUSEY
on parole from any prison can now be
HOUSEY ": N OTfCES OF INTENTION TO
controlled by the Indeterm"inate Sentences
PLAY.
Board. I think this proposal should' be
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
put into effect at once so that the law Public Works).-I move, by leavecan take its right course.
That the CounCil, at its rising, adjourn
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta until T101esday next.
GaUa Province).-This is a small but
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
necessary Bill ,tha t should be passed by North Province).-I desire to refer to
the House. No possible 'exception can answers supplied to-day to certain quesbe taken to it. In ,my view the Govern- tions of which ,I gave notice a fortnight
men t made a desirable change although, ago in regard to the game of "housey
when I went to Castlemaine as Chief housey." My questions were most careSecretary some years ago, great interest fully framed to elicit information, but
was taken by Ithe people there in the re- apparently those :responsible for the
tention of the prison farm. Seemingly answers either misunderstood the questhe Government was satisfied that that Uqns or, as I apprehend, studiously
was not the most desirable place for evaded getting to Ithe substance of the
such a farm, so it established one at matter. I shall make no further referLangi Kal Kal. I did not avail myself of ence to the matter at the present stage
the opportunity of visiting Langj Kal except to a,sk, by leave, to direct a further
Kal because I was disappointed at the question upon notice to the Minister.
attitude of the Government which, at the
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
time when it was embarking upon what
I felt was a most desirable programme ~Apparently leave is granted.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The quesof pena'l reform, was turning the wheel
full circle ~n the other direction by carry- tion I propose to ask the Minister of
ing out capital punishment. That action Public Works isdistressed me so greatly that I could not
Will he lay on the table of the Library
evince any interest in the new penal the files of the 212 cases referred to in the
establishment at Langi Kal Kal, although 'answer given to question No.1 on the Notice
Paper of the 10th instant, relating to the
I entirely agreed with that projeot on the game
of housey housey "?
ground of its desirableness.
The moHon was agreed to.
I am awaiting with keen interest the
report of Mr. Whatmore, InspectorThe House adjourned at 9.37 p.m. until
General of Penal Establishments, who Tuesday, July 17.
II
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, July 10, 1951.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.25 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
HOUSING COMMISSION.
SELECTION OF TENANTS: HOMES
FOR FAMILIES.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked Mr. R.
T. White (Honorary Minister) for the
Minister of Housing1. What factors are taken into consideration by the Housing Commission in selecting
tenants for houses from Iilpplicants who have
been successful in ballots, and by whom these
selections are made?
2. How many applicants with five or more
children, and who were not subject to selection by ballot, have received houses?
3. How many applicants with less than
five children have received houses, without
having been selected by ballot, since the inception of the ballot scheme?
4. How many tenants in CommIssion
houses have-(a) one child; and (b) no
children?
.
5. Whether the Minister will allow
members of Parliament to make personal
representations to him regarding homes for
the necessitous families in their respective
districts?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (,Honorary Minister).
-The answers Isupplied to me by the
Minister of Housing are-1. In selecting tenants, the following
factors are taken into consideration:(a) Whether applicant's financial circumstances are such that he could be
assisted under the Housing Acts;
(b) The size of his .family and the accommodation at present' available to
him;
.
(c) Previous rental history;
(d) War service;
(e) General record of applicant and family
as citizens of the State..
2. The Commission's records are being
brought up to date and these figures will be
made available to the honorable member as
soon as the check is complete.
3 & 4. The furnishing of this information
would involve a complete survey of the
15,000 families housed to date, including all
country tenants, none of which is subject
to the ballot. It is regretted that, because
of staff shortages, the Commission is unable
to undertake this survey.
5. Yes.

Building Directorate.

BUILDING DIRECTORATE.
PERMIT FOR EAST KEW RESIDENCE.

Mr. TOWERS (Collingwood) asked
Mr. R. T. White (Honorary Minister) for
the Minister of HousingIf he will lay on the table of the Library
the file relating to the issue of a permit for
the erection of the residence at the corner
of Riverside and Munro streets, East Kew?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The answer is " Yes."
EMERGENCY HOUSING
ACCOMMODATION.
WATSONIA CAMP:

RESUMPTION BY

COMMO~WEALTH GOVERNMENT.

Mr. BLOCK (Ivanhoe) asked the PremierWhether the Government has been advised by the Federal Government that the
Watsonia camp will be required for Federal
Government purposes; if so-(a) on what
date the camp ·will be required; and (b)
what arrangements (if any) the Government
has in mind to provide accommodation for
the people now at Watsonia?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answers are-(a) As a "firm Army requirement," the·
Department of Army desir~s to resume the
Watsonia camp not later than the 1st of
March, 1952.
(b) The question of the provision of other
accommodation for tenants at Watsonia is
now under consideration.

LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT.
NUMBER OF EVICTION ORDERS.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Attorney-General1. How many eviction orders have been
granted during-(a) the year 1950; and (b)
the six months 'ended the 30th of June,
1951 ?
2. Where these orders were granted?

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-The answers are-1.

(a)

(b)

The number of eviction orders
granted during 1950 was 1607.
These figures are for the courts
in the metropolitan area and the
courts at Dandenong and Geelong.
The number of eviction orders
granted in the same courts for the
first five months of 1951 was 672.
The figures for June are not yet
available.
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2. The following statement shows the
courts at which such orders were made:-

1950 1951
35
7
50
15

Box Hill
Brighton
Brunswick
Camberwell
Carlton
Caulfield
Cheltenham
Coburg
Collingwood
Dandenong
Fitzroy
Flemington
Footscray
Geelong
Hawthorn
Heidelberg
Kew
Malvern
Melbourne
..
Moonee Ponds
Northcote
North Melbourne
Oakleigh
..
Port Melbourne
Prahran
Preston
Richmond
Sandringham ..
South Melbourne
St. Kilda
Williamstown ..
Ringwood

79

49

68

24
24

56

"

124
24
55

37

10
30

49

18

8

7
34

75
25

18

67

39

64
47
23

18'

30

11

33

7

69
45
89
64
21
29

30

15
32
26
22

19

20

4

92
62
47

40

9

59
84
30
5

11

18
8

18
26
21
4

GAS SUPPLY.
INCREASE

OF

PRICE.

Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).-I wish to move the adjournment
of the House for the purpose of discussing a definite matter of urgent public
importance, namely, "the failure of the
Government to protect the gals consumers
of this State in not providing for an
adequate supply of gas at a reasonable
price."
Approval of the proposed discussion
was indkated by' the required number of
members rising in their places, as specified in the Standing Order.

Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).-The motion having been submitted, I consider it is the duty of honorable members on both sides of the House
to discuss its subject matter-Mr. CAlN.-Tell the real truth about
the whole story.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-! trust that when
the Leader of the Labour party speaks he

will tell the truth, and I hope he wiN not
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become too excited too soon. I think an
will agree that the present Government
was elected on a definite promise, as outlined by the Premier in his policy speech,
tha t it would provide cheaper gas and
electricity.
The amazing position has
now arisen that during the last six
months the price of electricity has risen
by 20 per cent., and during the same
period the price of gas has been increased
by more than 34 per cent.-very substantia'l rises indeed. Since the beginning of this year there have been two
rises in the price of gas. In January last
the price was increased by 11d. a 1,000
cubic feet and in April by another 6d.
Mr. Speaker, I do not know whether
you fully reaHse it, but you are the prou'd
part-possessor of a gas works now that
the Gas and Fuel Corporation is in control of the gas supply. As a matter of
fact, you are the proud part-proprietor
of two gas works. Although this State
has accomplished the aim of a socialized
gas work,s, the price of gas is still rising;
in fact, gas prices are galloping. When I
held the position of Premier of this State,
if the price of gas was increased by 2d.Mr. CAlN.-There was a row.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-There was not only
a row, there was an avalanche of
criticism of the Government.
This
House was kept sitting till a late hour of
the night with the Government trying to
explain why private enterprise was permitted to increase the price of gas by 2d.
We were told that the bloodthirsty shareholders of the gas companies were bleeding the gas consumers. We were also
informed that the increased price would
cause a lowering of the standard of living
and that it would detrimentally affect the
people in other ways. During the time
I was unfortunate enough to occupy the
position now held by the Premier, the
price of gas rose by a total of 1s. 5d. a
1,000 cubic feet.
Mr. CAIN.-It rose by more than that.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I repeat that during
the period when I led the Liberal and
Country party Government-a period of
eighteen months, comparable to the time
the present Ministry has held office-the
price of gas rose 'by 1s. 5d.
Mr. CAIN .-By how much did it rise
When I was Premier for two years?
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Leader of the
Labour party may speak for himself
later. At. the moment I am concerned
only with explaining that during a comparable period of eighteen months during
which I held office as Premier, the price
of gas rose by a total of 1s. 5d.
Mr. CAIN.-The price rose by an addi~
tional 1s. 5d. during your term of ~ffice.
The

SPEAKER

(the

Hon.

Archie

Micbaelis).-Under the Standing Order
the time allowed the Leader of the Oppo~
sition to speak, and also other members
who contribute to the debate, is strictly
limited.
Therefore, I ask honorable
members to give members who speak
every opportunity to put their case without interruption.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I was pointing out
tha t during a period of eighteen months
in which the Liberal and Country party
Government was in office, the price of gas
was increased by 1s. 5d. Every time an
increase occurred, the Government was
bitterly criticised by the Leader of the
Labour party and also by members of the
Country party. However, ,during the last
six months, the pri,ce of gas has been increased to such an extent that it is now
at a colossal figure. The cost to consumers
has increased by 3s. a 1,000 cubic feet,
yet there has been only a very moderate
word of protest by the Leader of the
Labour party who said that the position
was preposterous. We shall see what he
will do about this preposterous rise.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-He will do
the same as he did regarding the proposed
appointment of a Royal Commission to
inquire into the activities of the Egg and
Egg Pulp Marketing Board.
.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is so. He may
do a lot of talking, but in this House
actions count as well as words. Many
people will be interested to learn whether
or not the fact that two gas undertakings
have now been socialized -is sufficient
excuse for the Leader of the Labour party
to say, "We do not care what the price
of gas goes to." My motion relates not
only to the present price of gas, but also
to the fact that since February of this
year there has been severe gas rationing.
Apparently, the Gas and Fuel Corporation has coined the slogan " Half the gas
at twice the price," because that is what
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is actually happening. The fact that it
was necessary for rationing to be applied
in February last, during one of the
hottest summers on record, shows how
incompetent the Government and the Gas
and Fuel Corporation really a're. During
the previous year this State had practically no rationing during the record
coal strike in New South Wales.
Mr. GALVIN.-That was when you were
looking for the coHiers to enter the port
of Melbourne.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-No, at that stage
ships were bringing coal to Victoria.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you remember the
Haligonian Duke?

Mr. HOLLWAY.-The coal brought by
the Haligonian Duke was very handy.
One of the reasons why the price of gas
has 'risen and gas rationing is necessary
is the lack of foresight of the present
Government in not pursuing orders for
the purchase of coal overseas in accordance with the arrangement initiated by
the Liberal and Country party Government.
Members of the Labour party
actually voted against the purchasing of
coal overseas. In September 1949, they
voted against the second reading and the
third reading of the Bill to authorize the
payment of money for the importation of
coal.
Mr. CAIN.-We voted against the BiU
which handed on to posterity a debt of
millions of pounds.
Mr. HOLLWAY;-The next year, when
the present Government took similar
action to that taken by my Government,
the Labour party reversed its vote. On
the .previous oocasion OOUlljtry party
members were in a dilem,m·a. On the
one hand, they had a staunch desire to
get rid of the Government, while on the
o1her hand they could not overlook the
fact that they had been parties to the
form'ation of the Government whdch had
initiated proceedings for the im'portation
of coat When the division was taken,
those Country party members wa-lked
out of the House and did not
vote.
As a result of the -action
of my Government, it was possible
for the people of Melbourne to go'through
a winter almost without gas rationing in
spite of the fact that no .coal was being
received from New South Waies. I do

\
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nat say that sufficient caal is being re·
ceived at present, but the paint is that in
1949 nO' caa'l whatever was received fram
New South Wales. Far a period af twa
manths there was practically nO' unemployment in this State, whereas in New
Sauth Wales millions of paunds was paid
in unemplayment relief.
Mr. CAIN.-Yet, your Gavernment had
the cheek to take £1,750,000 from the
Commanwealth Gavernment.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Any State Gavernment which can obtain any grant fram
the Commonwealth is entitled to it. I
make no apalogy for what I did. The
Leader of the Labaur party will say, as
will members of the Gavernment, that the
Gas and Fuel Corporation has anly just
taken aver cantrol of the productian and
distributian af gas. Theoretically, that
may be true, but in actual fact the existing personnel of the Corparatian was appointed six months ago and there has
been no change. Sa to all intents and
purpases, the Corparatian toak aver control of ,gas on the 1st January, 1951.
During the whale period since then there
has been notlling but rationing of gas
and steep rises in the price of that comThat should convince the
modity.
hardiest Socialist that the saciaUzatian
of the gas industry is not necessarily the
answer to our prablem.
M·r. G. E.WHITE (Mentane).-Are the
sharehaiders 'af the Gas and Fuel Corpara tion of that apinian?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-For the fi'rst time I
hear a Labourite say a kind word of the
shareholders of the gas companies. Tha t
is a complete reversal of form. AU I
know abaut the sharehalders of the Gas
and Fuel Corporation is that they received their dividends, not aut of the profits of this princely institutian, but out of
Consolidated Revenue. In the days when
the shareholders had to fend for themselves, they were called "bloadsucking
capitalists," but now the Government
pays dividends out af maney belonging
to the taxpayers, nat fram the profits
of the Corparation. On accasions when
the 'Gavernment was nait able to' increase
the price of gas, it paid subsidies to' the
Corporatian-alsa aut of taxpayers'
money. The maiadministration af the
Gavernment in nat anticipating the need
to make caal purchases abraad has led
to the present state of affairs.'

Mr. HYLAND.-I will reply to that
comment.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Minister' went
to "India, where he faund caal, but not
ships.
Mr. HYLAND.-Far mare than a week
ships have been discharging Indian coal.
Mr. HOLLWAY.~If they had been
doing sa far the last twelve months the
pasitian wauld have been different
ta-day.
Mr. HYLAND.--Caal was braught to'
Victaria twelve months ago.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-It was braught in
ships arranged for by the Gavernment
of which I was Leader. If the present
Gavernment had not had the benefit of
those shiplaads of coal, canditions would
have been much worse ta-day. The
Liberal and Country party Gavernment
arranged for bath caal and shfps.
Vessels wauld have been made avaHable
earlier to' bring caal here if the present
Governmen t had been prepared to pay
what shipping campanies cansidered
were reasanable freight rates. If the
Government had nat been so miserable
aver the payment af freight charges,
the community wauld have been better
aff ta-day. Fram naw onwards, the
prices pasitian will warsen. The Gavernment entered into a pledge with the
Labaur party to' enfarce rigidly price
cantrol aver all essential cammadities.
But what does the Gavernment now propo~e to' da?
After the 1s. 7d. a 1,000
cubic feet increase, it proposes to' decantrol the priee af gas altagether. That
respansibility is ,to be handed to' the Gas
and Fuel Carporatian which, in future,
will deal with the 'matter instead of the
Minister in Charge of Prices. At ane
stage, I admit, the Gavernment af which I
was the Leader decantralled the price
af gas, but 'later it was recontrolled
again. The anly record that the Corparatian has broken is the increase in
the price C?f gas.
Mr. HYLAND.~It has only been functianing far ten days.
Mr. HOLLWAY. - The honorable
gentleman has been in touch with the
directors far six manths'. The fact that
the Corpara'tian had nat obtained a
common seal is neither here nar there,
and there will be nO' change i~ the
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management of the concern as from the
1st of July. The people of Victoria will
be astounded to learn that the Government which promised the Labour party
that it would rigidly control all prices
now intends to vacate the field so far 'as
gas is concerned and permit the Corporation to fix its own prices.
Mr. HYLAND.-I cannot be blamed for
increase of prices; I cannot fix prices.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The Minister can
hold up increases in p'rices for 28 days,
but that was not done in this instance.
The increase is opposed to the best interests of the people, and the Commonwealth Government cannot be blamed,
as this is a State responsibility. I charge
members of the Labour party with
failure of duty in not preventing the
latest rise. I 'also charge them with
allowing the Government virtually to
decontrol the price of gas. In future,
instead of a modest increase of 1s. 7d.,
the price will be increased by 5s. a 1,000
cubic feet.
Mr. G. E. WHITE (Mentone).-In 1948
you told the people that the State could
controi prices better than the Commonwealth.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is true, and I
would remind the honorable member
that the Federal Labour party sabotaged
the price structure. As soon as the
referendum was agreed to and the
powers were returned to the States, the
Federal Labour Government removed
wage pegging-one of the chief means
of keeping prices stable. That was
deliberate sabotage of the price structure.
The next thing the Commonwealth
Labour Government did was to remove
subsidies from certain goods.
Mr. CAIN.-That is true, but your first
comment was not.
. Mr. HOLLWAY.-The price system
depended upon the pegging of wages.
Any thoughtful business man will agree
that prices cannot be controlled properly
unless wages also are controlled. One
must regard with alarm the fact that
not only is the public to suffer an increase in the price of gas, but the
Corporation ls also to be given an
"open go " in the rna tter of its
prices. It will play an important part

in the rising price spiral. The Government has failed in its duty to control
prices, and it has also failed t~ fulfi'l the
promise of the Premier that the people
would be supplied with cheaper gas and
.electricity. In six months they have had
to meet record rises in the price of
gas. I think the public would prefer
to revert to the time when they did not
own the gas works. Then they could
purchase gas for 3s. a 1,000 cubic feet
cheaper than it is to-day. I fear the conditions rha t will obtain at the end of the
next six months-after the Corporation
has had an open go in the matter of
price fixation. 'Doubtless the people wiH
then say to members of the Labour party,
" For heaven's sake, give the gas works
back to their shareholders."
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In the speech of the Leader of
the Opposition, members listened to
Sa tan reproving sin! He attacked the
present Government for its failure to
look ahead. The present Government
has been in office only a little more than
twelve months, and the Leader of the
Opposition charged the Ministry with
not having ta'k:en efficient measures to
obtain sufficient supplies of coal and to
arrange for the shipping necessary to
maintain the State's gas supply at a
reasonable price. In view of the comments of the Leader of the Opposition, I
shall give a brief outline of what was
done by the Government of which he was·
the Leader. It did not take steps at any
stage in the way that he suggested the
present Gov'ernment has failed. If the
Liberal partv Government had made provision for adequate supplies of coal the
State might not be facing its present
difficul ties.
I would remind the House that in 1946
Cabinet appointed a sub-committee to investigat'e and report upon brown coal
development in this State. The committee recommended that the brown coal
deposi 18 should be developed by means at
the Lurgi gasification process, and Wlat a
pipe line from the Latrobe Valley to Melbourne should be installed. Subsequent
to the sti.bmissi(,:1 of that report, Dr.
Andrews and Mr. Bennie-of the technical staff of the Metropolitan Gas Compa~r-proceedcd to Germany. That was
f.Jlowed by a visit-arranged by the
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Commonwealth Govern,ment and the volved.. This report was received by the
State Government-to Victoria of Dr. present Government shortly after it
Danulat and Mr. Bruggemann two Ger- assumed office'. We immediately opened
m1an scienUsts, and they carried out in- n~gotiations with the two companies,
vestiga tions in to the gasification of WIth the result that in future the Gas
brown c'Oaol. W1e are now approaching and Fuel CorpoI1ation will undertake the
the end of 1951, and the point I make development of our brown coal resources.
is that these scientists, in 1948, after
In order to avoid delay in the
collabora tion with a special committee of
establishment
of the gasification plant
experts from gas undertakings and the
State Electricity Commisision, submitted the Government on attaining office, after
a comprehensive report 'On the important consultation with the Leader of the Opsubject 'Of the gasification of brown coal. position and the Leader of the Labour
However, the L'ibera'l Government failed party, appointed Dr. Andrews and Mr.
to take action in the matter. In 1949 Bennie to advise the Government in the
it submitted a Biill, entitled the Brown ordering of plant. It was the GovernCoal Gasification Loan and Application ment's intention to submit the whole
Bin, to authorize the raising of -£1,000,000 proposal to Parliament, but as that would
of loan money for the purpose of making have involved a delay of several months
advances to the Metropolitan Gas Com- and in view of the material situation be~
pany because of difficulties facing that coming worse, it was felt that there
concern, and to pay for the purchase and should be no delay. No time has been lost
installation of a brown coal gasificati'On in ordering the plant, and the work is well
plant at the company's works. Members up to schedule. Tenders have been called
will recall the debate on the Bill, as the and have been examined by the Corporaoutcome of which the then Government tion, and the Government has ordered
finaUy accepted the suggestion that an from the Lurgi company in Germany the
all-party committee be appointed ItO in- plant necessary for the construction of a
vestigate the brown coal gasification pro- six-unit pressure gasification plant at
Subject to satisfactory legal
posal. The Bill was not proceeded with, M-orwell.
but valuable information was obtained by contracts, Messrs. Mephan Ferguson
the aU-party committee, and it was Proprietary Limited were the successful
generally agreed .that the Lurgi system tenderers for the construction of the
of pressure gasification with oxygen pipes for a pipe line from Morwell to Melshould be established .at 'Morwell and the bourne, the Linda Company for the construction of oxygen plant, and Messrs.
gas piped to Melbourne.
John Thompson Proprietary Limited for
In November, 1949, the HoHway the construction of the boiler plant.
Go~ernment wrote to the Metropolitan,
Mr. FRAsER.-What has all this to do
BrIghton, and Colonial gas companies
advisIng them of its -intention to set up with the increase in the price of gas?
an authority for the gasi'fication -of
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treabrown coal at IMorwell, and asking those surer).-It has a great deal to do with
c-oncerned 0 submit their vi1ews on the the proposal to produce an adequate
matter. In a joint memorandum the supply of gas at a reasonable cost for
Metropolitan Gas Company and the the people in the metropolitan area. An
Brighton Gas Company recommended a important problem associated with the
joint venture by the 'companies and t-he establishment of the brown coal gasiState by means of a statutory corpora- fication plant was the disposal of toxic
The Colonial Gas Association effluent.
tion.
Two engineers investigated
indicated that it was unable to enter into that problem while other work was proany such scheme.
ceeding and submitted a report which
In 1950 the Liberal Government . proved the practicability of constructing
appointed
two
Melbourne
public a pipe line from Morwell to the sea to
accountants~Mes'Srs. IF. G. Harding and
dispose of the effluent efficiently and
Herbert Taylor-to examine the pro- economically. During the short time we
p-osal and submit recommendations con- have been the Government we have been
cerning the financial .implications' in- able to put into effect a proposal which.
Session 1950-51.-[131]
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allocation of coal from New South Wales,
particularly coal for gas making. The
railways' in New South Wales are at
present using coal that is suitable for gas
making. This Government has made continued representations to the Joint Coal
Board ,and has pointed out Victoria's
desperate position. However, we in Victoria
simply cannot work miracles when
I now wish to deal with the subject of
Calli de coal. I t will be remembered that we have to deal with statutory bodies
Mr. Kent Hughes, a member of the Holl- such as the Joint Coal Board. The Leader
way Government, went incognito to of the Opposition stated that the Leader
Queensland to examine and report on the of the Labour party was somewhat late in
Calli de coal proposal.
The Hollway his criticism of the Commonwealth
Government dilly dallied with that ques- Government. However, I would point
tion, but within six months of the present out that at the moment the Commonwealth is an equal partner with New
Administration being in office it satisfied
South
Wales in the Joint Coal Board, and,
itself of the advantages of Callide coal,
and made arrangements for shipments in my opinion, the claim'S of Victoria have
to Victoria. We have now entered into not been given full consideration and this
a contract to obtain supplies of CaHide State has not received a fair share of
coal. If the Hollway Government had the gas coal produced in New South
done that the undertaking would have Wales. Coal suitable for gas making
been so far advanced in its development shouLd not be used by New South Wa1es
that Victoria would have been getting railways because there is under-productwice as much coal from that source as is tion of gas-making coal throughout the
Commonwealth.
now being received.
It is -claimed by the Opposition that
Mr. NORMAN.-Is that coal suitable for
the people of Melbourne, because of the
the making of gas?
failure -of the Government, are not Ibeing
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- fairly.treated. We do not profess to be
surer).-The Calli de coal will be used for able to work miracles. ,I would poinl
the generation of pow.er in Victoria. out that one important factor which has
That has a bearing on the question of gas helped to increase the price of gas is the
supply because the Calli de coal will be economic policy pursued by the Comused in industry and so will free supplies monwealth Government, which is in
of coal suitable for gas making. The charge of the conciliation and arbitration
previous Government also irpported coal system.
from England and Africa, but this
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Government was not satisfied with that
Michaelis).~
The time allowed the
position .. The Minister of Transport was
sent to India, and he did a remarkable honorable gentleman has expired.
job in "I teeing up " coal supplies and ar'On the motion of Mr. HOLDWAY
ranging for shipping. Further, th~ Indian (Leader of the Opposition), the Standing
Government sought to impose a charge Or.ders were suspended to enable the
on the export of coal, but when certain Premier and Treasurer to continue his
mutual benefits were pointed out the speech for fifteen minutes.
Indian Government did not persist with
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treathe proposal. The Minister was able to
surer).-This Government, as was the
do a remarkable job.
Hollway Government, i'S ~he victim of
So far as coal supplies from New South any decisions of the Commonwealth or
Wales are concerned, the Opposition . any failure of a decision by the Commonknows only too well that the Joint Coal wealth on any question of economics. The
Board is in control of the situation in Commonwealth Government decides what
that State from which the bulk of our the policy will be, and the States have
coal supplies are obtained. Frankly, I to live with it. As a result of the policy
.do not think Victoria is receiving a fair that has been adopted there has been an
will mean an adequate supply of .gas for
Melbourne. It will also mean that Victoria will not have to depend on black
coal from New South Wales. I do not
desire to go into all the details that have
been prepared as to what the possibilities
of this tremendous undertaking will
'llean 10 Victoria.
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increase in the basic wage of more than
30s. a week in the last twelve months.
Although I admit that there. were wage
increases during the time the HoHway
Government was in office, it did not have
to face up to such large increases as
those which have confronted the present
Administra tion.
Another factor which has increased
costs has been the very poor quality of
coal received for gas making. For the year
19'50 Victoria received 541,000 tons of
Mai tland large coal although it required
780,000 tons for gas making. Because
inferior coal had to be used it was not
possible for the gas companies to make
sufficient 'quantities of by-products, such
as coke, tar and so on, or to maintain
the quality of the gas. The position has deteriorated this year. From
the 1st of January to the 30th of June,
1951, Victoria received 183,184 tons ()f
Maitland large coal, 49,411 tons of Maitland small coal, 72,855 tons of borehole
large, and 52,123 tons of borehole small,
and so on. When one understands that
Victoria received only 183,000 tons of
decent gas making coal when the requirements were 206,000 tons, one will realize
the impossibility of expecting the gas
companies to maintain their production
at anything like an efficient level.
1" do not ,know whether I shall
have Hme to quote the figures of
costs, but they will be given later.
By making a comparison with charges
in other States I think we can
determine whether the Government was
unreasonable in approving' an increase
in the price of gas, whkh was allowed
only after an investigation, not by the
Gas and Fuel Corporation but by the
Prices Decontrol Commissioner. I remind the House that last year the
Government set up an expert committee consisting of Mr. Smedley arid
Mr. Forristal to go into the finances and
operations of the gas companies. The
report of that committee is available.
There has been a thorough examination
of the costs of gas production, and it
cannot be faulted. The Government has
no mysterious source of revenue from
which to subsidize ,the gas companies or
any other industry or service. Because of
the present economic conditions costs are
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rIsmg, and no serious effort has been
made by the Commonwealth Government
to meet the situation. In view of that
positioOn the State can provide no answer.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is a policy 01
despair.
'Mr. MoDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-That is not so.
Mr. OLDHAM.-It is the policy of your
Government, which is the same thing.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and TreasUTer).-It is the policy of the Commonwealth Government, which is primarily
responsible for the economic conditions
in Australia. In fairness to that Government I must admit that, as a result of
representations, it has assisted Victoria
to obtain shipping and is compensating
this State to bring the actual purchase
price of imported coal back to the price
of New South Wales 'coal delivered ')n
the wharf in Melbourne.
Let me compare the current average
gas prices per 1,000 cubic feet. The
price in the Metropolitan Gas Company
area is 11s. 5.6d. and in the Brighton
Gas Company area it is 12s. 4d.
The
Brisbane Gas Company's price ,is 12s.
2.6d., but if payment is made within
eighteen days the rate is 11s. or, for
payment within 30 days, 11s. 7d. The
South Australian Gas Company's price
is 11s. 6.6d. The price charged by the
Australian Gaslight Company is 9s. 4d.,
but it should be borne in mind that .that
company is located in New South Wales,
which State has cont'rol of coal. Furthermore, it has not to pay the high freight
rates which apply to Victoria. When it
is remembered that the Australian Gaslight Company is receiving coal in
greater quantity than we are in Victoria
and that it makes more by-products,
that company ought to be more efficient
than Victorian companies. From the
point of view of cost, therefore, I think
the comparison is very fair. The gross
pric.e charged 'by the Hobart Gas Company is 15s. Sd., but if payment is made
within fourteen days the rate is 15s. The
price charged by the City of Perth Gas
Department is 14s. 3.5d.
I consider that the price of gas in
Victoria compares favourably with prices
in other Slates. As t.o the quality of the ,
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gas, I quote from the Sunday Telegraph}
of Sydney, under date the 8th of July,

1951Mr. Cahill said his officers had made 118
tests of the company's gas between May
25 and June 24.
On only, thirteen
occasions was the gas up to the required
legal standard. The officers also found on
Tuesday that the gas was an average of
3.75 per cent. below the required rating of
511.8 British thermal units.
Mr. Cahill said that despite his criticism
of the company he would try to secure for
it better supplies of high-grade coal. He
said he would do that in an effort to avoid
gas rationing this winter. He would press
the company's claim for better supplies of
high-grade coal from the Greta seam at
the conference to-morrow.
Mr. Cahill said that at the company's
request he had recently asked the Joint
Coal Board if it could increase supplies of
high-grade .coal to the company.

I point out that in Victoda we are not
receiving sufficient gas coal for our
needs.
I do not propose to say
any more at 1:his stage, because
the Government has done everything
possible with those in control of Australian coal-the Commonwealth Government and the Joint Coal Board. I went
to New South W,ales to look into the
position there, and we have had Mr.
Cochrane and his officers here examining our coal stocks and figures. We have
done everything possible to obtain adequate supplies of coall within Australia.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-Are you satisfied?
Mr. 'McDONA[JD (Premier and Treasurer).-I lam not, but I claim that we
ha ve done more than did the previous
Government because we secured supplies of Callide 'coat
Mr. HOLLWAY.----Is any Callide coal
coming into Victoria now?
Mr. IMoDONAIDD (Premier and Treasurer).-Yes. The Leader of the Oppositi'on is completely out of touch with what
is going on in Victoria. To further the
point I have made, I clai,m that we have
done everything poslsible to import coal
from wherever it could be obtained. The
Minister of Transp10rt did a remarkably
good job in India. Not only did he succeed in obtaining coal, but his efforts
were responsible ,for our obtaining a
grea ter proportion of gas coal than
ctherwise appeared to be likely.
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It is of no use the Leader of the Opposition saying that the Gas and Fuel
Corporation has been in existence for
six months. Although that is true, that
body had no authority over the Brighton
or the ,Metropolitan gas companies until
the date when it took over their underta'kings. The Corporation is not responsible for the present :situation. The factors which govern it are increasing costs,
mainly in the form of increased wages.
The price of coal has increased from 30s.
to more than 90s. a ton during the period
under review. Furthermore, the coal
which has been Ireceived through the
Joint Coal Bbard has been of poor
quality.
There has been no 'maladministration. The Government has
done everything possib[e to protect the
public. 'I remind the Leader of the Opposition that if we expect to maintain
any kind of financial equilibrium in this
State, the Oom,monwealth shou}d not
leave the people in 'any doubt as to the
financial policy to be pursued; if the
Commonwealth Government does not
take appropriate action the position will
get out 'of hand and it will be impossible
for State Governments to take any action
which is worth whi~e. The solution to
the present situation lies in the hands of
the Commonwealth Government.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-The Opposition refuses to be led off the reason
for this motion by a reference to the
fond plans of the Government for the dim
future. I suggest that during the six
years that have followed the war, the
housewives of Victoria have become tired
of promises of what will happen some
years ahead. The reason for the motion
submitted by the Opposition is that there
are people in the community who are not
being considered sufficiently either by the
Government or by any political party.

The Premier intimated that he would
give an assurance that there would be
plenty of gas ,supplies in the future, but
I emphasize that thatt is not good enough
for the housewife in the metropolitan
area.
While discussion rages about
profits, efficiency, Boards, wages, producer-control, .fair returns, and protection, 'the last factor that seems to be considered is whether the housewife in the
metropolitan area is receiving a "fair

go."
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The Leader of the Labour party recently made some far-reaching statements in the press in f,avour of those
people whom he claims to represent. I
agree with him whole-heartedly that
those who ought to be considered are the
housewives who bear the burden of high
gas prices.
The Opposition has raised
two questions, the first of which related
to adequate supplies of ga'S. The situation in that regard affects no one more
than the housewife because she has to
roast the dinner for her family and to
wash their clothes in a gas copper-if she
is ,lucky enough to get sufficient gas.
Also, she has to bathe her children in hot
water, for the heating of which gas is requiTed, in most cases. Consequently, if
there is not an adequate supply of gas, the
housewife in the metropolitan area is the
first to suffer.
The second point in the motion submitted by the Opposition is that gas
should be supplied at a more reasonable
price, and that the responsibility of the
Government is to ensure that that is done.
The question of what is a reasonable price
may well be dealt with in academic terms
of economics, but after all the one person
who wiH decide whether she can eke out
whatever wages a're paid under increasing
awards is the housewife in the metropolitan area.
With respect to the increased cost of
gas, the Premier, in the most apologetic
speech I have heard him make in this
House, said that those 'responsible for the
shortest gas supply at the dearest price
in the history of the State were the Commonwealth Government and the Joint
Coal Board.
The honorable gentleman
then apologized for the lack of activity
on the part of his own Government and
went on to promise greater supplies of
gas in the future. The simple fact is that
today, after the McDonald Government
has been in office for twelve months,
there is far less gas at a record price than
ever before in the history of Victoria.
No apologetics nor any speech can dispose of that fact. That is why the motion
for the adjournment of the House has
been submitted.
In fairness, the Opposition waited for
twelve long months before submitting its motion of protest, because
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felt that the Government should
ha ve at least tha t period in which
to rectify any faults it ,alleged to be in
the system, overcome some of the shortages, . and deal with increased price.
After twelve months the Premier now
states that there is nothing he can do~
That is a policy of complete despair. I
suggest that it is too easy for the Prices
Decontrol Commissioner, the Gas and
Fuel Corporation and members of this
House to claim that the only reason for
the increased price of gas is the increased
cost of raw materials and labour. I am
prepared to say-and I know that the
honorable members in the Ministerial
corner will agree with me-that one of
the main causes of increased prices today is the lack of efficiency and the laxity
of both management and labour. I believe that if we had efficient management
of all sections of production in aM great
industries-and gas production is one of
the great industries of the State-also,
if we had planning and continuity of
supply of materials' and labour, and suitability of plant, those factors alone would
do more to lessen the effect of increases in
cost than any question of labour and
materials.

it

Lack of efficiency is general throughout
the Commonwealth, and I believe it to be
first a product of the cost-plus system,
about which I can say nothing too severe'
as to its effect on the economy of Australia.
I understand that the Prices:
Branch operates on that system. Therefore we must examine these aspects of the
situation and decide whether the Government has done sufficient to end the price'
rises. In June, 1950, the general manager of the Metropolitan Gas Company
stated that if he received for his company
an increase of 5d. a 1,000 cubic feet of
gas he would be able to meet the reasonable and normal rate of dividend. At that
time no one suggested that within six
months of making that statement we
would be seeing an additional price of
3s. a 1,000 cubic feet. If the statement
about the efficiency of the gas company
was correct, it is preposterous--to use a
term used by the Leader of the Labour
party-to suggest that there should be a
rise of 3s. a 1,000 cubic feet within the
first six months of 1951.
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an increase of 5d. had been granted
1~50, the directors of the Metropolitan Gas Company would have
been able to raise sufficient capital
for normal expansi,on of the gas
works, and--this ,is ·more important
still-if they had been assured of
a reasonable price increase-not 3s.within six months, also freedom from
nationalization, they would have been
assured of the receipt of all the
capital needed for the installation
of the Lurgi process.
This is
proved by the fact that in June of last
year English interests were negotiating
for tIDe purchase of nearly £30,000,000
worth of electrical undertakings in Australia.
That was the result of the
nationalization policy of the Socialist
Government in England, when so much
capital was forced out of private enterprise that various industries sought other
investments throughout the world, including gas undertakings in Victoria.
If

in .June,

However, the Government would not
guarantee that it would not nationalize
the gas industry. That is one reason why
there was not efficiency in the operation
of the Metropolitan Ga's Company; nobody could see any reasonable future
ahead, and nobody was 'certain as to how
their future efforts would be rewarded. I
believe we have lost .the real incentive in
the gas companies. What is the position
to-day? A State-owned Corporation has
taken over two larg~ companies-the
Metropolitan Gas Company and the
Brighton Gas Company. On the 19th of
December of last year, the Premier appointed his four diI~ectors out of sevenhis bosses of the gas Corpora Hon. I
should like the honorable gentleman
to tell me how many meetings
"have been held since that time,
which meetings the four directors have
.attended, and at how many meetings
they have overruled the advice of the experts . of the Board, who are in the
minority.
Of the seven directors who decide
whether there will be efficiency-which
in turn means that they decide whether
'the price of gas will be reasonablethere are three who have had experience
in the marlUfacture and distribution of
gas. Two of the Government directors
Mr. Norman.
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are solicitors. I shall say nothing more
about them in deference to honorable
members on both sides of the House
who are m,embers of the legal proOne of" those solicitors is
fession;
the acting chairman of this enormous
undertaking. Another member of the
Board is a representative of the Treasury, and from a financial point of view,
we welcome him. The other of the four
is the secretary of the Gas Employees
Union.
I should like to know how many extra
staff have been appointed by the Corporation this year.
The Corporation
knows that it can draw its funds out of
Consolidated Revenue. I also wish to
know how much has been spent in advertisements for staff, at rates of remuneration far in excess of award rates.
Will the members of the Labour party
agree· with the policy of a State-owned
organization advertising publicly for
clerks without even a merit certificate,
to be paid in exces·s of award rates?
The advertisements state that if a
person has a meri t certifica te he
can obtain £3 odd a week extra
"when he
reaches
the
maximum
salary. All those things reach the kernel
of the question of costs. I accept the
Premier's statement that the Prices Decontrol Commissioner has approved the
need for a rise of 3s. a 1,000 cubic feet
in the price of gas. Tha t is the result
of the cost-plus system, which has taken
all incentive out of most industries in
Australia to-day to operate efficiently.
All that is necessary, in order to obtain
approval for a rise in the price of a commodity, is to put on the table of the
Prices Decontrol Commissioner a statement of approved costs-as I do every
day in the practice of my profession. As
long as the Commissioner cannot prove
that the ,application is m'ade fraudulently,
he will give authority for a price which
provides a margin over cost, aHhough on
occasions tha t margin may be very
meagre.
The Commissioner then says,
"That is your selling price."
If the
Government and members of the Labour
party are satisfied that the latest rise in
the price of gas is a Teasonable incr.ease
in the cost of an essential commodity, our
case faBs to the ground, but I do not
admit that it does.
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I should like to know also whether
either the Premier or the Minister in
Charge of Prices has inquired from the
. Prices Decontrol Commissioner whether
the latest price rise gives in'creased allowance for the increased capital involved as
a resuit of the control of the .gas supply
being taken over by the Government.
Has the Commissioner made allowance
for interest on the increased capital
which thi-s Parliament, through its
Government, has provided, because that
can very well be done?
Mr. CAIN.-Not if it has not been used.
Mr. NORMAN.-I desire to hear-and
J think I know the answer-whether
the Prices Decontrol Commissioner has
aUowed for interest on the increased
capital which is his normal basis for provision. That in itself would aHow for a
considerable increase in the price of gas
and a considerable propor.tion of the 3/rise.
Members of the Labour party
said ilia t they were elected on their promises on this question.
They used to
talk of the blood-sucking shareholders of
the gas companies; they would have nO'
more of it and there would be no further
increase in the price of gas.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis).-The time allowed the honorable member has expired.
On the motion of Mr. HoHway (Leader
of the Opposition) the Standing Orders
were suspended to enable the honorable
member for Glen Iris to continue his
speech for five minutes.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-I thank
the House for its indulgence.
I trust
that we of the Opposition will have the
fuH support of the Leader of the Labour
party. We 'realise that we cannot convince members of the Country party of
the real needs of residents of the metropolitan area. I say th'at fairly, because
I have some very real and present experiences of their attitude in respect of
another great problem which is now exercising the minds of my constituents very
closely. I refer to' the matter of education.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member will not be in order in discussing that
subject.
Mr. NORMAN.-I merely use it as a
passing reference to point out the inability of Ithe Government which did not
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present ·one candidate to contest a metropolitan constituency at the last Assembly
election. The Government did not pay
the metropolitan people the courtesy of .
a:sking them for a vote. I am afraid that
we shall never be able to' convince the
Government, which has no representative
in the metropolitan area. It has no responsibHity to metropolitan electors; in
fact, it has no responsibility to any person affected by this motion. However,
I t'rust that we shaH be able to obtain
the support of the Labour party, the
majority of whose members represent
metropolitan electorates.
They should
bear "in mind that at the next election
they will be judged on their attitude on
this problem. I was delighted to read a
big heading in the press last Saturday.
I shall quote it and the report that
followed:LABOUR ANGER COULD PUT CABINET
OUT.
Mr. Cain, State Labour Leader . • •
described the rise as "preposterous."
He
said his party would "have a lot to say'"
when Parliament met on Tuesday.

Up to date in this debate the Leader of
the Labour party has not spoken. He is
probably waiting until after the dinner
interval when he expects the galleries of
this House will he full. I refer the
honorable member for M~ntone, who is
interjecting,. to his statement on the 5th
of April of this year on the occasion of a
previous rise in the price of gas. Those
members who now sit humbly and
silentlv in the Ministerial corner said
what they would do to the Government
on that occasion when there was a
smaller rise than the one which' took
place this week. The press report of the
5th of April reads as follows:GAS: Cain is· silent, but Labour men are
angry.

Although the Leader of th2 Labour party
did not comment on that occasion, some
of his followers expressed their views.
The honorable member for Mentone, who
has been a great champion of price control in this House, said this:" The Labour par.ty is hostile at these price
rises and will take them up with the
Government immediately."

He has had three months in which to tBke
action, but the only answer he has had
from the Government is a bigger rise
than the -last one. That is the greatOlilt
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insult that the Government could have

hurled at him. In effect it said, "Go
back to your corner bench, because the
next rise will be bigger than the last one."
I trust that the honorable member for
Mentone will wholeheartedly support the
motion, as I know that the electors whom
he represents are hostjIe to the utmost
degree to the increase of the gas price.
All his constituents are saying exactly
what my constituents are expressingthat this Parliament is the place in which
action on this matter should be taken.
He should not merely confine his action
to a statement to the press.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-The motion
deals with two aspects of the question
under discussion. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss this matter in Parlia:ment. The time is long overdue when
we should be figh ting at long range on
this question of gas and coal and its
associated problems. I can understand
the action of the Opposition in moving
this motion in an attempt to embarrass
the Government, although the honorable
member for Glen Iris said that the Opposition had refrained for twelve months
from doing so. Incidentally, he attempted
to embarrass our party also. I suppose
that is only natural, and I look forward
with great hope to future occasions
when the Opposition will endeavour to
do that, with some justification from their
own point of view. The case put to the
Government by the Opposition on this
motion is one on which no embarrassment can be 'caused to anybody except
members on the Opposition side of the
House.
In 1946 the Labour Government
brought from the oth~r side of the world
two experts to advise it on the utilization
of the brown coal resources of Victoria
for the manufacture of gas. The reason
why that was done was that for five or
six or seven years previ.ously the coal
'supplies of this country had been inadequate to meet demands. We all know
that in the Latrobe valley, and also in
other parts of the State there are
millions of tons of brown coal which
could be utilized in the production of gas
and fuel. With a view to harnessing this
coal for utilization not only for the manufacture of gas but also for the production
of gasoline in the near future, the Labour
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Government invited two German experts
to visit Victoria to make a report. Those
two gentlemen, Messrs. DanUilat and
Bruggemann, submitted a voluminous
report in 1948. The Government then in
office-it was led by the present Leader
of the Opposition-had the responsibility
of taking action on the r~port so as to
ensure an adequate supply of gas for the
community. However, for two years
that Government had the audacity to
talk about the supply of gas, but did
nothing to implement the recommendations of the experts. That Government
never moved a hand. As a result of its
inaction I said during the last Assembly
election campaign~and the same statement was made, by members of the
Country party--that if we returned to
office we would immediately order plant
for the construction of the Lurgi process
for the manufacture of gas at Morwell.
The Leader of the Opposition knows that
my statem'ent is true. For two years his
Ministry did nothing in respect of ordering the necessary plant and equipment
from abroad.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Your statement is incorrect. I did not have the numbers in
this House.
Mr. CAIN.-The Leader of the Opposition, when Leader of the Government,
could have done what was required by
Executive action. As a result of what
happened between 1948 and 1951, the
present Government is now charged with
the responsibility of providing a pipe line
from Yallourn to Melbourne to carry
20,000,000 cubic feet of gas. Instead of
costing £1,100,000-the estimate given
in 1947-48-that line will cost £1,700,000
or more.
Mr.
FRAsER.-Was
the
material
available in 1948?
!Mr. CAIN.-It was.
What the
honorable member for Grant does not
know about this question would fill a
very large volume. if the Leader of
the Opposition, who was Premier in 1948
when that report was submitted, believed
that it was wise to manufacture gas from
brown coal at Morwell or elsewhere,
he should have ordered the necessary
plant.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Would the
gas have been available now?
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Mr. OAIN.-I shDuld nDt like tD say.
At any rate the plant wDuld have been
in VictDria tWD years earlier than it can
be now.
'Mr. NORMAN.-ND gas wDuld have
been prDduced frDm it this year; that is
the· pDint 'Of fue present Opposition
motion.
Mr. CAIN.-Just listen tD this YDung
member saying " There wDuld have been
nD gas frDm the plant this year." r am
prepared to admH that that wDuld have
been the case, but the ~act remains fua t
gas would have been under prDductiDn
two years sooner ·than it can be in the
present circumstances. It ill becomes a
member 'Of the party which, when it was
in 'Office, threw to the fDur winds of
Heaven a golden DppDrtunity, tD take the
attitude that is ,being adopted by the
hDnDrable member fDr Glen Iris. The
Liberal party did not require a maj'Ority
in this House tD enable it tD take advantage 'Of that DPPDrtunity, the like 'Of which
CDmes tD a GDvernment 'Only once. Yet
the HDlliway GDvernment sto'Od idly by
and refused tD order the plant recDmmended. For two years it -failed tD take
actiDn and at last it was defeated.
The Liberal party GDvernment did
nDt merely hDld up the supply 'Of
gas to the cDmmunity and, incidentally,
the productiDn of gasoline, but it put the
State to an extra expenditure of SDme
millions 'Of pDunds. it is generally knDwn
that the price 'Of steel in EurDpe has
risen during the last twelve months owing
tD tbe cDrnering operatiDns 'Of the
Americans. Victaria would have been
able to obtain steel frDm the Ruhr,
Germany, tD CDnstruct the pipe line at
a cost 'Of £1,100,000.
Mr. NORMAN.-The steel shDUld be
made at Newcastle.
Mr. CAIIN.-What is the use 'Of such
ND thDUghtful
silly interjectiDns?
member 'Of this House or 'Of the CDmmunity is unaware that steel is un'Obtainable in Australia. CDnsequently
it must be purchased abroad. The party
which has submitted this adjournment
mDtiDn is guilty of having delayed for
abDut tWD years the prDductiDn 'Of gas
frDm brDwn cDal, and tD that extent the
peDple 'Of VictDria have suffered.
That
party was indolent when it had the
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DppDrtunity. In the press there has
been cDnsiderable discussi-on abDut the
socialization of the gas companies. The
fact is that an arrangement was made
between the GDvernmen t and the Metropolitan Gas CDmpany, in the first place-that arflangement was approved by Parliament, there being but little serious
objectiDn tD it-for the pUflpDse 'Of determining whether it was nDt possible to
prDvide VictDria with an adequate
supply of the commodity; in othel"
words, with cheaper gas and more
often than in the past.
I ShDuld
not take any exception to the present
Government or the Labour party being
subjected to criticism if the sole responsi.,..
bility rested on their shoulders. What
are the facts? Before the Hollway
Government left office in 1949 it submitted tD the Parli'ament a Bill the
object of which was to lend the MetropoUtan Gas Company a sum of £1,000,000
for the p,:!rpose of constructing a small
Lurgi unit at its South Melbourne works
in the hope of meeting the situation fo;
the following two Dr three years. It is
known that the demand on gas supplies
from the Metropolitan Gas CDmpany and
the Brighton Gas Company is increasing
by approximately 7~ per cent. every year.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-If your party had
agreed to that proposal it would have
been in operation now.
Mr. CAIN.-The pr.oposal was not
rejected by Parliament.
Mr. HOLLWAy.----<:a was.
Mr. CA,IN.-After the BiU had been
discussed in this HDuse it was decided
to constitute an all-party committee,
the members of which were the then
Premier and the then Minister of Transport, representing the Government; the
present Premier and the present Chief
Secretary, representing the Country
party; and the honorable member for
Moonee Ponds and myself as represen tatives of the Labour party.
Mr. OLDHAM.-lt was just about as
go.od as any of these all-party commIttees.
Mr. CAIN.-I suppose that remark
was made because the honDrable member
for Malvern was not a member of the
committp.e on the gas BHl. If it had
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been the Statute Law Revision Committee everything would have been
right, in his opinion.
The all-party

present Government ca'me intO' office the
MetrO'PO'litan Gas Company was taken
over and a series of negotiations ensued.

committee met on several days, and I

The Government, my colleagues in
the Labour party and I faced the question with considerable difficulty. What
led us to agree to the proposal advanced
by the Premier was that if action were
not taken it would not be possible to
meet any further demands for gas in
the next two or three years. Why does
the Opposition attempt to make political
capital out of this question? When the
Metropoiit'an Gas Company's' undertaking was ta'ken over the return to the
shareholders was fixed' at 3!' per cent.

should say, in passing, that if any member of this House desired to become
acquainted with the ramifications and
the difficulties of the Metropolitan Gas
Company he should read the voluminous
report that was presented.
Highly
qualified representatives of the State
Electri'city Commission and the MetropolUan Gas Company submitted their
case to the committee. Summing up,
that committee came to the conclusion
that the right place to put the Lurgi
plant was at the source of the brown coal
supply-MorweH.
The Government of
the day subsequently withdrew the Bill.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Because we did not
have the numbers t'O carry it.
Mr. CA,IN.-An article published in
the "Argus sums up the situation most
effectively.
Mr. OLDHAM.---,ls that the reason why
you have said that the price of gas is
preposterous?
Mr. CAIN.,--I shall come lalter to
the question of price. At present I
a'm discussing the question of adequate
supplies of gas. As the result O'f the
dropping of that Bill the' Metropolitan
Gas' Company came face to ,f,ace with a
situation which made it impossible for
its, undertaking to .develop. ,The' position
that .confronted not only the Holloway
Government but als'O the present Administration was that despite the inevitable
:'ncrease in the dem'and f'Or gas in the
immediate two or three years, until the
plant was installed for the m'anuf·acture
of gas from brown coal there would be
no means of meeting the requirements of
the metropolitan area alone. The Metropolitan Gas Company communicated
with the Leader of 't;he Oppositi'On when
he was Premier, expressing its desire
that the Government take over the company's ,undertaking.
That honorable
member entered into a certain arrangement and referred the proposition to
two accountants in the City of Melbourne. The M'etropolivan Gas C6mpany
bad asked that it be guaranteed 5 per
cent. on its nominal capital and, as will
be seen in the report, the experts recom,mended that perc~ntage.,' When the

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis).-The time allowed the honorable member ha's expired.
On the motion of Mr. HOLlJWAY
(Leader of the Oppo$i1:i.on), the Standing
Orders were suspended to enable' the
honorable member for Northcote to continue his speech for fifteen minutes.
The sitting was suspended at 5.55 p.m.
until 7.6 p.m.
Mr. CA'IN.~Before the suspension of
the sitting I had indi'cated how futile
and how hypocritical the Opposition had
been in submitting this adjournment
motion, which among other things specifically refers to the ,failure of the Government to make available an "adequate
supply of gas." I had indica,ted that
wheI1 the Hollway Government was in
office it should have ordered plant for
the production of gas from brown coat '
Actually, that Government 'was responsible for initiating the so-called socia1·ization of gas production in Victoria; it first
enunciCbted the proposal to take over and
run the gas companies as a socialisUc
enterprise. It was prepared to guarantee
shareholders a return of 5 per cent. on
their capital,. and actually submitted a
proposition along those lines to Parliament. The subject was included iil the
Governor's 'Speech subsequent to the last
general election. It i,s true that the
present Government adoptf~d the proposition and I make no apology for having
played some part in implementing what
I believe was the only solution of a difficult problem. It is, admitted by all members that had the :solution of the problem
been left to the gas' :companies under
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existing conditions, they would not have
been able to meet public demands for
gas for the next twelve months or two
years.
Mr. HOLLwAY~-The demands would
ha ve been met by the gas companies if
my proposal to lend a sum of £1,000,000
to the MetropO'litan Gas Company had
been adopted.
Mr. CAIN.-The effeot of that proposal
would have been to destroy for many
years any prospect of establishing a gas
proc.uction plant at Morwell. It was pro~
posed that the Government loan should
be used to establish several units of the
Lurgi plant at South Melbourne, which
would have meant that the plant would
not have been constructed at MorweU.
The whole economics of the supply O'f gas
to the metropo'litan area rests upon the
quantity that can be piped to the metropolis. A 12!-inch pipe line cou~d carry
20,000,000 cubic feet of gas, even of 900
British thermal units. Had the p;lant
been established at ISouth ,Melbourne to
produce 1,000,000 or 3,000,000 cubic feet
of gas, the plan to expend money on
establishing efficient plant at the source'
of produotion of brown coal would have
been destroyed. The cartage of bri~
quettes to Port Melbourne and then to
the Metropolitan Gas Company's yard
would have added considerably to production -costs.
Opposition members con tinuaUy advise the adoption of ,the opinions of experts on various matters.
In this
instance the experts strongly recommended that the gas-producing plant
should be established at Morwelil. Had
the" MetropolHan Gas Company been left
alone it would have perished. With a
contiriuation of price control on gas the
company would not have been able to
meet presen t supply demands or make
adequate provision for the future. The
present scheme was set in motion to
manufacture gas at Morwell. I favO'ured
establishing an authority to control the
production of gas and to allow the existing gas companies to become distributing
authorities, but others, including the
Leader of the Opposition and fue
Premier, rightly or wrongly, thought
otherwise. I shall now refer more fully
to this so-called "socialistic" enterprise.
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Why, not tell
us someth'ing about the rise in the price
of gas?
Mr.
CAIN. - Opposition
members
should be familiar with this subject but~
as usual, they are ill-informed on it. My
desire is to place all the facts before the
public.
Mr. REYNOLDs.-Against the rise in'
price?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, I am against the rise
in the price of gas. It is true that had
the Metropolitan Gas Company been
left alone within a short period it would
have been possible to buyout its under..
taking at a lower price than was actually
agreed upon. The company was on the
down-grade.
Some people claim that
Parliament guaranteed the shareholders
too much when ,they were guaranteed a
return of 3! per cent. on their investments. Advisers O'f the Opposition party
proposed that ithe guarantee should be 5
per cent. Since the Gas and Fuel Cor":
poration Act came into operation less
than twelve months ago 500,000 shares
in the Metropolitan Gas Company owned
by private individuals have gone to the
Government. Why have the shareholders
disposed of their shares?
Brigadier TOVELL.-They did so at the
point of the pistol.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
should not make foolish statements. The
reason why shareholders are selling out
is that the bankers and the Commonwealth Government have adopted a" poiicy
of increasing interest rates.
If the
interest rate rises by-l per cent. in the
next twelve months, as is likely,not only
half a million shares but all of the shares
in the companies will be available to the
Government, because of more' hicrath'e
investment for the shareholders' 'money."
If the present ,trend continues I would'
not be surprised if the Government did
not have to pay more to the shareholders,.
but I do not wish to prejudge ,the case."
I should nOit be surprised if this is not
the cheapest money available in -the State
because 3! per cent. guaranteed to the
shareholders is only comparable with
bond interest to-day. The Liberal and
Country party condemned the Govern-o,
ment 'for -guaranteeing shareholders a 3?;. ~
per cen,t. return.
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Lieut.-C'OI'Onel LEGGATT.-What has all
this t'O d'O with the rise in price 'Of gas?
Mr. CAIN.-The m'Oti'On .f'Or the adjournment of the House specifically refers
to the Government's failure to make
available adequate supplies 'Of gas f'Or the
c'Onsumers. The G'Overnment has taken
over gas production and the A rgus ,published this true statement in an article
on the 27th 'Of June-The .only alternative would have been to
withdraw ,pri,ce control from ga'S and to give
the companies a free hand on price rises.

Brigadier TOVELL.-The c'Ompanies
would n'Ot have been all'Owed t'O raise the
price of g,as by 3s. a 1,000 cubic feet in
one jump.
Mr. CA1N.-The h'On'Orable member
f'Or Brighton sh'Ould remember that the
Government of whi:ch he was a member
raised the price ,'Of gas by 2s. 8d. a 1,000
fe~ while it ,was in 'Office.
Brigadier TOVELL.-That is wrong and
misleading.
Mr. CAIN.-:-When we were the G'Overnment in 194'6 .the price 'rose by 5d. Since
the present G'Overnment t'O'Ok 'Office the
price was increased by Is. 5d. and then
by another Is. 7d., making a total of 3s.
a 1,000 cubic feet. However, I ask members of the OpP'Ositi'On whether they can
name any 'Other co'mmodity which has
not risen in price during ,the last twelve
m'Onths.
Brigadier TOVELL.-Yes, h'Ouse rent!.
Mr. CAIN.-Apparently, the OpP'Osition desires that cont'rols be abolished.
If that be so, they had an opportunity
during the last few weeks to declare their
p'Olicyon that point.
Mr. OLDHAM.-You said that the price
of beer would not be increased; it has
gone up 2d. to-day.
Mr. CAIN.-Rent is ·the only item
which the Oppositi'On can name as not
having increased in price. Members of
the Opposition made no mention of house
rents during the Prahran by-election
campaign; they were not game enough to
do so then, nor are they courageous
,enough now to advocate an increase in
rents.
Members of the Opposition believe in the free opportunity of people to
do as they like. It is n'Ot true, a:s was
stated by the honorable member for Glen
Iris, that the Prices Decontrol Commissioner readily accepts the cO'st of
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producti'On and then adds a margin for
pr'Ofit. That statement is erroneous. I
invite members of the Opposition to ask
persons, particularly hotel keepers, who
have applied to the Commissioner for an
increase in the price of s'Ome commodity,
whether he accepts the basis mentioned
by the honorable member.
During the Prahran by-election the
Leader of the OpP'Osition said that the
Government had decided that the price of
beer would be increased on the 15th of
May. I repudiate the rstatement that any
time was fixed for an increase. What
has actually happened is that there has
been no increase in the price of draught
beer. There has been a rise of 2d. in the
cost of bottled beer, but as it is practically impossible to buy a botHe of beer
there has, in effect, been no increase.
Therefore the Leader of the Opposition is
wrong again. I have proved that the
Opposition, both as a G'Overnment and
as an Oppositi'On, completely failed to
make provision for an adequate supply of
gas f'Or the people. It has been left to
the present Government to tackle the
problem by ordering the necessary plant.
Before the Opposition ever returns to
office as a Government, we will have gas
from Morwell flowing into Melbourne and
into the country districts. Not only will
we do that but we will be producing a
small percentage of the gasoline used in
Victoria. I rand my party have been
critical of the Government in relation to
the increased price of gas. We have been
critical of the Government in other
matters also. I put it to all that price
control has been ineffective. The present
Government, and a'lso the previous
Ministry led by the Leader of the Opposition, will admit the tru'th of my statement. In Ma'rch 1949, the honorable
member for Malvern said, " price control
will go."
Mr. OLDHAM.-I did not say that.
Mr. CAIN.-For the last sixteen or
eighteen months, since the war scare
broke out, inflation has run riot in this'
country.
Apparently the Federal Government at l'ast has realised that something must be done to stem inflation, and
until appr'Opriate acti'On is ta'ken no State
Government will:be able to stop price increase's. I deplore the rise in the price
of gas and I oppose it. I am 'Opposed to
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the proposal of the Government to make
this increase. ,My party recently proposed to the Government that it should
take from the Prices Decontrol Commissioner the responsibility of authorizing
increased prices for gas. I agree with
the Leader of the Opposition that it
would not be a bad thing to leave control of the gas price within the charge
of the Prices Decontrol Commissioner
in the future, beoause he has a long
experience of fixing gas prices.
Mr. REID (Box Hill).-All members
have enjoyed 'the skilful speech of the
Leader of the Labour party, who has
shown great ingenuity in evad"ing the real
question hefore the House, namely, the
rise in the price of gas, which is adverse
to the interests of consumers. The honOI-able member has demonstrated that he
has a split personality, because in this
House he has put forward ingenious argumentsand has dragged red herrings
across the trail. Amongst other things
he has accused the Opposition of having,
when it was the Government, delayed the
progress of the gasification of brown coal.
In faot, it was his party that blocked the
plans to implement the recommendations
for the gasification of brown coal in Victoria. If the plans of 'the party to which
I belong, when it was the Government,
had been permitted to be put into effect
for the setting up of the gasification
plant, substantial progress would have
been made towards the production of gas
from brown coal.
I now turn to another point, which is
the major issue in this debate, and that is
the effect on the consumer of the latest
rise in the price of gas. The Leader of
the Labour party and his .followers are
totally different people when they go
before the electors.
During the last
election campaign· the propaganda of the
Labour party was based on the cry,
"Keep prices down." It was on that
policy that members of the Labour party
gained a great deal of support. It pretends to be a party supporting the interests of consumers, but it is pertinent to
ask whether the Labour party was
sincere in its election promises to act in
the interests of consumers.
I direct attention to the attitude of the
Labour party three years ago on the
same question of an increase in the price
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of gas. At that time the Leader of the
Labour party was in England, and the
Deputy Leader moved a motion for the
adjournment of the House in terms somewhat similar to the motion now being
The motion included the
discussed.
following words:The failure of the Government to 'protect
the gas consumers of this State by the
setting up a committee of inquiry to review
the structure and organization of the gas
industry and to advise what changes have
now become necessary to develop and
cheapen gas supplies. . .

The emphasis was on the point of the
interests of the consumers. It is proper
to ask to-night, where does the Labour
party stand concerning the interests of
consumers? The answer to my question
is that the Labour party is so anxious to
protect the present Government that it
has forgotten its election promises and,
of course, the interests of consumers.
The Labour party is so anxious to support the socialistic enterprises which it
has helped to set up that it has entirely
forgotten its promises to the electors. In
na tionalizing the gas industry the
Government is, of course, carrying out
the objective of the Labour party which
is kept rather.in the dark on the election
platform. It is because the Leader of the
Labour party is so anxious to put forward his political philosnphy that he
has forgotten the interests of gas consumers.
On nhe occasion on which the Deputy
Leader of the Labour party submitted
the motion to which I have referred, the
present Deputy Premier made the
following statement, which I think at
thts sta1ge it is 'Pertinent to quote:I am not surprised at the Labour party
submitting this motion. I do not think it
is the price of gas that is worrying its members so much as the policy of its party in
a~vo~ati~g the socialization of production,
dIstrIbutIOn and exchange. Its members are
trying to escape from that policy because
it has had serious repercussions. Despite
the efforts of certain sections to secure a
modification of that policy, Labour conferen~es. h~ve re-affirmed it again and again.
ThIS IS JUst another attempt to socialize one
Of. the industries of this State, and it certamly would not stop there. Eventually it
is the pur-pose to socialize everything in'
cludin:g the farming industry.

The Deputy Premier and his colleagues
went to the country on a platform which
puts private enterprise foremost. How..
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ever, last year the Country party Government set up the Gas and Fuel Cor.,.
poration.
Mr; CAIN.-Which your party supported.
Mr. REID.-Members of .the Oppo,.
sition pointed out th'e great dangers of
that Corporation. I remind the Leader
of the Labour party that members of the
Opposition opposed many aspects of the
Bill to set up the gas Corporation, and I
myself moved an amendment of the Bill
to curb the pow'ers of tha t body.
Because, this socialistic ideal has been
realized in the constituNon of the Victorian Gas and Fuel Corporation, and
hecause there is now .i.n existence a huge
national undertaking which, in the
future will have power to fix its own
prices~a privilege beyond any accredited
to 'private gas concerns-members of the
Labour party are so pleased about the
achievement of their socialistic objective
that they have forgotten the interests
of the consumers. In supporting their
Leader, members of the Labour party
are recreant to the trust that they
assumed to support the interests of consumers. In moving the motion, the
Opposition is actirig in the interests of
consumers and is trying to vindicate
their rights.
The electors, will judge members by
what happens to-night, and the action
of the Labour party in' not supporting
this motion in the interests of consumers
will be another step in the decline and
faU of uhat p'arty. The motion ,puts in
proper perspecUve the rights of the consuming community and informs the
people of Victoria that this ParUament
has power vastly superior to that of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation. I repeat that
in supporting the motion, Opposition
members are vindicating the interests of
the people of Victoria.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister ~f Transport).-Had I been a member of the
Opposition 'and had I desired to try to
embarrass the Labour party, I certainly
would not have selected this motion to
do so. I would have selected something
worth while, and would have collected
all the facts.
_ Brigadier TOVELL.-Is not this motion
worth whil'e?
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Mr. HYLAND.~It is not. It has been
moved only to embarrass members of
the Labour party. The Leader of the
Opposition had 30 minutes in which to
sta'te his case in support of the motion,
but he needed only 21 minutes. Usually,
the mover of a motion of this type requests an extension of time. However,
as the Leader of the Opposition had hot
properly collated his facts, he could not
submit an adequate case.
I shan
endeavour to clear up one or two aspects
that have been mentioned in the course
of the debate. The Leader of the Opposition st'ated that the present Government
had not followed up the ordering of coal.
Persons unaware of the real facts would
be led to believe that the first Hollway
Government was in office by itself, but
the truth is that half of the portfolios
were held by members of the Country
party. The firs't request for coal was
sent to England by that composite
Government, and orders had to be placed
for 100,000 tons of small coal in order
to obtain 20.000 tons of large coal. The
coal was shipped to Australia via South
Africa, and members said to the then
Minister of Transport-he is now the
member for Chisholm ,in the House of
Representatives-that anyone flying
from South Africa to Australia could
not lose the way as he would only
have to follow the track of the coal ships,
on which beacons were burning!
The composite Government then
ordered an additional 200,000 tons of
coal, orders being placed in South
Africa and India for 100,000 tons from
each country.
This quantity was
ordered during the time when the present
Leader of the Opposition was Premier
and was ill for about twelve months,
dUfiing which period the present Premier
was in charge of 'the Government.
Lieut.-CO'lonel LEGGATT.-He objected
to ordering the coal.
Mr. HYLAND.-The honorable member 'was not a member of Cabinet. The
Hollway Government ordered 350,000
tons of Indian coal, and to-night the
Leader of the Opposition saidtha t the
present Government had not followed up
that matter. We ordered 350,000 tons
of Indian coal. Orders were' placed
for 100,000 tons in February, 1951,
and for 450,000 tons later. To date
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this State has not received all the al~ow the discussion to proceed for 45
coal ordered by the Hollway-McDonald minutes heyond the expiration of the
composite Government.
The present two hours permitted by that Standing
Government has ordered 780,000 tons. Order.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of TransIn supporting his motion the Leader
of the Opposition said tha1t freight port).-Members of the Opposition
charges will become heavier; but stated that shipments of coa'l were not
they are coming down. The present arriving. I have mentioned the difficulty
Commonwealth Government must be of obta-ining col'l'iers, and :r wish to make
commended for the subsidy it is paying it dear that the State cannot say, "We
on imported coail. It has agreed to sub- will pay £10 a ton for freight on coal."
sidize Indian 'coal back to the f.o.b. price If that were done, the burden would fall
of New 'South Waoles 'coal. Any saving upon the Commonwealth Government,
will be paid into the Commonwealth because it has ,promised to subsidize the
Treasury; it will not come to the State. cost back to the f.o.b. price of New South
Wales ,coal, and-therefore it has the reMr. CAIN.-That is better than charg- iponsibili ty ot! ordering ships and paying
ing the cost to posterity.
freights. The present State Government
IMr. HYLAND.-It is. When I re- is working in close collaboration with
cently went to J:n d-ia , I was able to have the Commonwea'lth Government in this
the surcharge removed. From the 26th matter.
of February last, the Indian authorities
Doubtless, it will be of interest to memplaced a surcharge of 11 rupees on each bers to learn that the following ships
ton of coal exported; that was equal to have arrived or are due to arrive with£1 Os. 7~d. a ton. When a duty is placed -Indian coal:-The is.S. Harperley has
on an exportable product in Australia, finished discharging 8,'500 tons; the S.S.
it applies from ,the time news of its im- River Burnett -is at present unloading;
position appears in the press. However, the S.S. Graigddu is ,at present in dock;
the Indian authorities agreed to lift the the S.S. Union Power is now 110ading; the
duty on the first ,130,000 tons shipped, S.S. Hartismere will be ready to load apand from correspondence since received, proximately 9,000 tons on the 14th of
it is hoped that it willI be lifted on the this month; the S.S. Derryclare will be
ba'lance of the 450,000 tons on order. If loading -8,000 ,tons on the 25th of this \
that is done, it willimean a saving to the month; the S.S. Laurentian Lake will be
Commonwealth Government of £800,000. rea.dy to load approximately 9,000 tons
The Hollway Government did not oil th~ 31st of July; then will fol'1ow the
order one shipload of gas 'coal from S.$. West Bengal and the S.S. Bombay,
India, but 1: was able to persuade ,the which .wi'll 'make three trips ea'ch.
Indian Coal ControHer to permit the ex- The Sk{J,ubo will be ready to load in
port of 300,000 tons of gas coal, apal'1t August. Each sh'ip will bring approxifrom the other orders that were placed. mately 8,000 tons of gas-making coal.
Reverting to freight ,charges, I under- In the past difficul ty has been
stand that the Dominion of New Zeaiand experienced in getting gas-making coal
offered to pay £10 a ton as freight on out of India, but the Government of
South African coal, but that rate has that country has now agreed to export it.
since 'been reduced. The payment of The manager of the railways stated that
such a high rate prevented coal from he would expedite the delivery of
being hrought here from India. The State 1,000,000 tons a year, and the dock
could not order its 'Own shipping require- manager said that he would do' his
utmost so that the coal might arrive in
ments.
Victoria as exped~tiously as possible.
The SPEAKER (the' Hon. Archie These people are doing the job, and our
Michaelis) .-Order ! The time allowed
thanks are du~ to the Indian Government
by ,the Standing Orders for the debate whi:ch is helping us to overcome our coal
has now expired.
pr.oblems.
On the motion of Mr. McDONALD
:. 'TWo .Minis-ters of the Liberal party
(Premier _ and Treasurer) , Standing Government went to Queensland to
Order No. 8B was suspended so far as to negotiate -for 'CaU'ide coal. One went to
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the field at Oallide but the other travelled
only as far as Brisbane. Those Ministers
did nothing and ordered nothing. However, the present Administration made
arrangements to purchase Calli de coal,
and the Commonwealth Government
agreed to subsidize Victoria to such an
extent that the CalJ.ilde coa'l would cost
only five-sixths of the price of New South
Walles coal. The argument was put to
the Prime Minister and Senator Macleay
that as Callide coal had only five-sixths
of the heating value of New South Wales
coal, Victorian industries should not be
penalized by having to pay the same price
for Calli de coal and New South Wales
ActuaHy the ,600,000 tons of
coal.
Callide coal will be used in the Newport
" A "power-house, which generates electricity for metropolitan electric trains;
yet it has been stated that we are not
helping the metropolitan area.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis).-The time allowed the
honorable member has expired.
On the motion of Mr. DODGSHUN
(Chief Secretary), the Standing Orders
were suspended to enable the Minister of
Transport to continue his speech for
fifteen minutes.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-I thank the House for its
indulgence. The s:ta tement has been made
that When Calli de coal arrives in Victoria
it is not suitable for gas making, but it
was not purchased for tJhat purpose. We
know that it is no good for gas making
but it is suitable for railway locomotives
and f.or use at the Newport " A " powerhouse. Tests were made and proof was
obtained that Callide coal was suitable
before it was ordered. It has also been
stated that no Callide coal is M'riving in
Victoria. The fact is that as soon as
supplies were ordered the Government
communicated with Commonwealth Shipping Control, which agreed to provide
seven ships before the 30th of June to
bring Calli de coal to Melbourne and three
ships a month after that date. That
undertaking has been honoured, and
Victoria is receiving CaHide coal, despite
what the Opposition may say.
The Sout!h African Government ihas
placed an embargo on the export of any
coal until the 31st of July. After that
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date coal may be exported but certain
priorities will operate. Ships taking
phosphate to Africa will receive first
priority, Pakistan will get second
priority, and Australia third.
The
former Minister in Charge of Prices, the
present Deputy Leader of the Opposition,
was determined to call the Prices Commissioner in Victoria the "Prices Decontrol Commissioner.~' The officer was
called the Prices Decontrol Commissioner, but he was not permitted to
decontrol anything. At the first opportuni ty I in tend to seek the deletion of
the word "decontrol," because it is
anomalous that a man should be called
the Prices Decontrol Commissioner but
not allowed to decontrol any article.
It has been stated on many occasions
that the prices Minister increases or
lowers prices, but that is not correct. If
the Prices Decon trOll Commissioner fixes
the price of an article the prices Minister
of the day may suspend his order for 28
days and call for a report. If at the end
of that time the Commissioner does not
agree with the Minister, the suspension
must be removed and the increase ur
decrease in price takes effect. Under the
prices legi'Sla tion t!he Minister in Charge
of Prices has no say in the fixation of
prices, and conferences of prices Ministers
have developed into bodies determining
matters of policy.
Members of the Opposition have complained that the Gas and Fuel Corporation is permitted to fix its own price for
gas. The State Electricity Commissiorl
has since its inception been fixing the
price of electricity.
Surely if the two
organizations are to have the right tJ
supply power they should be given the
same right to fix charges.
I shall now indicate the increase in
the price ·of coal during the last twelve
months. In June, 1950, the price of
New South Wales coal was £3 11s. 9d.
f.o. w. Melbourne; to-day the price is
£5 1s. 9d., and I was informed this
afternoon tha t a further rise to
£5 2s. 9d. is pending. It is recognized that for every 5s. increase
in the price of coal the price of
gas must be increased 3d. a 1,000 cubic
feet; therefore the increased cost of coal
has meant an increase of 1s. 6d. in the
cost of producing gas in the last twelve
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months. If it were possible to look The Government regrets the necessity
into the affairs of the CorporaUon at for the increase in the price of gas, but
present it would be found that it has the Corporation could not possibly carry
an Lo.u. for £200,000, as a result of on without it. The Government desires
the price of gas being kept as low as that the Corporation should start off in
possible. No one would say that an the dght way, and it is hoped tha't by
organization should carryon and lose allowing the latest increase that will be
money just for the sake of saying, "We possible. I should like to make it clear
have kept the price of gas down." If that the Prices Branch did not increase
wages increase and the cost of coal rises the price of gas by 1s. 7d. a 1,000 cubic
the consumers of gas' Will have to face feet. I have a copy of the press statethe issue and realize that the Corpora- ment made by the Pvices Decontrol
tion must charge a high enough rate 10 Commissioner, Mr. J. F. Waldron, the
last paragraph of which readscover its expenses.
He announced that, in order to permit the
The return to the shareholders of the
Corporation is fixed, and it is laid down Gas and Fuel Corporation to meet its commitments, the returns from gas supplied by
that shares can be sold only to the the Metropolitan Gas Company and BrighGovernment. I am prepared to guarantee ton Gas Company would require to be
that quite a number of the shareholders. increased by 18. 7d. per 1,000 cubic feet
win want to sell their shares to t:he and 1s. 5d. per 1,000 cubic feet respectively.
Government when they receive only We intim'ated to the Corporation that
their guaranteed dividends. The Govern- if it wanted to pay its way and meet
ment will have to honour its under- its commitments the organization that
taking. No one wants to see a rise in had been m:aking the quaI'terly adjustthe price of any commodity if it is ments would make available its review
possible to avoid it. The Opposition of costs. I might mention that the idea
contends that something must be done to of quarterly adjustments was originated
keep the price of gas down, but it never by the former prices Minister, the present
defines what should be done. An aU- deputy Leader of the Oppositionembracing momon has been moved to the honorable member for Malvern
try to trap. the Labour party, but its -and, in my opinion, it was a good idea.
Leader promptly and most effectively The quarterly 'adjustment that was made
placed the onus on the Opposition by available was the one just finalized. In
referring to the Morwell gasification his press statement the honorable memscheme.
ber for Malvern saidThe Government has' done its utmost
The Government could not dodge responto get the gasification plant going at sibilty for this rise. Neither could the
prices Minister (Mr. Hyland) blame the
Morwell. An inquiry was made to see prices
Ministers' conference this time.
if it would be practicable for a pipe line
to be constructed from Morwell to the I have never blamed the conference of
sea to carry away the effluent. That State prices Ministers for the rise in the
work will cost money, but the Govern- price of gas and I resent that incorrect
ment is determined to obtain the money statement. At any time I am prepared
quickly, because it believes that the to take full responsibility for my actions.
gasification plant should be established This price-fixing legislation was the
as early as possible. Although the out- " baby" of the honorable member for
put of coal from New South Wales last Malvern; he was responsible for preventyear was a record, I understand that ing me from fixing the price of gas and
production throughout AustraUa was it is no use his squealing now. He has
3.000,000 tons' short of requirements. not been game to participate in this
The position will not improve; if it debate.
'Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-One or
remains static we will be most fortunate,
but I am afraid that production figures two facts emerge from the highly delightwill drop because men do not like work- ful speech of the Minister of Transport.
ing in mines when they can work under During
his
tirade he
spent
a
the conditions and obtain the pay that considerable part of the time telling the
are now offering in outside industry.
people what a wonderful man he has
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been in his efforts to increase coal supplies to Victoria. We all know of his
holiday jaunt to India. The Minister told
us how he arranged for ships to
bring coal to Victoria; he told
us about ,the CaHide coal that is
to be brought to Victoria, not for
the production of gas, but to be used
for the purpose of diverting gas coal
from other industries.
Members can
recall the famous holiday trip of the
Premier to Queensland during the
recent
Federal
election
campaign
when he .checked up on the peregrinations of the Minister of Transport during that honorable gentleman's search for coal. Any person listening to the debate' could be excused for
thinking that as a result of the efforts of
the Minister of Transport this State is
now flooded with coal. The fact remains
that there is still gas and power rationing in Victoria. The Opposition has done
its duty by directing attention to the
real fact, which is that we have not
adequate supplies of gas in Victoria at
the moment. Despite" the efforts of the
Minister of Transport gas rationing continues.
Another fact that emerges from the
Minister's contribution to the debate is
that he and the Leader of the Labour
party are in accord on one point, because
both mentioned it-the Leader of the
Labour party at the conclusi!on of his
speech and the Minister of Transport
toward the end of his contribution, Both
mentioned that the· State Electricity
Commission does not come within the
purview of the Prices Decontrol Commissioner. It must be remembered that
the appropriate legislation dealing with
prices was introduced by a Government
of which the Minister of Transport was
a member, after the defeat of the
Labour-sponsored Commonwealth referendum on the question of inserting
price control in the Oonstitution of the
Commonwealth. The Minister of Transport and I fought strenuously throughout
this State in opposition to the then
Leader of the Labour party in the Federal sphere, the late Mr. Chifley, and the
present Leader of the Federal Opposition,
Dr.' Evatt. Although the Minister of
Transport might at present favour rigid
price ,controls of all kinds, at that time he
did not.
Mr. Oldham.
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The Minister of Transport seems to
think that it is a good thing that the State
Electricity Commission is not subjected
to price controls.
He advocates the
removal of all forms of price control over
the Gas and Fuel Corporation so that
competition and free enterprise-if one
could have suoh a thing in connection
with these State socialized institutions
-could somehow assert themselves and
bring down prices of the essential commodities they produce. What surprised
me was that the Leader of the Labour
party put forwar<I exactlyJhe same proposition.
Mr. CAIN.-I put the reverse. I said
that I was in favour of price control
remaining over the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
Mr. OLDHAM.-That is not so, and I
was so astounded that I took particular
notice of the statement.
Mr. CAIN.-I said that I joined with the
Leader of the Opposition in the hope he
expressed that the Gas and Fuel Corporation would continue under the control of the Prices Decontrol Commissioner.
Mr. OLDHAM.-'-The Leader of the
Labour party will not deny that in the
final analysis he has control over the present Government.· I'f he believes that
the Gas and Fuel Corporation should still
remain under price control all he has to
do is to tell the Ministry to take appropriate action. It is purely a matter of
administration. The Hollway Government did not dodge its responsibility in
that regard-the famous episode Concerning the Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Hoard when Mr. Carter was the
chairman of the Board, is 'an example of
tha't.
I now hear the honorable member for
Mentone interjecting. He has been the
champion of price control in this House
for some time and he has little right to
obtrude upon this debate. Now that th~
Gas ·and Fuel Corporation is operating
his constituents· in Mentone will have to
pay a higher price than ever before for
gas. I repeat the statement t.hat I made
to the pr,ess, that the· recent rise in
price was· the responsibility of the
Minister in Charge of Prices.
I sh3.11
not refer·;to him as one of the "worms
in the tin,", but despite' his spurious
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excuses he must acknowledge that
he has full control in this matter. In
connection with the price of butter and
many other things, he has sheltered behind the conference . of State prices
Ministers, but in ,this -instance he puts the
blame on "Waldron "-that is how he
has referred to the Prices Decontrol Commissioner on numerous occasions.
At
any time the Minister could continue control over the prices charged by the Gas
and Fuel Corporation'.
Mr. HYLAND.-I 'ca!lnot control prices.
Mr. OlJDHAM.-Th'e ,Minister has a
right to do it under the existing legisla tion. If he claims that he has not the
power--and I say that he has-then the
Government and its "stooges" in the
Ministel'lial corner can pass the necessary
legislation to give it power. The Government can get the necessary authority
either WfiY. It is sheer hypocrisy to
claim that some one else .is responsible
for the rise -in the price of gas, and for
the Labour party to make heroic efforts
on behalf of the housewives in this matter. When I was the Minister in Charge
of Prices and an upward adjustment was
made in the price of gas a loud waU
went up from the Trades Han Council,
the Labour party, and from those sections of the people who pose as the protectors of tlle consumers' interests.
When the present Government came into
office and doubled or trebl'ed the price
of gas it received three cheers from the
Labour "boys."
During the debate in this Chamber on
the legislation constituting the Gas and
Fuel Corporation starry-eyed theories
were advanced by the Labour party; its
supporters claimed that private profit
motives having been removed from the
industry all would be well, the workers
at the' gas company ~would toil for love,
the price of gas ~ould come down and
the ,Government would be justified in
bringing 'the Corporation into existence.
We an :know what has actually happened.
The sooner the Government and the
Labour party face up to their real responsibilities so far as the prices control
question ,is concerned, the sooner there
will be ,relief for the community which is
suffering and staggering under the burden of inflation andcontinua,l price rises
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which in the last twelve months have
been many more times higher than those
tha t occurred during the regime of the
Hollway Government. When our Government was in office there was no gas
rationing and there was plenty of· coal
for industry. In the Labour controlled
State of New South Wales industry was
brought to a standstill 'for three months
owing to a stoppage of coal production in
that State. In Victoria, however, industry continued and no wages were lost.
IMil'lions of pounds were paid out in
New South 'Wales by the Chifley Government for unemployment relief. The Victorian Government kept industry going
and produced the taxation necessary to
pay unemployment relief in the sister
State. The then :Federal Treasurer, Mr.
Chifley, handed to the Vi-ctorian Government an amount of £1,000,000 to meet
the increased cost of coal' during the
stoppage, and pe expressed his thanks
for the good effort that the' Hollway
Government had made to keep industry
going in Victoria.
The sooner that
members on 'both sides of the House
face up to their responsibilities in regard
to the real solution of the problem,
which is the removal of the Communist control on thp production
of coal, the sooner will production increase, and the sooner will absenteeism
and aN other Communist activities disappear from our economy. Then I believe we shall find ourselves in a position
in which the business in this House will
not be hindered by hypocritical discussion
such as has been heard to-night from
two Ministers and from members of thP
Labour party.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I was
astounded at the way in which the Deputy Leader of the Opposition presented
his case. When, previously, he was
briefed by Sir 'Harold Luxton and his
happy men :from the Metropolitan
Gas Company, he was interesting to
listen to, but to-night, when he is th'rown
on his own resources. we realize how little
he knows about the case. The honorable member has touched upon. every
aspect except that relating to the motion
submitted by his Leader. I can understand his taking umbrage, because his
Leader who submitted the adjournmen t
motion relegated him to the position of
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last speaker. The" :heir presumptiVe"
was allowed to come in "fi~st wicket
down."
The honorable member for Malvern
stated that when the Liberal party was
in office there was no industrial turmoil
but there was plenty of coal ·and no one
was out of work in Victoria. He did
not state, however, that the 'late Mr.
Chifley, when he was Prime Minister of
Australia, had to give to the Victorian
Government more than £1,756,000 because of loss of work in this State
through lack of coat If plenty of coal
was available, why were negotiations
entered into with India for the supply of
450,000 tons which the Hollway Government claimed to have or-de red ?
The Leader of the Opposition criticized
the poJ.i!cy of those members who are now
sitting in the Ministerial corner endeavouring to guide the destiny of the
State to the best of their ability in
accordance with the policy of the Labour
party. Certainly the party which I represent opposed the legislation proposed by
the Hollway Administration, and was It
any wonder? The prgposal of that
Government was to commit posterity to
the repayment of millions of pounds to
be expended on imported coal which
would go up in smoke. Only by theattitude adopted by members of ,the Labour'
party were the !State's finances ,in respect
of coal placed on a sound basis.
The honorable member for Malvern indulged in a tirade agains't Communism.
I do not know what he will do when that
bogey has been finished with. He did not
mention that Howard Smith Limited had
been suspended by the Australian Steve~
doring Industry Board. I have no doubt
that most members have witnessed the
musica.J comedy, "Annie Get Your Gun."
I am 'cer-tain that the Leader of the
Opposition typifies the theme song, "I
can do everything better than you."
Every speech made in this Chamber by
the Leader of the Opposition is to the
effect that he has done everything better
than anyone else.
I believe that in the honorable member
for Box Hill the Labour party has a convert. He said that in 1949 the Labour
party viewed \yith grave concern this
State's approach to the problem of gas.
Mr. Galvin.
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The Leader of the Labour party was overseas then and, in his 'absence, members of
the party decided to submit an adjournment motion to direct the attention of the
Government to the position. I now read
the text of my remarks on that occasion
as recorded on page 3094 of volume 228 of
HansardI wish to move the adjournment of the
House for the purpose of discussing a
definite matter of urgent public importance,
namely, "the failure of the Government to
protect the gas consumers of the State by
setting up a committee of inquiry to review
the structure and organization of the gas
industry and to advise what changes have
now become necessary to develop and
cheapen gas supplies to all types of consumers and to make recommendations in
connection therewith."

Can anyone reasonably criticize (the attitude of the Labour party? Could we
not visualize the position with which this
State would be confronted in the next
two or three yearos? Were we not
justified in scraping the Hollway Government from the Treasury bench and replacing it with a Government that would
honour its ·dbligaHons to the consumers
of gas in Victoria hy ·carrying out the
policy whiCh was originally laid down by
the Cain Government during its term of
office? U the Honway Government had
continued its policy, we should now have
been no farther advanced than we were
then in relation to the production of gas
fr-om brown coal in the 'Morwell district.
There has Ibeen some criticism of
Callide coal. I wish to compare
that coal with Maitland and other
coa'ls. CaHide coal has a calorific
value of 10,400
British
thermal
units as compared with 9,000 for
briquettes, 10,197 for State Coal
Mine .western area, 11,122 for State Coal
Mine Dudley area, and 13,625 for Maitland coal. The ash content of Callide
coal is 10.48 per cent., as compared with
2.10 per cent. for briquettes, 18.17 per
cent. for State Coal 'Mine western area,
11.72 per cent. for State Coal Mine
Dudley area, and 8.46 per cent. for Maitland coal. It ·will be noted that Calli de
coal is of far better analysis than State
Coal Mine coal from either the western
or the Dudley area.
I direct attention to those. ,figures to
reveal how the Hollway Government
faileil to stand up to its obligations in
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regard to the supply of coal to Victoria.
That Government would not encourage
the importation into Victoria of Callide
coal. One of the greatest blots on the
history of this State was the administration of government while the present
Leader of the Opposition was Premier.
I do not lay at his door all the blame 'because his team was not as strong as it
might have been, but the Leader of the
Opposition must accept some responsibi:Hty beoause he was Leader of ,the
Government ,at that time.
Victoria
can now look ·more optimistically toward the future in relation to gas
supplies than can any other State in
the
Commonwealth.
Victoria
has
praotically,an unlimited supply of hrown
coal in Gippsland ,and other ·areas.
Mr. OLDHAM.-New South Wales 'is not
without black coal supplies.
Mr. GALVIN.-New South Wa'les has
not the supply of Maitland coal which it
was generally considered to have. Therefore, Victoria is much more favourably
situated than is New South Wales for
the productio'n of electrical power and
gas.
In relation to the commencement of
operations of the Gas and Fuel Corporation, which took over the undertakings
of the Brighton and Metropolitan gas
companies only on last Sunday week,
this is the position as recorded in the
Argus of the 27th of June, 1951The two companies were on the verge of
insolvency.
Another two years-perhaps
only one-would have written finis to them.
Let's look at the Metropolitan Gas Company.
It was operating on bank overdraft-a
£2,500,000 <bank overdraft.
It was losing
money hand over fist with no immedi'a te
prospect of doing anything else. It COUldn't
pay dividends and it COUldn't raise capital.
The company could no longer spend money
on urgent capital works because it was
shunned on the financial market. Investors
just aren't interested in a company which
can't pay dividends.
There is not the
slightest doubt that the Metropolitan Gas
Company would have closed its doors before
now had it not been for the bank which
financed the huge overdraft.

That report sets out clearly the position
with which the Labour party was confronted. It was 'forced to choose between
two alternatives, the first of which was
to permit the Honway Government to
retain office which would have resulted
in an increase in the ,prke of gas without
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an adequate supply being made available, or to get rid of the Hollway
Government and perhaps have an adequate supply of gas at a reasonable price.
The Labour party chose to get rid of the
Hollway Government, which had dillydallied with the gas and power situation
of this State for too long, and support a
Government Which would try to do something to solve one of the State's greatest
problems.
.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) .-The extended time allowed
for the discussion of this motion has
expired.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. Archie 'Michaelis in the chair)Ayes
24

36

No~

Majority
motion

against

the
12

AYES.

Mr. Blo'ck
Mr. Bolte
Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Lieu t.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Guye
Lieu t.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Hollway
Sir George Knox
Mr. Leckie
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Mr. Mack

Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald
(Dundas)

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Norman
Mr. Oldham
Mr. Reynolds
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Whately.
Tellers:

Mr. Reid
I Mr. Tyack.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Sir
Mr.

Barclay
Barry
Brose
Cain
Cochrane
Cook
Corrigan
Dodgshun
Doube
Dunn
Fewster
Fulton
Galvin
Holland
Holt
Hyland
Lemmon
Albert Lind
McDonald

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Merrifield
Mitchell
Morton
Moss
Mutton '
O'Carroll
Randles
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Stoneham
Sutton
Towers
White
(Allendale)

Mr. White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Buckingham

(Shepparton) , Mr. Ruthven.
PAIRS.

Mr. Ireland
Mr. Rylah

Mr. Hayes

IMr.
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COAL MINE WORKERS PENSIONS
(CONTRliBUTIONS)

SELECT COMMITTEE (EGG AND EGG
PULP MARKETING) BILL.

BILL.

Mr. MOSS (Minister of Mines) presen ted a message from His Excellency the
Lieutenant-Governor, as deputy for the
Governor, recommending that an appropriation be made, from the Consolidated
Revenue for the purposes of a BHI "to
amend section 23 of the Coal Mine
Workers' Pensions Act 1942."

A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. MOSS (Minister
of Mines), the Bill was brought in and
read a first time.
VERMIN AND NOXIOUS WEEDS
(~NANCIAL) BILL.
Sir, ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands) presented' a message from His
Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor, as
deputy for the Governor, recommending
than an appropriation be made from the
Consolida ted Revenue for the purposes of
a Bill "to amend !Section 28 of the
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Act 1949."",
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.

Prisons) Bill.

lUre MOSS (Minister of Agriculture)
presented a message from His Excellency
the Lieutenant-Governor, a~ deputy for
the Governor, recommending that an
appropriation be made from the Consolidated Revenue fOT the purposes of a
Bill "relating to a certain Select Committee of the Legislative Asem'bly, and
for oth.er purposes."

A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Committee and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. MOSS (Minister
of Agriculture), the Bill was brought in
and read a first time.
STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Tfeasurer) (By leave).-I move--~f

.That Mr. Morton be appointed a member
the Standing Orders Committee.

The motion was agreed to.
LffiRARY COMMITTEE.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) (By leave).-I move--That Mr. Doube be appointed a member o,f
the Library Committee.

The motion was agreed to.
On the motion of Sir ALBERT LIND
(Minister of Lands), the Bill was brought
in and read a first time.
WINCHELSEA COAL MINE BILL.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Mines) presented a message f'I"om His ExceHency the
Lieutenan't-Governor, as deputy for the
Governor, recommending that an appropriation be made from the Consolidated
Revenue for the purposes of a Bill " rela ting to the purchase working and sale
of an open-cut brown coal mine near
Winchelsea."
A resolu'tion in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in' Committee and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. MOSS (Minister
of Mines), the. BHI. was brought in and
read a first time.'

CRI:MES (REFORMATORY PRISONS)
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).
- I move-That this Bill be now read a second, time:

The need for this measure arise:s' out of
the closing of the reformatory prison ,at
Castlemaine and the opening of the new
reformatory at Langi Kal, Kal. The'
Castlemaine institution w~ originally a
gaol, and was proclaimed as a reforma-,
tory prison under section 523 of the:
Crimes Act. A ttached to the Castle-,
maine prison was a small area of poor
farm land, and it was found that the
instituti.,on was an inappropriate' place
for reformatory treatment of deHnquent
boys. An area of approximately 4,000
acres of land was acquired at Langi
Kal Kal to replace the Castlemaine
institution.
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The main reason for the BiU is that
there is no existing provision for revoking the order proclaiming Castlemaine a
reformatory.
A youth committed to,
Castlemaine and allowed out on probation
must, if recommitted, be sent to Castlem'aine, and legally cannot be sent to Langi
Kal !{al, which was opened in February
of
this
year.
The
Government
has taken the first available -opportunity
to rectify the anomaly that exists.
As I am asking members to agree to
the passage of this Bill to-night, I shall
now explain the clauses. Section 523 of
the principal Act empowers the Governor
in Council by order to set apart any
gaol or other tsuitable place to be a
reformq tory prison. Once made, an
order is irrevocable, unless the Act confers power of revocation. It is necessary
to obtain authority to revoke the order
proolaiming Castlemaine as a reformatory prison under this section. Clause 2,
therefore, empowers the Governor in
Council to revoke, amend, or vary any
order previously made setting 'apart a
place to be a refor-ma tory prison.,
Seotion 529 of the principal Act empowers the Board to permit persons
detained in a reformatory prison to leave
the prison temporarily to test their
reform, during which Hme they remain
in the legal custody of the superintendent of the prison .from which they
are paroled. Castlemaine reformatory
having been closed, per.sons on parole
ca:nnot remain in the legal custody of the
superintendent of a place which now does
not exist. The amendment contained in
sub-clause (1) of clause 3 is designed to
meet this situation by providing that, in
such circumstances, a person on parole
shaH be deemed to continue in the legal
custody of the Indeterminate Sentences
Board, and so enable the Board to reclaim a prisoner who, while on parole,
has misbehaved or broken the conditions
of his parole. As Casrtlemaine ceased to
be used as a reformatory prison ·on the
14th of February, 1951, and before this
enabling legislation could be passed,
sub-clause (2)' is retrospective in its
applica tion to cover what was done in
the best interests of the inmartes between
the time Castlemaine was closed and
now. This provision is needed i.mmediately, and I ask members to expedite its
passage.
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Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-It is obvious that members have
not had an opportunity to examine the
provisions of this measure, but the Chief
Secretary furnished me with certain
information in advance, and also made it
clear that he desired the Bill to be passed
through alll stages to-night and submitted to the Council as soon as possible.
I am quite prepared to assist to expedite
the passage of the Bin, which is purely
a machinery measure. It seeks to rectify
an anomaly that has arisen as a result
of the closing of the Castlemaine reforma tory and the opening of the Langi
Kal Kal Training Centre. The Bill does
not extend existing legislation other than'
to allow the Governor in Council to
revoke an .order proclaiming a reformatory prison. .The Governor in Council
has the power to proclaim any prison
or place a reformatory prison, but cannot revoke that order. It is quite apparen t that if there is power to proclaim a
reforma tory prison, there should also be
power to close it. I do not think there
will be any objection to that proposal.
Under section 5'29 ·of the Crimes Act
any prisoner in a reformatory may be
released on parole. If he gets into
trouble subsequently he 'may be recalled,
but by existing l'egislation he comes under
the jurisdiction of the superintendenrt of
the reformatory prison from which he
was par.oled. It can be seen, therefore,
that now the institution at Castiemaine
is closed any prisoner released on
parole .from that reform a tory is nart
legaNy bound to any person. Tha t
position ,ought to be corrected as soon
as possible. Clause 3 O'f the Bill amends
section '52'9 of the Crimes Act, and provides that where a reform a tory prison
is . closed any paroled prisoner is bO'und
to the Indeterminate Sentences Board,
and that 'the [Board can take oharge of
him and place him in any other reformatory prison.
It is obvious that this
Bill is necessary, particularly the
retrospective provision in sub-clause (2)
of clause 3.
.Mr. DODGSHUN.-Which will validate
what has already been done.
'
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-When· it
was known that the Langi Kal Kalland
was to be acquired and that the Castlemaine reformatory was to be closed down,
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the necessary action should have been
taken. I do not blame the Chief Secretary for not having done so, but his
Department should have been more alert
and. should have foreseen the necessity to
bring down an amending Bill last year.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The Department is
very efficient.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGA TT.-I have
every reason to agree. I commend the
Bill to the House.
STONEHAM
(Midlands).-I
Mr.
support the Minister in his plea to the
House to treat the Bill as urgent, and I
thank the honorable member for
Mornington for his consideration of the
matter. Since the prison farm at CastIemaine has ceased to function as such,
the area has been lying idle. It is true,
as the Minister stated, that the land is
mostly of poor quality, but adjoining
land holders are interested in the ·area.
However, nothing can be done until the
Bill has been passed. As soon as the
measure becomes law, it wHI be possible
to proceed with the work of bringing the
land under production.
The motion was agreed to.
The BiU was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Power to revoke, amend ::>r
vary orders setting apart reformatory
prisons).
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I thank members for the expedition
with which 'they have treated the Bill.
I could have said more on the subject
during my second-reading speech, but
I shall take the opportunity now to tell
the honorable member for Midlands that
the present Government and also previous Governments appreciated the
generous assistance and interest of the
people of Castlemaine during the time the
Castlemaine reformatory was used. The
action of the people of Castlemaine had
a big influence on the boys who were
sent to that institution. The record of
the Castlemaine reformatory is not so
tragic as one might imagine, as the
figures indicate that of the boys who were
sent there 60 per cent. were reformed.
Mr. STONEHAM (Midlands).-It was
graceful of the Chief Secr~tary to pay a
compliment to the people of Castlemaine,

and his remarks are justified. It can be
truthfully said that the State owes a debt
of gratitude to the community of Castlemaine for the great interest the local
people took in the welfare of the boys in
the reformatory. The welfare and social
committee of local citizens, by providing
entertainments, special food and other
amenities for the young prisoners, contributed much toward their rehahi'lHation. The only request I now have to
make to the Chief Secretary is that the
Public Works Department should not be
too hasty in disposing of the land until
the local residents have had an opportunity to establish within the walls of
the old prison a valuable decentralized
industry.
I

The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
BENDIGO (ROSAL1!ND PARK) LANDS
BnL.

Sir ALBERT LIND
Lands).-I move--

(Minister

of

That this Bill be now read a second time.

In moving the second reading of this Bill,
r assure honorable members that,
although the measure is technical and
covers much ground, I shall be as brief
as possible. The purpose of the measure
is the redefining of an area known as
Rosalind Park, at Bendigo. Doubtless,
the sporting members of this House are
familiar with that reserve. They know
it is a favoured part of the Bendigo district, and very attractive to the sporting folk of the State, more particularly
when the" Bendigo Thousand" is being
run. It is, of course, ,well known to the
honorable member for Bendigo, and also
to Sir George Lanse'll and Mr. Grigg, Who
represent the Bendigo Province in the
Legislative Council.
As I said hefore, the Bill provides for
the redefining of Rosalind Park, for the
reason that at present it consists of something like seventeen different reservations
of land.
Some of the areas have been
permanently reserved for specific purposes. On one piece of land there is a
police building, on' another a post and
telegraph office, and on another area a
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buHding conducted by a welfa;re organiza- actual occupancies by the several iOetion. There are also a number of roads partments do not wholly conform to the
which, although named, have never been gazetted boundaries, as it has been found
properly surveyed. However, under the necessary, since the dates of the reservaprovisions of this Bill, the park, when tions, for Departments to agree to vary
redefined, will be reduced from seventeen the occupations to meet altered circumto four reservations.
I have a plan of stances. For instance, one educational
the area, which I submit for the infor- institution is partly on an area permanmation of honorable members.
I am ently reserved for a gaol.
sure they will agree that it is high time
So, to overcome the legal technicalities
something was done to improve the' with regard to the changes in occupation,
present complicated position relating to it is proposed that all the Crown lands
the area in question.
so occupied by Departments should be
Before I proceed further with my subject to comprehensive reservation for
Thereafter,
explanation of the Bill, I desire to give governmental purposes.
credit to an officer 6f the Lands -Depart- changes in departmental requirements
ment for the work he has done in con- would not need the sanction of Parlianection with this Bill. It has taken him ment or the Governor in Council, as the
a considerable ,time to prepare all the case now requires.
data necessary .for its presentation, more
At present there are seventeen .sepaparticulaTly in connection with the sur- rate reserves in the Rosalind park area,
veys and other matters. The work en- but, on the passIng of this measure, this
tailed in connection with this measure number will 'be reduced to four.
The
has given that officer a worrying time, resultant simplification in control and of
but ultimately, although he has not records ,can be appreciated. 'The passing
enjoyed good health, he reached his of this measure will also enable effect
objective. TherefoTe, Jam now able to to be given to the matters I will now
place before the House plans of the areas mention.
in question, and also the full story
Firstly, Park-road can be provided for
relative to the different holdings.
To
as
a public highway.
This road is in
that officer-----Mr. Luly-I wish to pay a
use as a public thoroughfare and bisects
tribute.
the existing park reserve, though it has
Mr. LEMMoN.----He is a very good never been excised from it. As a matter
officer, and so was his father.
of fact, this road is essential for access
'Mr. SHEPHERD.-Mr. iLuly has been of to the several Government institutions
great assistance also to many muni- inside the park boundaries.
cipalities.
Secondly, the Bill upon enactment will
Mr. GALVIN.-The officer who made confirm a decision reached some twelve
the surveys is Mr. Eric White. He also years ago whereby substantial police
deserves credi t.
offices were erected partly on portion of
Sir ALBERT LIND.-The main pur- the park at BUll-street, the remainder
pose of the BiB is to enable the Rosalind of these offices being on a portion of the
park reservation located in the centre of pubUc buildings site on which the Law
the City of Bendigo to be redefined to Courts are erected. These police builda'ccord with a recent survey, and to ings had, perforce, to be subsequently
enable adjustments to be made between extended when the Commonwealth
the boundaries of the existing reserve authorities took over control of the ,gaol
and those of abutting public and govern- for 1939-1945, war purposes. This gaol
mental reserves. Rosalind park, though which is now in course of renovation
known by that name, is actually reserved as such, is on the gaol reserve located
for public recreation, and is much used within the park itself.
for that purpose.
The passage of this Bill will also enInside this reserve, but not forming able an extension to be made of the
part of it, are a number of other reserves baby health centre site at the Charing
which are used for educational, police, Cross corner; the use of portion of the
and penal purposes.
However, the park for this purpose was authorized by
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the Bendigo Land Act of 1935.
The
structure and its approach are actually
erected
on
girders
laid . across
the Bendigo creek which traverses Rosalind park as a well-defined stone-pitched
channel, some 10 ,feet deep.
The Commonwealth authorities desire
to erect an automatic telephone exchange
at Bendigo, and the logical place for this
is adjoining the main post office, which
abuts the park.
This post office was
originally erected by the State upon
portion of the land obtained .by reducing
the width of Pall Mall as effected by the
Sandhurst Public Buildings Act of 1882.
The post office property was transferred
to the Commonwealth when it assumed
control of postal services 50 years ago.
The extra area now desired' has a frontage of 66 feet with a depth of about 195
feet, . and is located between the post
office 'and the creek.
No general or
specific public interest is at stake, but 3
greater pubUc need will be met by the
construction· of an automatic telephone
exchange in this important country
municipality. The pass'ing of this me~
sure wi'll resul't in the area now under
notice again becoming Crown land, freed
of all restrictions, and the State will be
in the position to sell the land to the
Commonwealth under the provisions
of the Oommonweal,th Land Acquisitbn
Act.
.
A portion of the reserve is used conjointly for agricultural shows and
athletics,
the
annual
" Bendigo
Thousand" and "Bendigo Gift" foot
races being decided on this portion of
the reserve. With reference to the showground occupancy, I desire to mentiun
that recently an area of about 50 acres
of Crown land in Holmes-road was reserved for showgrounds 'and public
recreation in the interests of the Bendigo
Agricultural Show Society, which has in
view the development of the site for
those purposes. The Holmes-road site
is about I! miles north-westerly from
Rosalind park. The Bendigo City Council
'has control of the par:k which, as I have
said, is e)dtensively used for recreation,
and portions are laid out in lawns
shrubberies, and so on. The council is i~
agreement with the underlying principles of this Bill, and it has been supplied with a copy of the recent survey
Sir Albert Lind.
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plan. There are no objections by Government Departments to these proposals.
Copies of the survey plans have been
furnished to the Chief SecrErtary's Department and the Education Department, as
well as the Bendigo City Council.
I might mention that as the Bendigo'
creek traverses the reserve as a stonepitched channel, it has been deemed
advisable to re-reserve the Rosalind park
area for public recreation and drainage.
There are several footbridges across the .
creek,inside the park boundaries, and
much storm water flows into the channel
from within and. outside the park
boundaries.
.
Opportunity has been taken to include in the schedule to this Bil:l provision for. the revocation of a permanent
reservation of 'a short dead-end right-ofway, 160 feet in length, abutting one of
the boundaries of Rosalind park. This
right-of-way has not been used as such
for many years and, in fact, is subject
to an unused road licence issued 'by my
Department under the Local Governmen t Act.
There is no reason why this
right-of-way should 'be reopened. For
the past ten years an unused 'road
licence has been held by the Commercial
Bank at an annual rental of £10, which
is paid up to date. Under tfuis Bill this
right-of-way would again become Crown
land freed of all restrictions, and my
Department ,would then take steps 'with
the view of selling ,the a,rea to the 'abutting owner-under the Land Act the sale
price must be determined by an appraiser.
Clause 1 cites the short title of the
measure, namely, the Bendigo (Rosalind
Park) Lands Act 1951, and provides that
the Act shall come into operation on it
day to be fixed by proclamation of the
Governor in Council, published in the
Government Gazette. The reason for a
proclama,tion date is to afford the Department and the Bendigo City Council an
opportun'ity to attend to the consequential
administrative matter of formulating
regulations for the care, protection, and
management of the re-reserved Rosalind
park.
Sub-c1ause (1) of clause 2 revokes the
specified Orders in Counci[, and any
other such orders or proclamations
relating to the lands ,referred to in the
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First Schedule. Sub-clause (2) repeals
the Sandhurst Public Buildings Act of
1882 so far as it rei a tes to any of the
lands referred to in the Fi,rst and Fourth
Schedules. That Act reduced the width
of Pall 'lYIall from four chains to two
chains, and prescribed that parts of the
land thereby obtained be ·added to Rosalind park, while the remainder was to be
used for public buHdings. On this public
buildings area are erected the post office,
the law courts, and part of the police
offices.
Sub-clause ('3) 'revokes the Crown
grant issued for the Rosalind park site
.in 1863. Sub-clause (4) provides that
the lands referred to in the First and
Fourth Schedules shall again become
Orown lands freed from .all reservations,
restrictions, and the like. Sub-clause (5)
is a saving clause whereby the operation
of any proclamation under the Gaols
Act of 1928 wHl not be affected by the
passing of this measure.
In sub-'Clause (1) of alause 3 is provision for the Governor in Council to
effect the following reservations under
the iLand Acts:(a) the

redefined site for public
'recreation and drainage described in the Second Schedule.

(b) the site for

governmental purposes, as defined in the Third
Schedule, being the departmental reserves located wivhin
'the Rosalind park site.

(c) the site for

governmental purposes described in the Fourth
Schedule, being the sHe now
occupie'd by the law courts
and Uhe police offices.

(d) the enlarged site

of the baby
health centre, as defined in the
Fifth Schedule.

Sub-clause (2) retains to the Crown
the rights of foot-way and carriage-way
to and from the reserve for governmentall purposes to which there is no
road access. The rou te of this access
is along an existing vehicle track adjacent to the north-western boundary of
the .governmental purposes area described in 'Uhe Third Schedule.
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Claus'es 4 and 5 'contain the usual
authority and direction to the Registrar
of Titles to act in consequence of the
passing of this Bill, and the customary
provision that no liability is to attach to
the Crown.
The First Schedule contains particulars of ,vhe seventeen reservations which
are to be revoked by this measure. It
will be noticed that these reservations
are for public recreation, gaol, police
purposes, and tmb'lic purposes-State
school, continuation school, high school,
educational purposes, baby health centre,
and right-of-way purposes.
The Second Schedule defines the new
reserva tron for public recrea tion and
drainage purposes, the total area being 63
acres 1 rood 9 2/10 perches. The Third
Schedule describes the new comprehensive reserve .for governmental purposes
which replaces 'the separate reservations
for educational, police, and penal purposes, the total area being 1'3 acres 1 rood
15 perches.
The Fourth Schedule relates to the
second of the new reservations for
governmental purposes on which the
police offices and law courts are erected
at the corner of Pall Mall and Bull-street
-area, 2 roods 26 perches. The Fifth
Schedule defines the enlarged baby
health centre containing 2,6 9/10 perches;
the original area was 16 3/10 perches.
'I have told the story underlying the
Bill, which will save much work in the
Lands Department. I shall be pleased
to supply any further information
desired by members, to whom I commend
the measure.
On the motion of Lieut.-Colonel
LEGGATT (Mornington) the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, July 17,
STATE DEVELOPMENT BIlL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr.
HYLAND (Minister of Transport), was
rea'd a first time.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the mo~ion of Mr.
DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary), was read·
a first time.
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MILK BOARD BILL.
The debate (adjourned from June 27)
on the motion of Mr. Moss (Minister of
Agriculture) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT (Caulfield).
-This Bill relates to the supply and distribution of milk in the metropolitan
area, and in my opinion is tpe most importan t measure so far submitted this
session. It deals with our most perishable and important food, and also puts
into a completely new relationship every
aspect Df the milk industry, which has
not had the recogn'ition in the community which it deserves. In the milk
industry there are probably 4,000 producers and at least 400 retailers, each of
whom has a large vested financial interest.
In the few years I have had
dealings either in a direct or indirect
way with the dairying -industry it has
grown not only in importance and in
volume, but its standards and every
aspect 'of hygiene have improved. The
result is that to-day milk retailed in the
metropoli'tan area and proclaimed milk
'districts compares more than favourably
with that sold anywhere else in Australia, and is equal to any supply in the
world. I consider that the industry i!1
Victoria i,s now on a satisfactory basis.
It is important to remember that because of its perishable nature milk has
to be transported and distributed every
day in the week. Approxim'ately 130,000
gallons of milk are required in the metropoiitan area every day, for which the
producer is paid, in round figures, 2s. 9d.
a gallon and for which the consumer
pays, on the average, 4s. 9d. a gallon.
The producer therefore, receives at least
£500;000 and the consumer pays more
than £1,000,000 a month.
I am not
presenting these figures critically; I am
merely pointing out that the milk industry deals with a perishable food in
quantities that I do not think are
sufficiently appreciated. A further point
is that the price of milk is a very important factor iIi the basic wage index.
I ask members to look at this major measure meticulously and not .to hasten their
consideration of it. In my opinion, it
should be looked at with microscopic
caire because not only does i,t relate to a
large industry but in many ways it tends

Bill.

completely to revolutionize the good
basis on whIch that industry now rests.
Basically, the Bill has three objectives.
First, it deals with the financial basis of
the Milk Bo"ard; secondly, it presents
amendments which are des'igned to overcome a number of alleged weaknesses;
and, thirdly, it consolidates four Acts of
Parliament. I should like br'iefly to ,deal
wi th each of those aspects.
Under the MHk Board Act of 1935, by
which tihe Board was constituted, it was
laid down that the funds of the Board
were to be obtained on a contributory
basis from the retailers, and the rate
fixed at th'at time was id. a gallon.
The Board wisely ,found that it could
continue to operate with a lower rate,
and there was a gradual reduction until
in 1949 the charge was 1/10th of a penny
a gallon on turnover. The 'majority of
the retailers in the business were happy
about ,it, but a discontented minority
challenged the basis of the levy in the
High Court of Australia.
The court's
decision was that as the levy amounted
to an excise duty it was ultra vires the
Constitution, and that basis of finance to
the Board was wiped out.
Since the court's decision the Board
has operated without contributions from
anybody, drawing" on accumulated reserve funds for the purpose.
By wise
management over the seventeen years it
has been in operation the Board has
accumulated reserves, and it has been
able to carryon its operations without
restriction from that fund. The fundamental problem is how is the MHk
Board to be finanC'ed in the future, and
the Bill contains the Government's
solution.
It is proposed that the Milk Board will
buy all millk from producers and will fix
the price that the retailer shaH pay.
The retail price will be higher than the
price paid to producers, and from that
difference in price the Boa,rd will obtain
financial aid from which it will continue
its operations.
It will have complete
power over all milk in its mandatory
area, or what is ,referred to as the met'ropoUtan area.
The Board's district extends as far south as Mornington, to
Ferntree Gully, and to Werribee; it a,lso
con troIs an isolated area in Bendigo. The
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on which the price is to be fixed is
deleted, on what basis wiill the Milk
Board ,fix its prices? Will it be on the
cost of production? There is nothing in
the Bill dealing with that important
aspect. I know of no more difficult problem in all the realm of agriculture and
The Minister of Agriculture has inti- agricultural economics than that of trymated that the vesting will be only ing to ascertain the cost of production of
nominal, that the Board wiiH legatIy own any primary product. In the case of milk
the mHk, and that is where it will finish. it is particularly complex and difficult.
The measurema·kes it clear that tJhe If this is to be the basis of fixing the
Board will not conduct dairies or milk price of milk it will be a very long time
depots. Producers will not be compelled before the Board gets down to the basis.
to sell milk to the Boa'rd, and win be I have never been able to find anybo,dy
permitted to sell any of thei·r products ha'ving any authority who could tell me
outside the metropolitan area as they accurately the cost of production of 'milk.
wish. The ,M~nister also intimated that
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
the Board will not exercise control over -There is an inquiry twice a year.
hygiene and other matters assnciated
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETI.-Yes, into
wi th the industry; they will remain the certain aspects of the whole prohlem. r
prerogative of the Dairying Division of am no agricultural economist, although
the Agriculture Department.
The I have had some training in that subject.
retailer will pay the Board, which in but can the Honorary Minister tell me
turn will pay the p·roducer, which is a the cost of production of whole milk III
fundamental departure from normal the metropolitan area to-day? , If he
business m~thods. I do not knnw of any thinks he can, then I could tear it to pieces
other business in which "A" sells to in five minutes. Everybody engagE:d in
" B," :but goes to "C" to coHect.
the industry knows it is most difficult
The second part of the BUI relates to to assess such a thing; a good example
amendments to overcome alleged weak- is wheat.
nesses in the Act, and I shall refer 10
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
only one or, two which are o'f major -The Milk Board conducts a very
importance to 'the industry. At present accurate inquiry.
the 'Milk Board is empowered to fix the
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETI.~I realize
minimum p'rice to be paid to producers that, but I say that it will be found very
in accordance with a formula as set out difficult indeed to arrive at an accurate
in the existing legislation. Tha t formula determination in regard to the cost of
stipulates tha't the basis on which prices production of wheat, eggs, cauliflowers,
are fixed is the average price per pound and everything else.
in Melbourne of the highest grade of
Mr. LEMMoN.-That used to be said
manufactured butter during the three about the cost of labour, but we won the
months immediately preceding the date day.
of 1he price determination.
In other '
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-But the
words, the price will be fixed on the
honorable member is not now satisfied
butter price basis.
with the determinations of the ArbitraThe price fixing formula is completely Vion Court about any wage at all.
I
out of date, because the price of butter thoroughly agree that the butter cost
is at p·resent kept do\yn to the consumer formula is completely out of date, but I
by means of a Commonwealth Govern- want the Minister of Agriculture to give
ment subsidy of 1s. 12d. a pound. I do the House an assurance in regard to the
not desire at this stage to enter into the basis on which the Milk Board can exrealm of butter -prices, but under the pect to fix the price of milk, now that
existing formula it cannot be denied that what I may call the false formula has
the basic price is artificially fixed. It is disappeared. I would like to know para false basis, and the Bill omits all ticularly if it will be the cost of proreferences to the formula. If the basis duction.
Bill provides that all milk produced
within that defined a'rea will be vested
in the Board, with the exception of milk
delivered to butter factories or used in
the manufacture of' casein and certain
other products.,
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Mr. CAIN.-Why do you say that the in a jeering way what I know and what
formula has disappeared?
I do not know-well, he merely shows
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-It is not that he has only a little mind.
embraced in this legislation.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
'Mr. 'Moss.-The formula will not dis- -You say thart these things happen; I
appear.
say that you do not know.
'
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I under\ Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I say that
stood from what the Minister said that
as Minister of Ag'r,iculture I dealt with
the basis of the 1935 butter formula is
very many cases.
to be wiped out.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary ,Minister).
Mr. Moss.-As to that, yes. It is out
-Tell us how ,many specific cases. You
of date.
do not know.
Lieut.-Colonel' DENNETT.-Then we
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT. - It is
are agreed upon that. Now, the second
amendment I want to discuss is as to the always noticeable rthat the smallest
payment of farmers for the milk they sparrow gets into the bigges't trouble.
supply. During the term in which I was One of the purposes of this Bill ,is to give
Minister of Agriculture we had many greater prO'tection to the producer, and
cases for inv~stiga tion. In saying that, I r strongly support :the amendment to
want it to be clear that my statement that end. J:f there are not any of these
applies to only a minute section of the cases, as ,the H9nora'ry Minister conindustry-that is, of producers who do tends, then why is this amending pronot get thei~ money.
Their only vision in the Bill?
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
alternative has been to go to court, which
is always a costly business. With due - I did not say there were not any. You
respect' for the, legal members of this said there were 'a great number, and I
House, I am bound to say that if one told you that you did not know.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I say tha,t
wants to chase £100 one must spend £100
over the years there has been quite a
to get it.
'
Mr. REYNOLDS.-You must have had number.
,Mr.
R.
T.
WHITE
(Honorary
Minister).
an unfortunate experience.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-No doubt -You still do nat know.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Well, I
I engaged the services of the wrong man.
The milk producer who has had this ought to know enough to take no notice
Another
bitter experience of faHing to get his of the Honora'ry Minister.
money has found that he could go to aspect of the Bill on which I wish to
court or could sue on the fideHty bond comment is that which deals with diflodged with the Board. In many cases, ferent prices. In the past the Board has
however, the amount of the bond has had power, and has used it, to establish
not been nearly equal to the sum owing. differen t prices for different seasons.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister). There has been a higher price during the
-In how many cases? I am asking you autumn and winter when production is
. necessarily [ow, and in the ordin:ary flush
that because you do not know.
of the season there has been a reduced
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Then why
price. The Board has always varied
does the Honorary Minister ask me?
prioces in >this way, first, by holding an
What I do not know ,is staggering, but
inquiry and then by making a seasonal
if the Honor.ary Minister wants to get
determination. Under this Bin it can do
into a "ba,rney" with me about what I
away with all tha~ and fix one price for
do not know I will take him on and clean the whole yea'r.
If I interpreted the
him up.
Minister's speech aright, it is the in~
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus). teflltion to have one uni'form price
-Cha!llenges are out of order in this operating, say, for a year, and doing
Chamber.
away with these differential autumn
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I heartily and winter and spring prices. That will
agree with you, Mr. Deputy Speaker, but be a great mistake. The Board will still
any member or Minister who asks me have power to make its inquiry, although
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it is not compelled by this legislation to
do so. I hope it wiH continue to hold its
inquiries before making its determinations, but I feel sure at the same time
that it will maintain these differential
seasonal priCeS.
. Mr. Moss.-I have not ,said that the
Board wiN not do that.
Lieut.~Colonel DENNETT. In my
view, the way will still be open for the
Board to determine one price for the
year. The Minister stated that this
would have a lot of advantages, but I
would point out that people in the metropoUitan area Used to be very badly off
for milk in the short season, and it gave
a tremendous fillip to the producer to
hAve an eXit-ra 4d. a gallon for supplying
milk during the winter 'months.
;Mr. MERRIFIELD.--It is hardly likely
that uniform prices would be fixed,
because thep everybody would have milk
in the summer and nobody would have
any in the winter.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-As far as
I can understand, the Minister submitted a strong case for the desirability
of a undform price throug'hou t the year.
'Mr. Moss.-I referred to uniform production-not uniform price.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I need
hardJy stress that the discretionary
power of the Board to fix differential
prices for the winter and the summer
should be retained. The third aspect of
the Bill deals with consolidation, which
is a wise move. It is common sense to
consolidate a mass of amendments when
the opportunity presents itself.
lIn genera'l terms, I think I have explained fairly the objectives of the Bill.
However, a detailed examination reveals
a different picture. Before I discuss that
phase, I wish to make it plain, lest i
should be misunderstood, that I believe
as do a majority of the members of the
Liberal and Country party, that the
MHk Board should be retained. Over the
years, that body has performed a magnificent job, and it is essential to the industry.
I can recollect when Colonel
KendaH was chairman of the Board. I
knew Mr. J. T. Packer, a magnificent
public servant who also gave many years
of service as chairman. He was a constituent of mine. I belrieve that his poor
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state of health was caused by the arduous
work he did as chairman of the Milk
Board. Mr. Rankin, the present chairman 'Of the Board is doing a magnificen t
job. I offer no criticism 'of the present
personne'l of the Milk Board. I' know
Mr. Rankin, Mr. Webber, and Mr. Finch
personally.
I was instrumental in
appointing the present chairman of the
Baard and of re-appointing the other
members. That action would not have
been taken if I did not have complete
confidence in those men.
My belief is that the Milk Board has
been largely responsible for the high
state of efficiency which the production
and distribution of milk has attained in
the metropalris. The standard of the milk
supply in the metrapalitan area is the
highest in the Commonwealth, for which
condition the present and the "immediate
past Baard are largely responsible.
In my opinion, this BH'1 is the greatest
pasitive step to the complete nationalization of the milk industry that it is
possible to imagine. Als has been expressed previously, the measure is .1S
wide open a~ is a 1,000-acre paddock ,for
nationaliza tion of the milk industry.
Under it, the Milk Board will be enabled
to do whatever it likes. That body will
be clothed with powers that are so farreaching that I shudder to think how the
producer,' the retailer, and the consumer
will re'act when they wake up to what
the me'a'Sure countenances in the
direction of overriding power 'for the
Milk Baard.' If the wrang type of Board
were to be in office-and there have
been a few wrong Boards---1he worst
Board that there has been in Victoria
would be a Board of angel'S as compared
with what that Board could be if the Bill
were to' be p1assed in its present form.
It has been sugges'ted to me that the
purpose of the Bill is to set up orderly
marketing of milk. Nothing of the sort.
All it will do is to s~t up Government
trading in milk. It will have the effect
af nationallizing or sO'cializing-I do not
know the difference--the wholJ.e of the
milk industry so far as it comes within
the ambit of the Milk Board.. A major
industry will very definitely be established on a basis of sheer Governmen t
trading. I cannot understand what justification the Government has for wishing
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to change the 'basis of the Board or to
embark upon this nationalization project
of a big industry merely to finance the
Milk Board. The attitude of the Government becomes more difficult to understand when it is considered that the
Cabinet includes Ministers who are personally engaged in and have had years
of experience in the milk industry.
Reverting to the Board fund aspect, if
the difference in price is one farthing' a
gallon, that is equivalent to 1/16th of a
penny a quart, which would yield
approximately £49,000 on the average
annual consumption.
When the High
Court announced its decision against
the Milk Board, thait body had an
accumulation of £54,000 on a levy
varying from one farthing to 1/16th of
a penny a •gallon.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The Board must
have been profiteering under the composi te Government.
Lieut.-Colonel 'DENNETT, - I have
won the honorable member to my point
of view. He and I will persevere along
a log;jcal line, and we should get on
famously.
I am pleased he made that
in terjection.
Mr. GALVIN.-Do you oppose or support the Bill?
Uieut.-Colonel DENNETT. - I am
amazed ,at the honorable member's
interjection. When he has nothing elsf:!
to say, that is the type of remark he
makes. I am fighting tooth and nail
against nationalization or socializa'tion of
industry, particularly the one in which
-despite tlhe laugh of the Honorary
Minister--,I have had years of experIence.
For the reasons I am giving I am
definitely opposed to the Bill. I have explained that at the ltime the High Court
gave its decision, the Board had accumulated £54,000, but it then ceased to levy
further on producers and since that time
---December, 194'9- it has been us1ing its
accumU'lated funds to carryon its functions. I understand that to-day the
Board's funds have been reduced to
£11,000. That is something the Honorary
Minister did not know.
I remind the House that during the
operation of the scheme for the distributlion of free milk ,to school children, the
Board contributed magnificently-to the
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extent of .approximately £25,000-towards the cost of that scheme. I'll that
way it properly used a oonsiderable sum
of money, shaH I say, ,to popularize the
consumption of milk. .
Mr. MERRIFIELD:-Did -it use that sum
of money out of the £54,000?
Lieut.~Colonel

DENNETT.~No.

It

contributed ·the money from funds which
it had received prior to the 'time it had
accumulated ,that sum of £54,000, which
was in December, 1949. Sin1ce then it has
carried on without obta1ining any contributions under the system under which
it operated for years prior to the court
decision, and now its fund has been reduced to £11,000. I understand that
under the present ambit of the Board's
functions, the annual cost of its operations is £17,000. I contend that under
this grea't effort of nationaliz-ing an industry and the setting up, not of a new
Board, but an authority clo'thed with
these terI'iific powers, the Board wiH
handle considerably more money than
it did previously.
It is certain thalt if the Bill -is passed,
the Board wHl have to expand; .it w-ill
need many more employees.
The producer and the retailer, for whom I have
the greatest sympa'thy, wiH be required
to fill in endless forms and make numerous returns to the Board.
As I saJid
before, we have entered a completely
new era of business relationships, in
which a person Who owns a product
passes it over to ·somebody else and is
expected, iby law, to collect payment from
a third man who does not come into the
picture.
IMr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-~hey are all happy about it.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Jf -the
Honorary Minister is serious in making
that remark, he is not as well informed
on the isubject as I am. What 'the Bill
will 'actually do is to compel a person,
in his own 'bus'iness, ·to 'supply somebody
with 'a product from his farm land to
collect the money 'for it from som~body
else. That is completely ludicrous. Even
in other sociaUstic 'States that stage has
not yet been reached.
I put it serioUlsly to the common sense
of members of this House that, if this
Bill lis passed 'into law it will be manda tory for every 'Supplier of milk to makQ

\
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returns "Do the Board in triplicate or
quadruplicate.
H will be equally
mandatory for every person 'concerned,
or depot, or retailer to send in endless
reams of returns to the Board. 'In turn,
the Board must employ more 'a!ccountants,
more inspectors, and more. employees. It
will build up its organization into a big
Government Department, and therefore
the expenditure iQf 'more money will be
entailed in carrying on its operations.
At present the Board consists of a fulltime chairman ,and two part-time
members. According to the Bill, the constitution of the Board is to be unaltered.
However, I contend that 11 wiN. be impossible for 'the Board 'to carry on in the
same way :as formerly, as it. will have
additional responsibilities. It will :also
be given dictatorial powers. The Board
will have control of a minimum' average
of 130,000 g,allons of milk daily. If the
Bill is passed it will 'mean turning
over to the Board an 'induStry which, 'in
Iterms of money, handles a minimum of
£13,000,000 or £14,000,000 a year. At
present, the chairman has a full-time job
solving the complexities that arise under
the Act, yet he is one 'Of the lowest
paid of public servants.
The parttime members receive only £600 a year,
but they are to undertake the complete
control of milk in all its aspects. They
will be responsible for at least £1.3,000,000
worth of milk each year. I do not think
any business man would undertake a
similar job for the token payment received by members of this Board.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Sir Frank Clarke is a
director of the Nationa'l Bank of Australasia Limited.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-That institution does not commandeer money
and dictate how it must be spent. A bank
board has not far-rea~hing powers similar
to those that it is proposed to give tilis
Board.
Each day, more 1:lhan 130,000
gallons of milk will become its property.
A producer will not be compelled to enter
into a contract with the Board.
Mr. Moss.-A producer may please
himself.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-However,
I contend that a producer who does not
enter into a contract will be put out of
business .. I have given consideration to
the mHk problem in other parts of the
Session 1950-51.-[132]
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Commonwealth and abroad.
For instance, in Sydney tihe distribution of
milk has been nationalized, and those who
favour the Bill say, "The idea operates
in Sydney." I assure honorable members
that the set-up proposed under the Bin
cannot be compared with tile scheme
operating in Sydney, where 1:lhere are two
large depots determined by the traffic
inlets 'and outlets of that city. In Queensland, there is no milk distribution on Sunday but I am informed that the scheme is
not liked by producers' and consumers.
In Wellington, I found that the municipality controlled milk. I visited dairy
farms and later made a thorough inspection of the Wellington mHk depot. Outside of Wellington, the Government of
New Zealand trades in mHk, ·the production and distribution of which was
nationalized by the Labour Government.
I understand that colleagues of the Minister of Agriculture have visited New
Zealand. They should have studied this
question, particularly if they had any idea
that legislation of this type would be
brought down. Under the New Zealand
scheme, the Government has been forced
to pay farmers a subsidy to reduce the
cost to consumers. I urge members from
the country not to turn their backs on
metropolitan milk consumers; they are
vita'l to' the success of the proposed
'Scheme. When legislation of this type
was introduced into New Zealand, there
was such an outcry ·that the Government
was compelled to pay heavy subsidies to
producers. In other words, the taxpayer
has to foot the Bill, and that has led to
dear milk. If this BiH is passed, a similar
state of affairs will operate in Victoria;
1:lhe Government wiH be compelled to subsidize producers.
.
Under this Bill it is proposed to give
the Milk Board extraordinary powers
over the transport of milk and all those
engaged in that important part of the
industry. In fact, there will no longer
be any freedom of trade or of operation
in the transport of milk. The Board will
have power to licence carriers, to fi:x
rates for the transport of milk, and to
impose penalties if it deems that any
carrier has been remiss. Everyone
engaged in the transport of milk will be
entirely under the dictation of the J.V1ilk
Board, which wilil be aH-.powerful. This
Bill will actually have the result of
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duplicating authorities dealing with
transport. It proposes giving the Milk
Board far greater powers than those
possessed by the Transport Regulation
Board.
Mr. Moss.-You will admit that the
transportation of milk is a specialized
job.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-It is a
highly specialized job. I know men who
have paid up to' £9,000 for tankers. Those
operatDrs should be protected; they
ShDUld not be subject to the dictation of
an all-powerful board, which could fix
rates, fine carriers, or put them out of
business without paying compensation.
I invite any honorable member to cite
an example of any other board in Victoria which has power comparable with
that proposed to be given to the Milk
Board. I invite the Minister of AgricultW'e to again examine the transport
aspect because I feel that the Government has nDt given sufficient consideration tD that question.
Mr. Moss.-You realize that the
Prices Decontrol Commissioner fixes the
rates at present?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I do, and
that emphasizes my statement that ·a
duplicate authority is to be set up.
Mr. Moss.-If the Prices Branch were
aboliShed, 'this legislation would come
into operation.
Lieut.-Col'Onel DENNETT.-There is
nothing in the Bill to support tha't statement. It is true that at present the
ra tes for mHk cartage are fixed by the
Victorian Prices Decontrol CDmmissioner.
The Tran'spDrt RegulatiDn 'Board also has
power to fix the rates fDr all forms of
road transport. If this Bill is passed
there will be three authorities in a
position to fix rates for the transport of
milk. I invite the Minister t'O consider
tha t matter.
Sub-para,grap'h (iv) of paragraph
(b) of sub-section (2) of proposed
new section 19 provides that the
Board may determine prices having
regar.d to whether the mHk is 'Sold
in a container of any ,kind speciIn my opinion that provision
fied.
opens up the whole question of bottled
milk. Milk retailers have no greater
bugbear than the supply of loose milk
with spillage, contamination. ahort
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measure in some instances, and all the
unhygienic practices that flow from it.
I remind honorable members that with
the present price of milk not very much
has to be spilt to lose a penny, which
is the difference between the price of
IDose milk and bottled milk.
The
experience in other countries, particularly
in America, is tha t aU househoJd
deliveries should be made in bottles. In
my opinion, it is wrong to give the B'Oard
power to determine the type of container
in which 'milk may be sold.
At present 80 per cent. of the h'Ousehold retail deliveries is made in bottles,
but the figure should reach 99 per cent. or
even 100 per cent. This Bill gives us a
chance tD ,achieve that objective and do
a good job for the retailer and a wonderful service for the consumer. We would
then corrie into line with world experience
and the most modern techniques of milk
distribution. If the Bill laid d'Own that
milk was to be delivered in bottles there
would be no misunderstanding about it.
I contend that the fundamental reason
for presenting this Bil'l is t'O finance the
operations of the Board, and other
matters have been ·introduced inciIn my opinion, the B()ard
dentally.
could be financed by other means. One
obvious method wDuld be to finance the
Board out of Consolidated Revenue, but
probably the Government would not care
to do that. There are other means available for financing the Board's activities.
Why should we not have a system by
which milk retailers will be licensed? I
understand that
there would be
great
objection
from
retail
no
dairy.men
to
that
system.
This
Bill should be withdrawn and nothing further heard of it. I hear several
members interjecting in a ludicrous
way about the MHk Pasteurization
Act, of which I had charge in this
House as Minister of Agriculture in the
Hollway Government. The fact remains
that the Act was passed, due to the
co-operative efforts of members D'f all
parties. Despite the cheap jeer.s and
sneers 'about that Act I 'claim that it was
one of the bi££estfactors in r.a·ising the
standard of whole milk supplied f.or
human consumption "in the metropolitan
area. 'The passing of that measure was a
perfect example of what should happen
in Padiament.
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Milk pasteurization should not be
dealt with as a party question.
The
House approached the enabling measure
in a non-party way and members
from
both
sides of the
House
assisted in the deliberations. 1 have
studied the mHk problem for some years,
an'd when the Hollway Government was
defeated I was still deeding with the
matter. The decision of the High Court
was not given until December, 1949, yet
by interjection the IMinister of Agriculture has the impertinence to tell me
that although I was Minister for some
time 1 did nothing about it. ,I had not
made a definite decision :ahout the reconstruction of the MUk Board Act, but
my solution for this particular problem
of Board finance was to introduce a
licensing system.
The ,Milk Board requires an amount of
£17,000 annually to con'tinue its operations. If a licensing fee were introduced
and retaHers were levied :a t the rate of
1/32nd of a penny per gallon, that would
provide all the funds needed. There is
no need for the sOClialistic jargon incorporated in this measure. I invite the
Minister to 'consulot the retailers and g~t
their reaction to this BHI. The reta:ilers
do not ,object to paying a contribution;
it was only a s,mall section of the industry
tha t took the maHer to the High Court,
against the wishes of the majority who
desired the i:ndustry to progressively improve.
I appeal to the Minister to look at some
aspects of ·the Bill more carefully. I am
afradd that the Government did not
closely consider the measure before it
was introduced, because it goes further
along 'the road towards na tionaliza tion
or socialization of the industry than even
Government supporters would desire. In
conclusion, I recommend to the Government that it withdraw this Bill land bring
in a 'simple measure to constitute a
licensing system along the Hnes I have
suggested.
On the motion of Mr. CAIN (Northcote), the debate was adjourned until
next day.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(OViERDRAFr.S) BILL.
This Bill was received from the Councll
and, on the motion of Mr. HYLAND
(Minister of Transport), was read a first
time.
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ADJOURNMENT.
MATERIALS PROCUREMENT DIRECTORATE:
CEMENT
ALLOCATIONS-EMERGENCY
. HOUSING: EVICTIONS-SUGAR INDUSTRY.

Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
--I move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow ·at half-past Three o'c1ock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-1 move-That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn) .-1 wish to
direot ,the ,attention of the Government to
the method of allocation of cement and
granting of quotas by the Materials Procurement Directorate.
It is common
knowledge tha t a considerable black
market operates in respect of most building materials, ·andcement is the commodity that is most seriously affected.
One of the sources of supply for that
black market consists of quotas and
allocations granted by the Materials
Procurement Directorate--quotas and
allocations which are not used for
the purpose for which they are granted.
I wi'sh to refer to lOne particular
instance which concerns a man in my
electorate who, about two and a haH
years ago, set up a cement tile factory.
At that time he applied for a quota of
cement from the directorate and was informed that he could not be Igranted one
because sufficient cement was being
issued to meet the demand. However,
at that stage--as it has been for some
time since--it was possible to obtain New
South Walles cement, and he went into
production on a fair scale,. employing
about eig.ht men and producing about
5,500 tiles a week.
This manufacturer was supplying
builders in the locality; his tiles were of
high standard, tested and recommended
by the municipal buHding inspector. The
local builders relied on him and placed
orders well ahead to keep up with the
houses they were building. Towar,ds the
end of the last yea'r the supply of New
South Wales cement ceased, and the man
concerned again made application to the
directorate for a quota to enable him to
maintain the production of tiles at the
same rate as he had during the previous
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two years. He was again refused a quota.
Some time later I made inquiry of certain
officers of the directorate and was informed that a review of this quota was
to take place during the month of April.
Following several di,scussions I advised
the tilemaker to renew his application.
He did lSO, and attached letters from a
large number of builders pointing out
that they were awaiting supplies of tiles
from him and that if they did not receive
those supplies the houses they were building would not be completed.
At the same time-on the 13th of April
- I wrote to the Minister in Charge of
Materia-Is in order to set the matter formally in order and that the file would be
complete. In the three months that have
elapsed I have not had a reply from him.
On the .3rd of May the tile manufacturer
received a communication in these
WOI1ds-

You are informed that in view of the
particular shortage of cement in this State-

Whatever that may mean-

.

it is unfortunately impossible to increase
the already lar.ge amount of cement being
made avail~ble for roofing tile construction.

The result is that there has been a loss
of production of roofing tiles. For twelve
months the manufacturer had an employee to whom he had taught the tTade.
At the end of May last-three weeks after
the manufacturer had received the advice
from the directorate-that employee was
granted a quota of two and haH tons a
week in order to set up in the business of
tile making. To make matters worse and
to add insult to injury, the manufacturer
had a visit from a builder whom he knew
and who, when cement HIes were short,
had set up a small plant. For that purpose he was granted a quota of two tons
a week but made cement tiles for only one
year. The builder brought some of the
cement he normally used in building
operations and said to the tHe manufacturer " Will you make a few tiles out
of this 'cement I propose to ,give you?"
Mr. GALVIN.-That is typical of many
of them.
Mr. LECKIE.-That is 'So. It is clear
that the directoTate is not fulfilling its
task, because either it is not allocating
cement to meet the demand for roof
coverings or the cement that is allocated
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is not being used for the purpose intended and is going in the front door
and out the back. Some people are paying from 30s. to 35s. ,a bag. T.his is a
matter into which the Government should
inquire with the view of taking remedial
steps.
"
Mr. CAIN (Northcote}.-I wish to
di'rect the attention of the Government
to a matter regar.ding which I had expected that a .Minister in another place
would have made a statement to-day. I
have already spoken to the Minister of
Housing about it. I refer to the decision
of the Government and the Housing Commission to evict certain people who are
occupying emergency accommodation. I
am aware of the difficulties and of the
fact that the problem is being discussed,
through the medium of the press, by the
Minister. When I expressed the view
tha t he was not responsible the honorable gentleman had the cour,age to say
that he " took the rap" and accepted the
responsibility.
I appreciate that the
Hous:ing Commission has a standard all
its own, but such a standard cannot always be justified, since the Commission
has a tendency to look into the life
h1story of applicants for houses. It must
be realized 'that many of the people concerned have passed through difficult
times and it may be that in some instances they were unable to pay their
rent in the "bad old days." However,
that should not be held against them.
The Labour party proposes that an
official should be appointed fo'r the
"specific purpose of hearing the cases of
those w.ho are !likely to be evicted. My
party has suggested Mr. Frawley-who,
as honorable members know, is the State
Accommodation Officer-as being the
most sui table and experienced person for the job. On the one hand there
are people who are difficult cases but, on
the other, there are some who have justifiable claims. In "one case with the circumstances of which I a'm well acquainted,
the man concerned came from New
Zealand about four years ago, with his
wife and five children. One of the children
is married, but the others -are still living
with their parents in temporary accomtI1odation.
The husband has never
failed to pay his rent and is a sober,
industrious person. He has worked continuously, and his wife is a clean and
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tidy woman. I do not think that there
is any 'reason for disq~aliJying the
family frDm Dbtaining a house from the
Housing Commission.
Mr. DAWNAY-MDULD.-Should any Dne
be disqualified?
Mr. CAIN.-Jf the hDnonible member
had to' decide such queStiDnS, he wDuld
experience cDnsiderable difficulty. I admit that in a HDusing CDmmissiDn area
it ds wise to ensure that nO' undesirable
perSDns are prDvided with accommDdatiDn. I have suggested to' the GDvernment---and the Minister cDncerned has
largely, apprDved Df that suggestiDnthat the persDns affected ShDUld be
screened, to' ensure that when an applicatiDn is rejected very gDDd 'reaSDns are
given. I dO' nDt think that there could
be any reaSDns to' reject the applica HDn
Df the man whO' came frDm New Zealand
with his family. NDr shDuld the fact
that a persDn missed paying rent in, say,
1933 or 1934, be taken intO' consideratiDn.
It may be that SDme members of this
HDuse ,were unable to' pay their rent in
1931. Again, a man who was unfortunate
enough in his youth to be cDnvicted of
having ridden a bicycle withDUt a light,
or some other minor offence, should not
be disqualified on that ground when
he seeks to' Dbtain a CDmmissiiDn hDuse.
I fear that there is a tendency to' take
nDtice of such small matters. The Commission must expect to' take SDme dsk,
as 'the ordinary landlDrd does. In the circumstances, II urge the GDvernment to'
10Dk intO' the ques,tion mDst carefully.
I trust'that the Minister will take steps
to' ensure that every Dne likely to' be
evicted is given a 'reasDnable Dpportunity
to' submit his case.
Mr. SCULLY (RichmDnd) .-1 desire
to ask the GDvernment whether it Will,
in the interests Df the cDmmunity
generally, 'and more espeaially Df the
hDusewife, take every pDssible actiDn to'
see 'that a full and independent investigatiDn is conducted intO' the mDnopDly estabHshed in 'the sugar industry. I make this
request because of the recent increase of
l~d. a pound in the price Df sugar. We
find that in 'this particular industry a
huge mDnopDly has been established by
the Queensland Sugar Board and the
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Colonial
Sugar Refining
CDmpany
Limited. The cDmpany is the agent fDr
the sugar BDard and last year its profit
was £1,000,000. ApprDximately Dne-fifth
of the crop is refined. If an investigatiDn
such ,as I suggest were undertaken, I
think a gDDd deal Df interesting iinfDrmation wDuld be forthcoming as to' What
happens to the rest Df the sugar crDp,
what really goes Dn in the sugar industry,
and why the hDusewife ShDUld be CDmpelled to' accept a further increase Df l~d.
a pDund. Several years ago, the Tariff
BDard repDrted that there was no necessity to' grant any assistance to the sugar
industry. On the 1st of February last
the sugar BDard sought an lincrease Df
one penny a pDund in the price of sugar,
and with the advent of the double
disSDlutiDn, that figure was pDpped up.
by, one farthing. Therefore, as a result
of pDlitical blackmail, there has been an
increase of 1~' d. a pDund. I think the
community is entitled to' a full investigatiDn Df the sugar industry.
The AuditDr General's repDrt on the
sugar BDard's activities reveals that
during the year 1932-3, the quantity of
raw sugar purchased amDunted to' 515,910
tons. The market price in Australia
was £23 18s. 6d. a ton, while the expDrt
price was £8 Os. 6d. OnlyabDut Dnethird of the crDp was expDrted overseas. AccDrding to' the Sugar Journal
Df the 15th of June, 1951, the prDduction
was 920,000 tDns, 55 per cent. of which
was consumed on the hDme market, the
remaining 45 per cent, being exported
overs.eas. On this Dccasion the Australian price w.as £23 16s. 6d. as cDmpared
with the export price Df £32 16s. 6d.
Productiori was approximately double.
The quantity exported increased from
Dne-third to' almost Dne-half of the tDnnage prDduced, yet the expDrt price
increased by 400 per cent. If it was
gDDd enough in 1932 to expect the local
CDnsumer to pay to protect the export
market, it is good enough now for the
expDrt market to pay so that the hDusewife may receive similar prDtection.
If there is an investigation along the
lines I have suggested, I believe the
GDvernment will find that there was no
justificatiDn fDr an increase in the price
of sugar, and thus afford greater protection to' the hDusewife. It ,may

~
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that the Colonial Sugar

Housing Commission.

have been made during the last week or

Refining Company has other activities, 'two, and I am sure that the Minister win
but I claim that its main activity . be only too happy to close some of the

is confined to sugar. It is impossible
to buy shares from the Colonial
Sugar Refining Company or to buy land
for the cultivation of sugar-cane. Twothirds of the capital of the Colonial
Sugar Refining Company comes from
bonus shares; its profits are issued in
the form of bonus shares; its declared
dividend rate of about 9~ per cent. should
be approximately 28 per cent. The company is deliber.ately misleading the people
in respect of the dividend rates which are
published. The Colonial Sugar Refining
Company made a profit of £1,000,000 last
year. If the situation is examined, therefore, it will probably be found that the
increase of 1 ~d. in the price of sugar
was not justified.
Many commodities in which sugar is
used will be affected by the increase in
the price of tha t ingredient.
They
include aerated waters, bacon, biscuits,
pastries, beer, cereals, condensed milk,
confectionery, ice cream, jams, jellies,
preserv,ed fruits and pickles. It is but
natural that manufacturers who use
sugar in their products will be impelled
to say to the Prices Branch, in effect,
" We consider that we are entitled to an
increase because of the increase in the
price of sugar." If that suggestion is
made, i.s there not scope for the absorption of the increased cost in certain industries? Such a practice was adopted
in some industries when the 40-hour week
was introduced. and I think the same
principle -should be applied on this occasion. I ask the Government to ensure
tha t a full and independent inquiry into
the sugar industry is made so ilia t an
unfaiT burden will not be placed upon the
housewife.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I desire to" say to the honorable member
for Evelyn who raised the question
of black marketing in cement and
gave 'particulars suppNed by one of
his constituents who is a "biJe manufacturer, that if he or any other
member knows of a specific case of
black marketing of which he is prepared
to give details to the Minister concerned,
it will be investigated at once. To my
personal knowledge, some investigations

leaks that are occurring. I cannot understand why the honorable member has not
received a reply to a communication
which he addressed to the directorate
in Alpril ~ast.
As to the question raised by the Leader
of the Labour party in rega'rd to the eviction of certain persons from emergency
housing camps, I have the authority of
the Minister of Housing 00 state that he
personaBy will investigate any cases that
are brought to his notice to ensure that
there will be no victimization and that
no hardship ,will be suffered.
The honorable member for Richmond
has ,suggested an investigation of the
ramifications of the sugar industry.
Although I consider that is a matter for
the Commonwealth Government and not
for the State, I shaH discuss it with the
Premier.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.13 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE

ASSE~1BLY.

Wednesday) July 11) 1951.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) took the chair at 4.21 p.m.,
and read the ,prayer.
HOUSING COMMISSION.
HOMES FOR WAR WIDOWS.

Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh) asked Mr. R.
T. White (Honorary Minister), for the
M1inister of Housing1. How many Housing Commission homes
have been allocated to war widows during
each of the years 1949, 1950, and 1951?
2. What concessions or rights (if any)
are gr-anted war widows in the allocation
of Commission homes?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
December of last year, the Government -agreed to a special ,aBocation of
two Housing Commission houses per
month-one in the metropolitan area
and one in the country-to war widows
whose applications are sponsored by the

~In
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War Widows Guild, the Legacy Club, or
the Returned Sailors, Soldiers and Airmen's Imperial League of Australia. To
da'te, five war widows have been specially
housed in the metropolitan area under
this scheme, and six others are on the
Commission's waiting list for houses to
be completed. So far, no applications
have been sponsored from war widows in
the country. The information relating to
war widows housed prior to 'December,
1950, is not available, as the Commiss'ion's records do not disclose specifically whether an applicant is a war
widow.
COAL.
CALLIDE SUPPLIES: COMMONWEALTH
SUBSIDY ON IMPORTATIONS.

Mr. GUYE (Polwarth)
Premier and Treasurer-

asked

the

What quantity of Callide coal has been
received in Victoria since the signing of
the contract by the Government with
Messrs. Theiss Bros., and what has been the
cost per ton of this coal, f.o.w., Melbourne?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Since the signing of the contract, four shiploads of coal from CaHide,
per the S.S. Dundula) '8.S. Age) S.S.
Mernoo) and S.S. Colac) have been discharged in Melbourne, and a fifth collier,
the S.S. Bundaleer) is at present loading
at Gladstone. Arrangements have been
made with the Commonwealth Government to supply three ships a month, ex
Gladstone, henceforward.
The cost per ton to Viictori-a of this
coal is on the basis of five-sixths of the
cost of New South Wales coal-both
costs being calculated free on wharf,
Melbourne. The difference between the
costs is being subsidized by the Commonwealth Government.
For Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong), Mr. Reid asked the Minister of
Transport1. What are the terms and conditions
attaching to the payment of a subsidy by
the Commonwealth Government on coal imported into Victoria?
2. Whether the payment of this subsid}
is restricted to the tonnage deficiency on
Victoria's allocation of New South Wales
coal?
'"

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-All coa'l imported from 'Overseas
into Victoria during the regi,me of the
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present Government has been subsidized
by the Commonwealth on the basis of the
difference between the l'anded price free
on wharf, Melbourne, and the prevailing
cost of delivering New South Wales coal
-to Victoria, free on wharf, Melbourne.
The payment of this subsidy by the
Commonwealth is still in operation and
wHl apply to future consignments.
NIGHT TROTTING.
LIGHTING OF SHEPPARTON TRACK.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked the
Chief Secretary1. Whether a' club conducting trotting
races at Shepparton is registered with the
Trotting Control Board in accordance with
the provisions of the Trotting Races Act

1946?

2. Whether the club recently invited
tenders for the installation of approximately
£5,000 worth of extra lighting equipment at
the trotting track at Shepparton; if so,
whether the approval of the Board was
first obtained?
3, Whether the supply of the extra electrid
power required to light this equipment
will be authorized?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The answers are-1. Yes.

2. Neither

the Board nor the Chief
Secretary's Department has any official
knowledge of this action, nor would the
consent of the Trotting Control Board be
required to be first obtained.
If 'Ugh,ts are installed and night-trotting
meetings contemplated, then the approval
of the Racecourses Licences Board to the
change from day to night-trotting meetings
must be given.
Application for such
approval has not been made.
3, No restriction is placed by the State
Electricity Commission upon the connec..;
tion of new consumers. Any consumer
would have to abide by any restriction in
the use of power imposed by the Com·
mission at any time.

CE'MENT.
PRODUCTION, IMPORTATIONS, AND
DISTRffiUTION.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris) asked Mr.
R. T. White (HonoI1ary Minister) for the
,Minister of Housing1. How much cement was produced by
the Geelong wor,ks for each month from
January to May, 1951, inclusive?
2. How much cement was brought from
Tasmania by the distributors and Government bodies during the above period?

Cement.
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3. \?hat actual quantities of Victorian and
Tasmanian cement were allocated during
each of these five months to-(a) Commonwealth Government works; (b) State
Government works; (c) semi-Government
works; (d) municipalities; (e) manufacturers of cement products such as pipes,
bricks, roofing tiles, &c.; (I> p~imary producers; (g) industrial undertakings; (h)
site construction of private homes; and (i)
other purposes?
4. Whether the State Electricity Commission received any additional allocation of
Geelong cement dUfling the week ended 20th
May, 1951, and subsequently; if so, what
were the respective quantities?
5. Whether the quantity available for
housing purposes has been reduced as a result of these allocations?
6. Whether the Government gives housing
first priority in regard 'to the allocation of
cement; if so, whether the Government will
arrange for the allocation of sufficient
cement each week to carry out site construction .of houses in course of erection?
7. Whether a new allocation of 10 tons
per week has been given to a manufacturer
of cement roofing tiles since 1st January
'last; if so, to whom the allocation was made
and on what grou~ds?

It is not possible to furnish the information sought by the ,honorable member in
sections (e), (1), (g), (h), and (i) of this
se.ction, as no't 'Only are allocations made
from ,time to time for these purposes, but
cement is also made available by the trade
for sim1ilar purposes, and no records of such
are available.
4. No.
5. Not applicable.
6. The Government affords a high priority
to all housing projects, especially in cases
where the completion of a dwelling may be
expedited by a special allocation of cement.
The latter part of the honorable member's
question is not understood, because site construcbion work must first be carried out 'before the actual erection of a dwelling may
proceed.
7. Yes: A weekly a,llocation of 10 tons of
cement has been granted to Merri Cement
Products Pty. Ltd., to manufacture roofing
tiles for Housing Commission and other
housing projects.

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The answers ·are-

Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill) asked
the 'Minister of Transport-

1 and 2.
Geclong Works.

Unit-tons.
1951January
February
March
April
May

6,125
10,125
14,775
17,050
22,325

(0)

Tasmania.

Unit-tons.

Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport) .-Advertisements are censored as
regards both wording and illustrations.

300
300
300

~Iarch

April

1Iay

Unittons.

Unittons.

Unittons.

..

..

..

13
26
22
27

605
1,700
2,208
3,746
3,627

233
465
475
590
1,144

..
..
..

STATUTE LAW REV]SION BILL.
Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
moved for leave :to bring in a Bill to
revise the statute law, and for other purposes.
'Dhe motJi'on was agreed to.
The Bill wa.s brought in and read a
first ltime.

(c) lind (d)

COlUlHonI'cmiwealth
State
Governlllent
Gov('rnment Government, and MUlliWorks.
Works.
cipalities.

1951January
February

(b)

CENSORING OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

Wheeher any action is taken to censor advertisements placed on qdvertising space on
railway property?

The quantities quoted for Tasmania represent cement received 'by distributors only.
Any cement recClived from Tasmania through
other sources is not known.
3.

-

RAlliLWAY DEPARTMENT.

POLICE OFFENCES (FIREARMS)
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
moved for leave to bring in a Bill relating to the discharg,e of firearms on or
across land used for primary production,
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to .
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

\
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WATER (AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. BROSE (Minister of Water
Supply) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Water Acts, and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

(Overdrafts) Bill.

The immediate cause of this Bill arises
from quarrying operations being conducted jointly by the Warragul and. Buln
Buln Shire Councils.
A committee,
representative of the two councils and
known as the Buln Buln and ;Warragul
Shires Joint Quarry Committee, operates
a number of quarries and supplies metal
not only for shire purposes but also for
the Victorian Railways, the State
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (OVERElectricity Commission, the State Rivers
DRAFTS) BILL.
and Water Supply Commission and the
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Trans- Country Roads Board. Whereas the
quarry output in 1946 totalled 8,000 cubic
port) .-1 move-yards, in 1950 it amounted to 50,000
That this Bill be now read a second time.
The object of this measure is to increase cubic yards. It is anticipated that in
the amount which those municipalities 1951 the output will be at least 100,000
quarries
or cubic yards and may even reach 140,000
conducting
municipal
abattoirs may obtain from banks by cubic yards. The big increase in proway of overdraft. The present statutory duction is due, of course, to the greatly
authority for borrowing on overdraft accelerated development proceeding in
for general municipal purposes is con- Gippsland in connection with the expandtained in sub-section (1) of section 435 ing operations of the State Electricity
of the Local Government Act 1946, which Commission and the associated works
being undertaken by the Railway
readsDepartment, the State Rivers and Water
For the temporary accommodation of
councils of municipalities it shall be lawful Supply Commission and the Country
Roads Board.
for such councils to obtain advances from
banks by overdraft of the current account
The financing of the increased output
upon the credit of the municipality; but
except where the 'contrary is expressly has become a serious problem for the
enacted, no such overdraft or accommodation councils concerned and, even on the
shall at any time under any circumstances output of bst year, the necessity of
exceed the amount of all general and extra using, for the purposes of these quarryrates and one-third of all charges for the
use or consumption of gas and electricity ing operations, the ordinary overdraft
received by the municipality in the prior' powers given by the Local Government
year.
Act meant that the financing of the
Sub-section (2) gives additional power ordinary municipal works programme
to borrow on overdraft to carry out was made extremely difficult. It is fairly
works under the Federal Aid Roads Acts generally known that councils very often
and the Country Roads Acts, and for the work on overdraft for the early part of
purchase of land or payment of com- the year. The municipal year commences
pensation under a town-planning or re- on the 1st of October, and after preplanning scheme.
paration of the lestimates it is usual for
This Bill amends SUb-section (1) and a rate to be made in November or
extends the overdraft limit by one-third December. The Local Government Act
of the amounts received in the previous provides that interest is not cha·rgeable on
year for the sale of materials produced rates paid within four months after they
from quarrying undertakings of a council become payable, and in respect of rates
and in respect of any abattoirs conducted which become payable after the 30th of
by that council. The present section September and on or before the 10th of
entitles councils conducting gas or elec- December next following, interest is not
tricity undertakings to include one-third chargeable if the rates are paid on or beof the amounts received in the previous fore the 10th of April. As a consequence
year from sales of gas or electricity for of these provisions it is usually found that
the purposes of calculating the overdraft practically the whole of the rate revenue
limit, but allows of no additional over- is received in two or three months from
draft in respect of quarries or abattoirs. February on, and that very little is
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(Overdrafts) Bill.

with the development of the Latrobe
valley, and demands on the output of
stone became even greater when other
quarries in the area ceased operations.
After the two shires started to quarry
stone for their own purposes, other
instrumentalities
operating
in
the
Latrobe valley promptly made requests
Ifor supplies, and the shire councils concerned are finding quarry finance
difficult. If the honorable member is
agreeable to an adjournment of the
debate for one week, I guarantee that if
he is not then ready to discuss the Bill,
a further adjournment will be granted.
In the country, municipal councils
meet only once a month, and therefore if
honorable members wished to notify all
councils in their electorates, an adjournment of the debate for five or six weeks
would be necessary. That, of course,
would be out of the question. I suggest
that members could get any information
they desire from the Municipal Association of Victoria. I stress the necessity
for a limitation of the period of the
adjournment of the debate, if the Bill is
to be dealt witli expeditiously, so that
the two shire councils in Gippsland will
be enabled to carryon their work, which
is so essen tial.
Mr. MACK (Warrnambool) .-1 appreciate the Minister's offer, but I do not
know how I can be ready to discuss the
Bill after only a week's adjournment.
The Warrnambool City Council conducts
a gas works and is having financial
troubles. Therefore, it is vitally interested
in this Bill. I support the request for
an adjournment for two weeks, as I think
tha t period will be necessary to enable
me to obtain all the information I desire.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT (Caulfield)
(By leave).-1 understand that if the
Opposition is not ready to debate the Bill
after a week's adjournment, the Minister
That the debate be now adjourned.
As this measure is of great importance to will grant a further adjournment.
country municipalities it is desired that
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transmembers should have sufficient oppor- sport) .-1 should be happy to do so, but
tunity to consider it. I ask the Minister I ask for the co-operation of the Opposito agree to the adjournment of the de- tion in the passage of the Bill so that
ba te for a fortnight.
there will be no interruption of the work
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Trans- of the shires.
port).-The quarry operated by the two
The motion for the adjournment of the
shires specifically mentioned is doing an debate was agreed to, and the debate was
enormous amount of work in connection adjourned until Wednesday, July 18.

received for the first five or six months,
during which period councils meet their
obligations by obtaining bank overdrafts.
The councils conducting the quarries
have found in practice that there is a
considerable lag between the time expenditure is incurred on production and the
time when payment is received by them,
and they must have recourse to bank
overdraft to provide working capita'l
during this period. This, in turn, reduces
the amount available to them for general
shire works.
With some £14,000 or
£15,000 of overdraft more or less continuously required for quarry purposes,
there is obviously justification for some
additional overdraft power to obtain this
finance; therefore, temporary borrowing
is provided for in the present Bill
The Government did consider whether
it should bring in a speCial measure applying only to the Buln Buln-Warragul
quarrying undertaking, or whether the
provision necessary to meet that particular case should be given general
application. It was eventually decided,
after consultation with the Public Works
Department's inspector of municipall
accounts, to amend section 435 of the
Local Government Act to enable any
council operating either quarries or
abattoirs to obtain additional temporary
financial accommodation to the extent of
one-third of the amounts received in the
previous year on account of those undertakings, thereby putting them on the
same footing as gas and electricity operations conducted by councils. The Government considers it reasonable that
where any municipality is carrying on
these extra services, the Act should be
wide enough to allow of some extra
financial accommodation, and the Bin has
been drafted accordingly.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT (Caulfield).
- I move--

Friendly Societies
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FRIENDLY SOCIETIES BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).rnoveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill contains a number of amendments which, owing to changing circumstances, are considered necessary in the
interests of friendly societies and their
members. As honorable members are
aware, friendly societies are in the
nature of mutual assurance societies, the
members of which seek to help each
other in difficulties arising out of sickness, death and other causes of distress.
Described more fully, friendly societies
are bodies which are formed and registered to provide by voluntary subscriptions of, or levies upon the members for
the relief or maintenance of those members, their husbands, wives, children or
kindred in infancy, old age, widowhood,
sickness, or any natural state of which
the probability may be calculated by way
of average. Provision is made by the
societies for medical attendance and the
dispensing of medicines, for weekly payments during sickness, for the payment
of sums of money at death or upon
attainment of a prescribed age; and
other like relief.
The friendly society system of Victoria
was an inheritance from the United
Kingdom. Research indicates that some
societies were in existence in England as
early as the sixteenth century, but the
societies as known to-day had their
origins in the late eighteenth or early
nineteenth century. These early societies
recognized. that, by the contributions of
many persons to one common fund, the
most effectual provision could be made
for casualties affecting members. This
spirit of self-help and provision for bad
times, instead of complete reliance on
the community when calamity and distress occur, has been carried on by the
.!?ocieties established in Victoria and has
received the encouragement and guidance
of successive Governments. In this State,
the first law enacted in respect of
friendly societies was the Friendly
Societies Statute 1865. The law then
existing in England was taken as a model
for that statute, but, of course, on many
occasions over the intervening years,
amendments have been found necessary
to meet changing circumstances.

1951.J
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The present law ensures the ability of
societies to meet the engagements· into
which they have entered with ,their
members.· This aim necessitates the
fixing of contributions by members, so
that they will be sufficient, with proper
managemlent, to provide the benefits
which have been promised to the
members. Having the requisite statistics
available to him, an actuarial expert is
able to compute appropriate r3.tes of'
contributions by members for benefits in
times of sickness, death, and so on. The
law now in force vests this power in the
Government Statist, whilst registration
of the societies is placed in the hands of
the Registrar of Fri'endly Societies. He
is a barrister-at-law, and is required to
ensure that the objects of any body seeking registration as a friendly society
come within the limitations determined
by the law. Further, the rules of
registered societies must be approved by
him.
This Bill deals mainly with the objects,
powers and duties of friendly societies,
and I may mention that legislation along
the lines of the measure now before the
House has been requested by the Association of Friendly Societies, which represents the interests of Victorian societies.
I shall now give a brief summary of
the provisions of the Bill.
It brings under control certain total
abstinence societies which, although
registered as friendly societies, are
exempted from the submission of
returns ·of their operations; and prohibits the enrolment of persons in other
States as members of Victorian friendly
societies. These safeguards are proposed
in the light of experience. The powers of
societies in respect of arranging medical
attendance and medicines for members
will be altered; ·and the maximum payments permitted to be made by societies
in respect of hospital and· medical treatment, for benefits during old age, and as
weekly sick pay will be increased.
Furthermore, some additional provision
has been made in regard to the handling
of the funds of societies. At presen t,
where a mortgage. is granted, the
mortgagor is required to reduce the
the principal sum by £5 per cent. per
annum. Under the Bill, this percentage
will be reduced to £4.
The trustees
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of societies will be granted a power
similar to that of trustees under section 15 of the Trustee Act 1928, to
compound liabilities, accept securities
for payments, allow time for payment
of debts and other like matters.
Finally, to meet a defect in the existing law, provision is made that in the
case of legal proceedings, a summons to
answer an offenc.e against the Act may
, be served by leaving a true copy at the
registered office of a society or the place
of business of a branch with some person
over the age of sixteen years.
Being an amalgamation or conglomeration of amendments, this is more or less
a Committee measure, and I propose, at
this stage, to deal with its clauses. Subclause (1) of clause 1 relates to the short
title, construction and citation. Subclause (2) provides that the Act shall
come into 'Operation on a date to be fixed
by a proclamation of the Governor in
Council. This is to permit the making
of any administrative arrangements
which may be necessary before the commencement of the operation of the measure. The effect of clause 2 is that a few
total abstinence societies registered
under the Friendly Societies Statute
1865, which did not require the submission of annual returns, will now be
required to submit to the Government
Statist annual audited returns of their
operations, which come under the Act.
They will thus be brought into line with
other registered friendly societies, which
have, for very many years, been' required
to submit such returns.
Mr. CAIN.-Why at this late stage?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Previous Governments have merely allowed the position
to continue, and the societies themselves
now feel that it is time it was cleaned up.
The Government is of the same opinion;
hence this amendment. I think it is time
these societies came under the audit
system so that their members might
know that money was properly expended
and the societies themselves properly
managed. I think the honorable member
for 'Northcote will agree with that view.
The. need for requiring total abstinence
societies which enjoy the benefits of
the legislation to submit returns of their
opera tions in the same manner as other
friendly societies, was instanced in recent

Bill.

years when the secretary of a branch of
a friendly society was convicted of the
misappropriation of more than £4,000.
He was also the secretary of a total
abstinence society which did not, and
could not be compelled to, submit returns;
so it could not be ascertained whether or
not there was any shortage in the funds
of the last-mentioned society.
Sub-clause (1) of clause 2 extends, for
the purpose of requiring returns, provisions now contained in paragraph (iv)
of section 3 of the Friendly Societies Act
1928. Regarding sub-clause (2), in consequence of the provisions of sub-clause
(1) , certain portions of the Friendly
Societies Act 1928 are no longer necessary and, consequently, they are repealed.
Su b-clause (3) declares tha t, after the
commencement of the operation of this
legislation, the Friendly Societies Statute
1865 shall have no further operation.
The statute was repealed by the consolidating Friendly Societies Act 1890, but
certain of the provisions of the older
statute were retained and carried forward to become those portions of the
Friendly Societies Act 1928, which are
repealed by sub-clause (2). In view of
the changes made by sub-:clause (1) and
(2), it is considered that the 1865 Statute
should be entirely divorced from the present law.
Clause 3 requires that if a person
ordinarily residing outside Victoria
desires to join a Victorian friendly society
he must personally lodge his application
wi th the society wi thin this State. This
clause is not designed to make difficulties
for interstate residents, but is' pr.opos·ed
in their interests. It is a fundamental
principle of friendly society management
that the control of each branch is in the
hands of its members, and the policy of
the central body is determined by delega tes from the branches. It is obvious,
theref,ore, that, if, because of living in
another State, members cannot attend'
meetings, they are unable to have the
voice which they should have in the conduct of the affairs of their society.
The importance of this point is
emphasized by the fact that a Victorian
society, whose operations have been
unfavourably commented upon by the
Government Statist in a report submitted
to Parliament, has in recent years
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enrolled thousands of members in other
States. This society employs agents' and
has paid servants in other States, but its
executive officers are in Melbourne, and
its books, accounts, and funds are kept
there. While the clause is intended to
discourage any canvassing for members
outside Victoria, it will present no real
difficulty for, say, a resident of a border
district who finds it more convenient 10
join a society in Victoria rather than in
his own State. The dause, of course,
applies only to the first application for
membership and would not affect a
person now residing in another State
who wished to retain for sentimental or
other reasons his membership of a Vic.torian society which he joined when a
resident of this State.
Clause 4 is necessary because of the
fact that the existing agreement between
the British Medical Association and the
friendly societies for the provision of
medical attention will terminate on the
31st of August, 1951. Under this agreement, medical services are provided for
members of friendly societies who contribute for that benefit, and the medical
practitioners are paid on a per capita
basis by the societies. However, as
from the 1st of September next, members
of friendly societies contributing for
medical benefits wBI have to pay the
doctors direct but win be reimbursed
part of the cost by the societies. To
enable the friendly societies to operate
under the new system, it is necessary to
extend the objects for which societies
may be conducted.
Clause 5 makes amendments to the
principal Act, which are considered to
be justified by the upward trend of costs
and prices generaHy. It may be 'Poin ted
out that the enactment of this clause
will not compel societies to make any
alterations to their present scales of
contributions or bene'fits, fees, and so
forth, but the amendments will enable
any society, which so desires, to offer
increased benefits up to the new limits
or make the other changes authorized.
Sub-C'lause (1) makes three amendments
to section 5 of the .principal Act-which
section relates to the objects for which
a society may be registered. The first
amendment raises from three guineas
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to six guineas the maximum weekly paymen t by any society towards the expenses
of anyone person for accommodation
and maintenance in hospital.
The
second amendment increases from 10
guinea's vo 50 guineas the maximum
payment by a society in any year for
surgical and other treatment for anyone
person. The third amendment raises
the maximum rate o'f periodical payments from £3 to £5 a week. The effect
of this amendment is to allow highe~
sick pay.
The amendmen t made by sub-olause
(2) of clause 5 is consequential to that
made in sub:"clause (1). The provision
of section 11 of the principal Act, which
is being amended, places a limitation on
contracts between societies and mem1bers
for periodical payments.
In view of increases in the costs of
paper and printing, sub-clause (3)
authorizes a society to charge up to
2s. 6d. for a rule book instead of the
present maximum of 1s. At the same
time, a new provision is introduced
that any member may see a copy of the
rules, without charge, at any meeting
of a society or branch. Sub-clause (4)
of clause 5 allows societies to lend
money on mortgages, making provision
for an annual repayment of 4 per
centum of the principal. The present
law 'requires the repayment every
year of at least 5 per centum. In these
days of soaring prices, the lowering of
the rate of reduction of principal and
the extension of the repayment period
should be of assistance to persons
endeavouring to finance the purchase of
property, and the amendment should
faciHtate the investment of friendly
~ciety funds.
The amendment made 'by sub-clause
(5) of clause 5 is consequential to those
made in paragraph (b) of sub-dause (1)
and in sub-clause (2) of clause 5. Section 26 of the principal Act prescribes a
maximum rate for periodical payments.
Clause 6 grants power to trustees of
friendly societies to accept compositions
and securities for amounts due to the
societies, to allow time for the payment
of debts, to compromise claims, ·and to
do other like things. The trustees are-
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relieved of ~responsihili ty for any loss
occasioned by any such ,arrangement
made by them in good faith. The power
and protection given by this clause are
similar to those conferred on trustees
by section 15 of the T,rustee Act 1928.

Bill.

Although I do not wish to stress tlie
position unnecessa'I'Hy, I think it would
be preferable if an adjournment of one
week were granted to the honorable
member for Mornington on the understanding that a furtlher adjournment
could be granted, if necessary.

Clause 7 jis included in tihe Bill to
remedy an apparent defect in the present
law. To overcome a doubt which has
been raised as to the matter of the serving of summonses against societies for
offences against 'the Act, provision is
made in clause 7 that any such summons
may be served by leaving a true copy
thereof at the registered office of the
society OT pla'Ce of business of the branch,
as the case may be, and with :a person
who is apparently employed there and
has apparently attained the age of sixteen years. This method 'of service is in
conformity with the provisions of subsection (1) 'Of section 23 of the Justices
Act 1928.

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington) (By leave) .-The only controversial
aspect of the Bill appea'rs to be that relating to total abstinence societies. My
view is that such societies should be given
an opportunity to make representations
if they desire to do so, although I do not
think they should have any cause to complain about the measure. In the circumstances, I am prepared to accept an
adjournment of one week, on the understanding that if the Opposition is not then
ready to continue the debate, a further
adjournment will be granted.

The amendments contained in the
measure have been suggested by the
combined friendly societies of VictoI'ia,
and they have been examined by the
Government Actuary whom I have consulted. I recommend the Bill to the
House and trust that it will be given a
speedy passage.

ber for Mornington sought adjournment
of the debate for a fortnight, I understood that he desired time in which to
make certain inquiries. I believed that
the Opposition would then agree to the
passage of the BBI, through all stages, at
one sitting.

\

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT
ton).----<I move-

(Morning-

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
(By leave).-When the honorable mem-

Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-Adjournment
of the debate for a fortnight may accelerate the passage of the measure.

That the debate be now adjourned.

This is a complicated Bill, and I ask the
Chief Se'cretary to .agree to the -adjournment of the debate for a fortnight,
Mr. LEMrtlON (Williamstown).-The
friendly societies desire tiha t this Bill be
passed as soon as practicable, and I
should }like to poin t out that it was
passed by the Council in one sitting.
Since I had the honour of introducing
to the Chief Secretary a deputation that
asked for the amendments contained in
this measure and since the notice of the
termination of the agreement by the
British Medical Association, members of
the Pharmaceutical Service Guild have
given notice of the termination of their
agreement with the friendly societies.
The passage of the Bin is therefore necessary to enable the friendly societies to
secure the regi,st'ration of additional
rules before the 1st of September.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-I agree to the adjournment of the debate for a week on the
understanding that if the Opposition then
is not ready to proceed, the debate can be
further postponed.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Wednesday, July 18.
SELECT COMMITTEE (EGG AND EGG
PULP MARKETING) BILL.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-ImoveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bin is to provide for
the payment of attendance fees and
travelUng expenses to the members of the
Select Committee appointed by resolution
of this House to inquire into and report
upon the operations and activities of the

\

\
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Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board.
The measure provides that members of
the committee shall be entitled to receive
an attendance fee of £2 2s. for attendance
at each meeting of the committee, provided that no member of the committee is
to receive more than one attendance fee
in respect of anyone day. The total
amount payable for attendance fees is
not to exceed such sum as is fixed by the
Governor in Council.
In addition to attendance fees, every
member of the committee will receive, for
expenses necessarily incurred in connection with his work as a member of the
'committee, payment at the rate of 30s.
a day. In the case of a member of the
Gommittee resident in the metropolitan
area, this 'rate shall be payable during
his absence from the metropolitan area
on the work of the committee and, in the
case of a member who is not resident in
the metropolitan area, it shall be payable
for the time during which he is absent
from his place of residence on the work
of the committee. The rate for attendance and travelling expenses provided
under the proposed legislation is the same
as is payable to members of the State
Development Committee and the Public
Works Committee.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition) .-1 moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The Opposition does not contest the prin·
ciple that members of Select Committees
should be remun~rated. A short adjournment until later this day will afford
Opposition members an opportunity to
discuss the matter. At first sight, there
appears to be nothing wrong with the
Bill. If there is to be a Select Committee,
its members shouJd be paid, but the argument advanced by the Opposition is that
a Select Committee should not have been
However,
appointed in the first place.
,since it is the will of the House that there
3hall be a Select Committee to inquire
into the activities of the Egg and Egg
Pulp Marketing Board, I agree that its
members should be placed in the same
category as those of ~imnar committees.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to and the debate
was adjourned until later this day.
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STATE DEVELOPMENT BILL.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure is designed to give statutory parliamentary status to the State
Development Committee. As honorable
members are aware, the committee is
comprised entirely of members of Parliament, and is, therefore, in effect a parliamentary committee. It was originally
set up pursuant to the prOVISIOns
of the State Development Act of
1941, No. 4875, for a life of four
years.
At that time it was composed of eight members of Parliament. The State Development Act of
1943, No. 4945, contained provisions
extending the period of the committee's
activity for two years, at the same time
reducing the numbers of members to
six. The life of the committee was again
extended by another two years in 1945.
By Act No. 5383 of 1949, the principle
of limiting the life of the committee to
that c,l each Parliament was adopted.
I do not need to remind honorable
'members that the committee in its
various stages of evolution has been
entrusted from time to time, by successive Governments, with many important
investigalivns. In some instances, its
recommendations have been implemented
by legisbtion. Comprising, as it does,
representatives of the various political
groups in this Parliament, the committee is able to frame impartial recommendations to which the Government of
the day must needs give very careful
consideration.
Varied phases of the State's activities
which have been investigated by the committee have included the following
matters:-the fishing industry of Victoria; the development of the north-west
of Victoria; the problem of noxious
weeds and their eradication; and the
Geelong distr!ct water supply. The com~ittee has, in addition, been exercising
Its thoughts for some time concerning
the tourist industry-if one may call it
that-and has in this connection submitted a number of reports. One reiating to the alpine regions of Victoria,
which includes a particular reference 10
ski-ing and tourist resorts, 'has already

I
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been tabled, as has also another exploratory report on ,tourist facilities and
National Parks. At present the question of hotel and guest house accommodation is receiving its close attention.
In addition, the committee has
been specifically requested to inquire into
the question of national parks in Victoria.
The State Development Committee has
I am informed, formulated the following
questions upon which it is now deliberating:1. Whether the State is doing as much
as it should to preserve and
protect the natural features of
the existing reservations?
2. Is the present system of management by delegated committees
successful?
3. Is there a need for a constituted
authority having power to advise and co-ordinate the work of
these committees, or whether
the present system under the
guidance of a Government
Department can be made to
operate successfully?
It is understood that the examination
of witnesses on these points has been
concluded, and that the Committee is at
present engaged on the preparation of a
report for submission to the Governor in
Council.
As regards the constitution of the committee, the Bill provides that, instead of
being appointed, as at present, by the
Governor in Council, the members in
future will be appointed by Parliament
according to parliamentary practice. I
mean, of course, the practice relating to
the appointment of members to serve
on Parliamentary Joint Select Committees, except that in this Bill there is
prOVISIon for two members to be
appointed by and from ,the Legislative
Council and four by and from the Legislative Assembly. The other clauses of
the Bill are normal in character in that
they provide for the filling of vacancies,
and the sittings and procedure of the
committee. Provision is made also for
the continuation in office of the existing
personnel of the cominittee for the duration of the present Legislative Assembly.
I propose now to deal with the clauses
in detail. Clause 2 provides f.or the
Mr. Hyland.

Bill.

interpretation of the word" committee "
to mean the" PaTidamentary State Development Committee." Clause·3 provides that soon after the commencement of the first session of each
Parliament, the Parliamentary State
Development
Commilttee
shall
be
appointed in accordance with parliamentary practice relative to the
appointment of Joint Select Committees
of the CouncH and the Assembly. Briefly,
the conditions set out in the clause are
these: (a) no appointment shall be made
by ballot; (b) two members shall be
members of the Council and appointed by
that House, and f'Our shall be members
of the Assembly and appointed by that
House; and (c) those appointed shall
hold office dur·ing the existence and con:'
tinuance of the Assembly :in session at
the time of their appointment, but no
longer.
Other matters covered in clause 3 ,are:
The vesting of such powers and authorities, and the imposing of such duties and
obliga'tions as are provided in the State
Development Acts; the making of a
declaration by every member of the committee that he will, to the best of his
sk·ill ,and ability, faithfully and impartially execute ,the office and perf-arm his
duties as a member of the committee;
and the election by the members of the
committee of a chairman and a vicechairman. The clause provides also for
filling vacancies on the committee, which
may occur by a member resigning his
seat, or by a member ceasing to be a
member of the CouncH or of the
Assembly. Provision is made, however,
tha t such member shaH not be deemed
to have ceased to be a member of the
Council or of the Assembly if he is returned for ,the electorate which he represented immediately before suc'h election.
Clause 4 amenq.s the existing Acts to
bring the practices of the 'committee's
sittings and procedure into line with
those of Parliamentary Joint Select
Committees. For example~ the committee shall have power to sit and transact
business during any adjournment or recess during the Parliament f.or which
they have been appointed. ~lause 5 is
a saving clause whereby the members of
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the State Development Committee in
office immediately before the passing of
this legislation, will, unless their seats
become vacant, continue in office for the
duration of the present Assembly; and
provides for the a'PPointmentof a member in the event of a vacancy occurring
during the life of Ithe present Assembly.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. HOLLWAY
(Leader of the Opposition), the debate
was adjourned until Wednesday, July
25.
COAL MINE WORKERS PENSIONS
(CONTRIBUTIONS) BILL.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Mines).-I
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

(Oontributions) Bill.
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The miners' union made representations to the Government relative to the
proposed increase, pointing out that the
increased rate in New South Wales was
only 4s. 6d. a mine worker and asked
that the Victorian rate should not be increased above 4s. 6d. a week at the present time. As the Victorian legislation
is almost identical with the New South
Wales Act and the pension rates areexcept for some minor variations-the
same, the Government considers it reasonable that the rates of contribution by
mine workers should be approximately
the same.
If the rate payable by mine workers
were assessed at 4s. 6d. a week and the
present ratio of contribution to the fund
by the various parties were maintained,
annual payments would be these:
Government, £16,686, mine workers,
£8,424, mine owners, £25,272, making a
total of £50,382, which is approximately
£8,000 less than the annual amount estimated by the Actuary as being necessary
to maintain the fund on a sound financial
basis.

The purpose of this small measure is
to amend section 23 of the Coal Mine
Workers Pensions Act, which provides
for the compulsory retirement of coal
mine workers at 60 years of age and for
the payment of pensions on retirement.
It also provides for the payment of
pensions in certain cases of permanent
disablement. Section 23 deals with the
In order to maintain the rate of conrates of contribution to the fund by the
three parties concerned, that is to say, tribution by mine workers at 4s. 6d. a
mine workers, mine owners and the week, it will be necessary for the
Governmen t to bear a grea ter proportion
Government.
As the Act stands at present, the of the cost than the 2/7ths at present
Government is required to pay 2/7ths of stipulated in the Act. The Bill now under
the amount of contributions estimated consideration amends section 23 of the
by the Government Actuary as being Coal Mine Workers Pensions Act to pronecessary to meet commitments under vide that the Government contribution
the fund. Of the balance 'Of the amount shall be increased from 2/7ths to 3/7ths
of contributions, one-quarter is paid by of the amount estimated by the Governthe mine workers and three-quarters by ment Actuary as being necessary for the
the mine owners. On this basis, coal payment of pensions and other charges
On this basis, the
mine workers now pay 4s. 4d. each a under the fund.
week, and the coal mine owners pay 13s. Government contribution will be increased from the above-mentioned
a week for each employee.
Following the passing of legislation by £16,686 to £25,028 annually, which will
this Parliament last session, granting in- allow the miners' contribution to be
creased pension rates to coal miners, the assessed at 4s. 6d. a week.
Government Actuary was asked to report
Coal miners in this State have a good
as to the state and sufficiency of the f.ecord over recent years with regard to
fund. The Actuary's report showed that freedom from strikes, and I feel that
the rates of contribution by mine workers honorable members will endorse the
and mine owners would have to be sub- Government's action in this matter by
stantially increased to maintain the fund
affording this measure a speedy passage.
on a sound financial basis. On the preOn the motion of Mr. GUYE (Polsent basis of contribution, the weekly
payment by mine workers would need to warth), the debate was adjourned until
be increased from 4s. 4d. to 5s. 6d.
We=r..~sday, July 18.
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POLICE OFFENCES (FIREARMS)
HILL.

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat this Bill be now read

a second

time.

This is a small but important measure.
Probably most honorable members have
had representations made to them with
the view of action being taken to curb
ind'is'criminate shooting over property
and acts of vandalism by organized
bodies of youths. Complaints of such
incidents have been received from most
primary producer organizations, from
municipalities, and also from other
bodies. The Government has g,iven considerable thought to the question whether
it is possible to curb the activities of
trespassers :of the 'kind indicated, and i:
is felt that this Bill will, to some extent,
achieve that objective. It provides that
no person shall shoot with ,a rifle on or
over the pro'perty '()'f a primary producer,
without the permission of Ithe owner.
.Mr. TURNBULL.-Does that include a
.22-caI1bre rifle?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Yes. There is no
desire to curb the sporting 'activities of
the community more than is necessary,
but people with firearms have caused
danger to life and damage to property.
Bullets have been fired into w:Cilter tanks
and at windmills,' and stock have been
killed. Further, when owners of property
have remonstrated with the trespassers
they have been threatened with violence.
The Chief Commissioner of Police was
asked to do what he could with his limited
force during week-ends and on statutory
holidays to proViide :addi tional patrols t.)
intercept these people. Of course, the
police cannot be everywhere, and f.requently before a land owner can communicate with the police the. trespassers
have departed. As I have stated, the Bill
provides that no person shall shoot on
or over a primary producer's property
without the owner's consent.. That
means that a man cannot, without
the owner's permission, stand on the roa~'l
and shoot into a property with a rifle. I
ha ve had ~he experience of a bullet passing close to me when people have bee!1
shooting in the Umber on my property.
When questioned, the person responsible
stated that he did not know I was
about. It is obvious that accidents can

(Fi1'ea1'1ns) Bill.

occur in that way. It is felt that if a
fand owner is approached by a normal
person who wishes to shoot over his
property, the owner will probably indicate where that may be. done with safety.
Mr. WHATELy.-If a person was carrying a rifle he would not be able to approach the house of the land owner to
obtain permission.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so, but in
these days most primary producers' are
on the telephone and can be com'municated with.
Furthermore, a person
desiring to go on an organized shoot
could make arrangements beforehand.
I do not anticipate any great difficulty
in that regard. The people who have
been responsible for wanton damage
would not worry about obtaining permission, and they are the type we want
to restrain.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Shot-guns are not
included.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-No; smooth bore
guns are exempted. At short range,
shot-guns are probably just as dangerous
as rifles, but it is not the desire of the
Government to restrict the sporting
activities of the community more than
is absolutely necessary. It is also pro~
posed under this Bill to grant power to
the police to seize the rifle of any person
suspected of contravening the ,legislation, and to search a camper's gear. I
commend the Bill to the House as at
least an attempt to curb the activities
of trespassers.
On the motion of Mr. HOLLWAY
(Leader of the Opposition), the debate
was adjourned until Wednesday, July 25.
The sitting was suspended at 5.40 p.m.
until 7.4 p.m.
,MILK BOARD BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of Mr. Moss
(Minister of Agriculture) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-I desire to
addre.ss myself to the question of the
suggested amendments of the Milk Board
Act. Last night I listened for some time
to the honorable mer;nber for Caulfield,
who once was Minister of Agriculture,
but I did not hear all he said because he
took too long to s'ay it.
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I desire to state that the experiment
of con trolling the handling of one of our
most perishable products-milk-was
attempted early in 1932, at which time
there was conflict between those who
produced milk on farm,s, and those
who distributed it in the metropolitan
area. There was some opposition to the
Milk Board Act, which was deemed by
some people to interfere witlh the right
of the individua:l producer. ~he Bill before the House, however, win result in
the control of milk being taken completely out of the hands of the producers
and vested in a Board of three Government nominees. In the opinion of those
who expound the advantages of free enterprise that is a revolutionary procedure.
It is an aspect that has been discussed
in this Parliament over the years, particularly when the formation of the
Whea t Board was being considered in the
twenties of the present "century. For that
reason, this Bill only affects in a
more or less minor way legisla tion
that has been operating in Victoria
for many years. This House recently
discussed the marketing of eg,gs, and the
orderly marketing of potatoes, onions,
and chicory has been the subject of debate from time to time. Not without some
justHication there has been some criticism
of the management of the Boards controlling those commodities.
On occasions the administration of the
MHk BoaI1d has been brought into discussion. That Board has been in ex,istence for many years, first under the
chairmanship of Colonel Kendall, then
under !Mr. Packer, and later under itr
present chalirman, Mr. Rankin. It can
be said that there has been Little complaint about the management of the
Board. Although there has been some
criUicism of the Board's decisions by
those engaged in the production of milk
on the one hand and those engaged in its
distribution, on th,e other-and naturally,
the consumer,s must be" consideredgenerally speaking, the Board has struck
a reasonably fair bargain which has
suited most sections of the"community.
The Milk iBoard, as at present constituted, possesses 'tremendous power."
Under the existing legislation it has
power, for example, to fix the minimum
and maximum prices for the sale of milk
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'Dhe Board controls more than 1,200 producers of milk Who supply the Melbourne
metropolitan area. "It controls also a
multitude of other producers who supply
milk to depots in the outer districts, extending from Rochester to Gippsland.
The Board has to provide an outlet for
the supply of whole milk to the metropolitan area and, generally speaking, it
has acted satisfactorily. The consumption of milk is one of the best indications
of the economic condition of the country.
The amount of milk consumed per head
of population is higher now than it has
ever been. That is not because milk is
cheap; in fact, it is twice the price
charged in 1933 when the principal legislation was enacted.
It might with
justification be said that in that period
The conswnption
wages have doubled.
of milk has increased because the public
have been educated to appreciate its
value as a food. The people feel that
they are getting a cleaner product than
they did twenty years ago, and they are
in an economic position which enables
them to buy more of it.
Prior to the last world war there were
thousands of families throughout Australia who had 'little or no income. If
milk costs 3d. a pint, a person who has
not 3d. cannot buy it; but if milk costs
6d. a pint he who has the necessary cash
can buy it. Due to the generall improvement in economic conditions in the community toward the end of the last war
and since milk consumption has increased
throughout the Commonwealth by more
than 25 per cent. That is the answer to
the weepers and wailers in the community who are continually saying to others
"Look at the conditions you are living
under today." As a result of improved
income,s the people are able to rear
heaHhier children than were reared 25
years ago.
Notwithstanding rationing
and food -shortages, the hea1th standard
of the children in Great Britain is higher
today than ever it was.
Mr. BOLTE.-The British people have at
present a lower standard of living.
Mr. CAIN.-The interjection does not
There is less
apply to the children.
malnutrition in Great Britain now than
there was during the period of the greatest prosperity in that country. School
children at least get one good meal daily
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at the school canteen where milk, fruit
JUIces and other essential foods are
readily available to them. It is true that
the older members of the community are
suffering because they cannot obtain
adequate supplies of butter or meat; but
with the possible exception of those working on the land, factory workers and
children who have the benefit of a canteen are the best fed persons in Great
Britain. At least they get one good hot
meal a day, which is more than can be
said for thousands of people in that
country who have to rely on the meagre
rations that are available to them. The
greatest sufferers in Great Britain are the
wor.1en who remain at home. There is
no canteen where they can obtain a hot
meal daily and often they give up their
ration of essential foodstuffs for the
benefi t of the children.
Returning to the BiU under discussion,
I should say it will not accomplish a great
deal. Under the original Milk Board Act
the Board considered that it had power to
raise certain revenue from metropolitan
milk distributors to meet administrative
costs of the Board. The initial charge was
a farthing a gallon and ultimately it was
reduced to one-tenth of a penny a gaBon.
I do not know the reason why the right
of the Board to levy was challenged in
the courts, but the court held that the
Board did not have power to raise money
by means of a levy to meet administrative expenses.
To overcome that
difficulty the Government has included in
this measure a most revolutionary plan.
In effect, the Board is told that by virtue
of vesting powers incorporated in this
Bill it will become the owner of all
whole milk supplied to the metropolitan
area. Provision is made for a carrier to
pick up the whole milk and to deliver it
to agents of the Board within what is to
be called the " milk district." The Board
will then sell the milk to its agents at
approximately one-tenth of a penny a
gallon in excess of what it pays f'Dr it
and that difference will be used for meeting administrative expenses of the
Board.
The limited number of processors who
have the necessary plant will pasteurize
and bottle the milk ready for delivery
to the consumers. The processor, under
prices fixed by the Board, will be allowed
Mr. Cain.
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approximat,ely 6d. a gallon to cool,
pasteurize, bottle and deliver milk to the
smaller dairyman who does not possess a
pasteurization plant. There was a time
in the metropolitan area when a retail
dairy licence was worth on the average
£10 a quart. To-day it is possible to buy
any number of retail dairy businesses at
a price in the vicinity of £5 a quart.
That is how one can determine whether
the Board is allowing excessive profits
to metr0politan milk distributors. If
any person desires to purchase a dairy
business he could probably obtain one at
£4 lOs. a quart.
The restrictions imposed upon distri~
butors in the metropolitan area are such
that there is a limited profit-making
capacity within the industry. The inefficient or incompetent dairymen of
the class referred to by the honorable
member for Caulfield as those who act
on the cost-plus basis, are Tapidly disappearing from the industry, in which
competition is fierce. During the recent
world war, the Government zoned milk
deliveries in order to conserve man
power, but there is no legal right to zone
at present. Owing to present-day labour
shortages and in an effort to meet
competition, dairymen are again unofficially zoning deliveries. It is claimed
that it costs approximately £20 a week to
put a milk cart on the road. The dairymen
say that due to competition they have to
meet from neighbouring retailers they
cannot afford to have 4, 5, or· 6 carts
delivering milk in the same st'reet.
This unofficial or illegal zoning is strongly
criticized by the housewife.
The reason why zoning is not as strict
to-day as it was in the past is that the
m.1jority of those left in the industry are
competent. They are giving excellent
service' under the present arrangement.
In the absence of orderly distribution,
costs must increase, and that comment
applies parUcularly to bread and mHk.
Therefore an unofficial zoning plan has
been designed to cope with the cost of
distributing milk. The Board has determ,ined the cost to be paid by a retailer
and the price at which he "is permitted to
sell to his customers, and the ddfference
between the two amounts does not permit a distributor to ,incur unnecessary

,
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expenditure. The Bill will not affect that
situation. It will vest in the iBoard all
milk going to milk districts throughout
the State.
Mr. REYNOLDs.-Only if the Milk is
sold under con tract.
Mr. CAIN.-I repeat that the Act will
vest in the Board all milk except that of
producer-distributors.
Mr. REYNOLDS.-A producer will sell
. to the Board only the quantity that he
desires to sell.
Mr. CATN.-The Board will nat say to
a producer" We require all the milk that
you proOduce." . A contract wiH be entered into, of course with th.e concurrence
of the dairy farmers, providing foOl' a
quantity to be supplied on a yearly basis.
Mr. REYNOLDS.-But only the quantity
that the producer wishes to sell to the
Board.
'Mr. OA'lN.-A producer may desire to
sell all his proOduction to the Board.
Mr. REYNOLDS.-Not necessarily.
Mr. CA,IN.-I do not intend to be personal, but now we are hearing foolishness
from a lawyer, who says that a producer
will not be compelled toO seH his milk.
For wha t reason does any man enter the
milk-producing industry, which compels
him to get up early ,in the morning to
mNk cows? He does so .in order to be
able to .sell milk He sells whole milk
to the 'me'tropoli ta,n area not because he
likes the people who live in the metropol,is, but because the Board has offered
him an incentive to assist maintenance of
city supplies all the year round. He would
sell his milk to a local cheese or butter
factory if -its terms were better than
those offered 'by the Board.
Mr. REYNoLDs.-That would lead to
competition between two classes' of purchasers.
Mr. CAlN.-I give the honor,able member foOr Toorak credit for having a wide
knowledge of many things, but not of
milk. 'I repeat that a man en ters the
dairying ,industry with the object of obtaining the best return he can for his
labour and, therefore, he sells the product as whole milk in the metroOPolitan
area. The conditions of the sale will be
fixed by the Board after it has taken
into consideration the value of milk for
the producNon of butter-fat, cheese, or
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other items. More milk -is being soOld
now than previously for the manufacture
of various articles, 'and that is why Victor-ian butter production is lower than it
was some years ago. A dairyman produces milk in order to .sell it, yet the
honorable member for Toorak says that
a dairyman does not want to sell the
milk that he obtains from his herd.
Tha t is nonsensic-a!.
Mr. REYNOLDs.-All I say is that a
dairyman is not obliged to sell the milk.
Mr. CAIN.-A dairyman cannot live
unless he does so. Dairy farms situated
at Werribee; Epping, Dandenong and
other places near Melbourne used to
supply practically' all the milk consumed
in the metropolitan area; to-day producers in those areas furnish 50 to 60
per cent. of the quantity needed in the
metropolis.
Producers at Rochester,
Stanhope, Drouin, Warragul, and other
distant localities dispose of their milk
to butter or cheese factories. In order to
maintain metropolitan supplies during
certain periods of the year, varying quantities are obtained from these producers,
who are anxious to send a big percentage
of their production toO Melbourne because
their returns are higher. Before any
dairyman is permitted to sell milk for
consumption in the metropolitan area, his
dairy must be approved by the Agriculture Department, and he is permitted
to send forward approxi:nately 70 per
cent. of the lowest weekly average that
he has supplied locally for the production
of butter. Assume that I am a dairy~
man in the Drouin district, and that I
send to the local butter factory an
average of 200 gallons daily in the flush
of the season and 50 gallons a day during the winter period. Under arrange~
ments introduced by butter factories, I
will be permitted to send only 75 per cept.
of 50 gallons to the metropolitan area.
Mr. FRASER.-I do not think that is
sound.
Mr. CAIN.-It is true. The basis of
the supply of whole milk to the metropolitan area was fixed under a certain
prict; formula, which took into account
the value of commercial butter-fat. The
idea was to encourage producers in
the
inner
districts
to
maintain
metropolitan supplies 'all the year
round.
If their cows yielded 100
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gallons daily during the flush period, it
paid the dairyman to so feed the animals
that they could give 90 gallons daily in
the winter. It was felt that some encouragement should be given to producers
in outer districts who supply milk to the
metropolitan area a'll the yea'r round, as
against farmers who supply milk only
during the flush of the season. The honorable member for Toorak suggested that
milk producers do not have to sell milk
to dairymen in the metropolitan area.
They are not compelled to milk cows;
they can leave the industry for some
other activity. However, if they want to
continue in the milk industry they adopt
the common-sense view that the best way
to make a living is to 'obtain a contract
with a dairy in the metropolitan area.
Under existing conditions dairymen
agree to take certain quantities of milk
from producers, but during holiday
periods when there is an exodus of people
from the m'etropolitan area dairymen
may not require their contract quantities.
At present contracts contain a clause
that if a dairyman cannot for a good and
sufficient reason take his contract
quantity the surplus milk is left with the
farmer.
In those circumstances, however, the dairy farmer can dispose of any
surplus milk outside the milk area, and,
of course, during holiday periods more
milk is required at holiday resorts.
Under the proposal contained in the Bill
the Milk Board will have a contract with
the producers; it will collect from its
agents, the milk distributors in the metropolitan area, and wHl be responsible for
making payments to the producers. For
instance, if the price to the producer
were -fixed at 2s. a gallon the Board would
be able to charge its agents, the distributors, say, 2s. l/lOd., the l/lOd. being
applied to meet administrative costs.
I have outlined what I think is the main
reason for the Bill.
Certainly, when
vesting has to be adopted to obtain the
necessary revenue for administration it
is using a sledge hammer to crack a nut.
The Milk Board will have a 'little more
work than it has at present, and it i,s
proposed to make an advance to the
Board from the Treasury to enable it to
meet its financial obligations until sufficient revenue is available.
Mr. Cain.
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Mr. LECKIE.-Do you suggest that is
the only way it can be done?
Mr. CAIN.-It is the only effective way,
and apparently no one is prepared to oppose it. If the Opposition feels that there
is a better way of overcoming the difficulty, I should like to be informed of it. I
am prepared to offer some criticism of
certain provisions contained in the Bill.
There is at present a formula available
for the fixing of prices, but the Government says that the formula cannot now
be adopted because the Commonwealth
Government is paying a subsidy of Is.
l~d. and it is not possible to determine
the price of butter-fat. That contention
is not correct. The price of butter-fat
is determined each year by the Commonwealth, which makes an investigation of
the costs. If it is so desired the formula
can still be tied to butter-fat prices.
Mr. FRASER.-That must be done.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not agree.
If the
price for whole milk is not a Httle better
than the butter-fat rates it will be impossible to obtain milk for the metropolitan area.
.
Mr. LECKIE.-That depends on the
formula, surely?
Mr. CAIN.-No, it does not. The milk
coming to the metropolitan area is from
tested herds and must be of better quality
than that produced for the manufacture
of butter and cheese; therefore a higher
price should be paid for the better product. It does not matter whether there
is a formula or not, the Board must tie
the price of whole milk to' the value
of butter-fat sold for the manufacture of butter or cheese. It is
not correct that that cannot be done
at present because of the subsidy. The
value of the subsidy can be added to the
ruling rate and the average price received
by the dairy farmer for butter-fat can be
ascertained.
Mr. FRAsER.-Are you supporting the
Bill?
Mr. CAIN.-I strongly support this
measure. I did so before the honorable
member for Grant was ever thought of in
politics, and I will be supporting it long
after he has ceased to be a member of this
House.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-This measure is
socialistic.
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Mr. CAlN.-It may be, but I shall be
interested to hear the Opposition oppose·
it. I wish to make one other point. The
powers of the Milk Board are wide; they
extend into all phases of the industry.
The Board has power to control the price
of milk-the price to the distributor,
and the price at which the distributor .
sells the milk. The only thing which
the Board does not determine is the
price for the cartage of milk from the
producer to the consumer.
Mr. FRASER.-The Board will have
power to do that in future.
Mr. CAlN.-The Board is asking to be
granted that additional power, but I
trust that the present arrangement
regarding the cartage of milk will not
be disturbed as there is no occasion,
while the Prices Decontrol Commissioner
continues to operate, for the Milk Board
to interfere by determining the cost of
the cartage, in respect of which there is
at present reasonable satisfaction. I
realize that in the event of the Prices
Decontrol Commissioner ceasing to
function-and if the Liberal Government had continued in office that might
have happened-the Milk Board will be
entitled to fix the price of cartage, and
probably that is the reason why the
Government is at this stage providing
power for that to be done.
Mr. Moss.-That is so; it is a provision
for the future.
Mr. CAlN.-l have no objection to
power being provided in the Bill for
that purpose, but I trust that in the meantime the fixing of the rates of cartage
will be left in the hands of the Prices
Decontrol Commissioner, who apparently
is doing a satisfactory job, since all concerned are pleased about it. One provision in the Bill goes a step further than
the existing legislation.
The present
Board has no power to use its discretion concerning people who wish to cart
milk. The Board can exercise control
over distributors of milk and also over
persons who supply milk to the metropolitan area and who must comply with
certain standards.
I consider that, from the point of
view of hygiene, the transport of milk
is as important as its distribution. A
good article might be produced on the
i
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farms but through careless carting,
during which the milk might be left
in the sun, it could deteriorate rapidly.
I contend that the Board should have
the right not only to exercise discretion
as to the suppliers but also as to those
who cart the milk to the places from
which it is distributed to the consumers.
If the Board considers that a person who
wishes to undert.lke the carting of milk is
unsuitable for the work, it should be able
to refuse the issue of a licence for that
purpose.
Provision is made in the Bill for the
Milk Board to grant a carter's licence
to anybody who obtains a licence from
the Transport Regulation Board, as a
!right.
As I have already said, the
Board should have discretionary power
to deal with carters. As prices are fixed
it should not allow those who transport
milk to cut cartage rates and thus undermine the work of other car.ters already in
the industry, who have spent much money
in providing the vehicles and equipment
necessary to transport milk satisfactorily.
To cart milk effectively, the use of a
tanker is generally necessary. It is not
possible to cart wheat or wool or any
other commodity in the tankers which
are equipped specially for tlhe cartage of
mHk. Therefore the MHk Board should
have 'discretionary power to determine
who should be permitted to cart supplies.
I trust that for this purpose appropriate
provision will be included in the Bill before it is passed by this House.
I shall be interested to hear the remarks of any member who opposes this
measure or thinks it goes too far. The
Milk Board is an example of what a body
vested with u~l)controned powers can do.
I understand that tJhe Board has given
complete satisfaction to all sections of
the industry. This Parliament has practically no power over the Board. All
tha t it may do is to remove vhe members
from office from time to time, as their
term of office expires. I repeat that for
many years the. Milk Board has given
complete ,satis'faction in its work. It
should be an example to bodies set up to
control the working of other industries.
Mr. FRAsER.-Why disturb the personnel of the Board?
,Mr. CAIN.-It is not proposed to disturb its personnel.
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Lieut..JColonel DENNETT.-The ,Bill
means that' Government trading in milk
ilS being authorized.
Mr. CAIN.-I point out that the Board
is in favour of the proposed legislation,
and asked -for it. This Bill is the only
way in which the Boa-rd will be able to
get the farthings necessary to finance
its -administration. I strongly support
the measure: because -in my opinion, it
represents a !Sensible approach to the
han'dJ.ing of a difficult problem.

Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Unlike
the Leader of the Labour party, I view
the Bill with a great deal of suspicion,
and I regard it as having very great
dangers for the two sections of tihe eommunity who wili be vitally affected by it
-the producers and, in the final stages,
tihe consumers. If J were in a position
to counSel the IMinister of Agriculture,
and if he would take the slightest notice
of me, I would ask him to take the Bill
out of the House, and in the interests of
the people whom he represents, or is supposed to represent, to have another look
at it to see whether or not ihe was able
to make a change in its provisions relating to the financing of the Hoard's operations.
The Leader of the Labour party rightly
said that this Bill was tantamount to
using a sledge hammer to crack a nut.
This House ,and the, people of the State
will know in future that the sledge hammer was designed by the Labour party.
I do not give -the Labour party credit for
that; I trust that the people will give it
the blame. Under the guise of producing
a measure intended primarily to deal
with the financing of the Board's operations, the' Government is proposing to
place the whole of the milk-producing
industry virtually under Government
control. I hope that Parliament will reject the Bill which means the socialization of the product by the control of exchange or, to put it in 'common language,
by price control.
To my -mind, price control is the
vehicle which the Labour party is using
to give effect to one of its principles of
socializat'ion~the socialization of exchange--and this Government, I repeat,
is using the sledge-hammer, and the
sledge-hammer was designed by the
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Socialists. I beHeve, in the first place,
that primary producers should 'be very
wary of the recent trends employed
against the producing industry. An
example of how primary 'producers are
being led is found in the way in
which price control has been set
up over the producer-appointed Boards
under the Marketing of Primary Products Act. Producers, under that Act,
have the right to elect their own Board,
and they have the nominal right to
select their own members.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.-They had,
until this Government came into office.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-I appreciate that. Until 1946, the consuming
public was protected against exploitation
by the law of supply and demand. If
the Board fixed a price that was
too high, then the industry became
attractive; more people went into it,
and more of the product was produced.
So, to enable that product to be sold, the
Board equated the price and the public
could buy it at a reasonable figure.
Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH.--Tn other
words, a correct balance was obtai-ned.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-It was.
But to-day, we have a price control 'body
si tting over the Boards that have been
elected by the producers under the
Marketing of Primary Producers Act,
and thus the whole spirit of the marketing Acts has been lost. The producer
no longer controls the price of his product; it, is fixed by the outside authority
known as the Prices Decontrol Commissioner. In an effort to supply such
products as milk at a price calculated
to be attractive to the consumer, the
long-range view and the future prosperity
of the industry have been entirely lost.
I direct attention to that aspect because
I consider that this Bill accepts the principle and furthers it. Lest there be any
misconception in this House, I would
say right now that thi~ measure does
not even pretend to be under the Marketing of Primary Products Act. It sets
out to vest milk in a Board nominated
not by the producer but by the Government of the day, and that is being done
under the guise of adjusting the finances
of the Board.
- Mr. MERRIFIELD.-This is a Country
party Government.
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Mr. McDONALD (Dundas) .-Misguided by the party of which the honorable member is a member and which
supports the Government.
Mr. CAIN.-This Bill has the support
of the da'irying Il:1en themselves.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-Doubtless, it has the support of some of them.
The Minister of Agricul ture in his
second-reading explanation mentioned
that the High Court had ruled against.
the old method of financing the Board.
Previously it had been financed by means
of a levy on milk. I suggest that the
method that might well have been
adopted was set out last night in the
speech of the honorable member for
Caulfield, who was Minister of Agriculture in the previous Government and
spoke first for the Opposition in this
debate.
This Bill is nothing more or less than
a blatant attempt to foist Socialism on
the dairy farmer under the cover of a
High Court ruling. It is being used as
a vehicle by which the policy of the
Labour party-the socialization of production, distribution, and exchangemay be furthered. I say, despite the
interjections of members of the Country
party seated on the front bench, that
tha t party by this measure is selling the
heritage of our country for the fruits
of office for the Nme being. Its members are selling, or proposing to sell, the
freedom of primary production, the
freedom of the individual to produce an .
article free of the shackles of bureaucratic control. I have no doubt there
are some producerS' in the industry today who will welcome this measure.
Every member of this House knows that
there are some men who are endeavouring to ,produce milk on land that is uneconomically suited to its production.
Those men will welcome an Act that
they believe will give them temporary
protection. And no douht there are
some members of the consuming public
who see in this legislation a means by
which they will obtain cheaper milk.
I do not think either side will obtain
the result they are looking for, but I do
believe that both sides will rue the day
when they allowed this Government to
produce the measure now before us.
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If Parliament pa-sses this Bill, it will
be visiting upon primary producers the
worst elements of socialistic control. I
was particularly interested, during the
opening remarks of the honorable member for Caulfield last night, to hear an
interjection by the Leader of the Labour
party. Some one on this (the Opposition) side of the House had suggested
what the kernel of this Bill was, and the
answer of the Leader of the Labour
party was that the kernel was acquisition. I 1iiuggest that he is quite right.
The kernel of the legislation is acquisition, and this Bill was directed by the
J?arty which the honorable member for
Northcote has the honour to lead.

Mr. CAIN.-As a matter of fact, I
never spoke to anyone or saw anything
about this Bill until it came on here
for debate.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas). - The
honorable member amazes us. First, the.
Bill gives the Board power to declare
milk districts.
In his second-reading
speech the Minister of Agriculture stated
that the Government did not propose to
bring all of the State under the jurisdiction of the Board. If he reaHy believes
that, I invite him to turn to the Bin
itself and again examine clause 4
in which sub-section (2) of proposed
new sec-tion 4 of the principal Act providesThe Governor in Council may by proclamation published in the Government
Gazette declare any district specified in such
proclamation to be a milk district under
the name specified therefor in the proclamation; and the Governor in Council
may by proclamation so published at any
time revoke amend or vary any such declaration or alter any such name.

It is quite useless for the Minister of
Agriculture to contend that he does not
intend to extend the jurisdiction of the
Bill to embrace the entire State. If he
does not propose to do that, why has
he included the provision I have just
read? The proposed new section 16 of
the principal Act reads, inter alia(1) Subject to and for the purposes of this
Act the Board shall have power to purchase
hold treat sell dispose of and deal with
milk and any other chattel or thing necessary or convenient in connection with the
purchase holding selling or disposal of or
dealing with milk.

)
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(2) The Board may make contracts with
dairy farmers for the delivery to the Board
and the acceptance by the Board of milk for
sale or distribution in any milk district.
(3) When milk delivered by a dairy farmer
under any such contract is accepted by the
Board that milk shall vest in the Board.
(4) Whenever in the o'pinion of the Board
sufficient milk cannot conveniently be
obtained through contracts with dairy
farmers as ,aforesaid or for any other reason
it is expedient to obtain milk from other
sources, the Board may obtain milk upon
such terms and at such price as the Board
thinks proper from any person willing to
deliver the same, and upon delivery to and
acceptance by the Board a.ny such milk
shall vest in the Board.

Bill.

barriers prevent the dairy farmer from
doing anything else with his whole milk
product than to sell it to the Board. He
has no practical al tierna tive.
Having shackled the dairy farmer by
imposing restrictions upon the directions
in which he can sell his milk, the
Government proposes to give the Board
power to fix the price which may be
paid to the producer. The proposed new
secti.on 19 of the principal Act reads,
inter alia(1) (a) The Board shall from time to time
after inquiry to be conducted as prescribed--

A casual reading of that provision would
indicate that if a farmer did not willingly I think we should take note of what
. " :pnescribed" means iln the Act; it
make a contract with the Milk Board,
he could sell his product elsewhere; and means either prescribed by the Minister,
so he could. If he were a big dairy or prescribed by regulationfarmer and had a sufficiently large determine the price or prices which shall be
paid .by the Board to dairy farmers for'
organization, he could retail his product milk delivered to the Board under contracts
personally. I ask the Minister, however, made pursuant to sub-section (2) of section
how many dairy farmers have sufficient sixteen of this Act.
(b) The Board may determine different
capital .or organization to enable them
prices having regard to the locality in which
to contemplate such action?
Alter- the
milk is produced and the place at which
natively, a dairy farmer could sell his it is delivered to the Board.
product to a milk proces!:>ing firm. He
(2) (a) The Board shall from time to
could even make butter from it, and- time after inquiry to be conducted as preI thank the honorable member for scribed determine the Iminimum price or
prices which shall be paid (in the case of
Hampden for the interjection-take less sales other than sales by retail) to dairyfor it.
men for milk for sale or distribution in milk
We know full well the effect that the districts.
(b) The Board may determine different
very low price now being offered to dairy
farmers is having on the supply of prices having regard to(i) the milk district or part of a milk
butter. In my opinion, unless the autho·
district in which the milk is sold
rities in control of prices are prepared to
or delivered;
take a realistic view of the situation,
(ij) different descriptions qualities and
grades of milk;
there will be such a gra ve shortage of
(iii) whether the milk sold is or is not
butter that the community will wish the
delivered to the purchaser at the
price of the commodity had been fixed at
premises of the purchaser; and
5s. a pound, assuming that any was
(iv) whether the milk sold is or is not sold
offered for sale.
in a container of any kind specified
in the determination.
Another course of action that appears
to be available to the dairy farmer is to
Reading that 'provision as it stands,
destroy his product. So far as I can it would appear that, although the Milk
ascertain, the dairy farmer will not be Board may determine minimum prices,
prevented by the Bill from doing that. the dairy farmer can bargain with the
Against any bf those courses, however, Board to obtain a better price. However,
there is an economic barrier. To listen paragraph (a) of sub-sec.tion (3) of
to the Leader of the Labour party one proposed new section 19 of the principal
would gather the impression that, so Act pvovides thatlong as the wives and children 'of resiThe Board shall from time to time after
dents in the metropolitan area have a inquiry to be conducted as prescribed detersufficiency of mnk or milk products, all mine the maximum "price or prices at which
will be well. I submit, however, that milk may be sold by retail in milk districts.
dairy farmers must live, and their child- I submit that by having power to preren must eat. For that reason, financial scribe the maximum prices that may be
M1". McDonald (Dundas).
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charged by retailers, the Board possesses
power to prescribe the maximum prices
which will be paid to the producers.
There is another aspect to which I
desire to refer. If the price is not a
sufficien t shackle to place on the primary
producer, the Board will control the
transportation of milk from the producer
to the consumer. I heard the Leader of
the Labour Party suggest that there
should be more stringent control over
the transpor.tation of milk. I invite the
honor.able member to study sub-section
(1) of proposed new section 26, which
providesAny person who (either alone or in conjunction with any other business) carries
on the business of transporting by road milk
for sale or distribution J.n a milk district
(otherwise than solely in the course of distribution of mnk by retail) shall, unless he
is the holder of a milk carrier's licence
granted under this section and in force, be
guu.ty of an offence and liable to a penalty
of not more than One hundred pounds.

What grea tercon trol could the Milk
Board have than that? Having regard
to the penalty specified, I wonder how
much it would cost to buy one of these
transport licences.
There is only one further avenue to be
explored to ensure that this socialistic
plan is complete, namely the distribution of the product. The Board will control production and exchange; to complete the picture it must control distribution. I do not propose at this stage to
discuss all the restrictive clauses in the
Bill, or to dwell on the possibilities of
graft contained in them. I should like,
however, to direct attention to :sub-section
(2) of proposed new section 24, which
providesAny dairyman or agent of a -dairyman or
other person who whether on his own behalf or on behalf of another sells transfers
or .otherwise disposes of or purports or attempts to sell transfer or dispose of or does
any act towards the Sale transfer or disposal of any milk 'buSiness or any part of a
milk business (other than a milk shop) in
a milk district to any other dairyman or
person with.out the approval in writing of
the Board first .ohtained, and any dairyman
or person to ,whom any such business is or is
purported or attempted to be so· sold transferred or disposed of shall be guilty of an
offence and liable to a penalty of not more
than One hundred pounds.

Tha t means that unless the owner of a
milk business first obtains the approval
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of the Board, in writing, he cannot sell
or dispose of that busine.ss.
Mr. GALVIN.-That wi'll stop the forma tion of monopolies.
Mr. McDONALD (lDundas).-It will
practically stop the milk business.
Mr. GALVIN.-If Opposition members
did not like that provision in the principal Act why did they not introduce iegislation for its repeal when they were in
charge of the Treasury bench?
Mr. MoDONALD (Dundas).-If bad
legisla tion was passed -in the days of
Julius Cresar does the honorable member
suggest that it should never be amended?
In this measure we ·are dealing with a
vicious proposal contained -in the proposed new sub-section that I have read
and this -is the opportunity to amend it.
I regaI1d the provision as the most vicious
of any that p.q,rliament has been asked to
agree to. To say ·a similar section appears in some other Act does not excuse
the House -in the circumstances for not
taking appropriate action to amend this
Bill. Again I would ask the Minister of
Agdculture to have another look at this
Bill, which I believe ·is both vicious and
unwarranted.
In this Chamber yesterday members
debated the increased price of gas
charged by the nationalized Gas and Fuel
Corporation. I Po m not attempting to
avoid ·a share of the blame attachable to
me and to the party to which I belong
for the part we played in the nationalization of the gas industry. For a period
preceding nationalization price control
was exercised under the jurisdiction of a
pr·ices Minister. It would have been
competent for this Parliament to have
thrown price control overboaI1d, but we
did not do it. Under price control the
price of gas was fixed lower than that at
which it could be economically produced.
Mr. HYLAND.-What has the price of
gas to do with a milk Bill?
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-It has a
great deal to do with this measure. As a
result of restrictive price control-and
this Bill is only another measure of price
control-the investing public lost faith
in gas companies as an investment.
Dividends dropped to such an extent that
shareholders in the companies were glad
to accept nationalization as a means of
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recouping their money. The companies
were not able to induce the investing
public to put more capital into the industry because dividends had dropped to a
My present remarks are
low ,figure.
relevant to this measure because here
the same principle is being applied to'the
milk industry.
I view this Bill as a forerunner of the
socialization ot' land because the same
principles are 'being applied in relation to
it as were applied prior t'O the socialization of gas undertakings. In the first
instance, the Prices Decontrol Commissioner, under the prices Minister, was
given power to control the price of gas.
The Commissioner, having in mind the
interests of the consuming public, fixed
the price for the product at what he
believed the consumer should pay. By
that means the industry was slowly
throttled. Now that the same pattern
and principles are being applied to the
milk industry, the dairy farmers ultimately will find themselves in the same
posi tion as were the shareholders in the
gas company. They will be called upon
to sell their farms to the Government.
Up to a point the consumer has been a
willing participant in this legislation,
but I suggest that after the stage is
ultimately reached where the Government will be forced to take over the farms
of producers of milk for the metropolitan
area, the consumer will get the rough
edge of the pineapple. He will be faced
with the economy of the Socialistthe economy of shortage.
A dairy
farmer employed on land belonging to
some one else will not be interested
either in the quality or the quantity of
the milk produced. For a short term
the consumers will buy milk at a low
'price, but if it is kept so low that
farmers are forced off the land, a
shortage will follow, and consumers will
then rue the day when this legisla Hon
was introduced.
I shall sum up my arguments against
the Bill in this way: In the first place,
the producer wi'll be luHed into a sense
The control of
of false security.
exchange will force him to give up the
struggle against bureaucracy and sell
his farm. He win then become an
employee of bureaucracy. As an uninterested employee, he will produce less
Mr. McDonald (Dundas).
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and of poor quality, and so the consumer will have less of the product
available for purchase, and will have
to pay more.
For the reasons I have stated, I ask
the Minister to examine the BHl to see
if another method can be found to finance
the operations of the Board. If that is
not done, I ask the House to reject the
Bill as being social'istic in principle and
not in the best interests of the community.
Mr. MERRIFIELD (Moonee Ponds).The House has just listened to what must
stand for all time as one of the most
remarkable efforts on the part of a member who tried to place such a construction upon the Bill that he was forced
to rise to the greatest heights of
imagination. The' honorable member for
Caulfield, who is in charge of the Bill
on behalf of the Opposition, spoke for
more than an hour. He had ample time
in which to deduce the same propositions as were deduced by the honorable
member for Dundas, but he did not do so.
It appears, theref.ore, that there is lack
of harmony over the Bill between the
honorable member for Oaulfield and the
honorable member for Dundas. We
must be realistic and face facts. The
question of vesting is a legal device to
overcome the adverse court decision
respecting the revenue of the Milk Board.
When the truth of that comment is
realized, the fears of the honorable member for Dundas must, disappear.
The Marketing of Primary Products
Act was passed in 1935, and it provides
for the organized marketing of all
primary products. It is interesting to
read the Hansard report of the debate
of the Bill, which was explained by the
then Minister of Agriculture in May,
1935. Section 16 of the Act automatically
took control of every primary product
of the State. It provided that all primary
products being marketed through Boards
would be vested in those Boards. The
honorable member for Dundas made a
fuss about the principle of vesting of
milk in the Milk Board, but it is interesting t'O find that not one member
of the Liberal party of 1935 opposed
clause 16 of the Marketing of Primary
Pr{)ducts Bill. That demonstrates how
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vague is the fear that the honorable
member for Dundas is trying to instil
into the minds of the public. He is complaining about the vesting of milk in the
Milk Board, whereas the marketing of
.primary products legislation provides
for that to be done in relation to all
primary ,products. By taking mHk from
the control of the Marketing of Primary
Products Act, the Bill takes milk away
from the general effect of section 16 of
that Act.
The honorable member for Dundas
raised the suspicion that the gentlemen
comprising the Milk Board may not be
men of standing and may be su1bject to
the influence of monetary rewards and
pressure of other types. It was interesting to hear the honorable member
make accusations against members of
the Board when we recall that the honorable member for Caulfield, as Minister
of Agriculture in the Liberal party
Government, appointed the present
chairman and reappointed the two members. The honorable member for Caulfield must have had complete faith in
the integrity of the gentlemen who comprise the present Board. I have yet to
find any members of the Public Service
at whom stones can be cast on the
grounds mentioned by the honorable
member, whose accusations against the
members of the Milk Board can have
no foundation, seeing that those gentlemen were apPOinted by the Minister of
Agriculture in a Government that the
honorable member supported. He also
complained because primary producers
would not control the Board.
The
original Wheat Marketing Board in the
Federal sphere was appointed by a composite Liberal and Country party
Government, and eight out of thirteen
of its members were wheat agents, not
producers. On that Board oroducers
were in the minority 'and had- no hope
of dominating the Board. It was sheer
hypocrisy on the part of the honorable
member to pursue his line of argument·
when a CommonweaUh Government that
he supported had already acted in the
way that was the basis of his complaint
against the Milk Board.
The guestion of the vesting powe~s is
the crux of the Bill. As I have already
said, it is merely a legal device so that
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the Board will be able to assure producers of a certain price which it will be
empowered to recover from retailers.
It is not possible for the Board adversely
to affect the consumer and at the same
time adversely to affect the producer.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas) .-It is possible to do so at different times.
Mr. MERRIIFIELD.-The Board at present has exactly the same power as is
proposed in the Bill, but the former
Minister of Agriculture did nothing about
it and the honorable member for Dundas
did not ask him to do anything. It is
sheer humbug to argue along those lines.
On the question of vesting, I am inclined
to agree with the Leader of the Labour
party who suggested it was using a sledge
hammer to crack a nut. I am not opposed
to vesting, but I consider that any proposal ought to have some merit. Frankly
at the moment I cannot see any merit in
this proposition.
At present twelve officers of the Milk
Board are engaged in administrative
work associated with the distribution of
milk in milk districts. I do not know
what the total salary bill amounts to. but
under the former method of recovery the
salaries of those officers were paid, in the
main, by the consuming public in the
metropolitan area, which comprises 65
per cent. of the population of Victoria.
Under the new proposal the Milk Board
will pay 1,000 farmers, 300 or 400 distributors and certain other agents; therefore there is no dQubt that an increase in
the staff of the Board will be necessary.
It has been estimated the staff wiH be increased to 40. Obviously, if the Board
desires to recover the salaries of those
officers it will have to impose a larger
levy than that which it was able to
charg~ formerly.
On the other hand, if vesting was
omitted from the present proposal it
might be suggested that the salaries of
members and officers of the Boar.d should
be a charge on Consolidated Revenue.
Let me examine that proposition.
At
present the activities of the Board are
confined mainly to the metropolitan area,
but they may well extend to other districts, and it is quite possible that the
staff of the Milk Board may in the future
render a service to more than 65 per cent.
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of the population. If Consolidated Revenue were expected to bear the cost of
Milk Board administration, on a population basis the metropolitan area would be
asked to pay the salaries of 36 members
of the staff and the country the salaries
of four.
Other provisions in the Bill relating to
the fixation of prices to the producer and
to the consumer are contained in existing
legislation. The plain fact is that vesting will achieve only one nominal purpose, namely, a redistribution of the
expense of maintaining the Board. While
the country people will be asked to pay
the 'salaries of four members of the staff
of the Milk Board, the metropolitan consumers will be loaded with paying the
salaries of 36 officers. I do not think that
is common sense. Metropolitan 'residents
at present bear the cost of supplying
many services to the country people, and
no doubt the reverse applies. I am not
suggesting that any line can be drawn,
but when consideration is ,given to all the
services that one section oQf the community bears for the benefit of the other,
surely the cost of paying the salaries of
four officers is not a vital factor.
Country people complain that there is
a shortage of labour, yet under the
present proposal an additional 28 officers
will be engaged purely in administrative
duties. Frankly, I cannot see any merit
in the Bill from that angle. It may be
tha t vesting has a further advantage,
and in the final analysis will enable the
Board to have greater control of the
milk produced. I agree -that milk is the
most perishable of food products, but
also it is the most dangerous to handle.
From that angle the vesting may serve
some purpose, which I have noQt yet
seen in the Bill. Certain other minor
matters are dealt with. Milk producers
who deliver milk to retailers sometimes
do not receive payment, but under this
measure the Board will be liable and
unless the Board becomes bankrupt the
producer will be assured of payment. I
should like to know whether the producer
has been let down in such a great
number of cases that the provision in
question is necessary.
As regards the economics of production, although a comparison can be made
between the production of whole milk and
Mr. MerrifieltJ.
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butter a further comparison can be made
between the production of butter, beef
and wool. A t this particular stage of
our economy, when overseas prices for
wool and beef are so high, the competition in regard to the use of soil is so
acute that -there is a tendency for dairy
farmers to cease producing milk and
butter-fat and concentrate on the production of beef or engage in sheep raising.
That is a real difficulty and possibly in
some degree accounts for the decline in
the production of butter. Further factors
have been droughts in New South Wales
and Queensland and also the fact that
the pegged price has adversely affected
the producer.
,
A t present the Milk Board conducts
a cost survey, and under the new proposal
I take it that the 'Board would be empowered toO require producers to maintain
books. An arrangement is entered into
with some farmers to keep books, and the
Board takes the average on the figures
recorde'd. About fifteen years ago approximately 50 per cent. of the milk consumed in the metropolitan area was supplied by direct suppliers, and the other
50 per cent. was received from depots.
However, those proportions have varied
considerably, and now about 70 per cent.
of the metropolitan milk supply is received through depots and only 30 per
cent. is obtained direct from the supp'liers. That fact would ,have some bearing on the costing survey of farms.
This rna tter also has its bearing on the
price of butter-fat, because the formula
of the Commonwealth ,is not dissimilar
to that adopted by the Board. The Board
allows 5 per cent. per annum on capital
investefl in land, buildings, fencing, and
any other -capital equipment, plus stock.
I wish to make the point that 5 per cent.
was perhaps a normal rate of interest,
but at present it is probably a little
higher than the average. It may be that in
two years' time 5 per cent. will be lower
than average rate. In the survey, which
covered the year ended the 30th of
November, 1949, the average 'Value of the
108 dairy farms was £4,362.
I suppose it is not unlikely that 20 per
cent. of the· residences on these farms
are changing each'1'~year in the costing
survey. So -it is likely that newer farms,
better equipped ,to produce milk, will
come in to the survey a t the higher cost.
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If they were brought in at the lower cost

it would have the effect of devaluation.
As I said before, the average valua Hon
shown in the survey was £4,300 odd per
farm. It is safe to say that the residences would cost at least £1,1200, and 5
per cent. on that cost -is £60 a year.
Therefore, the farmer gets free rent ,to
the extent of £60 a year. In that respect
he is unlike the ordinary worker, who
has to pay rent out of his wages.
Another factor is that the farmer does
not pay fares to and from his work. He
enjoys that additional advantage over
the average worker. From those points
of view the farmer is not hardly done by
in the mat,ter of allowance for capital
provIsIOn.
Concerning labour, it is
assumed that the dairy farmer works a
56-hour week, which is a relatively long
working week. Nobody desires that any
person should have to work unduly long
hours. I' point out that ordinarily the
industrial employee in the city would
work 40 hours a week, in addition to
which he would spend a certain period of
time in travelling to and from his work.
It is quite possible that his daily travelling time would amount to an average of
an hour each way in a 5-day week,
which would bring his working week up
to 50 hours.
Mr. NORMAN.~lt would be more than
an average of an hour each way. It
takes more than an hour to go to Glen
Iris.
Mr. MERRIFU:ELD.-I ,am only point·
ing out the differences in the working
hours of the two classes of persons.
N ext is the question of the cartage of
milk, and ,that is an item of expense
which must be considered. I do not know
what allowance Is made for cartage, but
interest on capital expenditure amounts
to 3d. a gallon. Other expenses amount
to 3.06d. per gallon. This costing survey indicates that, roughly, after allowance is m·ade for all these factors, which
totalled 19.98d. per gallon -in the year
under review, the receipts per gallon
were 23.38d., a difference of 3.4d.
Considering the matter in the reverse
way, one wiH see that the farmer at the
present time is being paid 2s. 9d. a
gallon. The average farm production,
according to the statistics which I have,
is about 90 gallons a day. Of course,
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the daily production would vary up and
down, according to the season. At 2s.
9d. per gallon, the daily income would be
£12 8s. Naturally, much of that sum
would be absorbed in expenses.
Another factor is that female labour
is used on the farm. Again, whether or
not that item has been taken into consideration in the survey I do not know,
but if the farmer pays for labour used, he
is entitled to an allowance in the costing
of his farm operations. It is therefore
hard to say precisely whether farm
labour is completely accounted for, and it
is necessary to check all the figures to
ascertain whether any such allowance
has been made. In a general sense, daily
labour is accounted for in the costing.
The cost of labour at 8d. a gallIOn is
only an estimat~, but it wHI 'be seen
that the farmer, for whole-milk production in that year, was not getting a bad
" go." It 'Was' a seven-day week production, and the daily income of £12 8s.
~ives a weekly amount of £86 16s. The
figures I am quoting are those that were
supplied by the farmers themselves from
sample farms, so if there is a mistake
it lies with the farmers and not in my
calculations upon their figures.
It would seem that the farmer is
getting a reasonable weekly income in
the production of his milk. The pressure
of high prices of other primary products
is merely having the effect of inflation in
the milk industry. The Collins-street
farmer-a person with a little cash to
invest-looks for that type of investment
which will give him something a little
better in the future than he could hope
to gain by keeping his money in the bank.
If money is retained in the bank it
declines almost every day, but if the
Collins-street farmer invests his money
in a farm he has a reasonable chance
that v'alues will continue to rise. It is
true that these pressures of increased
prices are exerting an influence on this
industry. The farmer is getting all the
benefit not only on his weekly return
but aIm on the increa'se 'in value of something that is assumed to he his working
capital. The normal worker on a salary
or a wage has to pay the ever-increasing
cost of maintain~ng his family. It can be
seen that under the present machinery
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the BDard is endea vDuring to' dO' something in a fair manner. All the vague
fears that the hDnDrable 'member fDr
Dundas has elaborated are now being
dissi1pa ted Iby the Board. If the Board
takes the 'PrDduct and gives a return, it
is nDt different frDm a fixed price that
the prDducer is bDund to eXipEct to-day.
There are Dne Dr two pDints Df the Bill
itself Dn which I wish to' CDmment. First,
I nDtice a prDvisiDn whereby the man
with the retail licence is to' get cDmpensa tion frDm the Board if for any reason
his licence is cancelled. NaturaUy, if the
perSDn Dwning the premises and being
responsible fDr the investment, cannot
use those premises fDr any Dther purpDse, he wiU be en ti tIed to' cDmpensation.
Lieut.-CDlDnel DENNETT.-Is he entitled to' cDmpensation if he is dispDssessed of his business?
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-He is.
Lieut.-CDIDnel DENNETT.-I ShDUld like
know where that is prDvided in the
Bill.
to'

Mr. MERRIFIELD.-I refer the hDnDrable member to' sub-sectiDn (3) Df prO'pDsed new sectiDn 22, set Dut Dn page 7
Df the Bill. I am nDt averse to' the Dwner
getting legitimate da,mages. Lf he has put
up a building in gDod faith and is nO'
IDnger allDwed to' use it fDr the purpDse
fDr which it was erected, it becDmes dead
capital and he is entitled to' CDmpensatiDn. I can appreciate the pDsitiDn
wherein a dairyman has gDne intO'
a new area ,and is waiting for paya ble returns.
I think he migh t
well he entitled to' cDnsideratiDn if
and when his Hcence was cancelled.
In the case Df a perSDn whO' takes Dver an
existing licence-which, in fact, has been
a mDnDpDly in a prescribed area, given
him by the legisla tion-I feel that there
is an undue traffic in gDDdwill. I am
sa tisfied that in the survey made by the
GDvernment in :r:egard to' bus fares the
same cDnsideratiDn Dperates. As SDDn as
a man. gets a bus licence he places Dn
that licence a value Df SDme thDusands
Df pDunds. I dO' nDt feel that the issue Df
a licence was intended to' give a perSDn
a tremendDus equity in sDmething in
which he is prDtected by the State.against
thecompetitiDn Df others.
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In all the circumstances, I maintain
that this matter Df cDmpensatiDn fDr the
hDlder Df a licence Dugh t to' be extremely
circumscribed. I understand that in the
dairying industry the value being placed
Dn a transfer is running intO' sDmething
like £5 a quart. It has nDt increased
greatly Dver the last few years, and that
can well be accDunted fDr by the fact
that in 1940 the distributor Df bulk milk
was getting 4d. a gallDn and to-day he is
getting rDughly, an increase of 45 per
cent.; but the producer was then getting
1s. and tD-day is getting 2s. 9d., which
is an increase Df 175 per cent. SO',
relatively, the prDducer-at least, Dn
cDld figures-has had a better " go " than
the distributDr, and that fact may affDrd
SDme indicatiDn as to' why the value Df a
licence has nDt increased a great deal, at
all events, in the metrDpDlitan area.
There should not be an equity in a licence
which the State creates and merely hands
as a matter Df trust to' the individual.
This 'Ought to' be examined clDsely in
Drder to' protect the public generally.
In cDnnectiDn with transfers under
prDpDsed new sectiDn 24 in the Bill, I feel
that when a perSDn wants to get DUt Df
this business and sDmebDdy else wants
to' enter it, instead of the transfer being
apprDved by the BDard the licence itself
Dught to' be· surrendered to' the BDard
and that bDdy ShDUld find the neWCDmer.
Tha t is the prDper prDcedure and the
Dnly way to' prevent trafficking in licences
such as exists to-day.
The principle
ShDUld be clDsely examined.
Zoning is a vexed questiDn with hDusewives in regard tD bDth milk and bread.
ECDnDmic distribution of these commDdities has been a factor in the minds
of certain members Df the public. ZDning
exists tD-day as it did during the war
periDd, when the authDrities determined
which retailers ShDUld cover prescribed
areas. Gradually, however, the situation
develDped that Dne retailer Dnly served
any particular area, and the housewife
had no chDice. She had to either accept
delivery fro.m the roetailer whO' called
upDn her or carry her purchases home
frDm a shop.
In the prDposed new sectiDn 23 of the
principal Act which relates to' the determinatiDn of dairies frDm which milk
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may be distributed in defined areas in
milk districts, these words appearThe Board after inquiry to be conducted
as prescribed may by notice published in
the Gove'rnment Gazette(a) from time to time define areas in a
milk district; and
(b) from time to time determine from
which of the dairies specified as
aforesaid milk may be distributed
by retail in any area so defined.

That provision allows a retailer to determine which customers he will serve and,
rather than serve, say, one out of every
three householders in an area-if he is
incapable of serving them all-he will
select a block area and leave the
remainder to be supplied by another
distributor. In my opinion, it would be
better to bring abo~t a competitive condition by replacing the word "may"
with "shall."
My Leader mentioned, man power and
the time factor both of which, no doubt,
~re
vi tal.
Many householders' are
extremely dissatisfied with the service
they are receiving, not only from milk
distributors, but from those who supply
other commodities. My view is that a
little more competition would be
beneficial; it would have the effect of
shaking up the indolent distributor.
My Leader referred also to the matter
of transport. In contradistinction to
the honorable member for Dundas, I
believe that, in the transportation of such
a perishable commodity as milk, it is
essential to know by whom it is to be
carried. That can be achieved only by
ensuring that the persons who are given
nominal licences handle milk alone. Other
persons then would be prevented from
carrying milk.
I am not sure that my comments have
added either light or wisdom to the debate, but I feel that too much emphasis
has been placed by some members on the
aspect of " vesting" which, to my mind,
is of secondary importance.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-It means
socializing the industry.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-I disagree. My
understanding of the measure is that the
only milk to be vested in the Milk Board
will be that delivered by those persons
willing to deliver it. It would be wrong
to contend that the Bill represents a
form of conscription on milk producers.
Session 1950-51.-[133]
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Mr. FRASER (Grant).-l compli~
ment the honorable member for Moonee
Ponds on the way in which he successfullY
quoted figures to show how the passage
of the Bill will increase the price' of
milk to the consumer, and also increase
the inflationary trend which is ,so
prominen t to-day. In my opinion, the
Bill is an extraordinary document; it is
almost as extraordinary as the speech
delivered this evening by the Leader: of
the Labour party. I remind members of
some of the points made by him. He said
that the measure will take the control of
the Milk Board out of the nands of the
producer and vest it in a Board of three:
'He then explained that the Board of
three will be appointed by the Govern:
ment of the day and that, under a 'pro~
vision of the principal Act, not one' 6f
the three members can be associated
with the dairying industry.
,
The honorable member expressed 'his
considered view' that there had been
little complaint about the activities of
the Milk Board to 'date. 1'think that
observation will be endorsed by every
member of this House.
The original
Bill to, constitute the Milk Board' was
introduced by a Liberal party Govern:"
ment in 1933, and it is true that that
Board has given general satisfaction to
the community.
That raises in my mind this question:
Why has this measure been introduced?
The Leader of the Labour party, in his
most interesting historical survey of the
activities of the Milk Board, mentioned
its powers and the economics of the .in·
dustry and then made the extraordinary
statement that the Bill contains a
most revolutionary plan. Fancy a statement like that from a Socialist! He
then proceeded to deal with the
cost of the handling and distribution of milk and explained how the
activities of the Milk Board had squeeZed
certain people out of the industry. He
showed that the sale value of dairy
businesses bad declined from £10' a quart
some years ago to £4 lOs. a quart to-day_
The Leader of the Labour party spoke
about the disabilities of the contracts
system and then added I am supporting the Bill." Of course he wouI'd' sup~
port it, and the reasons are to be' found
in the Hansard report of the~ debate on
U
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'the Milk Board Bill in 1933. The Bill as
~ow presented embodies practically every
argument that the present Leader of the
Labour party submitted to the House
when 'the original legislation was being
discussed.
The more one listens to the debate and
~tudies the Bill the more one is convinced
of two things. First, we have heard the
voice of Moses the prophet and, secondly,
in the Bill we see the hand of Cain. We
can visualize the grasping hand of
Socialism stretching out to take control
of everything for the State, implementing
,the -Labour party platform, which provides for economic control by the
s9ciali~ation of production, distribution
and ·exchange. If this Bill becomes law
it ·will mean the complete socialization of
~e ,distribution of milk, the nationalizatlonand ·rationalizatiop of dairy farms,
and the stagnation and ruination of dairy
farmers.
If it was found necessary to amend the
Milk Board Act the first thing that one
would have expected from a Country
party Government was that it would have
rna de some alteration in the personnel of
the Board to provide for the direct representation of producers. In Committee
I trust that we shaH have an opportunity
of supporting an amendment along those
lines and I hope it win be accepted by the
Government. If it is true, as has been
said .during the debate, that all whole
milk; .supplies for the metropolitan area
are to be vested solely in the Milk Board
and that certain rights and privileges are
to be ta:ken from dairy farmers, surely it
is only fair, just and proper that the dairy
farmer should have his representative on
the Board. It might also be fair to suggest that the Minister should consider
whether or not milk distributors are entitled to representation on the Board.
Mr. Moss.-What about the consumers?
Mr. FRASER.-As the Minister of
.Agriculture should know, the Milk Board
as at present constituted consists of three
.repr~sentatives of consumers.
When the
Minister makes an interjection of that
kind is it any wonder that one becomes
heated.
The Minister favours the Bill
which provides for peaceful penetration
and ultimate .grabbing of control of the
dB:lry~~g industry.
This gra~bing has

been so effectively disguised that the producers have been misled into believing
that it is the only way in which their
position can be made secure.
In his
second-reading speech' the Minister of
Agriculture said that the necessity for
the Bill arose from two causes. The first
reason was because of a decision of the
High Court of Australia that the previous
method adopted for financing the Board's
activities amounted to the imposition of
an excise duty which was ultra vires
t!he Constituti'on, and tllerefore some
other method of obtaining finance had
to be found. The second reason was
that some dairymen had defaulted in
their payments and the amount of their
indemnity bonds was not sufficient to
meet their commitments. The Minister.
should have given further iriformation
to the House on that score and stated
when and where that had occurred.
Let me now consider the two points
separately. To overcome the first difficulty the.Government proposes to adopt
the device of .buying milk from the
dairy farmers and then selling it to the
distributors at a profit. It is simply a
device, and any other device would have
been just as effective for raising the
finance necessary for the Board's operations. I agree with the honorable member
for Caulfield that the best method
would have been to introduce a
Hcensing system for di-stributors and' re~
quire them to pay a licensing fee, based
on last year's turn'over. That is one
way out of a dozen by which the Government could obtain finance for the purpose. The Mini-ster admitted that about
twenty different proposals had been submitted, and the Government thought
that the scheme it proposed in the Bill
was the best.
The Minister said that it is proposed
t'O alter the formula for fixing the price
to consumers in the metropolitan area
and to get away from that formula which
provides that the price of milk should
be based on the price of best quality
butter. I say definitely that the old
formula will always remain 'because we
cannot get a,way from it. That was explained ~ffectively by the Leader of the
Labour party when he said that if the
price fixed for whole milk was not satisfactory dairy farmers would go over to
butter or cheese production.
,.
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I would ask the Minister that if the
two points that he submitted were the
only reasons for this Bill, why does he
seek the wide powers that are to be
conferred under proposed new' section
16, sub-secUon (1) of which proV'idesSubject to and for the purposes of this
Act the Board shall have power to purchase
hold treat sell dispose of and deal with
milk and any other chattel or thing necessary or convenient in connection with the
purchase holding selling or disposal of or
dealing with milk.

After all, it is the Minister of Agriculture
who will have the power because the
Milk Board i:s only his agent, in the same
way as the distributor is the agent of
the Board. It was said earlier in
the debate that the Metropolitan and
Brighton gas companies were forced to
enter into their ,present arrangement with
the Government for the control of gas
supplies to the metropolitan area because
of economic pressure exerted under price
con trol. I believe the same thing could
happen in the milk industry under this
legislation. I feel certain that all members hold in high regard the presen.t
members of the Milk Board. They are
men of integrity and their past actions
have indicated that they can do an honest
job. I regret the inference the honorable
member for Moonee Ponds drew from the
statement of the honorable member for
Dundas who, in my opinion, made no
suggestions against the integrity of the
presen t Board.
,Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-His remark sounded very 'much like
one.
Mr. FRASER.-The honorable member
said that if the BiB is passed there will
be no guarantee that the present members of the Board will remain -in office, or
that the present Minister will always be
directing the authority. Changes may
occur and certain machinery may be put
into operation that will lead to serious
difficulties in the industry. Tqe Minister
said that it was not proposed to extend
the activities of the Board throughout
the State. What will be the policy of
the Board under the direction of a
SOcialistic government, and what will be
'. the pOSition of dairy farmers Who depend upon the Board for their livelihood?
.M;~mbers 'must not fo~get that prices
determined 'by the Board are subject to
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the approval of' the Minister. That is
why Opposition members are fearful of
the powers that the Bill will hand over, to
future Boards and future Governments,
and so the Opposition says to the Minister " Have another look at the Bill to see
if you cannot include safeguards and
give producers representation on the
Board."
The Minister said also that the Board's
ownership of the milk would be nominaL
That is .a fallacy. The Board will buy
and sell milk through agents, fixing the'
purchase and selling prices. It will
direct each agent as to where he shall
dispose of milk, yet it is suggested that
the Board's ownership will be merely
nominal! The Minister told us also' that
producers would not be compelled to sell
their product to the Board, and that they
could dispose of it to retailers in any
part of the State not declared to be
milk district. In six mon ths' t~me,. every
locality in the State may be declared 'a
milk district. Many producers will have
no alternative but to sell their milk to
the Board, because there are no butter
or cheese factories near them. If they
do not deal with the Board, they will have
to pay :high char~es to have their milk
transported long distances.
Mr. DODGSHUN .-People in some
country districts cannot obtain milk.
Mr.FRASER.-The interjection re-o
minds me of another provi,sion that may'
act against producers. For any reason,.
the Board can purchase milk wherever it
likes, ,and it can also refuse to lake milk
from producers with whom it has entered'.
into contracts. Owing t'0 the expansion.
o.f the metropolis, it has' been necessary'
during certain periods for metr'0politan!
milk distributors to -go as far afield as
Rochester, Camperdown, Colac, and elsewhere to obtain supplies, but that has nat
proved to be a big handicap. Greatprogress has been made not only in the
dairying industry, but ·also in transport
methods, Thirty years ag'0, the State
lacked good roads, and ,then it was almost impossible to transport milk rong
distances to Melbourne; in these days it
is 'a successful proposition. In the past,
it was necessary for the RaHway Departmen t to run special trains to Trafalgar
and' other localities to bring supplies to
Melbourne.

a
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The Bill will not only socialize the milkproducing industry, but it will also bring
into being something that will affect
every member of the community-it will
create another governmental trading con ..
cern. Surely past experience of such
efforts is sufficient to indica,te to all members that sooialization of industry 'is not
the solution of the problem of increas-ing
prices, nor will it lead to a reduction in
distribution costs. That fact alone should
raise, strong 'Opposition to the Bill. Today we are experiencing a shortage of
man power, yet the Government proposes
tD institute this trading concern and so
do away with metfuods that have proved
.so successful in the past. It will break
:completely the associa ti'On of milk producers and distributors.
It is proposed that the Board shan deal
with all documents direct. Anyone who
,has had experience of the dairying in:dustry realizes what is entailed in that
'proposition. Dairymen will have to keep
.complete records for the Board, and for
that work a clerical staff will have to be
, employed. All returns will be forwarded
,tD the Melbourne office. The honorable
'member fDr ,Moonee Ponds said that from
.,36 to 40 additional employees would be
required. With my knowledge of how
the staffs o.f Government Departments
multiply, I think the honorable member
under-estimated the increase. ,Much of
this clerical work could be done more
'effectively at depots than at a centrall
'Office. For the purpose of my argument
:1 shall adopt the figure of 40 suggested
by the honorable member for Moonee
Ponds. The enlargement of a Govern,ment Department even to that extent is a
.further reason why there should' be
In the
:strong objection to the Bill.
.course of his second-reading speech the
Minister of Agriculture saidRegarding the second objective, for some
time it has been realized that amendments
to the Milk Board Acts were essential to
,ensure that the original intention of Parliament. w'ith respect to the production, treatment and distribution of whole milk was
achieved.

The principal Act has been amended four
times, and to suggest that at this stage,
after it has been in existence for approximately twenty years, it is necessary tD
amend it further, to implement the
'Original intention of Parliament is just
plain hODey.
Mr. Fraser.

The Minister also statedOne of the most important functions of
the Milk Board is the determination of a
minimum price which shall be paid to milk
producers. The Milk Board Act passed in
1933 provided that this price should be based
on a certain formula.

That formula laid down that some regard
should be paid to the price ruling for the
highest quality of butter on the Melbourne market. Although the Minister
suggested that the formula will be dispensed with he did not'indicate the procedure that will be adopted in its place,
and I challenge him to explain what other
formula can possibly be used. The
Leader of the Labour party stated that
if the price of whole milk was not related
to the ruling price of butter-fat, the dairy
farmer would produce butter-fat and the
Board would be placed in the position of
trying to obtain supplies of whole milk.
It would have to approach factories and
buy the milk at a price based on that
obtaining for butter-fat plus an allowance tor whole milk.
Proposed new section 16 envisages
giving the Board very wide powers. It
would be interesting to hear the Minister
explain why it is necessary for the Board
to buy and s~ll not only milk but also
chattels or any other thing. As I see it,
the Board will be able to manufacture
milk products if it so desires, because
no limitation will be placed on its activities. It is to be given power to fix not
only the price it shall pay the producer,
but the price paid by the distributor,
the processor of milk, and also the retail
price paid by the consumer. The Board
will from time to time also be required
to publish a long list in the Government
Gazette and that will entail extra unnecessary work and expense.
I wish to adopt all the arguments
advanced by the honorable member for
Caulfield. I consider that the dairy
farmers cannot be' warned too strongly
of the evil effects of the proposal con·
tained in this Bill, which is simply
implementing the Labour party's policy
of socialization of industry, production,
distribution and exchange. This measure
will take away from the dairy farmer his
birthright, that is, the ability to sell his
produce where and how he chooses. In
my opinion, it is wrong for any Government, and particularly a Country party
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Government, to consider creating a things which have happened in the dairyBoard having !)uch wide powers as are to ing industry. The honorable member for
be conferred on the Milk Board, without Grant is supposed to represent a rural
giving the producers concerned direct community. I venture to say that if a
referendum were taken in his electorate,
representation on the Board.
This Bill departs from the policy of 100 per cent. of the dairymen supplying
orderly marketing, and, if given effect, whole milk to Melbourne would indicate
will place in the hands of the Govern- that they supported the Bill. The same
ment the means of socializing the milk decision would be given by dairymen,
industry and forcing the distributors wherever they may be, who are supplying
and producers out of that industry. In whole milk to the metropolitan area.
I point out to members of the Opposicertain circumstances some provision is
made to compensate those affected, but tion that this measure affects not only
the authority to determine the amount of consumers in the metropolitan area but
I
,compensation is the Board, and any com- also those in the city of Bendigo.
'pensation granted is subject to the shall look forward to the time when the
aPPI:0val of the Minister. That principle activities of the Milk Board are extended
is bad. Anyone adversely affected by to the city of Ballarat. The councillors
the passage of a Bill should have the of the City of Ballarat, including the
right of appeal to an independent autho~ Mayor, whq is a prominent Liberal, are in
rity which will properly assess his equity favour of the operations of the Board bein the undertaking and the amount of ing extended to that city. I have that
Last year the
compensation that should be paid for the statement in writing.
Government had the privilege of doing
loss of his business.
Even if the present Board could be' in something for the employees of dairy
existence for all time my objection to the farmers; it did something the like .of
Bill would be just as strong. It is clear, which had not previously been done in the
however,' that with the passage of time political history of Victoria.
there must be changes in its personnel.
REYNOLDs.-The
Government
Mr.
I think there have been three changes granted them wages Board rates.
since the Board has been in existence,
Mr. R. T./WHITE (Honorary Minister).
one Quite recently. Further, there can -That is so, thereby providing for
be frequent changes in the Minister in those employees something which they
. charge of the Board, and of course, the had never previously enjoyed.
The
Minister himself is subject to Govern- Government desired to place their emffient direction. When the Bin is being ployment on the basis of a 40-hour workdealt with in Committee, I shall have ing week, because it believed that the
more to say about it. For the present, I dairying industry is of such importance
record ,my strong protest against the that those engaged in it were entitled to
socialistic tendency of this measure.
the same conditions as workers in any
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister). other industry. However, the honorable
-Before I answer the honorable member member for Grant advocated a 56-hour
for Grant, I wish to take the opportunity week for employees in the dairying
to congratulate the Minister on bringing industry. He moved an amendment to .
forward, so early in the session, a Bill that end, but when a division was taken
which has been approved by all sections he voted against his own proposal. He
of the industry, from the producers to the now talks about the socialistic people on
consumers.
the Government side of the House.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-What is
If socialization means the granting of
your authority for that statement?
justice to those engaged in the dairying
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister). industry, I am afraid that, although
- I f the honorable member will allow me I should have to find another word to
to develop my argument, I shall be able to express the same philosophy, I would be
'educate him. I trust that the honorable in fav.our of granting that justice to the
member for Grant, who is about to leave persons concerned.
The honorable
the Chamber, will Temain to hear what member for Grant to-night tried to relate
. I have to say, as I wish to tell him some, something that did not affect the Bill in
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any way. He said that Government In 1933 the Board thought that it had
suppO'rters had turned sO'cialistic in the the right to take frO'm distributors O'ne
wO'rst degree. We all knO'w that this is farthing a gail on.
The Board was
only another bit 'of 'propaganda by administered so efficiently that it
members of the Opposition and of the accumulated ,surplus funds, and it later
same type .as that being put fO'rward decided t.O' reduce the charge to oneby their cO'lleagues in the CO'mmO'nwealth tenth of a penny per gall~n, which was
Parliament. However, it will not "go taken from the retailers. However, it
over." I challenge members of the was made clear by the decision of the
Opposition to agree to a referendum of High Court that the Board could not
producers and distributors to ascertain rightly take that money from the
their view of this Bill.
retailers. It then became necessary to
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-And con- provide means by which it could raise
money to finance its a~ministration.
sumers?
Mr. FRASER.-From whom will the
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).-Yes. I am delighted that the money be taken now?
honorable member for Grant has returned
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
to the Cl:lamber. Last year we witnessed -Those who had paid it previously will
a magnificent display by him in the continue to pay it-the consumers. The
interests of dairy farmers and their wives , reason for the birth of the Milk Board
and children. He had members on the in 1933 was that the people who had
Government side of the House almost kept the Liberal party in power had
'crying untn' he submitted his proposal been robbing the producers. ,I remember
that employees in the dairying industry the time when the late Mr.. Reg. James,
should work a 56-hour week.
who was a member of this House and
Mr. FRAsER.----.What hours are they secretary of the, Metropolitan Milk
Producers Associa tion-an organiza tion
working to-day?
which had· done remarkably good work
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minis- for the producers who sold whole milk to
ter) . -They are workIng the same hours Melbourne and Bendigo-worked hard
as they did yesterday and the day before, to have a Board created for the probut that is because the party to which tection' of the producers. ' In, those .days
the honorable member belongs was in ,producers were paid what was termed
power almost all the time up to the year butter-fat rates. It took 2! gallons of
1933. In that year the Liberal party did 40 per cent. milk to make one pound of
one of the few good things for which it butter-fat for which the producer,
can be credited. After a great deal of received 9d. Members can oolcula,te
pressure had been exe:r.ted by producers, how much producers were, receiving,
it brought in the original Milk Boaz:d under those conditions, prior, to 1933.
Bill. Members of the Opposition ~()w
The 'story goes, farther than that.
say that the Board is not a true ma:r~et The retail price was 7d. a quart-2s. 4d.
ing Board. If thei'r contention is correct, ::1 gallon-and I can prove)t. The Milk
I invite honorable members to decide ,Board was created because of the
who is to blame. I repeat that' , the difference between what the producer was
Liberal party did one good act in the ,receiving and whait was being charged
inany years during which it was in ~ to the consumer. The, dairying inpower. The present Govern~~rit is so dustry was the Cinderella of all
wise in its ways that it is nQt' prepared the industries. Slavery was not abolished
to alter the result of that good ac~.
so long as the system then existing
The Government does ,not propose to was allowed to continue. To-day, we
make any alteration in the present s'et- have reached ~he stage where we
up of the Milk Board, the personnel of are able to place before the Milk
which is constituted under exactly the Board a way of proving our cost of prosame pririciple as ap'plied when the duction. Does the honorable member
origin~l Bill was passed in 1933. The
for Grant or any other member of the
only diffe~ence' between existing legis- Opposition say that the dairy farmer
lation and the Bill relates to finance. ' is not entitled to the cost of production?
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Tbat may be said here, but are members
opposite game to go into their electorates
and say so?
.
Does any member of the Opposition
deny the right of the dairy farmer to
receive .the cost of production? One of the
main reasons for the creation of the
Board was that express purpose and,
twice a year for many years past, the
producers, the distributors, and the consumers have had the right to put their
case before the Board. One of the major
reasons why butter is scarce to-day is
that a great deal more whole milk is
being consumed locally and a larger
'quantity is being processed for export
to India and' other places where trade
was ,developed during and after
the war. ~ have not the figures
before me in this connection, but there
has been ,outstanding progress in the
whole milk trade. In the metropolitan
area" from 1933 until this year, there
has been an enormous increase in the
consum·ption of whole milk. In 1933,
the consumption was round abOut
63,000 gallons; to-day it is 130,000
gallons or more, and that is not all due
to the increase O'f population in the
metropolitan area. There is an evergrowing trend day by day for whole
milk consumption. The reason why we
are in trouhle at present with regard to
butter-fat is that the Federal Government told the dairy farmers all over
Australia that they would receive
the cost of production over the next five
years. In that respect, for the past
six months we have ,seen noth1ing but the
game of passing the buck. Provided
that the States' find the money, the
Federal Government will give the
f.1rmer the cost of production. If it
wants to give the dairy farmers the
cost of production, let tt provide the
ways and means and cease to pass the
buck, because if the present conditions
continue for another six months we
shall be really, short of butter in
Australia.
I referred earlier to the fact that all
producing organizations and all dist!'ibutors have been in favour of this
measure. There are men in the Speaker's
gallery at, this moment who are closely
connected with these organizations, and
they are' lo{)king forward with great
interest to the passing of the Bill as
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early as possible. All the" Aunt Sally's '~
that have been put up by the Opposition
in the course of this debate have been
raised for the 'purposes of political
propaganda. When we hear the honorable member for Grant talking about
Socia!ism and all the rest of H, we have
only to remember that there were
orderly marketing Boards when he, unfortunately, was a member of our party.
He was once chairman of the Transport
Regulation Board. I ask him, what about
that Board? Is that a socialistic body? I
remember ,the honorable member for
Bendigo saying here that we had to get
down on our hands and knees in order to
obtain a bit of chaff.
Mr. FRAsER•.......:Am I not qualified to
speak on the activities of Boards?
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).-The honorable member has had
m.1rvellous experience of the activities of
every Board. The 'honorable member for
Moonee Ponds was under a misconception when he referred to the number of
employees that would be needed by the
Milk Board when this measure had been
passed. I wonder how honorablemembers opposite will fare when they return
to their consti tuen tsand tell them that
they have opposed this Bill?
How will
the honora'ble member for Swan Hill fare
when he goes home and tells his people
that he opposed the producers' Board?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-It is not a
producers' Board. What about the interests of the consumers?
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
- I t is in tile interests of the 'consumers,
too. The ·consum~rs have a right to be
represented at every inquiry conducted
by the Board. I have attended many of
these, and I have noted the' :able way in
which IMrs. Hain has represented the 'consumers, and I have never known her to
fan to compliment the members of the
Board. The ·consumers, in fact, are well
protected by the act·ivities of the Board.
Reverting now to the comments of the
honorable member .for Moonee Ponds as
to the staff under the Board, I think
he may have had in mind some evidence
frDm the Sydney Board. That body an,:!
the Board in Viotoria, however, are not
the same. The'Sydney Board has full
control of the production of milk; it has
full control not only of' distribution but
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also of production. In Victoria there
is established a dairy supervision
branch wi thin the Agriculture Department, which, has full control of
the production of milk, and we may
thank goodness that that is so. I
am very doubtful whether, after the Bill
has been passed, the Milk Board will require one extra man to police this legislation. The Board will not handle a
gallon of milk.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-But it will
handle thirteen millions of money.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-Of course Jt will, and that is the
greatest safeguard the produGers haVf.~.
The Board, I repeat, will not handle onl(>
gaHon of milk, but it will certainly handle
the money aspect, and we can thank God
for th.at, in the interests both, of the producers and consumers; we can be thankful that 'we' have a body of men who will
keep matters on an even keel. If .the
Board is operating so successfully in
the metropolitan area and also in
Bendigo, why should it not be
successful also in Ballarat, Geelong,
Mildura, and many other places where
there is an aggregation of population for it to extend its activities?
One major reason for the introduction
of the Bill is to ensure that differential
prices may be fixed for vario'us parts of
Victoria. Under the existing legislation,
when the Milk Board fixes a price for
milk, there is only one rate for Bendigo
and Melbourne. If anyone can convince
me that the cost of production in, the
metropolitan area is the same as that
at Bendigo I am prepared to admit that
I know nothing abol1t dairying. The
measure will give to producers in
different pa,rts of the State an opportunity to present to the Board facts and
figures to support their claim that it
costs a certain sum to pr0duce milk in
their district, so that a proper price can
be given to each producer for his product.
I emphasize that one important aspect
is that the Milk Board fixes a minimum
price for the producer and a maximum
price for the consumer. That principle
applies only to the metrop-:>litan area and
to Bendigo.
When the Milk Board
deliver's its ruling' on the price to be paid
by retailers in those areas for the ensuing
six months, the Prices Decontrol Commissioner determines the rates for other
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parts of Victoria.
The prices, fixed by
the Prices Decontrol Commissioner, however, are on a different basis altogether
from those determined by the Milk
Board-they are maximum prices to both
the producer and the consumer, which
means that the distributor can pay anything below those pri'ces but he cannot
do ~hat in respect of the price fixed by
the Milk Board. In those circumstances,
can any member wonder why we producers wish for the earliest possible extension of the Milk Board to other than
Bendigo and the Melbourne metropolitan
area?
As I said before, unless the dairying
industry is' protected to some' degree,
Victoria will be ina very much worse
plight than it is now. A few years ago,
who would have thought that We should
be going around trying to " scrounge." a
pound of butter in Melbourne? My con:.
tention is that that is as nothing when
compared with what will happen in a
few years' time unless the great dairying industry is given its rightful place
in the Australian economy. I do not
desire to discuss the basis of the 'cost of
production, which is a matter for deter;,
mination at Canberra, but I venture to
say that, with the wool prices falling
it will become ever more necessary to
act in the direction I have suggested.
I wish to point out to the honorable
member for Dundas that the children of
dairy farmers, as well as their womenfolk, have helped to bring the dairying
industry to what it is to-day. I return
to the argument that, unless the dairy
producers of this country receive a price
commensurate with the cost of production, supplies of milk and butter
will not be sufficient for the needs of
Victoria.
I believe that the Leader, of the Opposition agrees with the necessity for the
introduction of the measure because the
Ballarat City CouncH has indicated that
it desires the scope of the Milk Board to
!Je extended to that city. In fact, every
section of the community from the producer to the consumer is in favour of the
Bill. My contention is that the Country
party is the only organization which is
prepared to adequately protect the interests of the producers, and it will fight
to preserve those interests. The honorable member' for Grant has stated that
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representations have been made .by consuming interests urging the passage of
the measure. ~lhat more could be de.:.
sired? The Government is not interested
in the Collins-street farmers, or those
bankers who have preserved the big retailers. It is interested only in ensuring
that two great sections of the community
-the producers and the consumershave their interests preserved.
I conclude on the note that the Minister
of Agriculture has been extremely pa tien t
in dealing with this Bill.
Opposition
members have claimed that its passage
will result. in the ruination of Victoria.
I venture to say that if a division is
taken neither the honorable member for
Grant nor· the honorable member for
Borung will vote against the measure,
and I predict that ·the honorable member
for Dundas win bolt for his life out of the
Chamber.
I commend the Minister of
Agriculture for bringing in the Bill which
I hope will be only one of many measures
in the interests of all the people of Victoria that will be introduced by the
Government.
l\lr. TURNBULL (Korong) .-Government members would have the Opposition
believe that this is an innocent Bill, but
that is not so because it provides for
Government trading in the commodity of
milk, which in my opinion in undesirable.
I propose to vote against the measure. I
believe that the Honorary Minister who
has just resumed his seat should have introduced the Bill because he is the only'
member of the Government who has told
the House that anyone in Victoria-other
than those members who sit on the
Government benches-approves of the
proposed legislation.
During his second-reading speech the
Minister of Agriculture did not mention
any cir.cumstances which had prompted
the introduction of .the Bill For that
r,eason, I believe it is a product of the
Labour party and that it is being introduced as a peace offering to that party
because the Country party Government
has recently been standing up a little to
its Labour supporters. It has knocked
them back in their request for a Royal
Commission into the activities of the Egg
and Egg Pulp Marketing Board and also
nas refused to accept their condemnation
as an outcome of the increased price
Session 1950-51.-[134]
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of gas.
Therefore, to pacify the
occupants of the Ministerial corner
benches, this Bill has been introduced.
. In his second-reading speech the
Minister of Agriculture indicated that
the vital difference between the existing legislation and thiS" Bill is tha t
retailers will pay the Board for milk
received, and the Board in turn will pay
the producer-so The difference between
the price paid to the producer and that
paid by the retailer will be sufficient to
finance the Board's administrative operations. Under the present set-up the
adm-inistrative costs of the distribution
of milk in the metropolitan area amount
to approximately £17,000 per annum. I
do not think anyone will benefit from
the passage of this Bill.
Mr. CAIN.-The produc8rs will 'benefit
in that they will be guaranteed a return
for their product every fortnight.
Mr. TURNBULL.-I do not think
producers will benefit from the passage
of this Bill; on the contrary many grave
disadvantages will result. Hundreds of
farmers and retai1~rs will be compelled
to start form-filling.
We have been
told that there are one full-time and two
part-time members of the present Milk
Board which employs a staff of ten
or eleven officers. The honorable member for Moonee Ponds has correctly intimated that when thiS" Bill becomes law
the Board's costs will increase 'by at least
400 per cent. Who will have to meet
that increased cost? Additional staff
will be required to send out accourit sales,
cheques, and recei1pts. OffiCe expenses,
postage, duty stamps,' cheque forms, and
other necessary adjuncts to the operation of the Board will bring the annual
costs closer to £80,000, and who will
have to pay it? Either the producer
will receive lesS" for his commodity or the
consumer will have to pay more, and we
do not want either.
What office 'space will be required to
house this colossal Government Department? Probably legislation will have to
be introduced to empower the Government to build more office accommodation,
or to acquire a' city building to house
the Milk Board and its staff. A less
important' reason for this legisla'trion is
that in . future ' the' Board will 'carry
the -riSK of' bad' debts. Collectively, the
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producers will not benefit from that,
although some may benefit individuaUy.
If the producer fails to receive his money
from the retailer -and there are not sumcien t funds in the guarantee held by the
Board to cover the retailer's debts, the
producer might lose something. Under
this measure, however, I suggest that if a
distributor fails to pay the Board, it
will be the producers as a whole who
will have to carry the burden.
There is one desiraJble aspect about the
Bill inasmuch as it will be possible fo,!'
the Board, if it so desires, to announce
seasonal prices for milk to cover a period
of twelve months. That will enable
producers to maintain a regular and even
flow of production throughout the year.
They will co-operate and control production because they will know what
they will receive for their 'Product
throughout the year. Pro'bably a higher
price will be fixed for milk during the
winter months, but that could be done
at the Milk Board inquiry which is
usually held during the flush of the
season and when the price of milk is
fixed. The Board could t!hp.!1 decide that
during the winter months the price to the
producer would be increased by f)d. or
Is. a gallon. That result could /be
achieved without Government trading in
milk. If this Bill is not withdrawn and
replaced by a simple and less cnmplicated measure then it should at Jeast be
drastically amended in Committee,
On' the motion of Mr. COCHRANE
(Gippsland West), the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, July 17.
SELECT COMMilTTEE (EGG AND
EGG PULP MARKETING) RIL! ..
The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of Mr. Moss
(Minister of Agriculture) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern).-I did not
have the advantage of hearing the
Minister's second-reading explanatoion
of this mealsure, the pUrpose of which is
to provide remuneration for members of
the Select Committee appointed to. inquire into the activit:ies of the Egg
and Egg Pulp Marketing Board.
Apparently II was wrongly under the impression that [egislation already provided
for the payment of fees to' members of
I
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Select Committees, and the fee propose']
in the lBill is similar to that prescribed
for other committees. I do not think th'2!
amount is over-generous. Apparently
the Government is providing that a Minister will not receive any fee if appointed
to the committee. T4at may be apprupriate "in this instance. I do not know of
any other provision that places a Minister in such 'a position. The Ministry has
prepared the Bill and doubtless some of
its members are better able to assess their
own v'alue than can the Opposition. The
Minister of Agriculture was responsible
for the mess now surrounding the Egg
and Egg Pulp Marketing Board and it will
be most appropriate if he is asked to find
the way out.
Jnstead of the speedy and impartial
justice that would emanate from a Royal
Commission conducted under judicial
auspices, f think 'it is regrettable tha t
there will be appointed a "white-washing" committee representative of only
two of the parties in this House. I have
been asked by my colleagues not to say
too much because no good punpose will
be served by the wasting of time discussing such an unimportant Bill. I accept
that advice. From my remarks the
House can interpret the attitUde of t.he
Opposi tion ,towards the Bill.
Mr. MUTTON (Coburg).-l am sadly
disappointed because the Opposition will
not be represented on the proposed
Select Committee. My party held a
meeting to-night, when it instructed me
tha t there was nothing in the Bill to
debar the party from being represented
on this commliHee. lam satisfied that
some of its members do not know where
eggs come from. People in my electorate
have had much to do with the Board, and
to-night I find myself in a most invidious
position. I am the Leader of a party,
but I receive no recognition in this House.
If this committee lis to function efficiently
it should comprise members with knowledge of the questions to be investigated.
Since I have been a member I have asked
many questions relating :to the activities
of 'the Board, but my party will not 'allow
me Ito" buy" into something where, apparently, I 'am not wanted.
Irrespective of what members rna)'
think of me as the Leader of my party,
since I have been a m'ember of Parlia·
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ment I have conscientiously supported
the party w.ith which I have !been connected all my life. I feel certain that
credit will be given me for that. Some
day I may relate the story as to why I am
now on the outside looking in. No member of the Labour party in this State can
point the finger of scorn at me for having
done 'Something against the interests of
that party. If the fate of the present
Government was in 'the balance, Ministers
would be offering to do everything they
could "for me to retain my allegiance. At
present 25 members in this House are
keeping in office the thirteen members
'Of the Government. While I am one of
that 25, I hope the Government will
realize that I am playing .my part. I
repeat that members should not be
elected to committees if they have no
knowledge of the 'Subject to be investigated. That is a most foolish policy.
I have been a member 'Of this H(luse for
a longer period than. 50 other members,
yet the courtesy has never been paid
me of asking me to sit as a member of
any committee. When ,the Labour party
Government was in office, we were running on an even keel, and 11 found that J
was most useful during that period.
'When it went before the electors, two of
my colleagues-also Independants-then
sitting in the Ministevial corner were nut
opposed by ·a Labour party candidate,
but I, who had kept the party in power,
was almost 'kicked to death in my electorate in an effort to bring about my
defeat.
The debate on this Bill affords me an
opportunity to ventilate -my grievances.
Remarkable as it ·may appear to be, I repeat that iI have been a member of ,this
House for a 'longer period than 50 other
members, but I have never been called
upon even to act as teller when a division
was being held. I am not seeking to he
called upon to act as teller or to -be appointed 'as a member of any committee.
r am merely placIng facts before the
House. I urge the Government Ito ensure
that the Select Committee will be comprised 'Of members who know the subject
For ·many years I
to be investigated.
was connected with nhe poultry industry
as a producer, and helped Ito create the
Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing Board,
which I have since criticized on many
occasions.
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If I were appointed to the committee I
would not be concerned about receiving
expenses, I would be prepared to act in
an honorary capacity. In my opinion,
the Government has made an error of
judgment. I want it to be understood
that if I give my support to this or any
other Government I should receive some
considera tion because I am an elected
representative of the people in' the same
way as is every other member of the
House.
I hope that in future the
Government will give consideration to
the qualifications of members when
selecting the personnel of any committee.
I hope that the committee appointed to
investigate this most important subject
will meet with every suc·:!ess.
. The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

EGG AND EGG PULP MARKETING
COMMITTEE.
Mr. MOSS - (Minister of Agriculture)
(By leave) .-1 moveThat the Egg and Egg Pulp Marketing
Committee consist of Mr. Barclay, Mr. Cochrane, Mr. Cook, Mr. Galvin, Mr. Hayes, and
Mr. G. E. White (Mentone), and be empowered in its inquiries to avail itself to
such extent as it thinks fit ;)f the assistance
of specially qualified persons.

The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.
CORN SACKS: PRICE INCREASE-RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT:
ADVERTISEMENT
ON
HOARDINGS-HOUSING
COMMISSION:
SALE OF HOMES TO TEN ANTS.

l\lr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday next at half-past Three o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

l\'Ir. BOLTE (Hampden).-I wish to
direct the attention of the Minister in
Charge of Prices to a matter that I consider is of great importance to consumers
and primary producers, namely, the price
of cornsacks. Recently, the Prices Decontrol Commissioner, Mr. Waldron,
announced tha t the price of new
cornsacks would be 655. 6d. a dozen,
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an increase of 30s. 6d.
No doubt
the Commissioner arrived at that
figure after fully investigating the high
cost of jute, shipping freights, landing
oharges, and so on, and possibly I cannot
quibble with the increase in price. However, I take strong exception to the fact
tha t an increase of 30s. 6d. a dozen has also been granted on .all second-hand sacks.
That is ridiculous, because although the
Commissioner may be able to justify an
increase in the price of new cornsacks there can be no extra duty or cost
on the second-hand sacks, some of which
have been in use for probably five or six
years. When one realizes that sixteen
sacks are required to bag a ton of
potatoes it can be seen that there must be
an immediate increase of £2 a ton in the
price of that commodity.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-New sacks are used
for potatoes.
Mr. BOLTE.-In some cases permission
can be obtained to use second-hand sacks.
The poin t is that all produce placed in
bags, such as bran, pollard, peas, barley,
oa ts and potatoes will increase in price
according to the number of bags used,
and that is ridiculous. I understand that
the prices Minister can stay an order of
the Prices Decontrol Commissioner for
28 days and, in my opinion, he should
exercise that right in this case. It should
be pointed out to Mr. Waldron that the
jncrease in the price of sacks will mean a
rise in the cost of various commodities.
It is perfectly obvious that the consumer
must pay higher prices for goods, because
the producer will have to pass on the increase.
I understand that the reason why the
increase in the price of second-hand sacks
was the same as that allowed for new
sacks was that the Prices Decontrol Commissioner believed that farmers would
use new sacks. However, new sacks will
not be available f.or i'our or five months,
and they will not become second-,hand
for another eight or ten months. In the
meantime prices of various commodities
will be increased. I am not blaming the
prices Minister at the moment, but I may
do so if he does not thoroughly investig'ate this particular price increase. The
pota to grower will be placed under a
serious handicap, because the price of his
produ.ce is fixed by the Prices Decontrol
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Commissioner, who may decide that the
grower will have to oarry the increased
price of the sacks, which in his case
amounts to £2 a ton. In the interests
of both the producer and the consumer
1 entreat the Minister to look into this
matter.
Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).To-day I asked a question in this House
regarding the censoring of advertis~
ments on railway hoardings, and the
reply was that such advertisements were
censored both in regard to wording and
illustrations. I direot the attention of
the House to the worst example of
advertising that I have seen in Victoria.
and that is in regard to the show called
,. Chez Paree" being staged at the
Tivoli Theatre, Melbourne.
The ad~
vertisement depicts an almost naked
woman wearing only a bit of fur.
I have no objection to the Tivoli, as
nobody is a greater champion than I
am of live artist shows. The production
is the Tivoli's Jubilee show. If the
type of poster to which I refer
represents the progress made in 50 years
of advertising, I suggest that advertising
should be banned altogether.
This type of advertisement is detri~
mental to the morals of the community.
Young people may be inclined ito think
that publicity of this kind is all right.
It is not all right as far as I am con~
cerned, and it should not be all right
in the view of members of this House.
The type of advertising' displayed on
private hoardings is not my ooncern, but
I am concerned with advertisements on
railway property, which is the responsibility of the Government. I ask this
House to see that the advertisements ar~
pulled down.
The advertisement showing an almost
naked woman is merely an invitation to
morons and persons of low mentality to
go to the show. It is also a reflection on
the artists taking part in that presentation. I do not wish to give a cheap advertisement to the Tivoli,' but I consider
that something should be done to prevent
advertisements of fuis 'kind being
exhibited on Government property. Such
exhibition is an insult to the intelligence
of the people. I trust that the Minister
of -Transport will look into the matter
without delay.
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Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-I desire
to refer to the question of the sale
of Housing Commission homes. In reply
to a question which I asked in the
House last week, I was informed that,
although two years have elapsed since
the announcement of the decision by the
Hollway Government that Housing Commission homes would be sold to tenants,
:only 32 such houses had up to date
been sold. I am certain that all honorable
members must have been disappointed
that such a small number of homes had
been disposed of to tenants. The Hollway
Government is to be commended for
having made that decision. I am not
blaming the present Government or any
other Administration for the fact thatonly 32 houses have been sold.
I suggest that the reason for the
disposal of such a s~all numb:r. of
houses is that the Housmg CommIssIOn
is waiting for the completion in all respects of the housing estates, including
the making of streets and parks and the
provision of other facilities. Apparentl~,
the CommislSion considers that untIl
final valuations of all dwellings in
an estate have been made the homes
should not be sold. I appreciate the
primary reason for that policy, but
I suggest that at present the Commission
is valuing homes on a basis- which does
not permit of complete accuracy of
estimation. For instance, the Commission
is valuing dwellings erected close to railway stations at a higher figure than
those built half a mile from a railway,
although in both cases the cost of the
houses was exactly the same.
That
policy would appear to be reasonable,
but I use it to illustrate the fact that the
Commission is estimating costs on bases
other than actual cost.
I suggest that the Commission might
very well calculate the cost of houses in
sections of the various estates, as those
sections are completed, and then make
them available for sale before the tenants
lose interest in purchasing them. I refer
particularly to the Alamein estate in the
electorate which I have the honour to
represent. On one side of the Ashburton
railway line a section of 200 houses of
the Alamein estate was completed three
years ago. The Housing Commission has
consistently refused to value those houses
for sale -because,theoretically, they are
Session 1950-51.-[135]
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part of the whole Alamein estate which
consists of about 1,200 houses, 1,000 of
which are situated on the opposite side of
tl1e railway line and divorced in area
from the smaller section.
1 suggest that the Commission could
have treated that section which includes
the 200 houses separately for the purpose
of sa:les. If that had been done the houses
would have heen available to tenants two
years ago.
The Housing Commission
should not adhere rigidly to the basis of
valuation on which it is at present working. I trust that the Minister will consider my proposal and, if necessary, issue
instructions to the Housing Commission
to give effect to the spirit of the Act
which was designed to give tenants the
opportunity to purchase homes, -tl1ereby
making the ideal citizen-the home
owner.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport).-The honorable member for
Hampden raised the question of cornsacks. I shall take up the subject with
the P.rices Decontrol Commissioner, Mr.
Waldron, to see if anything can be done.
Owing to ithe trouble in Pakistan and
India the purchase price of sacks rose
steeply. However, it operates both ways,
because today I received a deputation
from maltsters who said that as soon as
the price of sacks was increased the
barley Boavd promptly increased the
price of barley by 9id. a bushel.
I shall discuss with the Railway Department the question raised by the honorable member for Clifton Hill in relation
to the censoring of advertisements that
appear on railway stations.
In reply to the honorable member for
Glen Iris, I desire to say that, personally, I should prefer that Housing Commission homes were sold to their tenants
because ownership of a home provides
an incentive for a person to take an
interest in it and to make any minor
repairs which may become necessary,
whereas a tenant is apt to adopt the
attitUde that, as the house belongs to the
Governmen t, it should do any repair
work necessary.
I shall discuss the
matter with the Minister of Housing.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.53 p.m.

until

Tuesday} July 17.
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POLICE OFFENCES ACT.
" HOnSE¥' HOUSEY ": NOTICES OF

Tuesday, July 17, 1951.

INTENTION TO PLAY.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 4.57 p.m., and read the
prayer.
SELECT COMMITTEE (EGG AND EGG
PULP MARKETING) BILL.
This Bill was received from the Assembly 'and, on the motion of the Hon.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister
of
Labour), was read a first time.
EMERGENCY HOUSING
ACOOMMODATION.
ISSUE OF NOTICES TO TENANTS AT CAMPS:
EVICTIONS.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister of Housing(a) How many tenants are at present
housed in emergency homes at Camp Pell?
(b) Have notices been served by the State
Accommodation Office on many of the
tenants whose applications for homes from
the Housing Commission have been rejected
advising them to make very strenuous endeavours to obtain premises for themselves
because it was intended in the ne'ar future
to commence proceedings for the eviction of
all tenants of emergency homes whose
applications have been rejected by the Commission?
(c) How many such notices have been
served?
(d) Is it a fact that in some cases tenant-s
with families of seven children have received'
such notices?
'
(e) In the event of the threatened
evictions taking place, what does the Government propose doing to help the tenants
who are evicted to obtain alternative accommodation? .

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-The answers
are-(a)

635.

Yes.
(c) Camp Pell 76, other camps 64.
(d) Yes.
(e) It is my intention to have all eviction
cases thoroughly investigated. The Government will see that no family is left without.
accommodation.
(b)

The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province) asked the Minister of
Public Works. Will he lay on the table of the Library
the files of the 212 cases referred to in the
answer given to Question No. 1 on the
Notice Paper of the 10th instant, relating to
the game of ". housey housey " ?

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The ,answer isThe files relating to "housey housey"
have been laid on the table of the Library,
save and except four which have been retained so that current applications may be
dealt with. These four files relate to
Ballarat charitable institutions, the Carrum
kindergarten, Mornington charities, Gippsland hospital, and other charities.

STATUTE LAW REV'ISION
COMMITTEE.
TRANSFER OF LAND BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) presented the final report
of the S'tatute Law Revision Com'mittee
on the Transfer of' Land BiH 1949, together with minutes of evidence.
It was ordered that the report he laid
on the table and be printed.
GEELONG HARBOR TRUST
(AMENDMENT) Bn..L.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the law relating to the
Geelong Harbor Trust.
.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
JUSTICES (SERVICE OF PROCESS)
BILL.

The debate (adjourned from July 10)
on the motion of the Hon. I. A. Swinburne (Minister of Housing) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North Province).~This Bill proposes to
make two amendments in the Justices
Acts. 'In the first place, it will amend
the principal Act of 1928 by malcing proVISIOn for the enforcement of the
pecuniary penalty in what are known as

Justices (Service of
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interstate cases. In the second place,
it will amend the Justices (Service of
Process) Act passed in 1949. At that
time it was felt that in view of the
diminishing numbers in the Police
Force and of their added duties, too much
of their Ume was occupied in connection ·with the service of process, particularly civil process on behalf of money
lenders and the like. In the 1949
measure an attempt was made to divorce
that unpleasant task from the police by
providing that such summonses could be
served by private process servers and
others.
'.Dhe same measure effected
some amendments relating to service of
summonses arising from offences under
the Motor Car Acts.
During the past eighteen months,
certain difficulties have apparently been
experienced, more especially in the
service of the complaints or the showcause summonses associated with maintenance cases. The Government proposes, in the present relevant amendment,
simply to exempt from the procedure of
releasing the police from service, the
necessary process in connection . with
maintenance proceedings on behalf of a
wife and her children. This House can
readily accept that amendment. Wives-,
in pressing their deserting husbands for
maintenance of themselves and their
children, have many obstacles !put in
their path. There is, for instance, the
difficulty of ascertaining the whereabouts of the deserting husband, and
if the wife in such a case is left to her
own resources and those 'of a private
process· server, justice may be· delayed
for a considerable time. The police offer
g,reater facilit'ies and a better mode of
ascertaining the whereabouts of deserting husba.nds. There is in this Bill a
dragnet clause which will give power to
the Governor in Council to exempt from
the 1949 provision summonses or other
kinds of process, in certain types of
cases.
I come now to the proposai to make
some provision for the enforcement of
pecuniary 'penalties imposed upon
persons not ordinarily resident in Victoria, but who, while temporarily here
or passing through the State, commit
same offence against the Motor Car Acts
or other legislation, and are convicted
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and duly fined a certain amount, in default, distress. When such persons have
returned to, say, Queensland or New
South Wales, it is i1mipossible to' collect
the fines. The present procedure in Victoria is that if a court inflicts a fine
with a certain term of imprisonment in
default, and the fine is unpaid, a warrant
can be taken out for commitment of the
person concerned to prison. Under some
Acts there is no provision for immediate
imprisonment in default of the payment
of the fine. The penalty of default can
be distress, for instance, and it is necessary to goO through the procedure of
obtaining a warrant of execution to
distrain upon the goods of the defendant.
If that warrant is returned nulla bona}
-there being no goods or chattels upon
which a levy can be made--a showcause summons may be issued. Uipon thp
hearing of that summons the magistrate
or justice may make an order that the
person concerned 'be committed to prison
unless he pays the fine. The defendant
is allowed a certain period in which to
pay.
In an interstate case there is not only
the difficuHy of having a warran1
executed outside the State--that can..
not be done; there is also the difficulty
of having the defendant brought beforp
the court by means of a show-causp
summons .. J understand that the present
proposal is to provide, in the first 'place,
·for the issue of a warrant of distress.
Possibly, when the Bill is in Committee,
the Minister of Housing will be able to
'clear up one point. The amendment in
question provfdes that if a penalty is "inflicted, and a warrant of distress is then
issued for the coHection of the fine, andis returned' on oath by the member of the
Police Force who had the execution of the
warrant of distress that he could find no
sufficient goods and chattels whereon he
could levy the sum or sums mentioned
therein, together with the costs of and
occasioned by levying same, and that to the
best of his kno~ledge and belief the defendant is residing outside Victoria-

the member of the Police Force can
apply to the justices for an issue of a
warrant of commitment. It seems extraordinary that the warrant of distress
.would be of no avail outside the territorial limits of Victoria, and yet the PolIce
,Department is expected to go through the
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farce of issuing such a warrant. If the
defendant lives in Townsville I do not
know how a policeman will attempt to
execute the warrant in Victoria and later
return it on oath that he is not able to
find any goods or chattels on which to
levy the ,fine.
If a warrant of distress is issued and
it appears that the distress is made upon
a man in New South Wales or Queensland, the policeman will then say " I cannot find any goods and chattels so I shall
return the warrant, nulla bona." He may
then make application to the magistrate
or the justice, who without the issue of
any summons to show cause, may ,proceed
to issue a warrant of apprehensjon of the
defendant for non-payment of the fine.
I suppose there cannot be much objection to that. If a person is 'fined for
non-compliance with the law it is the
duty of the State to collect the fine. The
point that is troubling me is that, under
the existing section, provision is made
that in the warrant issued by the justice,
it may be ordered that unless the fine is
paid, the defendant shall be committed
to the nearest or most convenient gaol
for the period prescribed.
Provision is also made that the justice
may estimate or fix the amount of costs
of charges that may be necessary in conveying the defendant to the appropriate
prison. Suppose tha ta man who has been
fined £10 in Victoria lives in Brisbane.
It is true that the justice is not under an
obligation to fix the costs; on the other
hand, he may fix £5 or whatever sum he
thinks is a reasonable cost of conveying
the defendant to a prison. If the cost
of conveying a man from Brisbane to
Melbourne is, say, £40, the warrant could
recite that unless he paid the fine of £10and the sum .of £40, being the cost of conveying him, he is' to be taken to the nearest gaol with a view to his being
extradited to Victoria. I do not know
that there is a method of overcoming that
position. The matter will have to rest
upon the wise discretion of the justice
in the Ugh t of the facts of the particular
case.
However, I asked last week for an
adjournment of 'the debate on this Bill so
that honorable members could give consideration to it. I do not know that any
injustice will be done under it. Perhaps
The Hon. A. M. Fraser.
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an isola ted instance of injustice arises
from time to time but generally there
seems to be no reason why, when a person
is properly convicted of an offence and
,fined, the State should not resort to some
means of ensuring ilia t the penalty is
collected. -For the reasons I have given
my colleagues and I will support the Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-1 also support this
Bill, and I desire to thank Mr. Fraser
for the very clear definitions he has given
of the proposa~s contained in it. I also
congratulate the Government for one
very important feature of this measurethat is, providing an unfortunately deserted wife with the means of having a
summons delivered. Many wives who
have been deserted are wi thou t the
money to hire lawyers and carryon the
procedure of service of process in order
to ascertain the whereabouts of a husband who is trying to avoid service.
I suggest that the Government might
consider some means for the delivering
of summonses of a petty type under the
Motor Car Acts-such ·as for having
passed lights 'Or in respect of parkingwithout calling upon the police for the
purpose. It is a wasteful procedure to
employ a policeman to deliver a summons
involving a small fine of merely £2 or £3.
The Hon. A. M. FRAsER.-Did not Parliament make some provision in such
matters by means of the registered post?

The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-I know
that the Bill that I have in mind was
passed, but I am not sure that that provision was inserted. If such a step was
taken bef'Ore the measure became law my
comment is out 'Of order, but if this duty
is still imposed upon the police then it
is a waste of 'man power and I would
direct the attention of the Government to
it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read. a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (Exemptions from class of
summonses and process not to be served
by police).
The Hon. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
N'Orth Province).~ think Mr. Warner
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may have overlooked the Act of 1949 in
which-in section 3-provision was made
thatNotwithstanding anything in the principal
Act, any summons to appear to answer to
an informabion for a summary offen'Ce
against the !Motor Car Acts, instead of being
served as provided in the principal Act, may
be served by posting not less than fourteen
days before the return day by prepaid registered post a true copy thereof to the person
to whom it is directed addressed to him at
his last known place of residence or
business.

There had been a debate in this Chamber
on the point arising as to a man being
away from his home and in another
State,and consequently some provision
was made by means of an amendment inserted ,in the Bill by this House to cover
that situation.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
EDUCA'illON (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from July 10)
on the motion of the Hon. P. P. Inchbold
(Minister of Education) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. C. E. ISAAC (South-Eastern
Province).-This Bill proposes three
amendments to the Education Act. In
the first place it provides for the regis~
tration of a new type of school, the
junior secondary school. Secondly, it
provides for the registration of teachers
O'f special subjects; and, thirdly, it proposes to make certain the authority of
the Minister and the iDepartment to make
regulations regarding 'Scholarships. That
authority has been ,in some doubt. I propose to speak very briefly on the first
and last of those three propositions, but
to leave the matter 'Of the registration of
teachers of special subjects to Mr. Ludbrook who, I understand, intends to
speak on that aspect.
Taken by itself, the Bill appears to be
of rather Httle consequence but it is related to an education reform of very great
importance. In his speech, introducing
the 'measure, the Minister said that the
new junior secondary s·chools would be
of value particularly when the schoolleaving age had been raised to fifteen
years. This Bill provides an opportunity
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of reviewing the progress m'ade t'Owards
raising the school-leaving age to fifteen.
In December of 1943 this 'Parliament
passed a Bill authorizing the raising of
the school-leaving age to fifteen years on
a proclaimed day. Although the Bill was
enacted nearly eight years ago the proclaimed day has not yet arrived. I think
it would be of interest and value for
members in the course of this debate to
make a forecast as to ,when that proclaimed day· is likely to arrive. My
estimate is perhaps an'Dther ten years
hence, if we make considerably moOre
progress than we have made up to the
present. That Act, when it ,was passed,
was acclaimed as an i'mportant step in
education reform, but it illustrates how
frequently the passing of an Act fails to
lead direotly to the reform that is envisaged by it.
Earlier in 1943-actually, on the 5th
of July-I set out what I considered to
be the logical order of priority in
education reform. I set out sixteen
steps, and the raising of the schoolleaving age appeared to me to come
about thirteenth out of those sixteen
steps. I think it is still about thirteenth.
In the first place, before we can think of
raising the leaving age we 'must have
sufficient teachers because, after all, we
add all of the children who would
n'Drmally leave at the age of fourteen
to those pupils who have still to be
taught, and obviously for such a purpose we must have more teachers.
I submitted, this list of sixteen stepsthey appeared to me eight years ago to
be of importance in their order of
priority-to the Director of Education
.only last we~k, and I asked him if he
would give me an idea of what progress
had been made in those various steps
that must obviously precede the raising
of the sch'Dol-leaving age. As to the
increase of the number of teachers he
advised that, while the Department has
the wholehearted co-operation of the
various agencies which have been set up
----'the recruitment officer, recruiting
films, teaching bursaries, and the wholehearted support of the Teachers' Union
-we are not keeping pace with the
increasing enrolments. So we have gone
back a little on that essenUal prior to
raising the school-leaving age.
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One education reform Bill which was
passed after the measure for the raising
of the school age has had a practical
value. I refer to the measure for the
setting up of the Teachers Tribunal.
\iVithout that, I do not know what would
. be the present position regarding the
recruitment of teachers. 1 am sure it
would be very much worse than it
actually is.
The next essential as I saw it was to
carry out a reform on which I am sure
we all agree relating to the size of
classes. Those who have had anything
to do with teaching know that a teacher
cannot do justice to his pupils if he has
a class of 50 or 60 or 70 children. We
all agree that classes must be reduced,
but in order to reduce classes there must
be more teachers and more schoolrooms. Many years ago, when I started
teaching, I had one class of three classes
that were accommodated in the same
room. These three were separated by
green baize curtains, and I had to teach
60 or 70 children with those two other
classes going on in the one long room.
Teachers cannot do justice to the children
unloess there are <sufficient class-rooms
and teachers. Difficulty is still experIenced in regard to -class-rooms and
the sizes of 'the iClaJSses. Little, if any,
progress has been made in this important matter.
.Eigh t years ago there was fa'ir agreement among those who had made a study
of the subject that the training of
teachers was not satisfactory. Only one
year's training was insisted on. This
was retrogression compared with earlier
years. However, since that time there
has been a considerable improvement in
the training of ,teachers. The period is
now two years, several training colleges
have been established, and more teachers
are attending those institutions. Figures
supplied to me by the Director of Education . reveal that, in 1941, 363 teachers
were in training f.or primary schools; but
this year the number is 1,100. The total
of aH classes of teachers in training has
risen from 481 in 1941 to 1,731 for this
year, so a great many more are under'going training which is more thorough.
In this respect definite progress has been
made.
The Hon. C. E. Isaac.
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If chHdren, who will have to remain
at slChool·for an extra year-from fourteen to fifteen years~are not provided
with an interesting curriculum they will
pref,er to leave school and go to work
to earn money. The class of study suited
to their age must be provided, otherwise
the longing to end their school days will
become most pronounced. In this respect, too, progress can be recorded.
The Bill relates directly to the planning of a course of study for the junior
secondary schools which are to be of a
new type, planned to fit in with the additional year that children will be kept
at school when the .school-leaving age is
raised. This first step-the registration
of junior secondary schools-will undoubtedly pe of great value when the
leaving age is fixed at fifteen years.
However, we cannot be certain whether
that provision ·will be enforced within
another ten years.
There is now great difficulty in building schools for the present :school population. With the introduction of New Australians 'coupled with the natural -increase of population there is a lack of
school accommodation in almost every
member's district. I know that this subject causes a headache to the Minister of
Education who is inundated with requests for additional class-rooms. With
the raising of the school age, the education ,authorities would be in a still worse
position in rega-rd to buildings than itbey
were ei'ght years ago.
i will not go into further details, but
I have advanced various points to show
that after members have agreed to the
passing of a Bill they cannot wash their
hands of necessary reforms. Members
must see that the steps necessary to put
the legislation in to effect are taken. I
consider there has been a distinct improvement in education generally in Victoria. It is in a healthier condition than
it was eight years ago, but we cannot
expect a very early implementation of
one reform envisaged in this measure-the raising of the school l~aving age..
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-If your forecast is correct nearly twenty years will
elapse.
. The Hon. C~ E. ISAAC.-It seems to
be very much like giving a prpmis'sory
-note payable in t,wenty years' time,
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withaut interest. It appears tame that
tha t is the significance af the Act passed
eight years agO'.
The last subject referred to' in the Bill
is that af schalarships. This is a farmal
matter. The necessary regulatians have
been made and certain autharity has
been taken. H'Owever, the Minister of
Educatian 1nfaI1med us in his secandreading speech af a daubt abaut his legal
right and that af the Depart1ment to' deal
with this questian. Nevertheless, cansiderable pragress has been made in
regard t'O schalarships. In 1941, 1,354
schalarships af all kinds were affered,
but this year the tatal is 3,004mare than dauble the earlier number.
All members will agree an the impartance af schalarships . which enable
children, whase parents cannat affard the
expenses af educatian af a high standard,
to' enj.oy the instructian far which they
have the ca'pacity. In this cannectian
the Educatian Department is to be c'Omplimented an the pragress made.
This is a comparatively unimpartant
Bill, but it is a small step farward
in the impartant refarm af extending
the schaal IHe of children far anather
year. I c'Ommend the measure as far
as it goes.
The Hon. H. C. LUDBROOK (Ballarat
Pravince).-I am glad to' have the apP'Ortunity 'O'f supparting the BiB which will
mark great pragress in the educatianal
system. The amendments propased are
necessary and wise. At present there
are three categaries 'Of schaals-subprimary, primary, and secandary. The
curriculum of the secondary schaals, I
have felt, does n.ot suit all children.
Clause 2 m'akes pr'Ovisian far these
pupils, and under it certain primary
s'chools are t'O be registered as junior
secondary schools. The curriculum is
to include specialized subjects. the study
of which will brin CT the children up to
the proficiency standard. I have seen
these s'ch'Ools in operation and they have
done remarkably good service.
I have always felt through experience
gained as chairman of children's courts
for twenty years, that much of the
juvenile delinquency has been caused by
truancy. One af the reasons for that
truancy is that the children have had
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same injustice done to them, they have
not been able to' stand up t'O their lessans,
ar they have not retained their interest
in their school w.ork. The introduction
af the juni.or secandary scho'Ol sh'Ould
admirably pravide far such children. I
have known children wh'O through no
fault of their awn have nat had the
benefit of attending school in their early
days, and have in fact fiorst gane t.o sch'Ool
at the age af ten years. Wtith the introduction of such a school with its
elastic curriculum, they have dane well
and have become useful citizens. I knaw
of a number af l'ads, supposed to be
mentally retarded, who have come from
the 'f.ravancare Devel'Opment Centre, and
who thr'Ough the elasticity 'Of the
curriculum have been able t'O qualify as
goad tradesmen. That is why I am sa
pleased to have the chance of congratulatin'g the Gavernment on having submitted a BiH af this kind in the Council.
I am convjnced that its presentation
will be a great help to the educati'Onal
system when the school-leaving 'age is
raised to' fifteen years.
The enlistment and employment of
specialized teachers in schools will give
a definite interest t'O the lads and girls
af faurteen years who will have to
remain another year in these schools.
The only way in which that interest can be created is by the provisi'On af a curriculum which will hold
their attention. I am a great admirer
'Of specialist teachers, and am pleased to
ex'p.ress my ·opinian on clause 3 'Of the
Bill, which relates to the registrati'On of
such teachers. That provisian will be
welcamed by these teachers, because
they have been definitely attracted t.o
the Department by a I'Ove 'Of children and
a I'Ove af the wark. They have not gone
to the Department for the salary because
they receive much less than the 'Ordinary
registered teacher. Their only protectian i,s a wages Baard determinati'On
under which their salaries are less than
those of the ordinary teachers.
Under clause 3 these teachers will
gain the same status as that 'Of the
ordinary teacher, and that will provide
them with an incentive to become even
m'Ore interested in the life of the school,
and they will t·ransmit their interest to
. the pupils. There is no d'Oubt that the
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influence of· the teacher is reflected in
the after life of the child. The measure
will furnish these teacheI'ls with some-

Clause 2 (Registration of junior
secondary teachers and schools).
The HOD. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla

thing t'O 'which they are entitled, and I

Province).-This clause, which in my

feel that it will have the effect of attracting more teachers to the Department.
In that way, I hope the leeway in the
shortage of teachers will he taken up.
Another reason why I am sure that
honorable members will support the Bill
is that it has the blessing of the Council
of Public Education. That body was
formed to advise the Government. It
represents all sections of the community,
particularly those concerned with education. I am glad to know that the Council of Education also includes representatives of agriculture and industry.
The
members of that Council have the ed\:lcational interests of the child at heart, as
they realize that the children of to-day
are the men and women of to-morrow.
Unless the children are given the necessarygrounding, this country will not
make much progress. The only way by
which the children can be given the requisite training is by means of. our
educa tional system.
I consider that the Bill represents a
forward move in the educational system
of this State. I trust that the junior
secondary school will develop and play
a grea1 part in the education of those
members of the community who cannot
reach the ma.trilculation or leaving certifica te 'standard. I'll many 'cases the
young lPeop1e are not able, to assimHate
their studies sufficiently to enable them
to reach the academic stage, but it has
been proved beyond doubt that a number
of them can use their hands to great advaI\tage. By giving the children the
training for which they are best fitted,
tfrle specialized teachers will be able to
perfiorm a very useful task I sincerely
trust that the Education Department, in
11s wisdom, will develop the type of
-,chool envisaged in th'is Bill. I have
much pleasure in supporting the measure,
and I commend the Minister for bringing
it forward.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.

opinion is most important, provides for
the classification of a new type of school,
namely, the junior secondary school. To
put the point in another way, the clause
provides ,for another rung on the educational ladder. It has always been my
view thalt in the matter of education
there should be 'a broad stairway leading from the bottom to the topmost point
of the educational edifice, that is, the
university, but alt present there is a very
acute bottle-neck in that ladder. That
bottle-neck is most noticeable after the
primary school stage.
r should like to quote very interesting
figures from the report of the Minister
of Education f'Or the year 1948-49. They
indica te that children between the ages
of ,six and fouI'lteen years attending
State primary schools for the year ended
the 31st of December, 1948, numbered
158,779, and that children over fourteen
years of age numbered 5,000, which
means that only 3 per cent. of the total
number attending the primary schools
were over the age of fourteen years. The
number 'Of children between six and fourteen years of age attending State secondary schools, for the same year, numbered 21,000, and those over fourteen
years of age numbered 24,000.
To put the point another way, thirteen
per cent. of the children between six and
fourteen years of age are receiving' a
secondary school education and fifteen
per cent. gf the children over th~t age
also progress to secondary education.
Those tw'O percentages-13 per cent.
and 15 per cent.-total 28 per cent.
That is where the bottle-neck occurs.
The provision in clause 2 of the
Bill will tend t'O widen that bottle-neck
t'O some degree, because many children
desire to progre:ss beyond the primary
school stage, although they cannot take
the jump to full secondary education.
There are many reasons for that state of
affairs. In some cases it is the financial
position of the home which will not permit of the children receiving the benefit
of sec'Ondary school education.
Honorable members will have noticed
that quite recently secondary schoOl fees
-other than State secondary schools fees

The Hon. H. C. Ludbrook.
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-have been increased. The step now
being taken to provide junior secondary
:schools will to some extent overcome the
bottle-neck of which I spoke; it will permit of a greater number of children
passing from primary school education
to the next stage, the junior secondary
school. In the new type of school to be
set up under this Bill, the standard of
education will not be so high as that
given in the secondary schools, but it
will help to remove the bottle-neck in the
educational ladder.
I t has been the policy of the party to
which oJ have the honour to belong that
education should be free and that, as a
former Director of Education said, there
should be a broad open educational stairway up which every child who has the
necessary ability should have the opportunity to climb. The proposal now being
considered will help towards that end;
it will enable 'a greater number of
children to climb higher on the educationalladder. I congratulate the Government on bringing forwaId the Bill.
I trust that the day is not far distant
when all school fees will be abolished,
and when there will be a fifth freedomthe right to free education. Much has
been spoken about the four freedoms, but
in my opinion the time has arrived when
free education for every boy and girl with
the essential ability should be established as the fifth freedom. The provision in clause 2 is a step in the right
direction, but I trust that it will not be
the only step to be taken by the Government in the matter of education and that
other steps will be taken so that
ultimately the goal of the party to which
I belong-free education from the
primary school, through the junior
secondary and seeondary institutions,
right to the university, without the payment of fees-will be achieved. That is
an admirable ideal for which we should
strive. It has been the policy of the
Labour party for many years but it has
not yet been achieved. As I said before,
I trust that further steps will be taken
by the Government to enable every boy
and girl of ability to reap the full advantage of advanced education.
The Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister
of Education).-First, I wish to say how
much I appreciate the keen interest of
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members in this Bill relating to the Victorian educational system. ln his closely
reasoned address, Mr. Isaac stressed the
fact that up to date it has not been possible to implement the Act of Parliament
which extended the sohoolleaving age to
fifteen years. Nobody regrets that more
than I do. The Director of Education
and his staff also Tegret that so far the
higher school leav'ing age ha's not become an accomplished fact. We hope
to be able to put the higher schoolleaving age into operation at the earliest
possible moment.
Honorable members may be interested
to !mow' that in 1949, the la.st year for
which statistics are available, 11,600
children remained at school beyond the
age of fourteen yea,rs, and that 8,800
pupils left school on reaching the age
of fourteen. If it had been compulsory
for those 8,800 pupils to remain at school
for another year, an additional 350 or
400 teachers 'Would have been required,
together with increased accommodation.
The provision of additional ,olass-rooms
is one of the physical difficulties which
makes it almost impossible at present to
deal with a higher number of students.
At present many of the primary school
In some
class-rooms are overc:rowded.
cases teachers are in charge of 70
children in one cla'ss. I know of three
teachers who each are in charge of 120
,children aocommodated in one class-room.
Until such time as the building programme can be accelerated, this difficulty
will remain. This year it will be necessary to provide an additional 300 classroom·s, and next year a further 400
class-rooms wi'll be needed to accommodate the increased school population.
The fomowing year accommodation will
have to be augmented by the building of
another 500 class-rooms to prov'ide for
school children even up to the age of
fourteen years. Of course, an increased
staff of teachers will also be necessary.
The existing physical difficulties are very
real. However, the Education Department is doing something which, it is
hoped, will achieve to a great extent the
end mentioned by Mr. Jones.
A short time ago I visited an industrial
suburb to inspect a school where girls
are taught domestic arts and orafts. The
training which they receive in that
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school wiLl help them to become efficient
housekeepers and good mothers. In that
district, which consists mostly of the
wor-king class people, it was noticeable
that whereas formerly most of the girls
left school at fourteen years of age, a 'big
percentage are now being attracted to
the course in domestic arts, with the
resul t that at present girls up to the age
of seventeen years are still receiving instruction. The parents are co-operating
very well in the activities of that school,
especiatly in providing the girls with
m'aterials for dressmaking and other
crafts. By this means school life is being
made much Imore attractive than it
might have been 'Otherwise, and the
children desire to stay longer at school.
It has been stated that truancy is 'One
of the present-day troubles, and that
many girls and boys, who are not too
bright, are unable to undertake commercial or academic courses in the high
schools. However, many children of this
type are keenly attracted to studies in
arts and crafts or to courses conducted
at technical schools. It is felt that by
developing the jun'ior secondary school,
it will be possible to cater for many
children of this type. Many boys and
girls do not fe~l that they can undertake
a high school education, whether com,mercial or academic, and many cannot
pass the entrance examination to qualify
for a course at a technical school.
Those boy,s and girls can be absorbed
. into a school that will take them a little
farther along the road of primary education and give them some slight training
in arts and crafts. That is what we aim
to do in the junior secondary schools, by
the development of which much good
can be accomplished.
,In our education system to .. day there
is a broadening 'Of ·the curriculum. The
practice now is different from that of a
few years ago. In addition to 'a commercial COUI\se or an academic course, high
schools p·rovide training in arts and
crafts.
That multi-purpose type of
'teaching enables bDYS and girls'---'Particuloarly girls-to choose between a commercial, aoademic, ,or domestic course.
Thai facility is very attractive t'O many
· young girls-an!i to boys also. In high
· schools to-day. boY'S ,are being taught
· crafts such as woodwork, 'panel beating,
The Ron. P. P. Inchbold.
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and so on. Many b'Oys who are disposed
to take an academic course to fit them
fDr a professional career, find that training in arts and c,rafts is an attraction
because although they will not earn their
living with their hands, they know that
the training they receive will enable
them to empl'Oy their skill in the home
and possibly in the practice of a hobby
in later life. In that way we" round off "
a better type of educatiDn.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Will mentally
backward children be affected by this
measure?
The Hon. P. P. IiNCHBOLD.-In all
primary ,schools there is a certaih number of boys and girls who are m,entally
retarded. In la'rge towns we can group
them together into a class which 1s often
termed ,an "opportunity" grade. A
speCialized teacher is usually selected to
concentrate upon those pupils, but the
time arrives when they have to face up
to secondary education, and at that
period the junior technical schools Conme
into the picture. I am not as pessimistic
as is Mr. Isaac, and I believe that the
improvement aimed alt will not take ten
years to achieve, particularly if the
school building programme can be
accelerated and we are able to draw
teachers from the higher birth rate
period. It must be remembered that today all young teachers are being drawn
from that period when the national birth
ra te was l'Ow owing to the economic depressi'On, but in a few years' time there
should be a greater number of young
people from which to ma'ke a selection
of suitable teachers.
As Mr. Isaac stated, the Teachers Tribunal has done much to make the Teaching Service more attractive and this,
coupled with the fa·ct that junior teacher.s
now receive better training than formerly, will react beneficially on our
education system. I thank honorable
members for the interest they have displayed in the Bill which, in my opinion,
rep res en ts a vi tal step in the direction of
better education for the community.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
. its remaining stages.
.
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THE GEELONG GAS COMPANY'S
BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill has been asked for by the
Geelong Gas Company. The authorized
capital of that company at present stands
at £250,000, and it desires that the
authorized capital should be increased
to £750,000. The present capita[ of
£250,000 has already been fully issued,
and it will be necessary to issue further
capital in the near future to provide for
large capital expenditure to meet the
rapid expansion of the company's business. It is not proposed to issue the
whole of the increased capital in the
near future, but only such .portion as
is from Ume to time required. However,
it is desirable to have a substantial'increase of authorized capital to enable
a reasonable margin of unissued capital
to be in hand for the future, and to save
the trouble and p.xpense of almending the
Act from time to time.
The capital of the company consists
of £1 shares. The company desires to be
able to subdivide all or any of its shares
into smaller amounts and also to convert
shares in to stock. . This f.ollows the provisions of section 51 of the Companies
Act which apply to all companies registered under that Act. rhe special Act
relating ·to Geelong, which originated in
1858, has no such provision.
Section 3 of the Geelong Gas Company's
Act 1925, No. 3440, provides that 5s. a
share shall be the greatest amount of any
one call which shaH be made upon any
shareholder, and that three months at
least shall intervene between successive
calls. The Bill omits· this provision.
The company, in the past, has found that
many sh'areholders prefer to pay for new
shares in full on application. From the
company's point of view it is desirable,
when further capital is required, to
collect the full amount of capital as early
as possible, without the necessity of
having to wait for 'a minimum period of
twelve months, involving four calls of 5s.
for every £1 share. I Should mention
that the company will stin have power
to accept payment of calls over a period.
The motion was agreed to.
t
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The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Nomina:! capital).
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province). - The prindpal Act-the
Geelong Gas Company's Act 1858-was
passed in the early days of Parliamentary
government in Victoria, when the practice was to -insist that gas companies
should be incorporated under Acts of
Parliament. The procedure nOI'mally
adopted by t~e management of a company which desires to increase its
nominal capital is to call a meeting of
shareholders and pass a resolution to
that effect but, in contradistinction, the
Geelong Gas Company must implement
al:l the machinery of parliamentary
procedure to enable it to increa'se its
capital from £250,000 to £750,000.
Honorable members will recognize that
it is impossible for a gas company to
carryon without adequate capital. At
one stage, the Metropolitan Gas Company had an overdraft of about
£1,500,000, but that organization was
unable to raise additional capital because
its shares were not regarded favourably
by the investing public. The Geelong
Gas Company, however, is apparently
able to make a profit and probably it will
be able to dispose of its Shares to the
public. The purpose of olause 2, therefore, is merely to enable the Geelong
Gas Company to adopt a similar procedure to that of other companies, in
relation to hoth an increase of its
nominal capital and the power to subdivide shares.
What I am now about to remark will
not apply to a gas company, but in the
case ·of some companies the value of their
shares has become so high that as much
as £3 has to be paid for a £1 share. If a
man has, say, £100 he can buy only 33
shares. If those shares were made shares
of a value of Ss. a man could purchase
one hundred of them. Even if he had to
pay 15s. for them it would look better
and sound better as he would be able to
say that he had 100 of those shares. So
the subdividing of shares is attractive to
the public and, therefore, many companies are issuing 5s. and lOs. shares,
and ·apparently there is no harm in that.
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the only body that could give the company the privilege of doing what it is
seeking to do, we must pass this Bill,
giving the company -adequate capital
with which to carryon.
'
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province).-I think some assurance should be given to the people who
are going to subscribe to this public
utility, in view of the way in which the
Metropolitan Gas Company's shar~
holders were exploited. I feel that these
people should be assured that their assets
will not be taken away from them, and
for that reason I suggest that there be
included in the Bill a clause giving such
an assurance so that the persons concerned shall have at least some years of
security.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I do not agree with Mr.
Warner that the shareholders of the
Metropolitan Gas Company were ex·
plaited. SirJames Kennedy drew attention to the fact that people who were
willing to subscribe to the Geelong Gas
Company by means of the purchase of
shares were in the enviable position of
being able to make a profit and, there.
fore, were not placed las were the shareIn section nine of the Principal Act for holders in other gas companies. I pre-sume that (the Geelong company will
the expression .. 61" there shall be substituted the expression .. 62."
carryon without its having to be taken
When one reads 'Dhe Geelong Gas Com- over.
pany's Act of 1858 it is seen that in
'Dhe Hon. A: G. WARNER.-The comcertain sections reference is made to an pany is subject to price control.
Act of the British Parliament and some
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Yes, the
sections of ·that British Act are adopted.
same as any other company. There must
Apparently, some one in another place
found that if we took in sections 61 to 68 be something in relation to efficient
we should be including something that management on the part of this concern
contradicted what is proposed to be done that we have not heard of, but as it is
by this Bill. It seems that what ~s in· able to carryon and issue shares and as
volved here is the calling of an ordinary the public is subscribing for tho.se
meeting, not by a special resolution but shares, apparently it is doing fairly well.
by a simple majority. There is nothing In the circumstances, I do not see the
specifically before us about a special re· n~d for any such assurance as Mr.
solution, but in the British Act the matter Wiarner suggests. The ,company is oarryunder the expression " 61" provides for ing on quite well and, I presume, will be
a three· fifths majority.
Thus there permitted to contjnue to do so.
The clause was agreed to.
would have been a complication, and that
is why this proposed new sub-section (2)
The Bill was reported to the House
provides the substi'tution of "62" for without amendment, and passed through
" 61."
its remaining stages.
It is essential that the IGeelong Gas
Company should have the power sought
The sitting was suspended at 6.23 p.m.
in this measure, and as this Parliament is until 7.53 p;m.

It spreads the interest in the oompany

and enables 'people with smaller assets
to invest in it. Banking companies used
to have their shares valued at £15 and up
to £25 each, and one had to be a wealthy
man to be able to buy even a few. The
relevant provision of the Bill, therefore,
is quite reasonable.
With regard to the conversion oishares
into stock I recall that I was the registrar
of a very big company for a number of
years and that, where there were trans·
fers and different series of consecuNve numbers were held, an immense
amount of work was involved. Some one
would order the purchase of 1,000 shares
and these would be bought in as m·any as
ten or fifteen- parcels, each parcel having
separate consecutive numbers.
The
putting of such a block into one lump is
a very considerable service because if a
person buys £10,000 wor.th of stock he
then has the one number only instead of
'holding sets of different consecutive
numbers. By thalt means work is reduced both for the office staff concerned
and the sharebroker. The proposal in
the Bill, therefore, is reasonable and
sensible.
I note that sub-section (2) of proposed
new section 5 reads-

Sir Jame8 Kennedy.
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RA1!LWAYS (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing).-I-moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this small Bill is to amend
sections 146 and 147 of the Railways
Act 1928. Sub-section (1) of section 146
readsNotwithstanding anything contained in
this Part neither the Board nor the Commissioners shall without sanction of the
Governor in Council(a) increase the salary or wages of any
officer or employee whose annual
salary or wages is more than Five
hundred pounds; or
(b) appoint or promote any person to any
office the annual salary or wages of
which is more than Five hundred
pounds.

Section 147 provides that no officer shall
be promoted to a position carrying a
salary of more than £500 a year without
the consent of the Governor in Council.
The purpose of the Bill is to increase
the sum of £500 to £800 in both the sections that I have mentioned. In 1929,
an officer receiving £500 a year was
listed among the highest paid officers,
but to-day few officers are receiving less
than £500 a year. Their salary range
cannot be altered without the consent of
the Governor in Council or of the Minister. A difficulty arises when the Minister
is asked to consent to practically every
increase in salary or every promotion.
It is necessary that the Commissioners
comply with all awards of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court and determinations of State wages Boards; I repeat that they have to pay more than
£500· a year to practically all employees.
The Government feels that the amounts
stated in sections 146 and 147 of the
Railways Act should be increased to £800
in order to bring the legislation into conformity with other Acts and present-day
conditions.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-Do you
imply that £800 to-day is equal in purchasing power to what £500 was in
1929?
The Hon. I. A. S'\wNBURNE.-I do
not. The Bill will still give the Minister
control over the greater number of employees of the Railway Department. The
measure has been introduced following
the advice of the Law Department, which
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has pointed out that sub-section (3) 0.1.
section 146 should be repealed. Over the
years, overtime payments have been
awarded under industrial determinations, but sub-section (3) provides that
such payments can be made only with
the consent of the Minister. For that
reason it is suggested that the subsection should be deleted. As I have
explained, the passage of the Bill will
simplify procedure in the Department.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham P.rovince).-This is a simple Bill
and does not call for much comment.
However, my own view is that a much
larger sum than £800 should have' been
specified in clause 2. Unless the amount
is increased it win mean that within a
comparatively short time, possibly a few
months or a year, the House will be
asked to agree to an amendment.
Experience shows that when certain
types of ,measures have been in operation for a while, the necessity of almending them arises, and I am inclined to
think that in such circumstances the
time of the Government is wasted. If
the Minister of Housing, who is in cha·rge
of the present Bill, were prepared to
alter the sum of £800 to £1,000, I am
certain that the House would agree and
so obviate the necessity of an amendment
at a later date.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-For once I find
myself in .agreement with Mr. Warner
and that, in view of the difference
between his poHtical outlook and mine, is
unusual. Is it contended that £800 in
1951 is the equivalent of £500 in 19291
I do not know whether certain members
of this House are aware that to-day it
was announced that, from the first pay
day in August the basic wage will be
increased by 12s. a week. The rise is so
persistent that one wonders whether the
increased rate will remain unaltered even
for the short period suggested by Mr.
Warner.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-Has not the
Railway Department advertised for
boys, offering a maximum of £12 lOs. a
week?
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.-It is
not always possible to agree with an
advertisement that may be in the nature
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of sharp practice. At this time of labour
shortage the average worker is receiving
an adequate remuneration for the services he has to sell, and such experiences
ha've been few in the history of Australia. I appreciate that my comment in
that -regard is open to debate. Finance,
the cost of living, and so on are spiralUng
and no one knows when the tendency
will cea'se. I should i,magine that very
few persons give the faintest thought to
the question whether fue time through
which we are now passing wiH come to
an ahrupt end.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-After S'eptember the position will be stahilized.
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY.--J: do
not know whether any .member of this
House considers that the inflationary
spiral can be traced to the a'ctivities
of those who are called" Commos." So
many troubles are laid at the feet of
those people that one wonders what will
be the next. As regards the Bill, I do
not think that the prestige either of this
House or of Parliament as a Whole is
enhanced by an argument that £800 today is equivalent to £500 in 1929. It is
impossible to obtaih the services of the
best available men in a Government instrumentality unless the remuneration
they are offered is as much as they would
receive elsewhere. If it- is 'considered
that the two amounts I have mentioned
can be com-pared in respect of money
value, I do not think the RaHways Commissioners wiH persuade as many to
work for a salary of £800 a year as they
did for a salary of £500 in 1929.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
PrO'vince).-The pur-pose of this BiB does
nlot seem to me to be what has been
outlined. I should say that 90 per cent.
of railway e.mployees come under awards
of the CO'mmonwealth Court of Conciliation· and Arbitration. The amendments
sought to be made 'by the present
measure would not apply to those
a,wards.
The amount of £500 prescribed in the relevant sections of the
Railways Act applied in the Railway
Department until a few years ago. Whenever it was desired to appoint or promote
an officer or employee to a position for
which the remuneration was more than
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£500 a year the Commissioners had to
apply -to the Governor in Council-in
other words, the Premier of the day.
I remember that when I was Minister of
Transport about eight years ago I read
certain very pcinted comments by an
Arbitration Court Judge relating to a
previous Victorian Government.
Apparently, the Railways Commissioners
had recommended certain increases
of salaries in the case of senior
officers--engineers and others-to well
over the £500 mark, and the Government
of the day refused to grant the increases.
The officers concerned applied to the
Arbitration Court which fixed much
higher salaries. Keen comments were
made by the Arbitration Court Judge
concerning the action of the Victorian
Government in rejecting the views of the
Railways .commissioners,
who are
charged with the responsibility of operatin1g the railways and who ought to be
the only persons in a position to decide
what salaries should be paid.
The figure of £500 has been in the Act
almost from time immemorial and, as I
have already suggested, at least 90 per
cent. of railway officers and employees
will not be affected by this measure. The
Bill will probably apply to the few who
do not come under Arbitration Court
awards. VVhether the sum is £500 or
£800, the higher paid men, including
ways and works engineers, will not be
affected. The question whether £SOO today is worth more than £500 twenty
years ago is beside the point.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Consent of Governor in
Council to increase of salaries, &c., of
higher officers and employees).
The HOD. I.
A.
SWINBURNE
(Minister of Housing) .-In reply to honorable members who have mentioned the
matter, I should like to intimate that the
figure of £800 is considered by the Railways Commissioners to be sufficiently
high to meet the need indica ted by the
Bill and, as Sir J ames Kennedy has
pointed out, will apply to railway officers
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and employees who do not come under
the provisions of an Arbitration Court
award.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment and passed through
its'remaining stages.
POISONS BILL.
The
Hon.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister of Labour).-I move, That this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure, which is to amend the
.third part of the Second Schedule to the
,Poisons Act 1928, has been introduced
for the purpose of enabling certain harmless powders and tablets to be sold by
any shopkeeper, in the same way as
aspirin tablets, Aspros, or similar, preparations may now be sold. A great
deal of discussion has ensued about this
measure and its possible effects when it
becomes law. Under present conditions
the inclusion of a small amount of a substance known as phenacetin in any tablet or powder limits the sale of the preparation to the chemist's shop. Those
who oppose the Bill contend that the sale
by any shopkeeper of the powders and
tablets referred to will increase the number of persons who are admitted to hospital from poisoning. Not only the present Government but also previous Administrations have heard stories concerning persons who wish to maintain a
monopoly in the sale of A.P.C's.; but it
should be pointed out that the Pharm.:lcy
Board of Victoria, which is a body set up
under Part m. of the Medica,l Act 1928 to
administer legislation relating to pharmaceutical chemists in this State, consists of seven registered pharmaceutical
chemists who are elected by registered
chemists and appointed for a period of
three years by the Governor in Council.
The provisions of the Poisons Act control the sale and distribution of drugs and
substances declared to be dangerous.
Many are undoubtedly dangerous and
the Government has. no quarrel with the
Board concerning its actions in regard to
those. However, the sale of tablets and
,powders containing small quantities of
phenacetin is quite another matter.
In December 1948, the Pharmacy Board
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stated that information available to it
indicated that there were potential
dangers in the misuse of A.P.C's.
Any person can go into a' chemist's
shop or some other type of shop
and buy as many aspIrms as he
desires, but if he buys A.P.C's. he is purchasing something considered to be very
dangerous. If any member of this House
visited a chemist's shop he could purchase as many A.P.C's. as he required.
I am sure that the salesman who was
offering these things would not say to
the customer, "These are very dangerous
and I warn you to be most careful." If
the sale of A.P.C. tablets is dangerous,
how is it that there are so few people
who have been affected by poison
through taking them?
In New South Wales no control of
the sale of phenacetin has operated. If
there is any danger from the. open sale
of A.P .C. powders and tablets this danger
should be demonstrated by the number
of cases treated in the main Sydney hospitals for A:P.C. poisoning.
Figures
were obtained f,rom a number of public
hospitals as to the incidence of poisoning from the various types of drugs
commonly used by lay persons. Over
the period of twenty years in which
more than 6'37,000 patients were treated
in three of the largest public hospitals
in Sydney, five were treated for the
effects of phenacetin, four were treated
for the effects of aspirin, and two were
treated for the effects of A.P.C. At
,St. Vinc.ent's Hospital, Sydney, during
the perIOd 1940-1950, one case was
treated for the effects of phenacetin
only.
In considering these figures it should
be remembered that although aspirin i3
sold much more widely in Victoria than
is A.P.C., it has been estimated that 50
per cent. more A.P.C. than aspirin is
sold in New South Wales.
Opinions
were sought from a large number of
medical practitioners, all of whom refused to accept the contention of the
members of the Pharmacy Board that
~.P.C. w~s dangerous. The only objec.hons WhICh were raised to its use were
,those which concerned self medication
.and. the suppression of dangerous
Isymptoms.
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Opinions were also sought from three
other persons who, it was thought, could
claim to be expert. These persons were
Professor R. H. Thorpe, of the Depart.;
ment of Pharmacology of the University of Sydney; Profe~sor F. H. Shaw,
Associate Professor of Pharmacology of
the University of Melbourne; and Professor R. D. Wright, Professor of
Physiology and Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine of the University of Melbourne.
All'three stated, in different terms, that
there was no real objection to free
availability of tablets and powders containing aspirin, phenacetin, and caffeine
as the toxicity level of phenacetin was
not high.
'From what has been said it can be
seen that the Government, in introducing this Bill, seeks only to do away with
the restrictions which limit the sale of
A.P.C. tablets and powders to chemists
only and to enable the man in the street
to purchase innocuous tablets from any
person desiring to sell them.
Honorable members, like other people,
frequently suffer from headaches. Perhaps this is due on occasions to their
having to listen to the speeches made in
this House. We should have the right to
be able to enter any shop whose proprietor is prepared to sell these tablets,
instead of having to go some distance,
perhaps, in order to find a chemist's shop.
The chemist closes earlier than many of
the small establishments which sell confectionery and so on, and if we were dependent on the chemist we might not be
able to obtain something to alleviate our
headaches.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-C,an these
tablets and powders be sold through
vending machines?
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY.-I do
not know that they can be, but the
honorable member might perhaps see fit
to introduce some of his own production
and put them on the market. Seeing that
this is a simple Bill and that it will be
beneficial to quite a number of the public
I recommend it and hope it will be given
a speedy passage.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I !have been provided with a copy of the Minister's notes
on this small measure and, from my own
experience when I was Minister 01
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Health, I can say· that these notes are
true and factual. Generally speaking,
the subject matter of the Bill has been
unnecessarily exaggera ted in many
quarters. T!he Minister's advisers appear to have adopted a very sensible
course both in respect of the notes supplied him and the brevity of the Bill
itself.
There are two factors making this Bill
necessary. The first is that over the
years a trade practice has developed
whereby ordinary traders, including
grocers, have been selling these compounds known as A.P.C. over the counter.
We all know what is the law in view of
A.P.C. containing a poisonous -drug
named phenacetin, and we know that
there are legal restrictions imposed in
connection with that. A stage was
reached whereby the Pharmaceutical
Guild-which is not the Pharmacy
Board~xerted pressure on the Board to
issue prosecutions in respect of the sale
of A.P.C. The outcome has been to make
the introduction of this Bill necessary.
We must admit that the Pharmaceutical Guild had legal rights in the
matter of the pressure which it exerted
on the Pharmacy Board until such time
as the law was amended. Then there is
the other side of the picture, embracing
the point of view of moral rights. This
Bill sets out to adjust the moral rights
and it resolves it'self in to a question of
Parliament having to determine the
issue, which is one concerning public
safety on t!he one hand and the trading
rights of general vendors on the other.
Having had experience as Minister of
Health for close upon two years, I can
recall many instances in which storm
clouds were hovering, indicating that a
disturbance of this nature was brewing
between the vested interests concerned. I
was so busy with major matters in the
Departmen t of Health that all I was able
to do was to keep the peace, but since
I left office the PhaTmacy Board has precipitated the crisis by prosecuting grocers
in accordance with its power under the
law.. If that had happened during my
regime I would have had no option but
to do precisely what the present Minister
has done. I would have had a Bill of
this character prepared and submitted to
Parliament with the same object.
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I have the greatest admiration for the
Pharmacy Boavd. I think most members
have a very reasonable conception of the
Board and its set-up. In the first place,
there are more than 2,000 pharmacists
in the State. From the Pharmaceutical
Guild there is elected a committee, and
from the committee nominations are
forwarded to the Governor in Council,
who has certain of those nominees appointed to the Board. I think there are
seven of these pharmicists constituting
the Boar.d today. I have great admiration for them because I dissociate vested
interests f.rom their action in this matter.
I also have very great respect for the
Pharmaceutical Guild itself. The chemists
are doing a marvellous job in the community.
The Board, I consider, has approached
this subject from the point of view of the
most noble ideal-that of public safetyand I believe that the Board itself is
deeply concerned about the administration of the Poisons Act and feels that the
opening of the door with respect to the
!sale of any drug or poison that might
have a ,pathogenic nature is wrong, and
for that reason it will not accept responsibility. Now the responsibility will
become that of the Government and
Parliament.
There is much that could be said about
this subject, and much ground was
covered in the course of the debate upon
it in another place. However, I do not
go down the street looking for trouble.
My own view is that no good purpose
could be served at this juncture by discussing the measure in unnecessary detail. Responsibility for the passing of
this Act will be transferred from the
Pharmacy Board to Parliament itself,
and with that l entirely agree.
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Guild is concerned, and I hope the passing
of the Bill wiU be an end to tha t
magnified trade dispute.
I hope also that there 'will be no HI
feelings concerning this matter and that
there will be no public harm done. We
are told that there will be dire consequences if there is to be free sale of drugs
containing this particular percentage of
phenacetin. The guild does not suggest
that there should be limited 'sale of the
drug so far as it is concerned. This
means that if it were successful in denying grocers and others the right to sell
the drug, persons requiring it would have
to go to a ,chemi,st's shop and there they
could buy a bottle, 'at the same time having to resist the salesman's suggestion
that they should take two bottles. So
the guild is robbing the Pharmacy Board
of the full strength of its argument when
'it does not. confine it to doctors' prescriptions.
I have listened to debates on this subject. With some I agree but with one in
particular I entirely disagree. There is
a type in ·this community-the rugged
type which believes in "breeding them
strong and treating them rough" and
maintains th·at to take any sedatives
when in need of mental uplift is wrong
and will produce a nation of drug addicts.
We are living in an age in which science
and chemistry are placed at our disposal; therefore we should avail ourselves o'f any opportunity to alleviate
small aches and pains. Without the
benefit of aspirin, phenacetin, caffeine,
and so on we would be a suffering community, and ultimately we might weaken
under the strain. I do not hold the view
that the passing of this Bill will have
the effect of increasing the taking of
dTugs and thereby will adversely affect
the health of the people. I compliment
the Government on presenting this
measure, and I feel sure that the public
will not suffer.

This Bill ils wisely brief. It has the
single purpose of taking the drug phenacetin out of the Poisons Act, under
conditions stated in clause 2. Phenacetin
in compound of a certain strength
has been deleted fl'om the Poisons Act,
and that is the sole purpose of this measure. The result will be that compounds
The motion was agreed to.
containing phenacetin of that particular
The Bill was read a second time and
strength will now be free and open for
committed.
sale. That, I ,think, is the bone of con- .
Clause 1 was agreed to.
tention so far as the Pharmaceutical
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Clause 2 (Removal of A.P.C. tablets,
&c., from schedule of poisonous substances).

The

HOD.

A. M. FRASER (Melbourne

North Province).-Will the passing of
this Bill lead to more of these proprietary lines being made by well-known
firms?
Also, will the competition
ensuing between grocers and chemists
lead to a decrease in the price to the
public, or these being proprietary lines
will they maintain the price fixed by the
monopolists?
The
Hon.
TREVOR,
HARVEY
(Minister of Laobour).-At present,
che'mist)s have a monopoly of the sale
of A.P.C. When members of the public
are able to purchase the commodity in
other places, I think the competition will
force chemists to reduce the price.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
GEELONG HARBOR TRUST
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is introduced at the request of
the Commissioners of the Geelong
Harbor Trust, who are re5ponsible for
the controOl and management of .the port
of Geelnng. It has become necessary
because the Commissioners have undertaken a big programme of port improvement, and the financial authorities
contained in the existing Act are
inadequate to cover the cost of the necessary work. At the same time, a number
of other amendments, which have been
sought from .time to time and which are
considered desirable, have been included.
Honorable members will, no doubt, be
aware of the tremendous industrial development that has taken place, and is
still taking place, in the Geelong district.
For many years Geelong was regarded
more or less as an export port, through
which the primary products of western
and southern Victoria have been shipped
abroad. The port suffered considerable
disabilities because it had to provide
necessary facilities for this export trade,
but was unable to levy charges on the
goods exported. The reason why no
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charges are levied on export goods is
tha t section 79 of the Geelong Harbor
Trust Act requires the Commissioners

to levy tolls and rates on all' goods,
merchandise, and things, including
goods, merchandise, and things belonging. to His Majesty's Government,
except passengers' luggage landed or unshipped within the p'ort, but does not
provide for charges on goods exported.
In 1950, goods exported totalled
610,424 tons, representing an increase of
94,000 tans over 1949 and 160,000 tons
over 1948, so that it will be seen that
there is an increasing demand for the
facilities of the port. Fortunately, there
has been a t the same time a substantial
increase in the import trade, resulting
from the tremendous industrial development that has taken place, and is still
taking place, in the Geelong district.
In the year 1950, for instance, total imports were 655)393 tons, being 165,000
tons more than in 1949 and 180,000 tons
more than in 1938, the record pre-war
year. Total tonnage of cargo passing
through the port has increas~d f1l'om
998,000 tans in 1938 to 1,265,817 tons
in 1950.. Existing facilities are quite
inadequate to deal with this volume of
trade and, as shipping is still increasing,
the Harbor Trust Commissioners have
been obliged to put in hand an extensive
programme for the provision of additional facilities and the improvement
of existing port equipment.
In 1944, the Public Works Committee
. recommended that if the port were to
function efficiently major works costing
then £1,441,800 should be put in hand.
These included the reconstruction of the
Yarra-street pier, the widening and
equipment of the Corio Quay North
berths, where much of the most valuable
revenue-producing cargo is unloaded,
widening and deepening of channels, and
other lesser works. To-day, these and
other works necessitated by further industrial development are estimated to
cost £3,121,000. After careful examina~
tion, this programme has been approved
by the Government. Section 94 of the
Geelong Harbor Trust Act, however,
.fixes the maximum bOflrowing power of
,the Trust at £800,000. At the 31st of
December last year, the Trust's current'
loans totalled £508,000, so· that there is
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little margin available to the Trust for
the financing of its approved works
programme.

shall take in or discharge cargo. This is
desirable for the proper control of the
port.

Clause 6, which increases the maximum borrowing powers of the Trust
from £800,000 to £4,500,000, is' the
most important clause in the Bill.
Clause 7 is related to this, as it increases
the power to borrow on overdraft from
£50,000 to £200,000. It will be recognized
that, if the Trust has to meet substantial
payments on contract and day labour
works, it is essential that it should have
an overdraft limit having some relation
to the payments it may be 'called on to
make.

Section 64 of the Geelong Harbor Trust
Act gives the Commissioners power to
require the removal of wrecks, though
that provision has not been considered
very satisfactory for the purpose. In
1936, a similar provision in the Melbourne Harbor Trust Act was repealed
and a more comprehensive and satisfactory section substituted. The section
that was inserted in the Melbourne Harbor Trust Act in 1936 is with a minor
amendment now being applied to Geelong
also by clause 5 of this Bill.

I can give a brief expl:ination of the
remaining clauses. Clause 2 adds to the
definition of " vessel" those modern constructions-seaplane, flying boat, hydroplane, &c.-which were not in existence
at the time the original Act was framed,
but now add their quota of problems to
the harbor authorities.
The Geelong
Harbor Trust is comprised of three parttime members, one of whom is appointed
chairman. Clause 3 provides also for
one of the other members to be deputy
chairman. Paragraph (b) relates to the
appointment of substitute Commissioners
in lieu of ,any Commissioner who is
absent from Victoria or is incapacitated
by illness or other temporary cause, and
provides also for appointment of Commissioners to act as chairman and deputy
chairman, if the persons holding those
offices are absent or incapacitated. With
a small Trust of three members, it is
desirable to guard against the possibility
tha t, in the absence of one Commissioner
and the sudden illness of another, the
Trust might be unable to function.

I have already dealt with clauses 6 and
7 relating to additional borrowing and
overdraft power.

Sub-clause (1.) of clause 4 repeals a
provision which entitled the holder of
the office of harbor master prior to the
constitution of the Trust in 1905 to continue to' a'ct as harbor master under the
Trust. The officer concerned has been
dead for some years, and the provision is
Sub-clause (2)
no longer applicable.
gives a wider power to the harbor
master by enabling him to regulate the
time at or within which, and the manner
in which, . a vessel shall discharge passengers or cargo. At present, he can regulate only the manner in which a vesse]

Clause 8 adds to the regulation-making
power of the Commissioners a genera]
provision empowerin'g them to make a
regulation "for maintaining the good
rule and government of the port." All
such regulations, of course, require the
approval of the Governor in Council.
Section 108 of the Act requires that there
shall be included in every contract for
improvement works within the port a
provision that no workmen or labourer
shall be employed for more than eight
hours a day and that the Commissioners
shall not employ any workmen or
labourer for more than eight hours a
day, except in cases of accident or emergency, and goes on to set out the overtime rates for men who are employed.
All such matters are now subject to
awards of the Commonwealth Arbitration
Court or to determinations of Wages
Boards, and in this Bill the section has,
therefore, been replaced by a provision
requiring that- every contractor shall
conform to 'the provisions of any applicable award or determination.
Section 110 of the Act makes owners
of vessels accountable to the Commissioners for damage done to Trust property by vessels belonging to, or by employees of, those owners. Clause 10 of
the Bill substitutes fQr this section a provision identical with sections 152 and 153
of the Melbourne Harbor Trust Act entitling the Commissione:s to recover
damages for injury caused by any vessel
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or person employed thereon to property
of the Trust, even though the vessQI was
under compulsory pilotage. Section 111
of the Geelong Harbor Trust Act makes
the employees so offending liable to repay to the owner or master all expenses
and costs incurred by them in respect of
the damage done to the Commissioners'
property. This provision dues not appear
in the Melbourne Ha'rbor Trust Act and
there seems no reason why it should
appear in the Geelong Act. It is, therefore, repealed by clause 10.
Clause 11 adds a new provision making it an offence against the Act to
obstruct any Commissioner or authorized
person in the performance of any duty
imposed on him by the Act. Clause 12 is
a general provision making the contravention of any provision of the Act or
the regulations! &c., an offence against
the Act. Sub-clause (2) provides for a
penalty for offences against the Act,
'and sub-clause (3) empow~rs the making
of a regulation fixing a maximum penalty
of £20 and a daily penalty of £5 for a
continuing offence against the regulations. Sub-section (2) of section 103,
which is repealed by sub-clause (4), pr,ovides for a penalty of up to £20 for a
breach of the regulations, but not for any
additional penalty' for a continuing
offence. In view of the provisions proposed in clause 12, that sub-section (2)
would be superfluous.
Honorable members will agree that
there is little in this Bill of a controversial nature. The measure will, however, confer on the Commissioners 'additional powers to enable them to carry out
more effectively their duty in respect of
the development and control of ,the
second port of the State. The conditions
proposed in the Bill have been found to
operate well in connection with the
Melbourne Harbor Trust, 'and the
Government considers that they should
be applied to the Geelong Harbor Trust.
Geelong is a very important and growing
Iport, .and it cannot be properly developed
unless the powers sought are conferred
on the Trust.
On the 'motion of Sir JAMES
KENNEDY (Higinbotham Province)
the debate was adjourned until Tuesday,
July 24.
The Hon. P. T. Byrnes.

(Amendment) Bill.

SELECT COMMITTEE (EGG AND
EGG PUDP MARKETING) BILL.
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEY (Minister of Labour) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure relates to the Select Committee appointed by the Assembly to inquire into and report upon the operations and activities of the present Egg
and Egg Pulp Marketing Board and of
the two preceding Boards. The committee is also to consider whether it is
desirable in the public interest that there
should be any change in the powers,
personnel, or organization of the Egg
and Egg Pulp Marketing Board. The
purpose of the Bill is to provide for the
payment of attendance fees to members
-two guineas for each meeting of the
committee-and travelling expenses30s. a day. The rates proposed are the
S.1me as those payable to members of the
State Development Committee and the
Public Works Committee. I ask for the
speedy passage of the Bill.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-I should like the.
Minister to agree to a week's adjournment of the debate on this Bill which, if
passed, will have an important effect on
a large number of primary producers.
I did not know that this measure was
to be submitted to-n~ht. I have prepared a good deal ot" material on the
subject, but unfortunately I have left it
at home.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .-May I point out that
this Bill simply relates to the question
whether members of the Select Committee should be paid fees? That is the
only principle involved, and honorable
members should be able to discuss ilt
without an adjournment of the debate.
The Select Committee has been appointed by the Assembly and has already
begun to function.
The Han. A. G. WARNER.-We would
not have given you leave to go on with
the Bill if we had thought you wished to
take .it right through to-night.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province) .-May I say by leave
that I have had only fifteen seconds in
which to examine the BiB? I should think
from what I have seen in clause 2 that
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the inquiry into the activities of the Egg
and Egg Pulp Marketing Board will be
comprehensive. This House may deem
it expedient to reject the proposals altogether, or even to suggest that another
course of action be taken. It is difficult
to understand why there should be, what
I believe I can justifiably call this indecent haste, to pass a measure of this
description as though it was of number
one importance in vhe Assembly, and
the question itself is of number one importance from a public point of view.
I am very sorry to take up this attitude,
but it appears to me that there is something sinister-that is a nasty wordabout the attitude of the Government in
respect of the whole matter.
The.Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-On a point of order, I
ask for the withdrawal of that remark.
I cannot see that there is anything
sinister in a proposal to pay fees to
members of the Assembly serving on this
Select Committee.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-1 think the remark of Mr. Gartside to
which the Minister of Public Works has
taken exception is a milk and water expression to the effect that Mr. Gartside
regards the purpose of the Bill as a lefthanded proposal. I do not regard his
expression as one calling for withdrawal
or apology.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE {SouthEastern Province).-I am well known
as a person with decided ideas. I carefully weighed the expression that I used
in regard to this measure. I pay much
attention to debates, and I am convinced
that there is something going on in the
State that cannot possibly be elucidated
to the satisfaction of the public by the
methods adopted f.or the appointment of
members of this Select Committee. The
public demands a better type of inquiry.
Members of the Labour party, through
their leader, started this hare running by
proposing an inquiry by a Royal Commission into the affairs of the Egg Board.
The Board itself says that its good name
'is being impugned.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
- J do not ·a t present rule that the honorable member is out of order, but the Bill
recites that the Legislative Assembly
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have passed a certain resolution for
the appointment of a Select Committee
of that House. That is the end of that
matter, and this House has nothing to do
with it, The only question with which
this House may deal seems to me to be
whether it should agree to payment to
members of the Select Committee at the
rates specified, and whether that payment should disqualify them from
continuing to sit as members O'f the
Assembly.
They appear to be the
main points for consideration. There is
the minor point whether members of the
Select Committee should receive fees as
members .of that committee, in addition
to their parliamentary remuneration.
I do not see how the affairs of the Egg
Board can be deba'ted under this Bill.
The honorable member might say-I
think he has ,already done s(}-othat it is
an inquiry for which this House should
not agree to any fees being paid to members of the Select Commi'ttee. However,
a resolution has been passed by the
Assembly providing for the appointment
of a Select Committee, and that matter
is out of our hands. I do not think members are at liberty to discuss the propriety of that resolution.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (South·
Eastern Province).-I at all times submit gracefully to your ruling, Mr. President, but I should like to say that, as
the operations of the Egg'Board and the
reputatioos of members of that Board
cannot be defended in discussion of this
Bill, I -adopt the attitude that the responsibility is neither mine nor that of this
House. The Government will have to
shoulder the responsibility for the inquiry. I leave the matter at that.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister -of
Public Works).-I wish to reply briefly
to some of the statements of Mr. Gartside.
The Government accepts full
responsibility for the inquiry into the
operations of the Egg Board. It also
accepts full responsibility for the proposed type of inquiry, which will be conducted on the highest plane. An investigation by a Select Committee of
P.arliament is an accepted method of inquisition. I am sure that the members
of the Assembly who will comprise the
Select Committee are quite capable of
examining the affairs of the Egg Board
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impartially and correctly. The commit~
tee will have the assistance of counsel
and, if necessary, ,accountants and other
trained personnel. If Mr. Gartside is try~
ing to throw odium .on the Government
by suggesting that it is acting wrongly,
I assure him he is barking up the wrong
tree. If tlle party he represents abstains
from the inquiry-'
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
-Order! The Minister is proceeding to
discuss matters entirely outside the scope
Jf the Bill. The Legislative Assembly
have appointed a Select Committee of
members of their own House to consider
the activities of the Egg and Egg Pulp
Marketing Board. All that the Assembly
ask this House to do is to agree
that certain fees may be paid to
members of the Select Committee,
and that no penal consequences shaH
follow from the payment of those
fees. We are not oonsidering whether
or not members of the Council are
to form a Select Committee of their
own. The debate must be limited to the
propriety of awarding fees and expenses
to members ,of the Select Committee of
the Assembly. I quite agree that any
member may argue that members of the
Select Commi'ttee should not receive fees
because-if he wishes to .say it--the inquiry is not a proper one, but the affairs
of the Egg Board cannot be debated upon
this measure. If a member moves for
the appointment of a Select Committee
consis'ting of members of this House to
deal with the s·ame subject as tlha t for
w hkh 'the Select Committee .of the
Assembly has been appointed, the whole
universe of eggs will be open to discussion.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-The question under con~
sideration is whether this House should
agree to the p'aymen t of fees toO members
of a Select Committee ,of the Assembly
and also to ·those members being exempt
from certain penalties. Earlier this
evening Itwo Bills were brought in, by
leave, and I assumed that the Minister
in charge of the House desired only to
ma'ke his second-reading speech on those
measures, after whkh the debate w.ould
be adjourned. That is ·the usual pro~
cedure in dealing with Bills, unless there
is some supreme urgency about which
members are told.
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Last Tuesday, members of this House
were informed that a Bill then before
the House was urgent and that unless it
was passed difficu~ties .might ·arise 'regarding the treatment of certain
prisoners. For that reason the House
passed the Bill. However, t!he Minister
did not mention that ,the measure now
under ,consideration was urgent. Unless
in future we :are informed that the passing of a Bill is urgent, we shall have to
object to its being taken beyond the
second-reading stage at the one sitting of
the House. :I cannot understand why
there should be any urgency about the
Bill now being discussed, but apparently
it will now be pushed through all stages
to-night. .
The Hon. P. J. KENNELLY (Melbourne West Province).-I have pleasure
in accepting your ruUng, Mr. President,
that the debate on this Bill must be confined to the question whether members of
the Assemb'ly appointed to the Select
Committee are to receive certain fees,
and whether the acceptance of those fees
will not interfere with their positions as
members of the' Legislative Assembly.
I cannot appreciate the reason why Sir
J ames Kennedy 1s worried about the Bill
being passed through all stages tonight,
particularly in view of the fact that you
have ruled that there cannot be a discussion on this measure of the affairs of
the Egg Board. I do not kn6w why Sir
James Kennedy desires that the debate
be adjourned for a week or so. It should
not be necessary for members to require
an adjournment of the debate for a week
to enable them to decide whether members of the Select Committee should be
paid fees and travelling expenses. Members should be more concerned with the
work for which the Select Committee was
appointed and in receiving its report. The
public 'are most interested in the affains
of the .Egg and Egg ,Pulp Marketing
Board. We have all read much about it
in the press, but in the meantime the
price of eggs is still, I understand, 4~d.
each. I support the Bill.
The Hon. A. G. WA"RNER (Higinbotham Province).-I support the
remarks of ISir James Kennedy and Mr.
Ga:r:-nside. If, by consenting to a BiH
being taken to the second-reading stage,
we 'are also being compelled to agree to
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the Bill being taken through all stages more, if an inquiry were conducted
on ,the one night, we must in future by a Royal Commissioner the exdecline to give the leave desired by the penses could be moOre readily limited,
Minister. The Leader of the House will bu t if the investigation is to be made by
therefore be taking a risk if, against the six members forming the Select Comwishes of members, h'e forces the House mittee a cost of at least £20 a day will
to put this Bill through all stages this be entailed. There is no limit to the
amount of money which may be spent on
evening.
If we are driven to pass the Bill to- this inquiry. Therefore, there is an ennight we are entitled, with due respect couragement, not in the direction of
to your ruling, Mr. President, to put up expedition as suggested by Mr. Kennelly
with the fact that a Select Committee but for continuing this Select Committee
of six members of the Assembly over an indefinite period; and, as it has
has been appointed.
That matter been said that the committee will be undoes ,not come within the juris- able to sit when the Assembly is sitting,
'diction of this House, but by passing that means practically that it cannot sit
this Bill we wHl be committing ourselves until after Christmas this year. I was
to the payment to those six members of under the impression that very few mema fee of £2 2s. a day, plus travelling ex- bers of the Country party could be in a
penses., I do not know whether all the position to obtain fees from a committee
members of the Select Committee live in such as is here proposed in view of the
that practically all of them now hold
the country, but presumably some of fact
oft]ce.
'
them are country residents and wlll
be entitled to travelling allowances
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.--I would not
which, together with their fees, will worry about 'that. They will do this job
amount to approximately £3 3s. or £4 more quickly because their minds are
4s. a day each; or a total of approxi- made up now.
mately £25 a day.,
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-From preI understand that it was suggested it vious experience that I have had of select
would be more economical if a Select committees it seems to me that members
Committee were appointed to make the who are interested and whose constiinquiry into the affairs of the Egg Board tuents are interested in egg producing
than if 'a Royal Commission were ap- will be selected for that reason to be
pointed. However, I consider that it members of the Select Committee. What
would be much less costly if a Judge were is wanted is an economical method of
appointed as 'a Royal Commissioner to proceeding before an impartial man
make the investigation. An additional who has the interests of the consumer at
advantage in the appointm'ent of a Royal heart.
Commissioner would be that the peculiar
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
position would not arise of members of
Parliament drawing fees in addition to -Order! I think we must go back to the
their remuneration as members of the question of expenses. So far Mr. WarAssembly. Undoubtedly a Judge, if one ner's remarks have been related properly
were appointed, would bring a completely to the Bill but I think some of the interimpartial mind to bear on the inquiry.
jections which I have heard have been a
I think I can safely say that if the li ttle wide of the mark.
inquiry is made by the Select Committee
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am findalready appointed, it will mean the payit somewhat dift]cult, Mr. President,
ing
ment of fees to persons who have already
made up their minds on the question of to keep strictly within the terms of your
the marketing of eggs. If a Royal Com- rUling. I have a very good case but,
mission were appointed, the public would unfortunately, you, Mr. President, will
have better 'aocess to the inquiry, not allow me to put it. I am pleading on
and they would know that they could behalf of two things-first, that we so
: give evidence before' somebody who arrange finance under this Bill that there
would return an impartial judgment will be an economic method of appoin t'on' . the question at issue.
Further- ing one man and that the person so
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economically appointed shall be an impartial person; and, secondly, that something will be put into the Bill which will
limit the amount of fees to be drawn by
the members of the committee, which
can go on for years ,drawing fees in
between the times when Parliament is
not sitting.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-There is nothing to prevent the committee from sitting
on a day when the· Assembly is sitting,
but its members would not then draw
fees.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Then I
should imagine that there would be very
few of its members sitting on that day.
When such an occasion arises I suggest
that we should have a red carpet placed
down the steps of Parliament House for
the members of the Select Committee.
This Bill does not provide for the total
fees that shall be paid; the total fees
a're to be fixed by an Order in Council
of that party whose members will
supply the personnel of the committee.
I cannot see that there is
any very strict limitation upon the expense to which the State is going to be
put under this Bill.
Therefore, I
suggest that the Bill shoutd either not
be pasWd or that some strict limits
should be started therein as to the amount
of money that can be granted to members under clause 3. If we place in this
measure a restriction in terms of money,
there will be a restriction on the time
that the committee wiLl take to bring in
its findings.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Provirrce).--.;I did not expect to be the
only member supporting the Government vocally after the attack of Mr.
Warner. The attirtude adopted by him
does not reflect credit on his well-known
skill in debate. I am afraid he not only
had his facts incorrectly but that he also
appeared not to believe in what he was
saying. In my opinion, both Mr. Warner
in his speech and Mr. Gartside by his
interjection reflected very grossly on
those members of Parliament, who are ,to
be appointed to the proposed Select Committee. Those two members are playing
the same game as the Egg and Egg Pulp
Marketing Board is doing by its
advertisements appearing in the newspapers.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).

-Order! The question is whether or
not these fees are proper to be paid.
There are also in the Bill subsidiary
points as to the protection of a member
of the Select Committee in regard to his
seat in Parliament. The BiN itself does
not deal with the merits of the Egg
Board at all. It has to do simply with
an inquiry into the affai,rs of the Board.
The Bill is silent on the merits of the
Board and of the industry.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SouthEastern Province).-On a point of order,
Mr. President, may I ask if I wo'uld be
right, through you, in informing Mr.
Walters that neither Mr. Warner nor I
will be getting these fees?
The PRESIDENT.----!N o. The honorable member would be out of order in
making that observation.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS (Northern
Province) .-1 thank you, Mr. President.
I thought this debate might have gone
on as it did in another place. The matter
itself which is under consideration might
have been ventHated more fully. I can
understand now why Mr. Warner has
been rather cramped in his style this
evening. The whole difference of opinion
between the Liberal party 'and the
Government regarding fhe proposed
powers of the Select Committee appears
to be whether or not the body of inquiry
should be a Royal Commission or a
Select Committee.
The PRESIDENT.-Does the honorable member intend to relate his remarks to the question of fees.?
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Yes, Mr.
President. The reason why I mentioned
that particular matter was that Mr.
Warner stated very clearly that a Royal
Commission would be less expensive than
a Select Committee. I do not know on
wha t grounds he bases that argument.
. The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I was not
allowed to tell you.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
--Order! I think I heard Mr. Wa·rner
say that he had not been allowed .to tell
the honorable member. Mr. Warner has
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not been stopped by me on any question
regarding the propriety of these feesei ther as to payment per sitting or the
total amount. Mr. Warner said that the
quantum would be much less if a Royal
Commission were appointed. No member of this House has yet been stopped
on any argument as to the amount of
fees to be paid.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I take it
that I will not be stopped on that matter,
Mr. President.
The PRJESIDENT.-I have already
given a ruling and I have not stopped
the honorable member so far.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-It has
been s'aid that a Royal Commission will
be less expensive to the State than a
Select Committee. When a flat statement
of that kind is .made I consider there
should be some argument advanced to
back it up. Whether a Royal Commission 'would or would not be less
expensive I do not think any of
us is competent at present to say; it
would depend entirely on the length of
the inquiry. However, it is not reasonable to think th'at the 'members who are
to be appointed to the Select Committee
will string out the inquiry for months.
The Hon. A. G. W ARNER.-What makes
you thInk that?
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I ,give
credit to members of Parliament considering the Budget of the Government.
They would not like to spend a 'great deal
of money on ,this inquiry, taking into
consideration the finances of the State.
However, I understand that the Select
Committee can meet at any time when
the Assembly is not actually sitting. If
its procedure is to 'be the same as with
other committees it can meet, say, at
2 o'clock in the afternoon, if the
Assembly is not then sitting.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Then its
members will be able to work two fees in
on the same day.
The . Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-No, they
would not be paid for that day.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I take it
that the members of the Select Commit~
tee will not string their inquiry on any
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longer than they can help, because we
all want to find out as soon as possible
what ,is wrong with the Egg Board, and
I say that in those circumstances the cost
of this inquiry will be very little. An
honorable member interjected that members would be able to get their 30s. if
they sat, for example, to-day. I ask the
honorable member, could he live in Melbourne on 30s. a day? I cannot. I take
it that if I were a member of the committee and I had come to Melbourne yesterday, I would get 30s. if the committee
sat yesterday, but I would not be paid if
it sat to-day.
So far 'as I can see, we are limited at
the moment entirely to discussing the
question of fees. I am rather sorry for
that because the question itself is one of
public interest which should be debated
in Parliament. The Liberal party could
have had its members taking part in the
proposed inquiry if they had agreed to
an all-party committee. There is no more
impartial body than an all-party committee; if its members were otherwise
they would 'be false to their oath.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-The honorable member is getting away
from the Bill, which indicates that the
Legislative Assembly have appointed a
Select Committee; and members of this
House should not discuss the wisdom or
lack of wisdom of the Legislative
Assembly in their appointment of the
personnel of that commi t'tee.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Then I
thInk I am getting into the same position
as Mr. ·Warner. In my opinion, a Select
Committee appointed by the Assembly
is a very proper body for the job proposed. So far as I know, the three
Coun try party members concerned have
no interest whatever-The PRJESIDENT.-Order! I think
the. honorable member is going beyond
fue scope ·of the Bill. If he feels that he
can say that because the Liberal party is
not to be represented on the Select Committee the fees should not be so ihigh, or
if he can advance some argument of that
kind, he would not be out of order.
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The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-Then I
will say that had the Liberal party been
represented on this committee, high fees
would of course have been justified! The
Government has been right .in appointing
the Select Committee, a'nd I support the
Bill entirely.
The motion was agreed to.
,The Bill was read a second time,and
passed through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES COMMISSION:
CLOSING
OF PRIVATE HOSPITAL
AT
HORSHAM.

The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move, by leave-That the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-Imove, by leave-That the House do now adjourn.

The HOD. R. C. RANKIN (Western
Province).-I wish to direct the atten·
tion of the Leader of the House to a
matter which affects hospitalization at
Horsham. The population of that city
is rapidly increasing and the Base Hos·
pital has been extended by the con·
struction of \ a new wing for use a'S an
in termedia te section. The old buildings
are used in the main as public wards.
The hospital is well conducted by a capable matron and staff but, unfortunately,
it is not large enough to accommodate
the number of patients requiring treat·
mente Up to two years ago pressure on
the Base Hospital was alleviated by two
private hospitals in the district. One
was an old house cop.verted into a private
hospital, and the other, the Wembley
private hospital, occupied a building
erected specially for the purpose.
About two years ago the private hospital conducted in the old house was
taken over as a home for aged people,
and in that way the district lost the use
of sixteen hospital beds. It is estimated
that the cost of building a new hospital
at present is approximately £3,000 a bed
and, although plans and specifications
have been prepared for, a new' building
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at the Horsham Bas.e Hospital, the cost
will be colossal. The Wembley private
hospital is definitely to close on the 1st of
September next. The building is suitable
for taking over as an annexe to the
Base Hospital, and this could be done at
a cost of approximately £900 a bed. It
accommodates eighteen patients, but by
the removal of the operating theatre and
equipment accommodation could be in·
creased to 22 beds. It is ~uggested that
the Wembley private hospital should be
taken over by the Hospital and Charities
Commission as; an annexe to the Base
Hospital, that the operating theatre
should be moved from the Wembley pri·
vate hospital and that the annexe should
be utilized for midwifery cases. If that
were done it would relieve the pressure
on the Base Hospital and make available
a number of beds 'for ,medical and surgical cases.
There is at present a tuberculosis
chalet attached to the Base Hospjtal.
The Hospitals and Charities Commission
has at times transferred patients to the
Horsham Base Hospital to relieve
pressure on metropolitan hospitals.
I
ask
the Government
seriously
to consider the suggestion I have made
that the Hospitals and Charities Commission should take over the Wembley
private hospital as an annexe to the Base
Hospital. It would represent a considerable financial saving to the Government
in the long run. I trust that the Minister
of Public Works will bring my remarks
to the notice' of the Minister of Health,
so that prompt action can be taken.
The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The subject raised by
Mr. Rankin concerns the Hospitals and
Charities Commission, which comes
under the jurisdiction of the Minister of
Health. It is for the Commission to say
whether or not it desires to take over the
Wembley private hospital. I shall place
Mr. Rankin's representations before the
Minister of Health who, no doubt, will
discuss the matter with the Hospitals and
Charities Commission. A reply will
be sent direct to Mr. Rankin.
The

~otion

was agreed to.

The House adjourned at 9.38 p.m. until
Tuesday} July 24.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. Archie
Michaelis) t.ook the chair at 4.20 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
DECENTRALIZATION OF
INDUSTRIES.
NATIONAL DEFENCE PREPAR"-TIONS.
Mr. STONEHAM (Midlands) asked
the Premier-
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taining to these works and those of the
other Governments will receive considera tion.
I will strongly oppose any curtailment
of our programme, which is mainly the
improvemen t of transport and the supply
of electric power and water, all of whi1ch
are of paramount importance from a defence point of view,as against the production of luxury goods.
LANDLORD ANn TENANT ACT.
EVICTION ApPLICATIONS AT BENDIGO.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo) asked the
A ttorney-General-

Whether he supports the policy recognizing the dispersal of industries as a ~ital
part of the national defence preparatlO~s
now being planned; if so, whether he wIll
urgently request the Federal Gove:nment
to adopt decentralization of indu~trIes, ~~
gether with housing and commumty facIltties, as a foremost feature of defence
preparations?

1. How many ,applications for the eviction
of tenants were dealt with .by the stipendiary mag-istrate at Bendigo during each of
the yea'rs 1949-50 and 1950-51?
2. How many of these applications were
granted?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The answer is "Yes."

1. The number of applications for the
eviction of tenants dealt with by the stipendi.ary magistrate at Bendigo in the year
1949-50 was 46, and in the year 1950-51 was
42.
2. Of these applioations, twenty were
grr'Ianted in the year 1949, and fourteen in
the year 1950-51.

PUBLIC WORKS.
CURTAILMENT OF PROGRAMMES:
COMMONWEALTH-ST~TE 'DISCUSSIONS.
Mr. STONEHAM (Midlands)
the Premier-

asked

Whether the Fede~al Government has requested State Governments to review their
cur.~ent programmes of public works, including developmental schemes, such as
water 'Supply; if so, whether he win oppose
curtailment of such programmes, and submit as an ,alternative proposal that there
should 'be a Commonwealth-wide restr.iction
of production .of luxury goods not essential
to Australia's welfare?

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).--Discussions have taken place
between the Prime Minister and the State
Premiers concerning works programmes
generaHy for the next three years. All
States and the Commonwealth agreed to
appoint representatives to committees to
report on the relevant urgency and defence value of tl;1e various classes of
works proposed to be carried out.
Victor,ia's loan programme for the current financial year will be submitted to
the next meeting of the Loan Council
which, it is anticipated, wHI be held next
month. At that meeting all matters. per-

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General).
-The answers are-

DAIRYING INDUSTRY.
STATISTICS.
Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Minister of Agricul tureDuring each of the years-1920, 1925, 1930,
1935, 1940, lJ945, and 1950-what was-(a)
the total number of dairy cattle in Victoria;
(b) the total number of dai'ry farmers (c)
the total production of whole milk; (d) the
amount of whole milk used in the manuf~cture of butter; (e) the amount of who!e
milk 'used in the manufacture of other milk
products, giving details; (j) the price of
butter for home consumpotJion; and (g) the
exp.ort price of butter?

Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agricultm·e).
----.A return incorporating this inform,ation is being compiled, and when it is
completed I shall hand a copy to the
honorable member.
BUTTER HELD IN COOL STORES.
Mr. FRASER (Grant). asked the
Minister of Agriculture1. What quantity of butter was held on
the 30th of June, last, in--(a) Government
cool stores; and (b), other cool stores?
2. On who,se behalf this butter was held?
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Mr. MOSS (Minister of Agriculture).
-The answers are-(a) Government Cool Stores, 562 tons.
other cool stores, 199 tons.
2. It would .be a breach of their business
arrangements fOT stores holdi.ng butter on
behalf of clients to disclose the names of
their clients.

1.

(b)

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
PROVISION OF LIQUOR IN KIEWA AREA.

1\lr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Chief SecretaryWhether, in view of the importance of the
Kiewa scheme and the great increase in
population in that area, the Government has
taken any steps regarding the granting of a
liquor licence or the establishment of a wet
canteen in the area?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secret'ary).The answer isThere are vacancies for victuallers
licences in the licensing district of
Benambra, within which district the Kiewa
electricity scheme lies. There is nothing to
prevent any person applying to the Licensing
Court ,for one of those licences.
The Government has already considered
the question of the establishment of canteens
at centres where large numbers of men are
employed but it does not favour such a
course.

HOUSING COMMISSION.
SELECTION OF TEN ANTS: HOMES FOR
FAMILIES.

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked Mr. R.
T. White (Honorary Minister) for the
Minister of Housing1. Who selects the tenants for Housing
Commission homes from applicants who have
been successful in ballots?
2. How many applicants with less than five
children have received houses in the metropOlitan area without having been selected by
ballot, since the inception of the ballot
scheme?
3. How many tenants in Commission
houses in the metr0politan area have-(a)
one child; and (b) no children?
4. How many applicants who have been
successful in ballots have not rec~ived
homes from the Commission, and for what
reasons?

Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The answers supplied to me by the
Minister of Housing are1. Officers of the Commission after inves..
tigation .and a personal visit to th,e accom ..
modation occupied by the applicant. No
applicatio~ is rejected before review by the
Commission.

Melbourne Oity Oouncil.

2. As already stated, the furnishing of
this information would involve a complete
survey of all families housed to date. Un ..
fortunately, the Commission has not sufficient staff to undertake this survey but, as
soon as staff is available, it is intended to
carry out several statistical surveys, including that which would provide the information asked for by the honorable member.
The CO'mmission will then make it available.
3. 245 tenants had no children and 3,089
had one child at the date of taking up
tenancy of Commission housing units. 202
of the former are tenants on one-bedroom
fiat units built for childless couples. Latest
particulars' of the number of children in
these families are not available.
'
4. In the 21 ballots conducted by the
Commission, 10,658 applicants have been
drawn and houses have been allocated to
5,452 of these applicants. Of the balance(a) 2,497 did not report for interview after
being advised of success in the
ballot;
(b) 586 intimated that they did not wish
to proceed with their applications
having apparently obtained suitable
housing themselves;
(c) 1,080 were ineligible to receive assistance under the Housing Acts;
(d) 196 applications are still under consideratiO'n, and
(e) 847
applicants were rejected for
various reasons, including(D they were suitably housed and
not in urgent need of assistance from the Commission;
(ij) because
it was considered
their
financial
circumstances were such that they
should provide their own
housing;
(iii) they were not acceptable because of previous history,
including bad rent records,
very adverse police and
army records, dirty condition of present accommodation, anti-social habits indicating they would not be
suitable tenants.

MELBOURNE CITY COUNCIL.
LORD MAYORALTY.

Mr. BARRY
Premier-

(Carlton)

asked

the

Whether his attention has been drawn to
the report in the Age newspaper of Wednesday, 11th of July instant, of a statement by
Councillor R. B. Campbell, a member of the
anti-Labour group in the Melbourne City
Council, in connection with the Lord Mayoralty and the fight for places of honour; if so
-(a) whether he will make a statement t.6
the House on the matter; and (b) whetJler
he will take action to' secure the retraction
'of the statement?
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasury).-I have perused the report referred' to by the honorable member. I
am :sure that the majority of citizens of
Melbourne have read with disgust the
neWspaper statements of the unseemly
discussions which have taken place concerning the high office of Lorn Mayor.
It is true that the City of Melbourne,
together with other great cities of the
Empire, has, in the past, been honoured
by the bestowal of 'a Knighthood by His
Majesty the King on the ,councillor holding the office of Lord Mayor for a period
of three years. However, if the Melbourne City Council wishes this practice
to be discontinued a request to this effect
will be conveyed to the proper authorities.
Of course, I have no personal knowledge of the reported unseemly procedure
followed by City councillors in selecting
a Lord Mayor for the forthcom'ing term.
Councillor Campbell may be an authority
on this subject, but he has no authority
to refer to the bestowal of honours. So
far as the present Government is concerned, I can assure honourable members
that honours are not recommended
simply because a person makes a grant
to any cause however worthy it may be.
Although I am not in a position to secure
the retraction of the statement made by
Councillor Campbell, I regret his HIadvised remark.
STATUTE LAW REViJSION
COMMITTEE. '
TRANSFH}R OF LAND BILL.

Mr. MITCHELL (Attorney-General)
presented the final report of the Statute
Law Revision Committee on the Transfer of Land Bill 1949, together with an
appendix and minutes of evidence. It
was ordered that the report be laid on
the table and ?e printed.
TRANSPORT BILL.
first time.
Mr. HYLAND (Minister of Transport) moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to establish a Ministry of Transport
and to provide for the better co-ordina~
tion of transport in Victoria, and for
other purposes.
The mo'tion was agreed to.
The Bill was through t in 'and read a
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WTNCHElJSEA COAL MINE BILL.
Mr. MOSS (Minister of Mines).-I
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this measure is to ratify
an 'agreement and contract of sale
entered into by the Government in relation to the purchase, operation, and resale of an open-cut brown coal mine
near Winchelsea. First, I shall give
honorable ,members a brief history of
the mine and the events leading up to
its purchase by the Government. The
mine is situated approximately 8 miles
south-west of Win'chelsea, midway between Geelong and Colac. The deposit
of brown coal contains approximately
3,500,000 tons suitable for open-cut
working. The coal is among the best
in quality of the Victorian brown coals,
and the field is suitably located for distribution of the fuel to users in Geelong
and the Western District.
The mine was first opened by the
Western District Coal Mine Proprietary
Limited in 1921, and in 1922 the Otway
Coal Company Limited acquired the
property and produced coal until 1932.
This company went into liquidation in
1935, and Mr. H. Hanna was appointed
receiver for the principal debenture
holders of the company. Debentures
amounting to £50,000 had been issued by
the company between 1923 and 1925,
and these debentures were not paid off
until shortly before the Government purchased the mine in May, 1951.
The Wensley Bray Coal Mine Proprietary Limited, the company from
which the Government purchased the
~ine, acquired its rights in the property
In 1943. under a debenture which required it to pay approximately £55,000
to Mr. Hanna a.s receiver, at the rate
Of 2s. a ton on all coal mined and sold.
,This cnmmmv operated the mine until
early in 1948. when. owing to its inability to obtain ~uitable labour and
eA. rth -Tn oving machinery, production
wa~ reduced to a few hundred tons a
week, eVfm though there was a ready
market for several thousand tons a
week.
At this stage the company entered
il1 t O ~." 8.!!rppmpnt with Me~;rs. Roche
Brother~ Proprietary Limited. excavation contractors, to operate the mine.
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Under their agreement with the Wensley Bray Coal Mine Proprietary Limited,
Roche Brothers were required to pay to
the company one-quarter of the value at
the pithead of all coal sold. The pithead
price at that date was 18s. 6d. a ton;
therefore, Roche Brothers were required
to pay a royalty of 4s. 7 ~d. a ton on all
coal sold. The agreement was for a
period of ten years. Under the management of Roche Brothers, production was
immediately stepped up to 1,300 tons a
week, and was increased to over 3,000
tons a week in 1949 and nearly 4,000 tons
a week in 1950. Production did not,
however, keep pace with the market
demand.
'
To conserve available supplies of black
coal and briquettes, this Government B;nd
previous Governments had been urging
all industries in the Western District to
adapt their boiler plants to burn brown
coal, and practically all plants in the
area ha've noW been so converted. This
meant that the Government was continually asking Roche Brothers for
greater production.
Because of the
insecurity of their tenure, however,
Roche Brothers did not feel justified in
spending the large sums necessary to
develop the mine to increase production.
Legal advice obtained was to the effect
that the company would be unwise to go
ahead' with any big developmental
scheme untn its tenure was more secure.
Efforts by Roche Brothers to obtain a
more satisfactory lease of the area were
unsucoess'ful. Roche Brothers then endeavoured to purchase the mine, but on
investigation it wa'S found that, because
ofvhe severity of taxation, whilC'h makes
no special provision for ·the wasting asset
in a 'coal mine, the proposition was untenabLe. This meant that if the Government'desired that the mine should be developed to produce the required quantity
of coal, U had first to assist Roche
Brothers to obtain a satis'factory title
to the area. This has been accomplished
by the Government purchasing the mine'
from the Wensley' Bray company for the
sum of £135,000, and entering into all
agreement with Roche Brothers to work
the mine for a period of five years, and
produce in that time a minimum quantity
of 1,000,000 tons of brown coal, on which
they will pay the Government 38. a ton.
Mr. Moss.

Mine Bill. '

This payment will return the Government
the sum of £150,000, which amount will
fully compensate the Government for its
outlay and other costs involved in the
transa!ctions.
As it is not cons,idered advisable that
the Government should retain owne:rcship
of the mine, a contract of sale has been
entered info with Winchelsea Coal
Propri-etary Limited, whereby that company agrees to purchase the mine on the
expiration O'f the agreement by Roche
Brothers to operate the mine, or at an
earlier date in the event of the agreement
being determined because of Roche
Brothers defaulting in the observance of
the conditions of the agreement. The
selling price to Winchelsea Coal Proprietary Limited will be £135,000, less an
amount of 2s. 8d. a ton on all coal produced by Roche Brothers under that
company's agreement with the Government. The difference of 4d. between
the 3s. ·a ton paid by 'Roche Brothers
and the 28. 8d. allowance to Winchelsea
Coal Proprietary Limited is to reimburse
the iGovernment all expenses associated
wi th the purchase and resale of the
mine.
Winchelsea Coal Proprietary
Limi ted has lodged with the Government
a fidelity bond as a guarantee against its
failure to comply with the conditions of
the ,contract of sale.
The terms of the agreement of Roche
Brothers with the Wensley Bray company
having· crea'ted do~bts as to the former
company's security of tenure, that influenced Roche Brothers from undertaking extensive development of the
mine. iReI·eased from that agreement
and now operating under an agreement
wUh the Government, Roche Brothers
can, with a feeling of security, proceed
wilth a properly organired plan of removing the overburden and developing
the mine to ensure the production of at
least 200,000 tons of coal per annum during the next five years. The period between now and 1956, when the Morwell
briquette projeot is expected to' be completed, will be most difficult S10 far as coal
supplies are concerned.
Production from the Winchelsea mine
'in recent weeks has been over 4,000 tons
a week, but this is insufficient to meet
the demand which is stiU increasing and
:wi'll reach at least 7,000 tons a week in'
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the near future. The Government is
anxious that this demand should be met
as far as practicable from the Winchelsea
coal mine in order to conserve supplies
of black coal and briquettes, and also to
save the long haulage 'Of briquettes from
Yallourn to Geel'Ong and the Warrnambool district. The purchase of this mine
was considered by previous Governments,
but on each occasi'On was abandoned because of legal entanglements and the inability of the Wensley Bray company t'O
give al clean title to the property. Appropriate action has since been taken to
overcome the position that had previ-ously prevailed and it has been possible
f.or the Wensley Bray company to now
give a clean title.
The serious shortage of coal, together
with the obligation of the Government
to keep faith with those industries in the
western portion of the State that a'dapted
their furnaces to burn ,brown coal,
prompted the Government to purchase
the mine. IJ feel sure that all honorable
members will endorse the Government's
action in this matter. I commend the
Bill to the House.
On the moti'On of 'Mr. GUYE (Polwarth), the debate was adJourned until
Tuesday, July 31.
VERMIN AND NOXIOUS WEEDS
(¥INANCIAL) BILL.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister of
Lands).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Members representing rural distr'icts will
appreciate the value of this measure, the
purpose of which is to amend section 28
of the Vermin ,and N oxious Weeds Act
1949. Members representing the outer
suburban districts of Melbourne will also
be interested in this Bill because 'Of its
influence on the destruction of noxious
weeds in the districts they represent.
When travelling to and from Melbourne
country representatives can see evidence
in the outer suburban areas of failure to
destroy noxious weeds. The purpose of
the Bill is to amend legislation passed
during the regime of the Hollway
Government. When that legisLation was
debat~d in thi,s House, ,members showed
keen interest in the subject, and it was
due to the combined efforts of all political
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parties that an Act of -great value to the
State was placed on the statute-book.
Although the Act was passed in 1949, it
was not proclaimed until the 1st of May,
1950.
When I again took charge of the Lands
Department last year I felt that it was
my responsibility to see that the provisions of the legislation were implemented. Since May, 1950, expenditure
on the destruction of vermin ,anc;I noxious
weeds has been heavy, particularly in the
purchase of equipment, sprays, and other
essential appurtenances. The Act of 1949
pr,ovided in section 28 that the limit of the
borrowing powers under the legislation
should be £200,000, of which amount
£186,000 has already been expended. It
took the' Department some time to get
into its stride on this work, and many
people wondered why certain urgent requirements had not been undertaken.
The Act provided principally for the
destruction of vermin and noxious weeds
on what might be termed ordinary
Crown lands; in addition, it provided for
the eradica Hon of weeds and vermin on
property owned by the Railway Department, the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, and other State instrumentalities.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.~It was also intended that vermin and noxious weeds on
property controlled by the Country Roads
Board should be eradicated.
Sir ALBERT ULND.-In accordance
with the ,intention 'Of Parliament, the
Department has undertaken work for
the destruction of noxious weeds and
vermin on highway,s, and main, shire, and
developmental roads.
It has
not
been possible up to date to do
as much work as desired in the
eradica tion of vermin and noxious
weeds from roadways, but the Lands
Department ha:scleared roads which
At any rate,
were most affected.
progress has been made. The Department has also cleared the fringe of the
Crown ,lands C'ontiguous to private
property, with a view to pushing vermin
and noxious weeds farther back from
the privately-owned lands. It was not
envisaged, when the principal Act was
passed, that it W'Ould be possible to complete this big job in a year or two. It
was intended first to clear the maI'lginal
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~reas of Crown lands and ultimately to
extend the work of eradication completely over affected areas.
Mr. BOLTE.-All that was hoped for
was the opening of a new era in the
eradication of vermin and noxious weeds.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-Yes. I recall
that when I took over control of the
Lands Department in 1935, a certain
sum of unemployment relief money was
available for ex,penditure on the destruction of vermin and noxious weeds and,
as a member of the Employment Council,
I had the pleasure of initiating the work
of clearing hadly affected lands. Th~
Lands Department concentrated first on
the destruction of weeds which were
considered to be most dangerous. I refer
to such growths as ragwort, which had
taken a firm hold of hill country such as
in the Beech Forest and Apollo Bay
areas and the Western District. The
spread of this pest was a:lso prevalent
in the South Gippsland hills.
As many members know, ra'gwort
is a weed which produces a windborne seed, and for that reason it
was considered advisable to give priority
to its destruction. Early attention was
given also to the destruction of blackberries and other weeds. At that time
hormones were not used in the eradication of these pests, but since then the
Commonwealth Scientific and Indust'rial
Researoh Organiza tion has taken a
wonderful part in evolving means for
the destruction of vermin and noxious
weeds.
Before the outbreak of the last war,
the sum of nearly £500,000 had been
spent on the work, but subsequently
much of it h'ad to be discontinued. In
consequence, the weeds spread rapidly
during the war years. After the war,
the State Development Committee con-'
ducted an inquiry into the destruction
of vermin and noxious weeds and presented a report and recommendation to
Parliament, with the result that the Act
of 1949 was put on the statute-book. It
is now desired to make an amendment
to that Act.
The stage has been reached when a
very practicall job has been done by the
officers of the Lands Depa'rtment and
those engaged in the field. and I give
them top marks for what they have

(Fina'fl;cial) Bill.

achieved. I Should now like to give honorable members some idea of the cost
incurred to the 30th of June of this
year. The main iterns of expenditure
were as follows:Motor transport
£90,025 10. 9
Tractors and accessories
43,176 9 7
Power equipment for
spraying and fumigating
21,058 8 9
Erection of storage
26,136 3 10
depots
6,179 16 11
Sundry
Total

£'186,576

9 10

Sir GEORGE KNox.-The cost of spraying material also is very costly.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-That is so.
Fortunately, it has been possible to obtain
sufficient supplies to enable the equipment to be used. The work is proceeding
in such a way as to enable me safely to
say 'that within six months the task of
destroying vermin and noxious weeds will
be keyed up to .such an extent that in
future there will be very little to worry
about. The expenditure at present involved will not recur in future years.
Honorable members will appreciate that
most .of the equipment, if carefully
handled, will last for many years, as the
job is of a type which is not severe in
wear 'and tear of the equipment. It is
unlike work such as the development of
land where, for instance, bulldozers are
used with consequent heavy wear and
tear.
Section 28 of the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Act 1949 provides, inter aZia(1) For the purposes of this Act the
Governor in Council(a) may from time to time Increase the
amount of stock known as the Victorian Government Stock erected
under the authority of the Victorian Government Stock Act 1896
by an additional amount not exceeding in the whole Two hundred
thousand pounds:

What is now being asked for is authority
to increase the limit to £500,000. I point
out, however, that the Lands Department
does not expect that there will be any
necessity to expend this sum of. money
during the next year or two. It is
estiin.ated that during the next twelve
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months the cost of vermin and noxious
weeds destruction will be between
£160,000 and £180,000. I think honorable
members will agree that, in view of the
importance of the work to be undertaken,
it should not be necessary every twelve
months for Parliament to pass an amending' Bill to authorize the raising of additional . finance to implement the legislation. Therefore, it is now proposed to
seek .approval to increase the authorized
sum from £200,000 to £500,000. It is
anticipated that expenditure to be incurred in the work of eradication in
future yeaTis will be much lighter than
the cost of the work in the period immediately ahead.
I do not think that I need say much
more about the Bill, except to remind honorable members that under
the
existing legislation there
is
power for the Lands Department
not only to eradicate vermin and
noxious weeds on Crown lands but
to enter private property and do the
necessary work if the .owner is not mindful of his responsibility. In !Such cases
the cost of eradication becomes a first
charge on the land. The Government
does not like doing that if it can be
avoided. However, in some instances the
land owners are not in a position to do
the work themselves or to have the work
done.
I have in mind. a case which was dealt
with during the last twelve months. The
owner of the property was an elderly man
who ·could not get labour to clear his'
land. Financially, he was well able to
bear the cost of the work, but he could
not obtain the services of anybody to do
the job. At the time he was in the
twili,ght of his life, and he has since died.
In that case, the owner sought the help
of the Lands .Department and in tihe
interests of adjoining land owners the
Department undertook to clear his property. Its action was appre.ciated by the
local people. The cost of the work was
charged to the owner and is being paid.
There was no trouble in implemenUng
the Act in those circumstances. Honorable members may rest assured that my
Departm~nt is careful in regard to the
cost of ·any work done on private
property.
Session 1950-51.-[136]
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Some young men-particularly returned soldiers-who buy rural property
do not fully realize wh.a t its improvement entails. Very often the rabbits
and the weeds ,gain on them. In such
instances the Lands Department renders
assistance, not only in the interests of
the individual, but also of the State. I
believe that by co-operation, individually
and collectively, which my Department
is encouraging, we can in a few years
get rid of the great burden which the
community-more particularly the rural
producers-is now carrying. The present
position is reflected in the incomes of
people both on and off the land 'because
the cost of production is increased by
the ravages of rabbits and the losses
sustained from faHure to eradicate
noxious weeds.
My view is that the position is becoming very dangerous. I thInk the housewife realizes that it requires all her ingenui ty to meet the needs of her household. In my opinion, that state of affairs
is due to the f·act that for one reason or
another most of our lands are not producing to full capacity. Maybe sbortage
of labour is to blame. In some cases,
because of the shortage of labour, the
damage being done by ra'bb'its and weeds
is accentuated. If, during the course of
the debate, any information is desired, J
shall be happy to supply it, to the best
of my ability.
On the motion of Lieut.-Colonel
LEGGATT (Mornington), the debate
was adjourned until. Tuesday, July 24.
WATER (AMENDMENT)" BILL.
BROSE (Minister of Water
Supply).-I move-IMr.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small Bill to amend the Water
Acts. I ts main purpose is to extend the
responsibilities of the State Rivers and
Water' Supply Commission by authorizing it to advise and instruct farmers in
connection with water supply, irrigation
and drainage in any part of the State.
The Commission has already been
given by Parliament very extensive responsibilities in .connection with the
planning, construction and operation of
water conservation, drainage and flood
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protection works, including those for the
supply of water for drinking and industrial purposes to country towns and
rural waterworks districts and for irrigation purposes, as well as works whose
main purpose is drainage ,or flood
protection.
From its inception, the Commission
has had the responsibility of instructing
the occupiers of lands in irrigation and
warter 'Supply districts in irrigation
methods 'and' in general rural economy,
but until the passage of the Farm Water
Supplies Adv.ances Act in 1944, the Commission was not authorized Ito extend its
advisory works outside of the constituted
irrigation or waterworks districts. That
Act, ·and ana'mending Act of 1946, provided for the Lands Department on the
recommendation I()f the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission to make advances to farmers towards the cost O'f
works for irrigation, water .supply, or
drainage on individual rarms. To enable
it to give effect to that Act, the Commission established a small F1arm Water
Supplies Branch which did a great deal
of very useful work which was much appreciatedby Jand holders.
Because of improving economic circumstances affecting the prim,ary producer, the number 'Of applications for
financial assistance was not a'S great as
expected, but there were many hundreds
of requests for technical advice. The
Farm Water Supplies Branch as one of
its first duties prepared a comprehensive
booklet entitled Farm Water Supplies for
Domestic and Stock Purposes. This was
very well received and has had a very
wide circulation in Vict'Oria. Even outside of Victoria there was much interest
in this booklet and the Commonwealth
rehabilitation 'authorities obtained some
thous·ands of 'copies of the publication
with the object of handing one to each
ex-serviceman going on the land. The
first hand-book was followed by a later
one dealing with "farm irrigation and
drainage," and this also has had a very
wide circulation. The total number of
copies O'f these two booklets distributed
has amounted to no fewer than 10,000.
Advice given to individual farmers
covered practically all sources of water
supply and all types of water supply
Mr. Brose.

Bill.

works, including bores, 'pumps, pipe lines,
weiI1s, dams, and overhead tanks. In
districts where there were special water
supply difficulties investigations were
undertaken by the iBranch, which prepared reports indicating how farmers
could ibest provide for their water requirements. Not only were inspections
made and advice given on individual
fa I1ms , but officers of the Branch ·attended
meetings of land holders in various parts
of the State and gave addresses on farm
water supply and irrigation m'atters.
However, when the Rural Finance Corpor·ation Act ·of 1949 came into operation,
the provisions of the Farm Water Supplies Advances Act became inoperative,
for it was intended that .all financial
assistance to farmers sh'Ould subsequently
be made through the ,Rural Finance Corporation set up under the new legislation.
As a ·consequence, the State Rivers and
Wa ter Supply Commission no longer had
authority to m.aintain a Farm Water
Supplies Branch, and the operations f'Ormerly carried out by that Branch have
for some time been suspended.
The Government considers that the
Commission should be given specific
authority to undertake advisory work of
the nature formerly carried out by its
Farm Water Supplies Branch in connection with the implementation of the
Farm Water Supplies Advances Act, and
has therefore in this Bill 'added to the
powers and duties of the Commission by
including advice in connection with
water :supply, irrigaUon, and drainage of
farm lands wherever they may be
situated in Victoria.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT. - Does that
mean that the Branch will be retained
in its entirety?
,Mr. BROSE.-No, the Branch no
longer eXlists; it wals taken over by the
Rural Finance Corporation. The other
clauses in the Bill are machinery clauses
to clarify or simplify procedure in connection with the formation and operation of waterworks trusts and other
water authorities. The purpose of clause
3 is to bring the procedure for the
formation of waterworks trusts into
line with the procedure for the formation of sewerage authorities under the
Sewerage Districts Act.
Owing to
slight differences in procedure required
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under the Water Act and the Sewerage
Districts Act, there has been same canfusian in the ,past and same lacal autharities have been invalved in unnecessary
delays and expenditure.
The amendment clarifies the positian in regard to'
the number and spacing af advertisements, pravides that advertisements
either in a metrapalitan newspaper circulating in the district ar in a 10' cal paper
will be satisfactary, and further pravides that abjectians may be ladged
within ane manth af the last advertisement instead af within ane manth af
the first advertisement.
Clause 4 has been included at the request af the Waterwarks Trusts Assaciatian, which desires ,that elections af
cammissianers af waterwarks trusts be
braught intO' line with elections of municipal cauncillars which may, be held an
Sa,turdays under the Lacal Gavernment
Acts. The Water Act at present pravides that electians shall be held anly
an the fourth Thursday in the manth
af Octaber.
Clause 5 pravides far vating to' be
an the preferential system similar to'
that naw used far municipal electians,
instead af by crassing aut the names af
candidates far wham electars dO' nat
desire to' vote.
This amendment has
alsO' been asked far by the Waterworks
Trusts Assaciatian.
Clause 6 deals with the rate that may
be made by an autharity to' caver expenses befare the warks have reached a
stage that will enable water to' be
delivered.
The amendment increases
t>he maximum rate that may be made
priar to' the delivery af water, and is
necessary nat anly because of very cansiderable rises in costs but alsO' because
af the longer time naw frequently taken
to' camplete warks.
The amendment
will enable authorities to' avaid the
accumula tian af substantial deficits during the periad af canstruction. Autharities will nat be campelled to make this
rate ar indeed any rate but will be given
the apportunity af daing sa if they sa
desire.
The purpase af clause 7 is to' pravide
tha t the accaun ts of lacal gaverning
badies administering waterworks shall
be audited by the Auditar-General,as in
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the casesaf all waterworks trusts, instead of by municipal auditars whO' frequently dO' nat draw the attention of the
lacal gaverning badies to their failure tv
abserve certain af the pravisions af the
Water Acts, particularly in regard to'
depreciatian funds.
Clause 8 will simplify the pracedure
naw required when an autharity seeks
a further laan to' extend warks. Under.
the amendment anly essential infarmatian will be included in the statement
which must be prepared and raid befare
the Gavernar in Cauncil befare such
further laan is granted.
Under the
present Act much unnecessary, detaile::l
infarmatian must be included in the
statement, and the. prapQsal will simply
cut aut what might be called "dead
waad" without altering in any way the
intentian ar effectiveness af the sectian
being amended.
Clause 9 will autharize the Minister
taapprave by-laws in respect af rating
af urban districts by wa ter supply
autharities.
,More than 140 separate
by-laws must naw be submitted each year
'to' the Gavernar in Cauncil in regard' to'
urban rates by lacal autharities.
It
might be mentianed that neither the
sewerage autharities nar the municipal
cauncils have to' submit their prapased
rates far appraval either to' the Minister
ar the Gavern'Or in Cauncil.
Sectian 334 af the Water Act pravides
that any persan ,may ask far a certificate signed by the secretary of a water
autharity indicating the amaunt af rates
and charges due in respect of any land
ar tenement.
Applicatians far certificates are usually made when the lands
are being transferred and last year m'Ore
than 7,000 :such applicatians were
received. In many cases there were nO'
rates or irrigation charges owing, but
maneys were due under agreements ar
in cannectian with diversIon permits ar
licences.
The purpose af the amendment in
c'1ause 10 is to' provide far the inclusian
on certificates of aU such informatian, in
'additian to any in'forma tian in regard to
rates ar irrigation charges. The principal Act provides that the p'roduction of
a certificate shaH be deemed conclusive
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proof that at the date thereof no rates or
irriga tion charges were due or payable
other than those stated in the certificate.
Clause 11 proposes the extension
to water scl1emes managed by municipal
councils under th'e Local Government
Acts of the provisions of the W'a ter Acts
for interest-free advances where works
have been approved by the Oommission
and funds have been provided under a
Water Supply Loans Application Act.
These advances are to meet the cost of
the preparation of pLans prior to the
carrying out of the works, and are desirable because of long delays now being
experienced between approval of a project and 'the construction of the works.
If any further inform a tion is desired by
honorable members, I shall be glad to
give it when the Bill i!S in the Committee
stage.
On the motion of 'Mr. BOLTE (Hampden), the debate was adjourned until
Wednesday, July 25.
PUBLIC SERVtICE BlliL.
The debate (adjourned from June 26)
on. the motion of Mr. McDonald (Premier,
and 'Preasurer) for the second reading of
this Bill 'was resumed.
Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn).-This Bill
is designed to improve conditions in the
Public Service, to keep the staff happy
in comparison with workers outside, and
generally to ensure that officers in the
Public Service receive such treatment as
win encourage them to maintain a high
standard of efficiency in the future. The
main pu~oses of the Bill are to alter the
long-service leave provisions, to lower
the age of admission to the Administra ..
tive Division to fifteen years, 'and to re ..
move the age restriction on discharged
servicemen.'
'
The .opposition fully 'approves of the
Government's attitude towards the Public
Service. It feels that by and iarge employees in the Service are doing an
important job for the community and
that there is no doubt of their efficiency
and integrity. It is hoped that Parlia ..
ment will ensure a continuance of that
high standa~d and that public servants
will be recompensed, as is their just reward, for the service they give t6 the
people of Victoria. However, it is the
duty of Parliament from time to time to
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study the conduct of the Public Service
and to make sure that it is proceeding
along the Hnes which this Parliament,
the people, and th'e officers of the Service
desire.
I have in my possession the report of
the Public Service Board for the year
ended the .30th of June, 1949-1 understand that no 'report ha.s been published
since that year. It is stated in the report
that asa means of recruiting the right
type o'f people to the Public Service
certain examinations were held. It is
recorded that in December of 1948 the
university conducted an examination at
which there were 121 candidates, and
the Education Department conducted an
examination at which there were 80
oandidates. In June, 1949, the Education
Department conducted a further examination at which 108 candidates sat. In
all, there were 309 candidates in that
particular year, of whom 183 were successful.
However, of the successful
candidates only 98 accepted appointment
to the 'Public IService. I am sure an
membeI1s will agree .that seeing that 183
candidates passed the examinations it
was a pity that not more than 98 were
recruited into the Public Service.
Referring to Public Service sCholarships, the report of the Public. Service
BoaI1d reads.
In the initial year of operation, the scheme
providing for the award of Public Service
scholarships to qualified male candidates in
attendance at State secondary schools and
registered schools resulted as follows:-

The figures reveal that an examination
was held in December 1948, at which
there were 43 candidates, seventeen of
whom were successful, but only eight
accepted awards. It appears as though
the Public Service is not receiving the
consideration 1hat young men should
give it, and that it is not regarded as a
suitable career.
Later ,the report statesIn the recruitment of juniors to the
Professional Division, the Public Service Act
provides that candidates shall pass the
required
standard
at
a
competitive
examination.
During the year two examinations were
h~ld for appointment as Draughtsmen.

The report discloses that on the 11th
of December, 1948, an exa'mination was
held at which there were 42 candidates,
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of whom 18 were successful, and 12
accepted appointment to the Public
Service. On the 19th of March, 1949,
there was a further examination at which
there were 25 candidates, 14 of whom
were successful, and 13 accepted appointment to the Public Service.
After perusing the report, I feel that
the Public ServIce Board should realize
that wages and conditions have altered.
so much that it must be as alive to the
situation as are outside employers.
Under the heading, "Special Rates for
Officers Who Acquire Academic Qualifications," the report statesWith the object of encouraging junior
officers who acquire academic qualifications,
the Board has directed that officers who
hold any of the under-mentioned qualifications shall at the age of 21 years be paid
a standard salary of not lesl:) than £364 a
year:-.
A degree or diploma in Commerce.
A diploma of Publi:c Administration.
A licence of the Companies' Auditors
Board.
An associateship of one of the following
Insti tutes:-The Commonwealth Institute of
Accoun tan ts.
The Federal Institute of Accountants.
The Association of Accountants of
Australia.
The Australasian Institute of Cost
Accountants.
The Chartered Institute of Secretaries.

Under the Companies Act 1938 there is
established the Companies' Auditors
Board, which examines candidates for
licences to act as company auditors.
Appa,rently the Public Service Board
considers that by paying him £7 a week
it is encouraging a man who receives a
licence from the Companies' Auditors
Board. That is abSUrd. I suggest that
we must take a realistic view. Probably a higher rate than £7 a week is
now paid, but it was out of date even
when the report was published. It is
only a waste of time to offer men £7
a week when they can obtain double
that salary in outside industry.
The Railway Department, another section of the Public Service, is advertising
for labourers and is offering £12 a week,
with overtime, to young men of nineteen
years of age. We should make sure that
we do not dawdie behind industry in our
general attitude to the Public Service.
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It alppears t'o be wrong that the RaHway

Department can offer £12 a week to an
unskilled labourer of nineteen' years, and
the Public Service Board is offering £7
a week to a licensed company auditor.
It is our responsibility to see that sufficient inducements are offered to men
to join the Public Service and make a
career of it. If pe'ople are discouraged
because the salaries do not com'pare with
those offering in outside industry, the
Public Service Board should bring the
matter under the notice of the Government with the object of remedying the
position.
Section 5 of the Public Service Act
provides, inter alia(1) For the purposes of this Act there
shall be a Public Service Board constituted
as hereinafter provided.
(2) Subject to and in accordance with
this Act and regulations made thereunder,
the functions of the Board shall be-(a) to
devise means for promoting
efficiency lin the wOlrking of Departments blT-(i) improved
organization and
procedure;
(ii) closer supervision;
(iii) simplification of work;
(iv) co-ordination of the work of
the v,arious Departments;'
(v) Hmit'ation of staffs of Depart"ments to actual requirements;
(vi) the
improvement of the
training of officers; and
(vii) the avoidance of unnecessary
expendi ture-(b) to exercise a critical oversight over
the methods of conducting busi- //
ness in Departments.
'
The provision in paragraph (b) of sub-

section 2 is most desirable. It is not
long since the principal Act was passed
and, no doubt, the taxpayer expects that
what I suggest will be done. I have no
doubt that from time to time the Board
makes recommendations to the Minister
wifu a view to effecting efficient working
in the Departments generally. I. trust
tha t the Minister takes notice of recommendations from the Board.
Section 20 of the Public Service Act
provides, inter alia(1) The Board may at any time and once
in every year shall furnish to the Minister
for submission to the Governor in Council a
report-(a) relating to the organization condition and efficiency of the Public
Service;
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I have before me the latest published
report of the Public Service Board, but I
can find no reference in the report to the
matter mentioned in paragraph (a). Any
recommendation of the Board in regard
to improving the efficiency and working
of the various Departments should receive definite consideration. Costs in
Government Departments and elsewhere
are continually rising, and the responsibility devolves on members to watch
caTefully expenditure all the time.
The Public Service Board's report for
1949 contains illuminating information.
At the 30th of June, 1946, the Victorian
Public Service employed 8,488 officers
and employees; by the end of 1949
the figure had increased to 9,496an increase of nearly 11 per cent. During the same period the Public Service
wages bill increased by more than 50
per cent. It should not be understood
that Opposition members abject to that
increase in Public Service salaries; our
point is that increased expenditure should
be carefully perused at all times. In
practically every industry throughout
the Commonwealth, with rising costs
, ~mployers are paying particular attention
to the avenues whereby costs are increasing. I trust that the Government
is watching carefuNy the reports from
the Public Service Board and is obtaining explanations why expenses are increasing and whether they are justified.
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Opposition members agree with the
principle of this Bill, because they realize
that the Service must be maintained at a
high standard of efficiency. If the State
is to get the best officers available, it
must be prepared to pay adequate
salaries. Our care is to ensure that the
State is getting value for the money expended. I shall not unduly waste time
I have
discussing details ,of the Bin.
directed attention to one or two matters
in the most recent report of the Public
Service Board. No doubt, the Minister is
in close contact with the Board and is
receiving advdce from it from time to
time. We trust that notice is being taken
of that advice, in the interests of the
people,. in order to see that Public Service
costs do not get out of i}}and. The Opposition supports the Bill and hopes that
public servants generahly will receive
'benefits from its passage.

Mr. SUTTON (Albert' Park).-The
Government is distinguishing itself by its
readiness to do justice to public servants.
The best proof of the merits of this measure is in the Government's readiness to
accept it as a measure d~signed to improve the conditions of public servants
by liberalizing the long-service furlough
provisions of the 1946 Act. Public servants are sometimes called civil servants;
as a class, they are much misunderstood
and, hence, often much maligned. A Melbourne newspaper columnist put it aptly
In the Mental Hygiene Branch objec- , a few days ago when he wrote of civil
tion cannot be taken to increases in staff servantsor expenditure, because I believe this
They are even easier public cockshies than
State could expend more money on p.oliti ciansmental hygiene. The fact is that in th'at
a remark that should give members
branch in four years the staff has incause
for clear and sympathetic
creased by more than 20 per cent. and
thinking.
The writer addedwages by more than 55 per cent. DoubtIt's a fact that the average citizen, moanless, the State is getting value for that
ing and groaning about civil servants, unincreased expenditure; probably mental wittingly
leans on them very nearly as
patients are better off now than they heavily as he did on his parents when he
were four years ago. In the Treasury was a boy. In other words, they run the
Department in the last four years the country. Their rewards aren't great. They
salary bill has increased by more than are better than they were, but they aren't
anything marvellous measured against thos,e
£146,000, but the staff has increased by of private enterprise.
only one officer. Possibly he is the officer
who has added the noug!lts to Govern- It is pleasing to think that rewards for
ment expenditure figures in recent years, Victorian public servants will be indue principally to the inflationary trend! creased if this Bill becomes law, as I hope
The cost of the Public Service in Vic- it speedily will-not in the sense of monetoria is continually increasing.
tary returns, but in terms of more
Mr. Tyack.
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comfortable security and a stronger
affirm a Hon of their rights. One of the
resul ts undoubtedly will be the enhanced
aUraotiveness of the Service, which badly
needs it.
In hi~ second-reading explanation, the
Premier referred to' staff shortages in
our various institutions and the inability
of the Departments to handle with reasonable expedition the gruwing volume
of public business. By way of il~u~trati?n,
he pointed out that in the AdmIm~tratIve
Division there were 200 vacanCIes unfilled. Going furfuer, the Premier commen ted on the large labour turnover
which has been experienced for years,
with its detrimental effect on efficiency
and its adverse financial impUcations.
There is certainly a shortage of experienced personnel in the Accounts
Branch of the Education Department,
and there is an even more serious
shortage of accommodation. An outcome has been that the payment of
teachers' increments and allowances has
been delayed for long periods and justifiable discontent has spread throughout
the Service. The Teachers' Union, a sane
progressive body that has represen~ation
'on most of the departmental 'commIttees,
has strongly protested against the delays.
It has freely conceded that 'the Department has done its utmost to cope with
the work. It has never blamed the
officials concerned, but has acknowledged
that their efforts have been made under
most unfavourable conditions.
The Premier's words that I have
quoted, linked with the facts that I have
just disclosed, hardly suggest a grossly
inflated Service whose members are so
generously treated that they have lost
sufficien't initiative to strike out for
themselves under private enterprise.
The simple, disturbing truth is, as everybody who knows anything about the
situation is aware, that Government Departments have found it desperately
difficul't to hold their employees against
superior salaries and conditions offered
outside. It is true that public servants
have security; it is equally true that
they deserve this, because they have devoted their talents to the service of their
country. As the newspaper columnist
aptly stated, "They run the country."
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.one of the outstanding merits of the
Bill is the provis1ion that long-service
rights and sick leave credits ·accrued ~o
a public servant in one Department WIll
be granted to him if he transfers to
another lDepartment of this State's
service, or if he comes across from tlhe
Commonweatth or fue Service of another
State. That i'S a provision that has !been
wanted for years. I am told that lack
of that provision has deterred many
highly educated people from transferring
from the administrative section of the
Education Department to the Teaching
Service, for they were not prepared to
commence again at the foot of the
'long-service leave ladder.
[ was not, at first sight, entirely happy
about the proposal to lower the age for
entry to the Administrative Division
from 'sixteen years to fifteen years. Admittedly, it would facilitate recruitment,
but would it cut across the decision of
Parliament to raise the school-leaving
age from fourteen years to fifteen years?
The necessary '~egislation for this p~r
pose .has been passed, but the Act awaIts
proclamation at some propitious time.
However, I have been assured by a representative of the Public Service on the
administrative side that the educational
qualinca tion would in no way be lowered
by reducing the age qualification, and I
accept that statement. It is the practice
now for a lad sitting for the intermediate
or leaving certificate examination to sit
aLso, if he desires, for the Public Service
entrance examination. It is common
enough, as we all know, for a lad aged
fifteen years to get his intermediate certificate without much trouble. It is
highly probable that beneficial result~
will accrue from the ohange.
I am not entirely happy about the provisions of clause 6, the purpose of which
is to add certain words to 'Section 49 of
the principal Act. iDoubtless, that is because I do not see the position clearly.
Section 4'9 providesThe permanent head of ~ny Depa:r:tme~t
may if he thinks fi t certIfy that.m hls
opinion any officer or employe~ In. the
Public Service in his Department is entitled
to a gJ:'latuity in respe·ct of definite specia1
work pedorrmed 'by such officer or employee,
but no gr:atuity shall be paid upon such
certificate without the authority of the
Board.
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I t is proposed to add the following subsection:"(2) No remuneration (not being a
gratuity to which the last- preceding subsecti.on applies or remunerati.on payable
pursuant t.o this Act) shall be paid to any
officer .or 'employee in the Public Service in
respect of any w()lrk or duties perf.ormed
for .or on behalf olf the Grown .or as Go,vernment representative on any body unless befOI"e he c.ommences such work .or duties(a) the Board is fully inf.ormed .of the
nature and ex;ten t thereof and the
proposed remuneration the ref.or;
,and
(b) the Premier after c.onsidering any
,report thereon by the Board signifies his approval."
v¥hat does that mean; in particular, in
the context, what does" remuneration"
mean? I have certain ideas about the
mean1ng, but they are all rather vague
and cancel each other out. Before the
House votes on the Bill I shall be pleased
if the Premier will m-ake clear the meaning of "remuneration." Frankly, I do
not like the notion of the Premier being
vested ,with powers that could, and
should, be exercised by the Board. Tha t
seems to indicate that the Board's
powers are to be trammelled.
It has been suggested t'O me that there
should be a provision in the Act to meet
the case of an ex-serviceman or woman
in certain circumstances and that the
following or some such wovds might be
inserted8Jfter sulb-section ,( 9) otf proposed
new section 64 of the Act, which is
incorporated in clause 9:Provided that in the case of officers and
employees who had service in the war
against Germany which commenced in the
year One thousand nine hundred and thirtynine, in the war against Japan which commenced in the year One thousand nine hundred and f.orty-one, and who had no civil
empl.oyment prior to such service and who
p.ntered the Public Service within twelve
months .of their discharge from the defence
forces, such period of service in the defence
forces shall be considered as service in the
Public Service for the purposes of this
section.

Tha t seems only just in view of the fact
that many young people who intended to
enter the Public Service were called un
o'r enlisted for war service before they
had time to do so, but entered as soon as
practicable after their discharge from
the forces. i nope regard will be paid
to the two points that I have raised, but
Mr.
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whether that is done or not, I express
approval of the Bill as one containing
notable merits-calculated to do justice
to improve the lot of loyal servants of
the- State.
Mr. FRASER (Grant).-I agree with
the remark of the Premier that there
is nothing contentious in the Bill, and
also with the statement of the honorable member for Hawthorn who said
that the Opposition approved of the
principles -of the Bill. If I were criticizing the measure, it would be on the
ground that it was not full enough. In
the Premier's second-reading speech it
was suggested that the enact'ment of the
new long-service leave provisions would
not be retrospective, and I am sorry that
that is to be the case. Of course, there
must be a starting point, and an injustice might be done to members of the
Public Service who are at present enjoying long-service leave. In my opinion,
we owe a debt of gratitude to members
of the Public Service, who for many
years have laboured under great disabilities. In recent years it is true that
many adverse conditions have been
rectified; the rights they enjoy to-day
are the outcome of their efforts to obtain
suitable recognition of their service. For
a period of ten or fifteen years they were
almost forgotten altogether.
To-day,
while their salaries are possibly in keeping with ,rates that are paid outside, we
all know that on p~esent-day wages one
can do no more than rear a family. All
members have reason to be proud of the
Public Service, and -although the Bin
contains recommendations that are
worth while, we must pay regard to the
future.
We must remember that every youngperson recruited to the Public Service
of this State is the potential administrator of an important Department.
Therefore, it is essential that we should
encourage the entry into the Public
Service of persons possessing outstanding qualifications because they will be
asked to carry heavy responsibilities,
and they should be qualified to do so.
lt is of no use our th'inking that every
boy and girl chooses his or her vocation. In most cases the parents take a
very live interest in the future of their
children, and when their offspring selects
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the Public Service in preference to commercial employment, the parents look at
the matter from all angles. Naturally,
they point out that in the Public Service
there is security of employment. Now,
in addition, there will be a reward for
long service, and for that reason I commend the measure.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew}.-Before addressjng myself to the general principles of
the Bill, I wish to point out that the
Premier, in his second-reading speech,
said that section 60 of the Teaching
Service Act would automatically apply
the principles of the Bill to the Teaching
Service. I have been studying the various sections of the two Acts concerned,
and I am not very happy about the position. Apparently the Government intends the principles of the Bill to apply
to members of the Teaching Service as
well as officers of Parliament, and I
suggest that steps be taken to ensure
tha t no mistake has occurred. Section
60 'of the Teaching Service Act provides
that section 64 of the Public Service Act
shall apply to members of the Te:aching
Service, but I am not clear as to how
the section to be substituted for the
present section 64 of the prinCipal Act
will apply to the Teaching Service.
Mr. SHEPHERD.~Sub-seotion (11) of
proposed new section 64 will apply to
the Teaching Service.
Mr. RYLAH.-The honorable member
for Sunshine has ra~sed a question as to
the meaning of clause 9 of the Bill.
A'S a lawyer, lam not at all satisfied
although I'think it is intended to mean
that the rights given under 'Section 64 of
the principal Act will be preserved. I
desire to be certain that proposed new
section 64 of Ithe Public Service Act will
apply to the Teaching Service. Mist,akes
have been made before in the matter of
liberalizing benefits. In fact, a mistake
was made in the matter of the salaries of
members of Parliament. If Parliament
oan err in the matter of the salaries of
its members, it is possible that a mistake
may be made re}ating to the salaries of
officers of the Public Service.
I join with the honorable member for
Hawthorn in approving of the proposals
contained in the Bill, which are supported by all other members of the Oppo-
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sition. We have great admiration for
officers of the Public Service and fully
appreciate the difficulties in securing
quaHfied staff in competition with the
Commonwealth Public Service and outside interests. In liberaUzing the longservice leave conditions, I feel 'that the
Bill will achieve the hope expressed by
the Premier that there will be attracted
to the State Public Service persons possessing high qualifications, and capable
of giving long 'and valuable service. One
anomaly which the Bill seeks to cure is
the case of a fell1ale employee who has
tendered valuable service and who decides to marry. In the past, she has
been cut off without the proverbial
shilling. Under the Bill, pr·ovision will
be made that on her retirement to be
married, she will be paid a suitable
allow.ance.
I am sorry that no provision has been
made to meet the the case of female
officers who have been forced to forfeit
long-service leave since 1946. I realize
the difficulty of m1aking retrospective
legislation of this type but I trust that
the Government will indicate whether it
i'S proposed to pay compensation . to
female officers who have been m·a,rried
since 1946 and who have received no
benefit for their long association with the
Public Service.
It does not appear to me that the Government should feel that the Bill is the
complete answer to all problems associated with the recruiting and retaining
of officers of the Public Service. In the
last two or three yeafis, the Public Service
Board has done a good job in securing
staff and indudng officers to recommend
other ,suitable pefisons for employment.
In the future, the Board must adopt a
more realistic attitude towards the problem. If it desires to obtain quaUfied
staff, it must be prepared to go into the
labour market and compete with the
Commonweal'th Government and private
employers. It can be successful only by
increasing salaries, or, as the honorable
member for Albert Park said, by giving
long-service 1eave and other benefits. Its
efforts will be assisted by offering
attractive inducements to students of
commercial and technical schools, and
also by providing additional amenities.
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Earlier to-day, the Attorney-General
presented the report of the Statute
Law Revision Committee on the
Transfer of Land Bill. I am a member of the committee and during the
course of the committee's deliberations,
we considered it desirable to inquire into
the administration of the Titles Office
and the non-completion of current work.
We discovered a lack of amenities for the
staff.
Mr.
DODGSHuN.-That
comment
applies to other Departments also.
The
Mr. RYLAH.-That is true.
Public . Worl~s Department has raised
obstacles that are not insurmountable,
but previous Governments have refused
to take action. After inspecting the
system operating in South Austr'alia, the'
committee recommended the installation
of mode.rn filing equipment in :the Victorian Titles Office. It was contended
that the equipment was not available.
That would not be tolerated by private
employers.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis).-Order!
The honorable
member for Kew is departing from the
subject matter of the Bill.
Mr. RYLAH.-I bow to your direction,
Sir. In addition to the payment of adequate salaries and the provision of longservice leave, members of our Public
Service should be provided with modern
equipment. I am merely pointing out
that there has appeared to be a reluctance
on the part of previous Administrations
to over.come many difficulties. Officers
of the Public Service must be given every
assistance to enable them to maintain the
high standard of efficiency that has been
reached in the past.
The sitting was suspended from 6 p.m.
'until 7.13 p.m.

Mr. RYLAH.-Before the dinner interval, I was referring to the advantages
gained by introducing a measure of this
kind to ,provide better long-service. leave
to the Public Service, and I was mentioning other mat'ters that the Government could consider in order to attract
to the Service the right type ot' officer
and-what is more important-to retain
the presen1t trained officers. In that re~ard I was about to discuss the question
af amenities. The word "amen'ities"
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has a very loose meaning in the community. To some persons it means
"Music while you work," a canteen
where one can buy meals cheaper than
at a local cafe, and various other frills
which attract persons, more especially
young females, to private employment.
However, when I refer to amenities I
mean such things as decent rest rooms;
possiibly, a recreation room where useful
facilities are available and-most im-'
portant of a'U-decent changing rooms,
including basins, where officers may wash
their hands under reasonable conditions,
and places where they may stow their
gear when they are carrying out their
duties.
Such amenities do not always involve heavy expenditure on labour and
rna terials, nor do· they mean the provision of new buildings. I think it can
be said in respect of a number of Government Departments that space is available but is not being used to its best
advantage. While I appreciate your
ruling, Mr. Speaker, concerning the
Titles Office, may I again mention that
during inspections of that office it was
proved in a fairly adequate manner that
tables, 'On which were large books,
occupied room that could well be used for
some of the facilities I have suggested.
However, no one has thought of getting
rid of those antique books and using the
space to 'better advantage.
I now wish to deal with the question
of modern equipment. In the commercial sphere every undertaking has had to
face up to staff shortages, and in many
cases mechanical time-saving equipment
has been introduced. I believe tha t
Government Departments should be supplied with similar equipment, ·and that
if it were introduced it would not only
help to overcome the problem of staff
shortage, but would also ensure that the
staff worke.d under less irritating conditions, which would be more likely to
keep them in the Service.
I still entertain some doubt whether
this Bill applies to the Teaching Service.
I have discussed thema tter with the
honorable member for Sunshine, and hEl
has expressed similar -doubts. In my
opinion. this prop'osal relating to furlough may not include even officers of
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Parliament, because it appears to me
tha t the same procedure is necessary to
apply these benefits to them as is nece~
sary to apply them to the Teaching
Service. I 'would not like to see a provision of this sort introduced, and
through an oversight the officers of
Parliament, who serve us so well,
fail to get the benefits which the
Government intended them to receive.
When he introduced the measure
the Premier gave a somewhat complicated explanation of how section
64 of. the Public Service Act will
apply these provisions to the officeI1s of
Parliament. I agree that section .04 of
the principal Act applies to the officers
of Parliament all the privileges granted
in t.ha t Act, but I should like some assurancp. that the proposed new section extends these benefits to the officers it was
intended to cover.. I suggest that a little
extra thought in regard to the matter
would not be out of place.
H is clear to me that Parliament recognizes the work of the Public Service, and
that all parties are interested in ensuring
that officers a·re given fair and just treatment. I hope the time will never come
when the Public Service in Victoria will
become a bureaucracy. I believe that
at present the Service is what it was intended ,to be and what in Virctoria it has
always traditionally been, tha't is a service to the public. It will be a. sorry
state of affairs if that tradition is ever
forgotten. I hope that 'the additional
privileges we all desire to grant will not
attract into the Public Service the type
of person who rega·rds himself as a·
master and not a servant of the public.
I believe 'that the true public servant is
always courteous, helpful to the public,
and remembers that he is a servant of the
public and of Parliament.
Mr. LECKIE (Evelyn).-This Bill has
the intention of killing two birds with
the one stone. In vhe first place, it seeks
to clear up certain anomalies that exist
in rela tionto public servants and their
conditions, and to extend and spmewhat
liberalize the provisions relating to longservice leave. fn fue second place, it is
hoped. that the improvements made by
the Bill will attract to the Service more
recruits of 'the pr·o.per type. I am
heartily in a'ccord with the statements of
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members who have already spoken in
praise of pubUc servants, and I agree that
the provisians contained in the Bill are
certainly nothing less than present
officers and employees deserve.
At a time when government is taking
a greater p'art in business and in the life
of the community it becomes increasingly
important that our Public Service should
be of the highest 's'tandard both of integrity and ability. When it is necessary
to grant licences, permits, and so on,
which may affect the livelihood of a big
portion of the community, it is most important that the pubHc servants who
have to deal with the issue of those
Jicences and permits should enti·rely be
above suspicion or reproach. Not only
is the immediate shortage of public servants serious, but any failure to recruit
sufficient officers of the right type into
the Public Service will make the position
even more serious in the future. I am
not entirely happy that the provisions of
the Bill go far enough to encourage recruiting when ther·e is so much competition for labour. A' young maIn will not
worry so much about what he will get in
20, 30, or 40 years' time, as what his
immediate reward will be. Young men
are at present discouraged from entering
the Public iService not so much by the
conditions that are laid down by statute,
but by those that are imposed as a
result of shortages and overwork in
administration generally.
As an illustration, I mention clerks of
petty s"essions, who comprise a hardworking and overworked section of the
Public Service. Unless they can carry
out the work and the demands that are
made upon them the work of courts of
petty se~sions will become .congested and
there will be much delay in small litigation in regard to ·which it is often
important there should oe a quick dispatch of business. Many clerks of petty
sessions are working overtime purely
because they have an intense interest in
their job and desire to see that everybody
gets a fair deal. Many of them have not
had any annual leave for periods of up to
three years. A few months ago they
were informed that unless they took their
annual leave they would forfeit it. I
hope that that decision will not be carried
into effect. After carrying on for three
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years without a break many of these
officers are becoming overtired and are
catching colds and other complaints;
therefore the position is becoming even
worse.
I support very strongly the contention
of the honorable member. for Kew that
certain of these difficulties can be over·
come by' providing better equipment and
more amenities in the public Depart·
ments. In this particular instance the
position could be alleviated by providing
temporary clerical assistance. I com·
mend the purpose of the Bill, but I con·
sider that it does not go far enough to
make the conditions of Public Service
life comparable with those that operate
in outside positions.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-It is
not necessary to discuss this measure at
grea t length in view of the unanimity of
honorable members as to the necessity
for its passage. The honorable member
for Evelyn and the honorable member for
Kew have expressed the opinion that the
Bill does not go far enough in its en·
deavour to attract people to enter the
Public Service and remain in it for the
rest of their working lives. Any· !Bill
having that as its objective will have
the support of members of my party.
The case submitted by the honorable
member for Albert Park is a clear indication that the Labour party supports
the Bill in its entirety.
As a former Government servant I welcome the broadening of the principles of
long-service leave. It is obvious that the
Government is endeavouring to induce
officers already in the employ of the
State to remain in the Public Service,
which is most important. When attention is directed to delays in the administration of various services the reply is
proffered that there is a shortage of
staff. I deplore the fact that many
officers are leaving the Service because
there are not sufficient inducements for
them to remain. Of course, when they
resign they relinquish any right they
have to long-service leave, and many of
them also leave behind them weeks of
sick leave.
Further, they leave
vacancies that cannot be filled at present.
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r consider that officers in the Public Service should enjoy the broadening of the
principles relating to long-service leave.
I agree that sub-section (11) of proposed new section 64 of the principal Act
needs some clarification, and probably
an explanation will be submitted during
the debate. It is clear that the provisions of the proposed new sub-section
(11) do not apply to officers over 65
years of age or to those who have ceased
to be officers or employees of the Public
Service, but when the words" where applicable " are used a contradictory'meaning can be given to the provision. I do
not know why it was necessary for those
words to be inserted and I think some
explanation is needed.
Officers and employees at present in
the employ of the Public Service will
look forward with some pleasure to the
broadening of the long-service leave proVlSlOns. It is proposed that section 64
of the principal Act shall be deleted and
a new section included in its place. Some
of the wording of certain parts of the
proposed new section is a little inconclusive, but it may be important from the
point of view of drafting. Those who
eX!pect to enjoy the privileges of extended
long-service leave will not be so worried,
about it because they are still in the
Service. There are others who have left
the Se~vice since the principal Act was
passed, and they are trying to read into
the proposed new sub-section that they
should get some benefit from it for
service in the Railway Department, the
Police Force, or Public Service since the
1946 Act was passed. If the purpose of
this measure is to give every public
servant full benefit for aH years of service, consideration should be given to the
ca'ses of those who actuaUy retired while
waiting for the 1946 Act to be brought
into operation. The principal Act specified th'at any officer who had had twenty
years' service or longer was entitled to
six months' long-service furlough, but
that that leave should not be available
to them until after 1951. In the intervening five years many officers have
retired. I am not going to say that the
Bill would cover their cases; neither
would I like to suggest that they are
excluded. Some former public servants
who have read the proposed new section
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64 are of the ~pinion that there is a
great possibHity of their getting extra
long-service leave, although they retired
during the last five years.
One man telephoned me and intimated
that he had retired on the 16th of May,
1951, which was exactly five years from
the date mentioned in the Bill, namely,
the 17th bf May, 1946. Some people
would daim that he was given longservice leave amounting to the six months
to which he was entitled for his twenty
years or more of service prior to 1946,
and that as this Bill is to come into
operation so close to the time of his
retirement he should ,get some extra pro
rata leave for the intervening five years.
I desire the Chief Secretary to am'Plify
the explanation of that proposed new
sub-section (11) of section 64, so that I
can determine in my mind whether or
not that officer is entitled to some extra
period of leave or whether it is proposed
to carry forward only the rights of
,officers still in the Public Service.
I shaH now refer to the provision
made for a female officer whose service
is terminated on account of or in anticipation of marriage. Proposed new subsection (5) of secNon 64 providesWhere the appointment of any female
officer is terminated on account of or in
anticipation of marriage, she may by notice
in writing to the Board elect to take pay
in lieu of the whole or any part of such
leave and the Board on her marriage or
in such other special circumstances as the
Board in its discretion determines shall
grant her pay in lieu thereof accordingly.

'When the Bill to extend similar longservice leave privileges to officers in the
Railway Department is suhmitted I
should like this provision clarified, because many female officers in the Railway Department have continued working
in the Department although they were
married many years ago.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-The Government is
,cognizant of that fact, and is considering it.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I welcome that
announcement from the Chief Secretary,
but if the point is not made clear in the
legislation to be introduced to cover the
Railway Department, I shall then again
mention thIS subject. I hope the principle will be broadened to meet the difficult circumstances that apply in that
D'Department.
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Those people who have made the
Public Service their career and who desire to continue in the Service for the
rest of their lives will welcome the
extended privileges incorporated in this
Bill. Years ago, when raHwaymen were
offered three months' long-service leave
on com'Pletion of 25 years' service, it
appeared to be a generous gesture, 'but
it wa~ not nearly as generous a provision as that which was contained in
the 1946 Act, which extended the longservice leave to six months for every
twenty years of service. The broadening
of the long-service leave principle was
some inducement to people to remain in
the Service. It is difficult to induce
others to enter the Service now, because
the remuneration offered is much lower
than i'S being offered to casual employees
in other branches .of industry. It is better
to operate the Service with those already
trained in their positions, by retaining'
the public servants a,lready employed
than to promulgate inducements such as
are included in this Bill for the purpose
of attracting others to the Service.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-It is a pity that
the service given by public servants is
n:ot more gratefully recognized by the
public generaUy.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-I have no fault to
find with the services provided by officers
in Governmenlt Departments. Some may
warrant critic'i'sm, but failures in isolated
instances are more than compensated for
by the excellent work perfonned by the
grea~ body of public servants. When we
hear of ca'Ses of officers in the Railway
Department having accrued annual leave
totalling 195 d~ys and not being a-Me to
take it, it is an indkation that not only
must we hold the officers already in the
Service, but we must induce others to
come in so that the ordin~ry working
man can take his annuall holiday leave
, at the right time. If annual leave is
allowed to accumulate it i's detrimental
to the health of the officers con~erned
and must have its effect on the service
provided. I co'mmend the Bill, and I
trust that it wi1~ have a speedy passa'ge
through both Houses.
•
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Oppoam nOt in any way opposing
this Bill, but I shall poinlt out some of
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the difficulties corrfronting the Govern- to it. This Bill will not 'make the posiment in carrying out the proposals it tion any easier. I know of one officer
con tains. The principal Act passed in who is at present entitled to twelve
1946 wa:s introduced by a Labour party months' long-service leave in accordGovernment. That Act provided that ance with the provisions of this measure,
a1lter twen ty y~ars' service a public but, as he is a key man, obviously he
servant, officers 'of the Railway and cannot expect to get it. 'Possibly his
Education Departments, and members. of case represents only 'One of some
the Po'lice Force should be entitled to thousands.
long-service furlough of six months. It
Mr. HAYES-They should be paid in
was not intended tha,t an officer should
lieu of leave.
be given a cash benefit equivalent to six
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is my pomt,
months' pay when he reached the retiring age. In 194,6 memher.s were told but it does not accord with arguments
tha t after twenty years in the Public advanced by members of the Labour
Service an officer became so exhausted party in 1946; when they claimed that
and run down in health that he needed p,ayment was not important, that it was
a six months' holiday in which to rest from their labours that countc1
recuperate. I would point out that in with the public servants. I am firmly
few cases will a public servant 'be able of opinion that eligible officers should
to take advantage of long-service leave. be paid in lieu of long-service leave or,
Some
llV['r. SHEPHERD.-Some are getting it at least, have that alternative.
people have worked in Government
now, in special circumstances.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That can only be Departments for more than 30 years and
done where the service of the officer can are entitled to long-service leave as a
matter of right, but as soon as they
be dispensed With for six monlths.
claim it they are told that their services
iMr. DODGSHuN.-They are now getcannot be dispensed with even temting it as of right.
porarily. To obtain the fun benefits
Mr. HOLlJWAY.-An officer can only of the 1946 Act and those included in
be granted 'leave i'f the departmental' this Bill an officer must wait until he
head says that he can dispense with the rea.ches the age of 65 years or, in the
services of that officer for six months. case 'of a female officer, until she
If that can be done without impairing marries. All members are aware that
the efficiency of the office, it would seem no 'officer in the Public Service or any
to me tha1t the departmental head could State instrumentality can expect benefits
do without the services of that officer from this legislation before he actually
altogether. In the Railway Department. retires from the Service.
pr,oibably from one-third to one-haLf of
II am not asking the Chief Secretary
the employees now employed are at
present entittled to long-service leave. It to make a snap judgment on this matter,
would be absurd to suggest that the but I ask the Government to consider
Minister of Transport or the Railways whether means can be provided whereby
Commissioners could dispense with the a public serVlant will have the option of
services of all those officers for a period taking the money or the leave. When
of six months. All this Bin does is to the principal Act was passed in 1946
aggravate the posi1tion, and the Govern- Labour party members admitted that it
ment should m'ake up its mind whether was a bit of a "Kathleen Mavourneen."
it intends that this should be long-service When they postponed application of the
leave or a kind of retiring bonus for long-service provisions for five years,
public servants. I shall suggest later they probably had in mind that some
how the BiU could be even further other Government would then be in
power and they woulQ not have to worry
liberalized.
about
it.
:I foresee the Government and the
!Mr. SHEPHERD.-We probably thought
State. generally getting into further
trouble unless the poSition is clarIfied as ,that by 1951 there would be sufficient
to ,whether an officer is to get long- labour available' to enable public serservice leave when he becomes entitled vants to take leave.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-! think my interpretation politically is more correct. The
Lahour Government probably considered
the question in this way: "It will not
come into operation for five years, so why
should we worry about it." A]though
the Labour party nominally is not the
Government to-day, it is morally bound
to carry out the provisions of this legislation, because it promised pubUc servants some benefits within five years.
The Labour party is now in a pos'ition
to carry out its promises, although it
does not occupy the Treasury bench. It
should m·ake inquiries from the Government whether or not this Bill perpetuates
the promises of something for public
servants in the future.
Some one
'aptly described the 194-6 Bill as " a bl'ank
cheque on the Yarra bank."
We all agree on this subject. None
of us is trying to take anything from the
Public Service. However, this Bill will
not give public servants anything unless
the head of a Department says he can
do without Brown or Smith for six or
nine months. By the time that a person
attains to a high rank of seniority he will
be entitled to lea,ve but he will be
almost indispensable. However, the more
ind1spensable he is the less chance he will
have of. getting his long-service leave.
Then ,it will be too late' for him to have
the recreation, and that condition will
cut right across the legL;lation. When
the Labour party adopted a certain pr~
posal five years ago its members
genuinely hoped it would be possible that
a public servant would get the physical
leave, but it is obvious that no one will
benefit from the period of furlough. Most
railwaymen and pll'blic servants would
agree that it was impossible to carry out
the Act as it stood.
The majority of
them would say, subject to the difficulties
of taxation, involved, "If I cannot get
my leave I should like to have the
money." The amount might be used by
them as a deposit or to meet the balance
outstanding on a home, or be spent as
they otherwise desired. The point is these
persons are entitled to either the leave
or the money it represents. The present
condition is 'most umair and it is not in
accord with the spirit of the legislation
that they should be kept in the Service
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un til they reach the age of 65 years or
retire before they get theIr long-service
leave Ibenelfit.
I should like the Government to consider the matter sympathetically. It will
cost an enormous amount if cash is to
be paid in lieu of long-service leave.
Although much is involved it has to be
met as the honorable member for Melbourne has just said. Our obligations
should be honoured by us on the day
when,th~y become due and not in twenty
years tIme. Although an exceptional
amount would be spent in the first year
there would be a chance of really redee~ing the promise made, that people
havmg served twenty years in the
Government Servi.ce, would be entitled
to leave.
As it is, younger men
will. never be able to :secure their
leave.
Parliament must grasp the
nettle and get rid of the back lag
before the younger ,civil servants can
e?,pect long-service leave in twenty years'
time. Otherwise this leave will pile up,
and no one will get it. Parliament will
not encourage people to enter the Public
Service if they are told that in twenty
year.s' time they Iwill be entitled to longserVIce leave, but they will not receive
it.
Men will not go into the Service
under such a condition. Even at the risk
of delaying the measure for' a day or two,
the House should have regard to that
angle which applies to the Police, the
Menta'l Hygiene Branch, the Education
Department, and the' Railway Department. Whether.or not a mistake was
made in 1946, we cannot get out of
it by making more promises which cannot be executed in 1954; they will make
it more difficult to correct the error of
1946.
There is another unfair aspect of the
matter. Take the case of men who leave
Departments voluntarily. I know one
man who had served 30 years in the
Ballara t workshops when he decided to
leave that employment, and to transfer
to Melbourne. Although he was entitled
to si?, months' long-service leave he got
nothmg because he had resigned. He
walked out. of the Service although he
knew the rIsk he was taking. I maintain that once a man has qualified for
long-service leave he should get it
whether he leaves the Department or
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resigns on account of ill health. r do not
think a great number of people will be
involved in such a condition. This provision should operate in much the same
way as an insurance policy. If a man has
served tw~nty years in a Department he
is entitled to this benefit.
The Bill relates to a person resigning
on account of in health or one who has
his services terminated. r do not know
whether that means he is dismissed because there is no more work for him or
because he has stolen money or committed some other offence. It seems to
me that the provision could be biterpreted as reLating to a person who had
got the sack. If he were sacked he would
be entitled to long-service leave or to
payment.

Bill.

Members mU'st face up to the question
and reconcile themselves to the .fact that
the granting of this long-service leave
will cost much money. If this leave is
to become an actuality the only way in
which that can be done is to wipe out the
accumulated arrears. If the Government
will do that r am prepared to support the
Ministers in any action they take. The
argument has been advanced that if longservice leave is given or, the amount
involved. is paid in cash men will leave
the Departments; also tbat tlle only
thing that keeps men in the Service
ts that they are entitled to this leave.
To adopt that outlook is not a good plan.
We should be able to induce people to
enter the Public Service by virtue of the
attractive conditions. It is wrong to retain the services of anyone by reason of
the fact that if he leaves he will lose
something, whilCh, in my opinion, he is
entitled to receive.

'Mr. SHEPHERD.-That applies to superannuation.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-No, this LS different.
Under superannuation a puihlic servant
r ask the Premier to consider the points
enters into a contract to carryon in the raised. He may have to secure financial
Service for a certain period of time. r advice on the cost involved or' he may
have ,already given an illustration in the have even to ev.olve a plan by whi'ch it
case of a friend of mine who Tetired from will be possible to get rid of the longthe Railway Department. r should like. service leave that 'is due. Then those
with the Minister's approval, to insert in entering the Service wiU know tll'at when
the Bill a provision under which a person they have served for twenty years they
who had served the appropriate length of will secure what the Labour party and
time in a Department should be entiHed Parliament meant them to Iget-actual
to the benefit of long-service leave. This physical rest after twenty years' service.
is not trickery.
This long-service leave was not intended
Mr. SHEPHERD.-Make the provision to be a retiring bonus. The only chance
retrospective. I had 29 years in the that people entering tlle Service to-day
will have of getting long-service leave
Service.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-By the time the hon- win be if we get rid of what is oaned the
orable member for Sunshine retires from "back lag" of leave due at the present
time.
tlhe Assembly he will be adequa tely
looked 'a'fter. There may be something in
This is not 'a political party matter.
the point raised by the honorable member No member ha'S even queried whether the
for Sunshine that the last five years of Bill iJS good or bad; We have all welcomed
service should be taken into considera- it. We are trying to help the Ministry
tion. Under the Bill a new provision is and those who thought in 1946 that the
being substituted for section ,64 of the public servants would get this benefit of
Publi~ Service Act. .All these questions
~ong-service leave while they were still. in
should be considered and members should the service of the Government. If the
be given 'an op.portunity, after the second Government wiU accept the co-operation
reading has been !agreed to, of moving of the Opposition we 'shall be able to
amendments, or a committee of members settle the matter so that people entering
of each party might be appointed to ex- the Service to-day will know that at the
amine the Bill. A provision could well expiration of twenty years they will be
be incorporated to m·ake the .operartion granted long-service leave. If the Chief
of this legis'lation tretrospective to the Secretary will consider these matters .he
day the Bill was introduced in the House. will find there is a friendly feeling among
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members towards the Public Service and
the rtailwaymen, and this problem will be
ironed out to the satisfaction of Parliament and the Public Service.
Mr. D9DGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I welcome the. suggestions made by
members on bath sides of the House and
also the tone of the debate. The Government knows that all members appredate the importance of the work that
the Public Service does. I have found
that all Departments are most efficiently
. handled, and Ministers can place great
reliance on the departmental officers for
good advice on matters of administration.
During the debate, various points
were raised. I certainly welcome the
suggestions of the Leader of the Opposition. In 1946 a principle concerning
long-service leave was established and it
has been made standard in the Public
Service. It was actually ·a promise to the
pubUc servants. The long-service leave
concession is regarded by .them as part
of their conditions of service.
I recall the debate in 1946 on the Act
now in force. One member said that
after a publi'c servant had served the
State for twenty years he was for more
than one reason entitled to six months'
long-service leave. It was not intended
that he should be granted that leave because he was run down, or had spent his
energy and mental ·abilities in the service of the State and needed to be Tefreshed. That, it was said, was not the
reason for the granting of this privilege.
However, an argument was advanced that
some public servants might desire to use
the leave to travel interstate or overseas
tQ further their education -in the line for
Which they were particularly fitted. The
granting of the long-service leave' was
postponed untiJ the 1st of July, 1951, but
the Government had power to grant longservice leave in the interim in certain
oirtcumstances.
Since the Act was passed, a number
of public servants have been granted
letave .to enab~e them to travel abroad.
Others who have sin'ce retired had the
opportuni ty of deciding whether they
should take six months' long-service
leave or p'ay in lieu thereof. That prac'tice is in operation at present, and any
,alteration must, in my opinion, be considered very carefully. The Leader of
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the OpposHlOn might have 'created the
impression that the m·ajority of public
servants are at present eligible to take
their long-service leave; in other words,
that they had already worked in the
service of the iState for twenty yea,rs or
more.
1 point out that r~cruitment to the
Public Service is progressive, and I trust
that after the Bill .has been passed in to
law, the reoruitment of additional staff
will be a·ccelerated. Service for the State
is a carep.r and in order 00 create an
additiona'l opportunity for young people
who decide to adopt that career, the age
for entering the PubHc Service is to be
reduced .from sixteen years to fifteen
years. It was recognized that, as the
present schQol-leaving age is fourteen
yea'rs, and as the minimum age at which
persons may enter the Public Service
is sixteen years for both ,males and
females, there is a hiatus of two years
during which young people might be attracted to other occupations.
The
Government feels very strongly on that
point.
Mthough honorable members have
stated that in many Departments
clerks m1ay be seen working cheek by
jowl, with hardly enough room between
them to work, ;[ point out that many secHons of the Public Service are understaffed. Several branches of my own
Department are desperately in need of
assistance. However, that is not the
point I desire to pursue at this stage. If
the Government made any radical alteration 'in exist-ing practice, it might cause
a breach of its promise to the Pub'lic
Service in the matter of long-service
leave. During the last two weeks I
signed several certificates for the g,ranting of long-service leave to officers of the
PoHc€ Force. I did tihat on the recommenda tion of the Chief Commissioner of
Police, Mr. rDuncan.
At present, the
Police Force is understaffed to the extent
af 300 men.
Nevertheless, the Chief
Commissioner intimated that, notwithstanding the granting of long-service
leave to certain officers, he would be able
to administer his Department efficiently.
'I have made the point that recruitment
for the PubUc Service is progressive.
In addition to the privileges already
granted to members of the Service, it
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is now proposed to place ,on the statute- oilier States or fhe Commonwealth Serbook legislation which will provide an vice. If something is not done to
additional attraction for persons to enter encourage the present staff to remain in
the service of the State.
I feel that our PubHc Service, the standard of that
many m'embers of· the Service will not Service witl deteriorate.
know what to do with their six months'
More than one honorable member
l'Ong-service ~eave, and that is the reason
raised the point as to how sub-clause
for the provisi.on in the Bill that after
(11) of clause 9 wiN affect certain
an officer has completed 20 years' sersections of State servants. I am informed
vice, entitling him to six months' longthat the point is covered in section 60 of
service leave, he will be eligible for an the Teaching Service Act so far as
additional period of leave after every
,teachers are concerned, and that the
succeeding period of ,five years. I feel parliamentary staff, which oomes under
sure that inembers of the Public Serv.ice the Public Service in the same way as the
will welcome the new provision and I can
teachers, are covered by section 75 of Act
see no reason why it wiH not be prac~ No. 5'124. Close consideration was given
ticable to grant the leave. Provided the to this Bill to ensure that there would
Departments can carryon their work in be no loopholes, and it is hoped that the
the' absence of persons to whom longpoints raised have been adequately
serv.ice leave is granted, there should be covered. Several questions werp. raised,
no 'objection to the granting of such by honorable members including the
leave.
operation of daU'se 6 of the Bill which
I do not think I need speak further reads, inter aliaother than to say fuat the Leader of
At the end of section forty-nine of the
the Opposition took some words out of prinCipal Act there shall be inserted the
my mouth when he suggested that if following sub-section:pay in lieu of leave were granted, the
"(2) No remuneration (not being a
gratuity to which the last preceding subofficers or employees concerned migh:t
section applies or remuneration payable
leave the service of the State. If pay in
pursuant to this Act) shall be paid to any
lieu o,f leave were granted it would, in
officer or employee in the Public Service
my opinion, be an encouragement for
in respect of any work or duties performed for or on behalf of the Crown or
persons to relinquish their positions in
as Government representative on any
the Public Service, because they would
body
unless before he commences such
have accumulated superannuation paywork or dutiesments as well as payment in lieu of
(a) the Board is fully informed of
leave. That was not the principle underthe nature and extent thereof
lying the granting of long-service leave,
and the proposed remuneration
therefor; and
which was intended to be an inducement for staff to remain in the service
(b) the Premier after considering
any report thereon by thE"
of the State rather than to leave it.
Board signifies his approval."
The Government takes the view that if
an officer or employee has remained in The honorable member for Albert Park
the Service for twenty years, it is his said 'he thought it was a pecuJitar prointention to make the Public Service his vision and he wondered why it had been
career.
inserted. I wish to make one or two
Furthermore, a person who had spent points on the matter, because at the
twenty years in the service of the State time when the present Leader of the
is too valuable an employee to be lost Opposition was leading his GovernThat point has caused the ment I was Chief Secretary, and we had
lightly.
Government great concern. The Com- some discussion concerning an officer
That officer
monwealth and other States have been of my own Department.
taking some of our most highly-qualified was appointed to a certain position, as
staff. Up to the present, it has been im- he was considered to be peculiarly fitted
It was aLleged he had
possible to come to an arrangement with for the post.
the Commonwealth or the other States said that on a'ccount of the extra work
whereby such staff might be screened he was called upon to perform, he should
before they are permitted to transfer to be given, a higher dassification. The
Mr. Dodgshun.
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Government had set up a Board, and it
asked him to take the position of chairman.
.
The remuneration or sitting fees for
members of this Board were fixed by the
Governmen t, and a controversy then
took place as to whether this officer
should receive those fees. I shall not
say which side I favoured, but I retained the services of that officer. The
point is that the Public Service Board
claimed that it should know what remuneration or sitting fees the members
of the Board should receive, because the
Public Service Board had to assess their
salaries at some stage and to determine
whether work on a Board or committee
was part of the officers' ordinary official
duties or whether it entailed the working
of overtime en ti tling the members of the
Board to the payment of additional
remuneration.
The second provision is to safeguard
the Government so that the Public
Service Board cannot have the final say.
If Parliament under any Act creates a
position in which it is necessary for a
public servant to act, the Government
should retain the right to say whether
that person, who might be eminently
fitted for the work, should or should not
extra
remuneration.
The
receive
Government must be in a position to
know what remuneration it is proposer!
to give the person concerned, and therefore it is desirable that it be left to the
discretion of the Government to decide
Whether there should be additional remuneration. The Government felt that it
could not tie the hands of future Governments in a matter of that kind. That
is the reason for clause 6 of the Bill.
I think the honorable member for
Grant and a'lso the Leader of the
Opposition !Taised the point whether
certain parts of the Bill would operate
retrospectively.
The Bill is to come
into force on the day on which it will
It is necessary at all
be proclaimed.
times to 'fix some line of demarcation.
The honorable member for Kew spoke
regarding female officers who may have
retired or married since 1946.
Such
persons will not receive the benefits of
this Bill, which will include only those
who are not of the age of 65 years or
who have not retired by the date on
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which the Act will be proclaimed; in
other words only those who are still
members of the Publ'ic Service on the
date on which the Act is proclaimed
wilJ benefit.
In the opinion of the
Government the operation of the Act
cannot be made 'retrospective.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Conditions of employment
for officers, &c.).
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposft'ion).-I suggest that, at this stage,
progress should be reported. Good progress has been made with the Bill so far
and I think it has been made abundantly
clear that members on both sides of the
House desire to scrutinize its provisions
more closely. The Chief Secretary has
indicated that the longer this Bill is·
delayed the more people will lose
benefits.
I realize, of course, that
inevitably some persons will fail to gain
benefits under this measure because of
having resigned from the Public Service
a litNe tOio. soon. To overcome that
difficulty, however, I 'assure the Chief
Secretary that the Opposition would
a.gree to the insertion of a clause to the
effect that the Bill shaH be deemed to
have come into effect either to-day or at
the date of its first reading. There must
always be a hiatus between those who
receive benefits 'and those who do not,
but any additional injustice due to the
Ileng'th of time taken to pass this
measure through all stages could be
overcome by the inserttion of a clause
such as I h1ave suggested.
Lieut.-Colonel
LEGGATT.-The
Bill
could be made retrospective to the 1st
of July, 1951.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is a valuable
suggestion because the 1st O'f July marks
the beginning of the current financial
year. That would not make the legislation retrospective no the extent suggested
by the honorable 'member for Sunshine.
If ~ere is agreement that a clause
should be inserted to provide that the
HiM will take effect from the 1st of
July, 1951, there win be no real hurry
for the Bill to be passed through it~
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remaining stages to-night. My view is statute-book. I remind honorable memthat it would be wrong .vor an important bers tl1~ t the Public Service Bill was read
measure such as this Public Service Bill a first time on tlhe 26th of June; thereto be passed through 'both the second rore, Opposition and other members have
reading and Comm'ifiee stag,es on one had m'ore than three weeks to study it.
night.
In -my opmIOn honoMlble I emphasize, also, that during the secondmembers wiN desire to peruse the second- reading debate no dissension was exreading speeches in Hansard with a view pressed by members on either side of the
to ascertaining w.hether the Bill can be House.
improved. If the time factor is overLieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-There were
come by the insertion of a provision for some suggestions.
the Bill t'o be proclaimed on a certain
(Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is admitted.
date, the measure can be dealt with in a
However,
the principle is laid down in
proper, deliberative manner.
the Bill that pub1~c servants will only
Thjs 'is not a highly contentious party derive benefits as from the date of
Bill. Members on both sides of the proclama tion of the legislation.
MOTe
House agree as to its genera'l terms. I persons will be hurt the longer the date
feel certain that Government members oJ proclamation is delayed.
would welcome the opportunity to imMr. HOLLwAY.-T'hat will not be s'o if
prove the Bill if they 'couJ,d do so. If the
measure is hurried through, no one will my suggestion is adopt~d.
Mr. DODGSHVN.-In view of the
derive any particular benefit. I am
almost prepared to wager "guineas to fact that the principles approved by
gooseberries" tha t the Council has Cabinet did not include the BiN being
already adjourned fora 'fortnight. In made Tetrospective in any way, even
that event. even if the Bi:ll is passed by with 'all my persuasive eloquence I do
this House to-night, no advantage could not think the Government would agree
be achieved, but some positive disadvan- to make the date retrospective.
tage may result from pushing the
.Mr. HOLLWAY.-You would agree, if
measure through without proper con- your supporters on the 'Ministerial corner
sideration of all its possible effects. I benches told you to do so.
appeal to the better judgment of :the
,Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Government
Chief Secretary to agree to the reporting of progress at this 'Stage.
If will proceed with the Bill. The desire Olf
the honorable gentleman will agree t'he Government is to have dt passed toto my request, I shall give an night. For that reason, I oannot agree
assurance that the Opposition will sup- to progress being reported.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
port an amendment to make the
legislation retrospective to the 1st of - I aSlk the Chief Secretary to reJuly, 1951. In that way injustice could consider the plea advanced by my
not be donp. to anyone and, in the mean- Leader in view of the fact that the
time, it may he possible to improve the Opposition hlas appropriately suggested
Bill.
tha t a cIa use be ~nserted to make the
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).- measure retrospective 00 the beginning
The intention of the Government is to of the 'current financial year. I sincerely
pass the BiN through all stages to-night. trust that the Chief Secretary will. do
There are other supplementaTY Bills to justice to the Public Service by agreeing
follow t:his measure. I have already to an adjournment of the Committee
given notice of a Police furlough Bin, discussion ·a t this stage for at least a
which is along lines similar to the Public week. I make that piea because I feel
Service Bill. My only reason for holding there is reason for it to enable amendit back is that the PubUc Service Bill has ments to be submitted by members on
been accepted as a principle for those both sides of the House.
measures that are to follow. Before askLieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Morninging ParUament to pass the other ton).-The proposal submitted to the
measures, the Government first wishes to Chief Secretary to make the operation of
have the !Public Service Bill placed on the the Bill retrospective to the 1st of July,
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1951, should commend itself to the
Governmen t and members of all parties.
The Chief Secretary has stated that he
has a number of supplementary Bills to
submit to the House, one of which relates
to furlough for the Po1ice ·,Force.
I
understand fuat measure is almost
identical witih that which is now under
dis-cussion. The fact that the Police
furlough Bin will follow the Public
Service Bill will mean that some members of the Police Force will be p~aced
at a disadvantage because that measure
must await the passage of the PubHc
Service BHl. I cannot understand why
the Police furlough Bill should not be
made retrospective to the 1st of July
last, Which would be an appropriate date
also for the commencement of operation
of this measure. If that principle were
agreed to, no person would suffer any
disadvantage. I again ask the Chief
Secret'ary to agree to the reporting of
progress.
Mr. OLDHAM (Malvern) .-1 do not
know whether the Chief Secretary
reaHzes the strength 'of the statement he
made that under no ·circumstances would
the Government contemplate anything in
the na ture of what he called retrol5pective iegislation so far as this measure
is concerned.
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Mr. OLDHAM.-The only inference to
be drawn from that statement is that the
Government would not support a propO'sition along those lines. iJt is important, because the Government cLaims that
the Bill must pass this House to-night,
otherwise some pulhlic servants might be
deprived of certain benefit,s. If the Bill
pa'sses this House to-night it cannot be
considered in the Councill until next week
and then the Act must be procla'imed.
During that time some public servants
who would. be entitled to the benefits of
the legislation will reach the retiring
age. The Chief Secretary, however, has
slaid tha t he will not listen to any
suggestion's from Opposition members,
and that he would no,t support a move
to make the appUcation of the Bill
retrospective.
Mr. DODGsHuN.-The Opposition has
already had three week,s in which to
consider the Bm, and it promised that it
would pass it through the remaining
stages to-night.

Mr. OLDHAM.-Even if ,that arrangement was entered into it is no good
reason why the applkation of the legislation should no,t be made retrospective.
The Chief Secretary has foreshadowed
similar Bills to extend benefits to
Mr. DODGSHuN.-I did not say that. members of the Police Force, and others,
My intimation was that even wi th my but they cannot become effective until
persuasive eloquence, I did not think I this legiSlation has passed both Houses
and the Act has been proclaimed. The
could convince the Government.
Bill has heen introduced for the benefit
Mr. OLDHAM.-Can the honorable of a loyal section of the community,
gentleman be more definite?
Will he namely,. the puihlic serv;ants of the State,
contemplate pladng before Cabinet a and it is natural that a commencing
suggestion that the effect of the Bill da te should be specified. The stubborn
should be made retrospective to the 1st refusal 6f the Chief 'Secretary to
of JU[y, 1951?
listen to any suggestions from OpposiMr. DODGSHUN.-I take it fuat you tion members .ro'bs the debate of any
The Government 'is
gave a promise that this Bill would be real meaning.
nlot
prepared
to
treat
this Committee
put through to-night.
as a deliberative Assembly or to
Mr. OLDHA'M.-The Chief Secretary· listen to suggested' amendments from
made the extraord~nary statement that the Opposition party of 27 members,
he wou1d not consider making this legis- who represent more than 500,000
lation retrospective to the l'st of Juiy. voters, whereas this tawdry Ministry
represents only 100,000 voters. If comMr. DODGSHuN.-I said that even with mon sense is not to 'Drevail in this
my persuasive eloquence I did not think Chamber. then the soon"'er the GovernI could persuade the. Government to ment a'pplies the guillortine and shows
agree to make this 'legisla tion retrospec- its hand, as it did towards the end of
tive.
the last sessional period, the sooner will
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the people know what to expect. The
sensible proposition 'from the Opposition, no doubt, has a responsive echo
amongst members in the Labour party
who occupy the Ministerial corner, and I
suggest the Premier should weigh this
matter carefully Ibefore rejecting our
proposall out of hand.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Leader of the Opposition).---'In supporting the remarks of
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, I
would point out that by passing this
measure we are establishing a principle
that will be incorporated in three or
four Bills to he presented to grant
similar !benefits to 'Other branches of the
PubHc IService. I have hastily drafted
an a'mendiment-and I propose to ask
you, Mr. Chairman, at what stage I
should submit it-to provide that the
commencing date of this legislation shall
be the l'st of July, 1951.

Mr. McDONALD ('Premier and Treasurer).-What is the object of making
it retrospective?
Mr. HOLLWAY.---,It was pointed out
during the second-reading debate that
the longer the passage of this Bill is
delayed, the greater will be the number
of cases of hardship among those who
would have qualified to receive benefits.
My suggested amendment would make
the application of !this Imeasure retrospective to the beginning of the financiall
year, 'and any adjournment would not
prejudice anyone who o'bherwise would
benefit under the Bill. The object of a
second-reading debate is to enable
mem'bers to eX'press their views on the
principles of the measure under consideration, and before the Bill is
considered in Committee the various
suggestions from members of all
parties should be considered by the
Government. That is how ,we become
a deliberatjve Assembly. At one ti'me, it
was unheard of to rush a BHl through
the second-reading stage and then proceed immedia t~y to deal with i.-t in
Committee. All parties believe in the
principle of the Bill, but suggestions
have been made from both sides of the
House for i,mproving it in details. If
the Government will consider those
suggestions and then, even if it says,
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"For the following reasons, the suggestions a,re impractiica'ble," that would
s'atisfy members. I object to aU proposed amendments being wiped off without consideration.
If I were a member of the Labour
party, Which occupies the Ministerial
corner, I would expect better treatInent
than is being meted out by the Government on this occasion. A short adjournment until to.Jmorrow would enable
'members to' dra,ft necessary amendments. It would enable me to ascertain
the probable cost of m'aking the legislation retrospective to the 1st of July. For
the Chief Secretary to say, "It does' not
matter What the Opposition or anyb.ody
else says, we propose to put the Bill
through all stages to-night" is a negation
o,f parliamentary procedure.
It lis unnecessary, because this is not a contentious measure, or one from which any
particular poli tica1 party will gain a
There is no reClison why the
benefit.
Government should attempt to make
some display of party strength in this
matter. I would prefer that progress be
. reported now and the discussion p.ostponed until next Tuesday, to enable
members to frame amendments that
would improve the Bill and do what we
all desire, namely, improve conditions in
the Public Service and do justice to t'hose
who have served the State honorably
over a long period.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-It is strange
how the wheel turns. Crocodile tears
are being spilt on behalf of public
servants by the mouthpiece of the
Liberal and Country party, but when
one remembers back to 1945 one recalls
that this great feeling of sympathy for
publ'ic .servants w.as not then so evident.
The present Leader of the Opposition
was then M'inister of Education in the
Government of the day.
Mr. HOLLWAYJ---,I would point out that
I was not the Treasurer at that time.
'Mr. GALVIN.-!J think there is some
merit in the proposition submi'tted by the
Leader (}If the Opposition. Members' of
the Public Service are anxious that Parliament should pass the Bill, which they
realize will not solve all their problems.
However, it win be a step in the right
direction. 'Measures to provide similar
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justice to the Police Force and the railway workers will be introduced in due
course. J feel that a good purpose will
be served if progress is reported when
the Committee reaches clause 9.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That arrangement is
acceptable: it will enable Opposition
members to prepare amendments of.
clause 9.
Mr. GALVIN.-1n seeking Ithe postponement of the Committee discussion
the object of the Opposition, I think, is
to embarrass the Government, which,
apparently, has been placed in an invidious posi tion through listening to
the pleas of members of the Liberal
party. This measure was introduced as
a non-party Bill, and the Committee
should consider the proclamation date
of all allied measures.
Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn).-The Opposition will be pleased if progress is reported on clause 9. I assure the honorable member ofor Bendigo that there is
no intrigue on the part of the Opposition
towards this measure, which the Opposition will assist the Government to pass.
However, we think further consideration
should be given to one or two aspects
of clause 9 ..
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 have carefully studied the
financial implications of the Bill, and the
Government has determined that the
legislation cannot be made retrospective,
even to the 1st of July. It is impossible
to say what fill1ancia~ obligaticn will
devolve upon the Government if the
measure is given retrospective effect. If it
is considered desirable, the relevant Bills
to provide similar long-service leave conditions for railway worker-s and members of the Police Force can be proclaimed on the same day as this legislation is proclaimed. The Government
will stand on the Bill, the provisions of
which will apply to officers in the Service from the day that it is proclaimed.
I repea t tha t we do nat know the
financial effect of making the legislation retrospeCtive, and that question cannot be answered by the chairman of the
Public Service Board.
The legislation
has been approved by the officials of the
Public Service Association; they appreciate the point at issue and realize the
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difficulty of making retrospective legislation of this character. If it is to date
from the 1st of July, 1951, why should
it not have force and effect from the 1st
of July, 1950? I lam prepareg to agree
to progress being reported when the
Committee reaches clause 9. .
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT (Mornington).-1 am amazed at the argument of
the Premier as to the effect of making
the legislation retr-ospective
The Bill
was introduced on the 26th of June. If
it had been proceeded with forthwith, it
could have been passed by both Houses
by the 1st of July. In many measures
the date of operation is fixed, and I
should like the Premier to consider
announcing the date of the coming into
farce of an Bill·s relating to long-service
leave.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 8.
Progress was reported.
0

MI1LK BOARD BILL.
The debate (adJourned from July 11)
on the motion of ,Mr. Moss ('Minister of
Agriculture) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. COCHRANE (Gippsland West).
-After listening to the previous debate!'
on this Bill, I am of the opinion that
many members .of the Opposition, and
those who think likewise, are completely
out of touch wi'th the affairs of the producers of the metropolitan milk supply.
I am pleased that 'tlhe Government has
brought forward this Bill in relation to
that supply, since the producers have
put up a fight for something like
seventeen years for the reforms the Bill
contains. Milk producers are deserving
of great commendation for the excellen t
quality of the product they supply to
the metropolitan area.
The present
measure will be of great assistance. in
that its purpose is to overcome difficulties experienced by the Milk Board in
financing its activities.
Consequently,
this measure will improve the present
legisla tion.
The Milk Board has fr-om time to time
-after inquiry-fixed the price o'f milk
for certtain periods, and the Board was
financed by contributions from retailers
of milk.
These contributions were
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challenged by the retailers, and the High retaining the right to hold an inquiry
Court ruled that the deductions were if seasonal conditions warranted such an
ultra vires the Commonwealth Con- inquiry. I consider that a price to prostitution. For eighteen months the ducers is very necessary, lif Victoria is
Board has functioned on reserve funds, to maIntain and increase its milk prowhich are just about exhausted, m·aking duction; otherwise producers cannot
other means of finance necessary. Under plan their production and regulate
the Bill ownership of milk by the Milk herds to the best advan~age.
I
Board wiH be only nominal, but it will . feel that under this Bill the same people
allow the Board to regain financial will be producing ,milk; the same people
stability.
The Board will not operate will transport it, and the same people
will be distributing it.
da'iries or depots.
Mr. BOLTE.-Not necessarily.
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.--It will have
the !power to do 'so.
Mr. COCHRANE.-They will up to a
Mr. COCHRANE.-The Board's staff point and, also up to a point, the same
will not handle any milk, and only milk consumers will purchase the mnk. This
entering a declared milk district will great industry must be kept on a sound
come under this legislation. In fact, as basis. The Bill has the supporto£ profar as possible, the existing relationship ducer organizations, from a report of one
between producer and distributor will of which I quote the following:be maintained. Producers will not be
Whole-hearted support to the Bill is given
compelled to come under the powers of by the Milk Producers Association. This
has
repeatedly
requested
the Board except when they contract to association
supply milk toa declared milk district. Governments to bring forward such a Bill
ever since the adverse decision by the High
It is then that ,the' Board will purchase Court in 1949, which declared invalid that
milk atone price from producers and portion of the original Act which gave the
sell it at a slightly higher price to re- Milk Board power to ·collect a per gallon
tailers, the margin being retained to levy from the retail dairymen. We approve
of all clauses as they are read in the Bill.
finance the Board.
·Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
A prev10us great weakness was the -Who signed that report?
fact that producers were, financially, in
Mr. COCHRANE.-The secretary of
the hands of the distributors, and the
producers' only lI'edress when in the the 'Milk Producers' Association.
hands of unscrupulous retailers was to
Lieut.-Colonel LEGGATT.-"What is the
take civil action to recover, or obtain da te of the report?
permission from the Board to sue on the
Mr. COOHRANE.-It is dated July,
fidelity bond lodged with the Board. In
some instances this bond would not 1951-last week· The report includes
have been sufficient to recoup the d~bt. the following:This Bill fully protects the farmer, and
The complete and correct interpretation is
the Board will be responsible for pay- that" milk" is only vested in the" Board"
when consigned by a supplier to the Milk
ment to the producers. In the past the Board
and accepted at the point of delivery
Bill has determined different prices- by the Board's agent. If any milk supplier
such as the autumn-winter higher price either outside of or within a milk district
and the spring-summer lower price. desires to consign milk to a person or
for manufacture for cheese or
These prices were made by the Board company,
butter, he is perfectly free to do so and
practically on the eve of their .coming into this milk is not vested in the Board.
operation, and the producers were in
Under the present Acts the Board does
the dark as to what they were going to not have sufficient power to protect exist.ing
receive for the following period, until contract 1iarmers. That was very marked in
April, 1950, when so many farmers were
that period was about to commence.
left without contracts. The f.armers, realizUnder the present measure the Board ing the lack of security for the future of the
can announce the seasonal price which direct supply farmer, got moving toO form
their own treatment depot. This is now the
would operate for, perhaps, twelve £500,000
Co-operative Farmer's Milk Commonths or for any other period that the pany, which is starting to build the big
Board might determine, the Board still depot at Bentleigh.
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Vesting would not upset the continuance
of supply from any farmer, and that good
feeling which has existed between farmer
and retailer, in many cases over a period
of years, will not be upset, t'o the satisfaction of both parties.
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processed, but in the same state as when
it leaves the farm. I recall that about
twenty yea1rs ago 'a Bill was passed by
this House to place dairy fa~ming, from
the point of view of hygiene and saniI have the honour of representing tation, upon an entirely new basis. I was
associated with many producers who
one of the ma,lOr milk-producing el~ were compelled to spend large sums to
torates supplying mHk to the metropoli- 'alter the conditions under which milk
tan area.
Producers and producer was produced on theitr Farms.
To-day
organiza tions are unanimous in their those altered condi Nons ha ve not only
support of the Bill. I commend the paid f.or themselves but have given to the
Minister and the departmental officers people of the metropolis a real conception
concerned in the drafting of such an of the safety with which they can conimportant measure, and I trust that it sume milk.
Nevertheless, even to-day
will have a speedy pasage.
a further tightening up is desirable
Sir GEORGE KNOX (Scoresby).- from both the producing and the disr listened with interest to the explana- tributing angles, in order to assure the
tion given of this Bill by the Minister consumers of an absolutely pure milk
of Agriculture and 00 the comments of supply.
my colleague, the honorahle member for
The present :neasure is the outcome
Gippsland West, whose electorate adjoins of several years of agitation and conmine and who represents practicaUy the siderable anxiety on the part of the
sa!me interests as I do in the ma1ter of milk producers to' secure for themselves
mHk supply. I realize that the Bill can a definite contract-something that Will
be criticized from many points of view, enable them to look ahead and plan
that is to say, if one has a mind so economic farming, in the realization that
formed that it is adamant against the they wiN receive a price compatible
advance of modern trends in the produc- wiJth their 'Outlay, and that they
tion of a commodity such as milk. MHk will be afforded the same degree
is not only a vital product but one that of security as pertains to o1her agriculis ,so given to bacterial increase, if not tural industries. As a result, meetings
handled carefully, that it becomes a were held at which many persons
menace to the population as a whole. attended who were vitally interested in
Milk is regarded as something enrt:irely the Bill. I know of no opposition by the
different from any other product that producers or the retailers to this
comes off a farm. It stands in no reI a tion measure.
There may be one or two
to commodities that keep for a long clauses with which I am not entirely
period. Therefore, to protect the health happy; but I hope the M'inister of Agriof t!he community, specially designed cuIture may see fit to attune hi'S mind
legislation is neces1sary to deal with milk, to certain suggestions which, I underwith special reference 10 the supplies stand, will be he made in regard to those
that reach the metropolitan area. Apart clauses which will give latent powers to
from the health aspect and the chemistry the Board, but which I trust it will
of milk, the present measure has been' never have any necessity to use.
framed as a result of many trials and
We who represent rural districtsexperiments, so as to 'Place on the best
particularly
dairy~f'arming
districtspossible basis the milk trade in the
metropolitan area and such other look to the Milk Board; with all its trials,
difficulties. and possibly mistakes, as
districts as may be proclaimed.
representing a distinct advancement in
In Gippsland and in other parts of regard to tthe control of prices and thp
The Milk Board
Victoria there are many"farms that distribution of milk.
produce milk not only for the whole has done a g'Ood job over the years.
milk trade in the metropolitan area but This measure will give to the Milk Board
also for processing into cheese and very widp. powers which could be abused
other oroducts. The BiB deals entirely ilf they 'were placed in ,wrong hands, but
witih whoie milk which is in no way I have no doubt about the personnel of
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the Ipresent Board. Its members 'are out
to give good results as the Board bas
done in the ipast.
The Milk Board
possesses, I believe, the confidence of both
retailers' organizations and producers'
organiza Hons.
My belief ,is that the doubts and fear~
that have been expressed because the
Bill represents a degree of Statp.
socialiZ'ation 'ha ve been exaggera ted.
The ,purpose of the Bill is to control a
commodity that is vital to the community.
The ordinary rules of production, transportation, and distribution
cannot be applied to milk.
Lieut.-Colonel, DENNETT.-:-You have
already said that private enterprise hal'
done ,a good job.
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-With certain
exceptions, that is true. It is of no use
try-ing to divert me f110m my argument.
The honorable member for Caulfield
knows of the dark days of milk prnduction and distribution in Victoria
which we hope are now past, because
they were very sad days. If the honorable member knows the history of Mel. bourne, he will recall that many years
ago typhoid fever wa's rampant. It was
caused langely by lack of sewerage
facilities on .the one hand and the impure condition' of the milk and water
suppUes on the other. I am informed
that, in the early days, Melbourne wap
notorious for this terrible scourge. A (l
outbreak of typhoid fever at Moorabbjn
a few years ago was traced to an ilmpurr.·
milk supply; a spedal inquiry revealerl
that there were certain carriers of the
disease in the district. All these factors
represent a valid reason why milk production cannot be compared with any
other form 'Of primary production. Milk
can be contaminated if an open milk can
passes near some odour.
There have
been instances when, as a result of that
happening, the bacterial count has immedia tely increased.
I wish to speak from the point of
view of the milk producer. The honorable member for Gippsland West has
spoken of the difficulties that he and his
constituents ha've to maintain a definit?
flow of milk over a specified perioo.
Tha t is most difficult of achievement. J
also desire to say, without undue

Bill.

criticism of those who have been playing the game.tJhat great difficulty has
been experienced in negotiating contracts between primary producers and
those to whom they supply -the milk.
Although those days have probably gone,
certain difficulties remain. The effect of
this Bill will be to tighten up those
arrangemen ts.
.Wi th regard to the question of vesting
of milk in the Milk Board, I attended
several meetings and inquired whether
those present knew what they were
doing; also did they know that the milk
would not be theirs once it passed to thp.
distributor or the depot for despatch to
the city? One person informed me tha t
as soon as the milk left the cow's udder
it no longer remained the property of
the producer. That is quite wrong. It
is possible to approach this measure
with a fixed prejudice.
I hope to
approach it not from the p'oint of view
of regarding it as a perfect measure but
as one that can be improved by certain
amendments. My view, however, is that
the Bill follows the pattern of legislation which is now operating in Sydney,
Brisbane, and other capital cities, where
it is realized that the marketing of milk
is of vital importance. Under this
measure, primary producers will be
given a charter that they have never
before enj'Oyed.
We are all concerned about the shortage of butter-fat, butter, and cream.
Let me :assure tthe House that there
is g,rave difficulty in the production
Not
of these commodities to-day.
many members realize in detail the
na ture of the wor.k on dairy farms and
the difficulties of securing adequate
labour. Decentralization has been spoken
of as possibly one of the greatest achievements in Victoria. Unfortunately, however, it has had one bad effect. The more
factories that are constructed in rurall
areas, the more labour -is drawn away
from farms. I realize that the position
will adjust itself eventually, but members will readily appreciate that the
milking of [cows and the washing of
their udders at 4 or 5 o'clock these
winter mornings is not a pleasant task.
There is no 40-hour week on a dairy'
farm.
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n is aliI very well to' say that we can
arganize aur business in a different way,
but I put it to' the Hause that the praducers
have
a right to' expect
and
to
receive
that
degree Df
prDfit
that
a
business
executive
extracts from his own business, Dffice,
or factory. The 'canditians under which
families must live and the lDng hours
that are necessary are such that primary
prDducers are daing a jDb Df work which
is not thDrDughly appreciated here.
Again I say that we, as prDducers, are
happy abDut this Bill. I have heard nO'
criticism Df it fr,am prDducers, nDr can
I get any cri ticism frDm the heads Df
milk DrganizatiDns in regard to the prDductiDn, transpDrtatiDn. or retailing Df
this commodity. It seems to be agreed
by everyone that the BiH is desirable.
U the Bill passesses that degree
af Sacialism which I know will
be criticized, I turn to' the critics
and say, "Why have yau socialized'
the gas ,industry? Why have you
socialized the electricity undertaking ?" My belief is that the passage
of th£s measure will encaurage the man
on the land to' dO' sDmething better
than he is doing to-day. The Board
is dDing a gDod job with the
very small !distributiDn levy which it
makes to' discharge its function.
I
believe that the distributDr win be happy
under the BiU and that the public of
MelbDurne ~can ,l)e assured of a high
degree Df purity in their milk supply.
In my opinion, this amending Bill ~s very
necessary for all engaged in the vital
milk industry.

Mr. O'CARROLL (CliftDn Hill).-l
have been pleased, tD-night to' hear
representatives of producers speak in
favour of the Milk Bill. They are the
perSDns from whDm we shDuJd receive
guidance. The DUtlODk fDr an adequate
s,upply Df milk to' Melbaurne is grim.
Same time agO' I tDured abDut 400 miles
thraugh Gippsland and nDticed many old
farms which previously had been big
milk, producers but were now prDducing
beef, w,ool, and muttan.
The DId
farmers are getting tired and, because of the high prices tv be
obtained for wool and beef they
will nDt be bothered milking CDWS.

1951.J
Therefore,
prDperties
canvinced
adequate
unless the
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they use 'their milk-producing
fDr grazing purpDses. I am
that there will be an inmilk supply fDr MelbDurne
farmers are given an attrac-

We have all been commencing at the
wrong end by referring t'O what the Milk
Board will do. It is necessary, first, to' get
the milk to' the BDard befare that body
can dO' anything. The passage Df the
ShDPS and factDries legislafian was a
,step in the right directiDn, because, fDr
the first time in the histDry Df VictDria,
it gave the farm labaurer an DppDrtunity to secure an adequate wage fDr his
wDrk, but even nDW farmers cannDt
secure sufficient labaur, althDugh farm
labDurers are being Dffered £2 a day to'
work Dn dairy farms. Under present
. conditions young people will n'Ot remain
on the farms because there are nO' amenities. The Gavernment shDuld endeavour
to provide electricity to' rural areas as
quickly as passible So' that the job Df
the dairy farmer may be made a little
easier.
All that city peDple knDwabDut milk
is that black cows give white milk the
same as do red and brindle CDWS, but
a'ctually caws dO' not give any milk at an;
it has to' be taken fram them. On the
farm the hens give eggs, the bees honey,
and So' 'an, but the milk has to be taken
frDm the cows. The dairy farmer has
a mast exacting jab, because cows have
to be milked twice a day, under all
c'Onditians and in all weathers.
His
cDnditions of IUe must be made mDre
attractive and he must be guaranteed a
sufficient return to keep him Dn the land.
If the dairy farmers g'O Dut Df production it win be a black outlaDk for the
people of this State.
We also have to' guard against the
intrusion of overseas caJpital intO' the
dairying industry. ~ecently an English
firm took over the Fi1sh Creek butter
f.actory for the purpase Df prDcessing
m'ilk If they are able t'O Dffer dairy
farmers in the area a better price than
they are receiving f.or whDle' milk Dr
oream, eventually all milk frDm tlle
district win gO' to' that factDry to' be
processed intO' casein.
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I cannot remember when the butter- and in some cases dangerous, because
fat test for mHkfor sale in Melbourne they come into contact with all kinds
has been 'Other than 3 ·5. When we of stock diseases. However, these men
realize that millions of pounds have been are a loyal group, and, like hospital
spent on scientific research involved in nurses, they are helping to safeguard the
Theirs is a reherd testing, dairy supervision, improve- heal th of the people.
ment of pastures, destruction of scrub spons'ible job, because when stock sufferbulls, rabbits, and noxious weeds, pro- ing from a proclaImed disease are
viding subsidies, and ensuring that advice destroyed they have to assess the comThey have a
is always available to the farmer, it is pensa,tion to be paid.
astounding that tJhe butter-fat test· still responsible position, yet they are paid
remains at 3· 5. It means that no pro- the magnificent salary of between £423
gress has been made 'Over the years, and and £527 a year plus cost of living. I
that the standard 'Of mNk has not suggest that the Public Service inspector
been increased even by one point.
should investigate the work of stock
In my opinion no milk sh'Ould be sold inspectors with the view of recomm'end - .
unless it is obtained from T.B. tested iug increased remuneration for the
cows. That is not compulsory in Vic- arduous work they are doing.
toria at present. I understand that the
I object most strongly to the stanAgriculture Department is tackling the dardiza tion of milk and to any tamperjob as best it can, but a terrific number ing with it before it is Isold to the public.
of cows have to 'be tested and very few The purest and best milk should be
s·tock inspectors are employed. Unless given to the consumer and no cream
ilt is made compulsory for all cows to be . should be extracted from it. There is
T.B. tested we will not get the purest some difficulty in regard to the policing
and best milk. I should like to quote the of that matter because a health inspector
salaries and the conditions of empl'Oy- cannot proceed against a dairyman
men t of .stock inspectors to indicate the unless he is caught in the act of tamperway in which this unfortunate body of ing with the milk, 'P~ovided it gives a
men suffer. The present salary of a senior 3.5 test. An amendment should be made
stock inspector is £501-£527; the sa'lary to the Act to overcome that difficul ty.
of an ordinary stock inspector is £423- In the ·press recently was a report that
£501; and the salary of a temporary a Friesian cow was s'Old at the Dandestock inspector is £423-£488, plus cost of nong m,arket for £65, and last week a
l'iving in aU cases. The duties of stock FtI'iesian heifer was sold for £50, which
inspectors in their districts relate to the broke the record at the Melbourne maradministra tion of the 'Stock Diseases ket. The reason for the present high
Act, the Cattle Compensation Act, the prices for cows is that dairy farmers are
Swine Campen sa tion Act, the Sheep going in for quantity of production and
Dipping Act, the Shearers Hut Accom- not quality. I do not blame them for
modation Act, the Sheepowners Protec- that if they can get away with it. Howtion ACt, the Cattle Breeding Act, and ever, I contend that while the butter-fat
the Stamps Act. In their spare time they test is kept as low as 3·5 we will not
have to attend to saleyard i.nspection of get the be~t milk.
cattle, pigs, and sheep, make diagnoses of
The average test throughout Victoria
diseases in· stock, attend post-mortem of 120,000 cows tested by the herd-testexaminations, tender advice to farmers ing authorities for the year ended the
and graziers on the control and treat- 30th of June, 1950, was 4.82, and as few
ment of stock diseases, vaccinate young consumers get milk of anything like
cattle with serum 19 vaccine, and carry that test it is quite evident that the
out many other duties.
milk distributed is not the purest and
The dairy farmer does not
Stock inspectors do not receive one the best.
penny overtime; they do not work. derive any benefit because the retail
If the
'Only 40 hours a week because they are daliryman extracts the cream.
cal1ed out at all hours of the ni'ght. farmer was receiving some advantage I
They have to attend post-mortem would not have the same objection. In
examinations which are mostunsavoury, the old days dB;iry farmers in Gippsland
Mr. O'Carroll.
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went in for Jersey herds which gave
milk of the highest quality butter-fat,
but now that they are providing whole
milk for the Melbourne market they
desire quant'ity instead of quaUty. At present the Melbourne milk distributors receive the morning milk, and it
is 24 hours old before it is distributed to
the consumer. If the evening milk were
sent to Melbourne the consumers would
obtain it twelve hours fresher and the
milk would give a higher butter-fat test.
However, large depots in the country do
not want the evening milk to come to
Melbourne, because they want to extract
the cream for the production of cream
and butter. Actually from all points of
_view, the best milk is not being sent to
Melbourne.
In my opinion, all companies and
depots treating milk should be registered
under the Commonwealth Dairy Products Equalization Com-mittee, and strict
contnol could then be exercised of companies processing milk and taking it
away from the Melbourne pool. Unless
the strictest control is exercised, the
matter might get out of hand. Pasteurization of milk is all right, as long as
fresh milk is being pasteurized. However, strong objection should be taken to
the freshening up of stale milk by
pasteur'iza tion. Every retail dairyman
should not be allowed to play around
with pasteurization. I consider that
there should be pasteurization depots
set
up
in
Melbourne
to
trea t
not less than 10,000 gallons of
milk a day.
After the milk is
pasteurized it should immediately be
placed in bottles instead of being returned to cans, where there is a possibiHty of further contamination.
We should plan to have milk brought
to Melbourne in insulated tankers, instead of in milk cans. That is not
possible when milk is collected from individucrl faJI"mers; therefore there should
be country depots from which the milk
could be collected. It is a matter of
national importance to get the best milk
to Melbourne in the proper way. It is
also my belief that in the milk industry
there should be one large co-operative
concern to assist the producers and
another to assist the consumers. The
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books of co-operative companies are always open for inspection, but those of
large private monopolies are not. Cooperative societies would safeguard the
interests of the people. I now wish to
refer to an article which appeared in the
Herald on the 19th of JU!1e, 1951, and
which reads:Australia is short of butter because1. Milk output has not increased, and
there are more people to consume
it.
2. A higher percentage of the milk is
being drunk and eaten in ice-cream
and cheese.
The Commerce Department will report on
the industry soon to the Agricultural
Council.
The council will decide what
should be done.
Australia produced 1,254 million gallons
of milk in 1939.
Then came the war. Labour drifted from
the farms. In 1949 total production was the
same.
But in the ten years the distribution of
milk changed.
This table, in percentages, shows where
the milk went and where it goes now.
1939
1949
Butter
82
65
Cheese
2
8
Condensed milk
2
7
Fresh milk, ice cream,
&c.
13
20

Summing up the question of mi1k production, I suggest that consumers must
get the best and purest 'milk possable;
provision must be made to encourage
the transport of bulk milk in insulated
tankers to lessen the possibility o'f contamination; the Country Roads Board
should keep in order those roads on
which milk transports operate; no stale
milk to be pasteurized and sold as fresh;
all dairy cows to be compulsorily T.lB.
tested; the question of the desirability
of the night delivery of milk to the city
to be investi'gated; abundant supply of
milk to be safeguar-ded by strict supervision over companies processing milk
for other than butter and cheese; cooperative companies to be encouraged
and financed where necessary; attractive
conditions to be given to secure settlers
on the land -and the importation of
British migrant farm labourers to be
encouraged; urgent attention to the
preparation and allotment of soldier
settlement and closer settlement farms;
and Government assistance to be given
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to eradicate noxious 'weeds which on
some fa,rms it is humanly impossible for
the dairy farmer to clear. In some areas
in Gippsland ragwort is so bad and has
got 80 much out of hand that the Government should take st~s to eradi'cate the
pest and make the cost a charge on the
public purse.
We should be grateful to a mercifuJ.
Providence for our enjoyment of so
many seasons favourable to production,
the improvement of pastures and the
cutting 'and storing of meadow hay. All
these things have helped to increase the
carrying ,capacity of the land, but I
liesitate to think what would happen if
there were a dry spell. The advent of a
drought would be disastrous.
The
passage of the Bill is necessary, but I
should like provision to be made for the
compulsory T.B. testing of all cows producing milk for human consumption.
Then we should receive daily 125,000
gallons of pure milk.

Bill.

higher ·cream content \of the Jersey's
I do not think tlTere is need to
discuss whether the butter-fat standard
should be raised above 3.5 per cent.
Milk is reaching the consumer a good
deal above that level.

milk.

In approaching the legislation, the
farmer, I am afraid, cannot see the
wood for the trees. The Minister in his
second-reading speech exp,lained the
intention of the Government but he
completely f'ailed to enlighten us on the
real implications of the measure itself.
Let me ma'ke my position clear. I am
opposed to the Bill for one good reason,
and it is that I do not think it will in
the long run serve the interests of
those whose interests it would tend to
serve now. I desire to make one or
two points as to the long view and also
the short view. I shaH quote from the
Hansard report of the Min'ister's secondreading speech:Under the proposed legislation the Board

Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong). will be empowered to control only milk
-There seems to be agreement on both forwarded for consumption or use in a
district-now referred to as the
sides of the House that we must do milk
" Metropoli'S." While new milk districts
justice to the producers of Melbourne's may be proclaimed, the Government has no
milk, and no voice has detracted from intention of bringing the whole of the State
that agreement. Three parties are con- under the jurisdiction of the Board.
cerned in the milk industry-the farmer,
I accept that as a statement of fact
the distributor, and the consumer. I from the honorable gentleman-that that
take it to be the duty of every honorable is the int'ention of the Government.
member to endeavour to balance the While agreeing on the absolute necesrregitimate needs and (requirements 'Of sity of gliving the maximum protection
the three sections .of the community. It
to the producer, distributor, and con-:has been conceded by honorable members
sumer, he and I part company there.
tha t the farmer in the past has had a
cannot see beyond the life of the
We
comparatively raw deal. There have
present
Government when we contembeen clear examples of the extent to
plate
legisl'a
tion of this kind. I know
which the producer particularly has been
subjected to the wiles of some retailers that the Government does not intend to
who, Iby t,ardy payments, have made the do ·other than it says, but what I am
financial operations of the dairy farmer concerned about for the sake of the
difficult. There is not a great deal of producer as well as of the C'onsumer is
dairy farming in my electorate, but there that there is in the Bill everyth'ing which
is in the constituencies of Gippsland will tend toward and make .possible withWest and of Scoresby. On the other out any further amendment the comhand, in Dandenong there is centred the . plete n1atJionalization of the means' of this
biggest mHk market in the whole of primary production. That is' the on[y
Australia.
In the past few years objection I have to the measure. Any
examples have been given of the extent man who puts his hand to the soil is one
to which milk farmers have been able of nature's gamblers. He has to face
to appreciate the value of the Friesian the hazards of the seasons, of disease, of
cow. An authority has told me that the drought and fire, and he is happy to face
milk from ·a ,Friesian cow is equal in food them. As a primary producer he is
value to that of a Jersey despite the contributing more to the economy of this
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continent than any other section of the
community. It is l11'ght to say that in
Victoria there is no wealth produced that
does not come from the hands of the
primary producer. The only increases
that give us real increases are those of
na'ture, and the producers must be pro- .
tected. Here we find ourselves completely in accord with the Minister, and
yet unfortunately completely opposed to
him concerning the vehicle chosen to
assist the primary producers in this
industry.
The Minister has stated that it is
intended to contro'! only the milk vested
in the district. The Bill gives the Milk
Board power either t'O-day or to-morrow
to contrcl every gaBon of milk produced
from every cow, to direct where the
milk shaH be obtained, carted and sold,
its pri'ce, and al'So what containers and
premises shall be used. That is the
m'Ost complete illustration of the
sO'cia'lization of an industry the interests
of which I know every other honorable
member i's just as anxious to safeguard
as I am. My impression is that the
meaSlUre is too big; it is a sledge hammer
to crack a nut. Its origin is in a decision
given by the High Court of Australia in
favour of a section who disagreed with
the exaction for the purposes of the Milk
Board 'Of a levy on milk. The levy
was declared invalid, and said to
be equal to an excise duty which
only the Commonwealth Government
could legally impose. If it is so desired
to ensure that the producer is given
a payable .price, why not simply
impose a levy on :production? If it is
found that certain producers are being
bilked, the Government can protect them
against persons who do n'Ot pay for milk.
Apart from the ordinary legal rights of
an individual, all that is needed is a
simple clause governing payments by
retailers for mHk received from producers, such payments to be enforced
through the Milk Board. The present
provision is too cumbersome.

Board. Under the Bill, we are asking
these gentlemen to undertake a task that
will .require a large personnel to be
employed full-time in carrying out the
provisions of the Bill. The augmented
staff, by comparison, will make the
present staff of the Board look like a
small family. This department will be
handling a product representing in its
cash turnover approximately £13,000,000
a year, on to-day's prices. If the present
trends follow their natural sequence, the
value of the turnover will probably reach
£15,000,000 a yea,r. Are we to ask one
man and his two part-time assistants to
carry the burden of administering a
department which, from the point of
view of ,money handled, will be greater
than any other department with the
exception of the Railway Department or
the ·Education Department?
Mr. iMoss.-Whatabout the State
Electricity Commission?
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-That is not
comparable.
Mr. Moss.-It is served by part-time
Commissioners.
Mr. DAWNAY-,MOULD.-I trust that
the ~staff of the Milk Board will not equal
in numbers the staff of the State Electricity Commission. The Opposition does
not oppose the Mini'Ster's desire to give
the milk producer the assistance that he
demands as his right; we object to the
way in which the Government is
approaching the subject.
Our chief
objecUon lies in the fact that we do not
know wha t may be done by some
other 'Minister or some future Board.
Under this mea'Sure, the dairy farmer
can be'come a mere servant of the State.
Under sub-seotion (2) of proposed new
section 16 it is provided that-

The Milk Board is comprised of three
men--:-a fUll-time chairman and two
part-time ·members. I feel certain that
it is the i'mpression of all members that
it would be difficult to find th'ree men
who ,are rendering greater'service to the
community than the members of the

The Minister says, "We do not intend to
go further than that," yet SUb-section (1)
of proposed new section 17 reads-

The Board may make contracts with
dairy farmers for the delivery to the Board
and the acceptance by the Board of milk
for sale or distribution in any t:nilk district.

Sub-section (3) statesWhen milk delivered by a dairy farmer
under any such contract is accepted by the
Board that milk shall vest in the Board.

Any person who sells or distributes any
milk in a milk district shall, unless that
milk has previously vested in the Board
pursuant to this Act, be guilty of an offence
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control this com'modity but that
authority will be without producer
representation. That is the negation of
In the Bill are implied means of saying the policy of the Opposi'tion and also 0 f
to a dairy farmer, "It is quite im- the principles of the Marketing of
rna terial as to the business you did pre- Primary Products Act. Is there a more
viously, as now your product is within . essential pdmary product than milk? I
a proclaimed mHk district and it will be do not mind how m'any Government
diveI'lted for a certain purpose." It will nominees are appointed to the Board
be possible for the Board to direct a man for the purpose of giving advice, but
delivering whole milk, "Your product representatives of dairy farmers should
must go to a butter factory," from which, have th~ major say.
The Government should not take
possibly, he will obta,in reduced returns.
The Minister says that that is not the away the product of an industry
intention O'f the Government, but the Bill as it can under this Bill and
will make the Crown the sole trader in also deprive milk carters of their rights.
milk.
On behalf of the producers, I They could be put" out of business forthobject to such powers' being contained wi th by the Minister or the Board. The
in the Bill. For instance, sUb-section (6) Government should not assume the
of proposed new section 16 directs that- ownership of every gallon of milk that
is produced in the State but that is
All milk which vests in the Board under
possible under the Bill. It has been the
this Act shall become the absolute property
privilege of dairy farmeI's to determine
of the Board freed and discharged from all
mortgages liens trust interests and claims
how they will dispose of their milk, and
of whatsoever kind.
I hope that Vlictorria will not be the firrst
That provision cuts across one of the State to sooialize the mnk-producing
privileges of a man to obtain finance industry.
for his own ventures. There may be enThe statement has been made that in
cumbered milk as to which a person may Brisbane and .sydney a form of socialibe deprived of his just dues. I do not say za tion is operating in the milk business.
that the clause in itself is improper, but There is no justification for making a
its implications should be given further comparison between !the metropolitan
considera1tion. We have been discussing areas ·of BI'Iisbane, Sydney, and Melthe difficulties of a producer who may bourne.
An investigation of the New
not obtain prompt payment for milk Zealand system of handling milk, and the
that he del1ivers.There is no need for disabilities of that system, would quickly
the Government to bring down a Bill di'sabuse 'the m-inds of honorable memof this magnitude to socialize producers. bers o'f the need for such a voluminous
solely to ensure that the Milk Board shall measure as this to achieve such a simple
have suffioient finance at its command. end.
The honorable member for Caulfield
Under the Bill the Milk Board win
formerly was Minister of Agriculture not be required, as are similar bodies
and he has a wide knowledge of this in other States, to undertake duties at
subject. In the course of his speech, he present carried .out by other Governsaid that the dairying industry would ment Departments, including the· Agrinot object to a licensing system, with culture Department and the Department
payment for a licence according to the of Hea'lth.
There might have been
gallonage handled. That could 'be pro- some merit in the Government's provided by legislation, so it is not right posals if they provided for the difference
for the Government to say that this Bill between the ;price to be padd to the
is the only means of. protecting dairy farmer and the price the retailerr will
farmers, carriers, retailers, and the con- pay for milk being used as a fund to
suming public of Victoria.
meet the cost of all the supervisi~n
I agree with the remarks of the honor- required in the operation of the dairyable member for Scoresby a·s to the ing industry, and if the Dairying Division
peculriar nature of this product.
The of the Agriculture Department was
Govp.rnment is setting up a Board tv d'ivoreed from that Deparrtment.
and liable for a first offence to a penalty of
not more than Fifty pounds and for a second
or any subsequent offence to a penalty of
not more than One hundred pounds.

Mr. Dawnay-Mould.
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r believe that there is the greatest urge
and necessity to see that dairy herds are
properly supervised and maintained in
such a state of health as will result in
the production of the highest quality
milk and the greatest returns for the
dairy farmers. While dealing with this
subject, why not subm1it a Bill which
would cover the industry adequately?
The consumer does not know about the
levy which the MHk Board imposes,
because the money is extracted before
the m'ilk reaches him.
One could speak for hours on this subject, but I do not :propose to do so. I
desire only to help the consumer to
obtadn his milk at the lowest price compatible with the greatest returns to the
dairy farmers and th~ ma1intenance of
the economy of the State on a Sound
basis. No persons are entiMed to a
greater return for their labour than
are the dairy .mrmers who work 365
days of the year. I am reminded of the
old song, "They rise at three in the
morn to milk the cow with the crumpled
horn."
In bringing f'Orward this Bill the
Government is not doing a service
to the dairy farmers. On the contrary, they are being done a grave
disserV:ice. U a disability is not being
inflIcted on the present dairy farmers
one win certainly be ilmposed on their
sons and their grandsons. The soCi'alization of dairydng will mean an acceleration . in the decline of that ino.ustry;
dur:ing the last ten years it has declined
at an alarming rate. I am neither a
prophet nor the son ·of a prophet, but
I suggest that if the Bill is passed dairy
farming will be even less attractive to
the youth of to-day and to-morrow than
ever before. I oppose the Bill.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The Bill is
a most remarlmtble one in tha t it has
elicited the :fact that members of the
Opposition are so much out of step, not
with the Government, but with members
of their awn party. Members of the
Opposition have approached the BU1, not
from the Ipoint of view of endeavouring
t'O obtain legislation that will be of
benefit to the community, but purely for
that of party political advantage.
Session 1950-51.-[137]
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Mr. DAwNAY-MoULD.-That is not a
fair statement; it is certainly not my
approach to the Bill.
Mr. GALViIN.-tI shall endeavour to'
prove the correctness of my statement.
I may not be able to do so to the sa tisfaction of the honoMble member, but I
feel sure that I shall be alble to present a
reasonable case to all reasonable people.
First, members heard the speech of the
honorable member for Caulfield wh'O for
two years administered the AgricUlture
Department. He administered the existing
Act which is identical with 75 per cent. of
the Bill. The most lengthy criticism of
the honorable member for Caulfield was
in respect of prov.isions of the Bill
corresponding with portions of the Aot
which he administered when he was in
charge of the Agriculture Department.
Yet he made no attempt to remedy those
alleged defects about which he now complains. Therefore, I can only conclude
that for two years he acquiesced in the
existing legislation.
As members know, the exist-ing Act
was successfully challenged in the High
Oourt, and for that reason it Is necessary
to amend the existing legislation so that
the Milk Board can obtain finance with
which to conduct its activities. The
best means of overcom-ing the difficulty
was considered to be the pa'Ss'ing of an
amendment of the Act whereby ·milk
would be vested in the Board.
We have heard much ballyhoo about
Socialism. The honorable member for
Dandenong and the honorable member
for Caulfield paid tributes to the system
af milk supply in New Zealand. I point
out to them that there is no more
highly-socialized system for the retailing of mnk than that which now exists
in Wellington. The milk suPPly for that
city is said to be the best in New Zealand. Of the mnk retailed in Wellington,
93 per cent. is not only purchased but
also distributed by the municipal
authority. The two ·honorable members
to whom I have referred have mixed
their Socialism badly. On the one hand,
they say that the Wellington supply is
a good 'One now that it is well socialized;
on the other hand, they imply that,
hecause milk in Victoria will. be
vested in the Board, the standard will
deteriorate.
Is one not therefore
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enti tled to say th'at members of the
Opposition have approadhed ft;he Bill
'from a Ipurely paI1ty poli'.ti'cal point of
vliew.
I have read Hansard and studied statements made by the luminaries of the
Opposition, who are supposed to be well
They
versed in the subjeot of milk.
always seem to be able to put forward a
case which would lead member.s to believe that they speak with authority,
but they have distorted the dauses of
the Bill and also the Mlinister's secondreading speech.
The honorable member for Korong
made the statesman-like utterance that
the Bill was introduced to pacify the
Labour party. He must have gone into
a trance to get some supernatural power
to think out such statesman-like words.
It may be of interest to members of the
Opposition to know that the first time
the Labour party saw the Bill or discussed it with members of the Government was when it was introduced into
this House. I make that point to show to
what length members of the Oppositiion
will go to distort the objectives'of legislation brought forward by the present
Government. In the circumstances, am
I not entitled to contend that Opposition
members are using this measure for
purely party political purpo'Ses? The
honorable member for Korong, in his
wisdom, said that the administrative
cost of the Board would be close to
£80,000 a year. That was a case of
"think of a number, double it, square it,
divide the result by three, mulmply that
by two, and if the calculation comes to
£80,000, that is the answer." The honorablle member had the States mixed somewhat, because he endeavoured to compare Victorl'a with New South, Wales, a
comparison that is ridiculous.
In the first place, the Board in New
South, Wales' controls not only the distribution of milk but also the hygienic Slide
of the retailing businesses, including
dairies. Furthermore, thalt Board has a
supervision an1gl'e; its inspectors supervise cows on the farm's and so forthwork which in Victoria comes under the
jurisdiction filOt of the Milk Board but of
the Agricu~ture Department. If the
administrative costs of the Board in
New South W'ales, which has so m'any
Mr. Galvin.

Bill.

ramifications-induding labora,tories, a
veterin:ary section, and so on-amount to
£80,000 a year, I would pO'int out to the
honor.able member for Korong, who
manifests such benign innocence, that
the argument does not and cannot apply
to Victoria. Let me take the ques'tion a
little further and suppose that the additional cos't involved through the vesting
of milk in the Milk 'Board in Victoria will
a~ount to £10,000 a year. r tclephoned
the Board to ascertain its ~S'timate, and
the reply was that the increase would be
in the viC'inity of £6,000.I look upon the honorable member for
Korong more as an authority on
,Cortieda'les than on da'irying, and so I am
tryiing to en:Iighten him. His estimate of
Clost was £80,000, whereas the ,figure of·
£6,000, by way of increase, was mentioned by the Board. As the honorable
member likes to mention round figuresotherwise he would ndt have referred to
£80,000-I will assume that the increased
cost will be £10,000, but that would only
be ~he equivalent of one-twenty-·fifth of
a penny per quart per yea'r and it would
take a huge number of twenty4ifths of
a penny to make up £80,000. Perhaps the
honorahle member for Korong wHl work
it out and let us' know the resu[t. In
any case he will' understand how
rIdiculous his statement was.
Coming now to the honorable member
for Grant, I should think that he has
some knowledge of the question. In fact,
I beI:ieve that he was at one time an
aspirant for the position of chairman 'Of
the Milk Board. I heard a suggestion
along that line in this House on one
occaSion.
Mr. FRASER.-You hear all sorts of
Strange things.
Mr. GALVIN.-Among the strange
things I hear is the heresy preached
by the Liberal party regarding the
present measure. I do not des'ire to do
the honorable member a disserVice, but
even he would distort a statement made
by the Leader of the Dabour party. The
hon'orable member for Grant said:I say defindtely that the old ~ormula will
always remain because we cannot get away
from it. That was explained effectively by
the Leader of the Labour par,ty when he
said that if the price fixed for WIhole milk
was not satisfactory dairy farmers would
go over to but1;er or cheese production.
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The honorable -member for Grant is He said alsounable to distinguish clearJy between the
I do not propose at this stage to discuss
price of butter and the price of butter- all the restrictive clauses in the Bill or to
dwell on the possibilities of graft contained
fat.
in them.
Mr. FRAsER.-Can you tell me the
In my view there is something radically
difference?
Mr. GALVIN.-I merely wish to tell wrong with any member of thts House
th:e
honorable
member
that
he who enterta.ins such thoughts. If the
deliberately dtstorted a statement of the charge is levelled against the Minister
Leader of the Labour party, who said it applies also to his predecessors and his
tha t the price of milk could be linked up successors. Men of the ilk of the honorwith the price of bu tter-fat and that able member for Dundas are rethe farmers' returns from whole milk sponsiblefur dragging down the honour
must be higher than from butter-fat. of this Parliamentary institution.
Mr. FRASER.-The licences are granted
The honorable member for Grant has
knowledge on the question of milk on application.
supply, yet his approach to the discussioQn
IMr. GALVIN.-The honorable memof this measure is the same as that of ber for Grant, when chairman of" the
his Opposition colleagues who are Transport Regulation Board, was in a
actuated by a party political motive.
position to issue many licences, and I
Mr. FRASER.-Explain what you mean. feel sure he would resent the suggestion
Mr. GALVIN.-I have no desire to tha t graft was connf~cted with any of his
give the honoQrable member any informa- acNons when administering an Act of
tion on the point beyond showing how the Crown. Therefore, are not others
he distorted the statement of the Leader en ti tied to be trea ted with the same
of the Labour party. The honorable respect as that with which the hono'rmember for Dundas, in the course of his able member for Dundas is treated?
remarks, made one of the most astoundLieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-The honoring statements ever heard in this House. able member for Dundas did not accuse
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-The Leader . the present Board.
of the Labour party did. He said that
Mr. GALVIN.---.:He mentioned the
this measure contained a most revoluword
" graft." If he did not accuse the
tionary proQposal.
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable mem- Board, whom else could he accuse? The
ber fp1' Caulfield, too, astounds me. As honorable member for Dundas drew a
Ministpr of Agriculture he administered . filthy conclusion when he said, "1
the present legislation for two years and wonder how much it would cost to buy
I
found no fault with it. Now that the one of those transpprt licences."
Country party Government desires to should imagine that the licences would
consolidate the legislation, the honor- be issued upon appl1icaf.ion and payment
to the Board o'f £1 unless the applicant
able member complains.
had
a conviction recorded against him.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT .-'ConsolidaThe honorable member for Caulfield,
tion plus vesting.
Mr. GALVIN.-During the two years when making his second-reading speech,
of his administra tion the honorable said that if retailers were levied at the
member saw nothing wrong with the rate of .one thirty-second of a penny per
legislation, but now he finds that it is gallon there would be no need for vestThe honorable member knows
full of imperfections. I sincerely hope ing.
that the members of his party will have th'a t before the High Court decision was
something to say to the honorable mem- 'given, retailers wp.re being levied oneHe also
ber for Dundas concerning the astonish- tenth of a penny a gallon.
ing statement he made. In fact, I con- knows that the High Court ruled that
sider that the Speaker should take some any levy on the bas'is of gallonage was
The honorable member for
action a-gainst him. The honorable mem- invalid.
ber said, when referring toO the sections Caulfield js indulging in self-'criticism of
what he considered good white he
regarding the licensing of carriersoccupied
the portfolio of Minister of
1 wonder how much it would cost to buy
Agriculture.
one of these transport licences.
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Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-This is a
different Bill, and you know it.
iMr. GALVm.-More than 75 per cent.
of it is the same as the measure introduced by the honorable member for
Oaulfield when he was Minister of Agriculture in the previous Administration.
I am willing to bet that the honorable
member had a sorry time when he was
asked by his Leader to criticize this
measure. Probably he said, "How will
I criticize the Bill?
I adminiostered
similar ·legislation for two and a half
years."
Lieu t.-Colonel DENNETT.-If granted
leave, I am prepared to criticize it aga'in.
'Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member for Caulfield has already had more
th1an sufficient time in whioh to do that.
He also saldIf I interpreted the Minister's speech
aright, it is the intention to have one uniform price operating, say for a year, and
doing away wdth these differential autumn,
win ter, and spring prices.

The Minister of Agriculture stated that
it was intended to fix differential
seasonal prices. Sub-section (4), of proposed new section 19 definitely states'
that the Board may determine varying
prices for different periods. The honorable member for Caulfield said. . . . . . if this Bill is passed into law it
will be mandatory for every supplier of
milk to make returns to the Board in
triplicate or quadruplicate.

!Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Have you
any authority to say that is wrong?
Mr. GALVIN.-Yes, I have the
authority of the Milk Board itself.
I
telephoned that body, as the honorable
member for Caulfield should have done.
I ascertained that the draft forms had
been prepared.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-You said
that they would not have to be filled in.
Mr. GALVIN.-I said that the honorable member for Caulfie1d was wrong in
contending that those forms would have
to be filled in in triplicate or quadruplicate.
Lieut.-Colonel
to differ.

DENNETT.-We

agree

Bill.

Mr. GALVIN.-I have some authority
for· my statement, but the honorable
member for Caulfield has none for his.
Another bright statement made by the
honorable member for Oaulfield wasHowever, I contend that a producer who
does not enter into a contract will be put
out of business.

In his heart of hearts the honorable
member for Caulfield knows that is incorrect.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I do not.
Mr. GALVlN.-At present a producer
who does not obtain a contract sends his
mHk to a factory.
The milk is sent
there for manufacturing pUl'lposes and
the position wiH not be changed with the
passing of th'isBHl. He will not be out of
fue buSiness because under the Biill it is
mandatory for the Board to issue an
invilaltion to the producer who, in turn,
carl decide whether or not he will enter
into a contract with the Board or seH his
m~lk to a butter factory. That is obvious
under sub-dause (2) of dause 3, which
provides:Where before the commencement of this
Act a dairy farmer was supplying milk for
s·ale or distl"'ibution in the metropolis, pursuant to a contract under the Milk Board
Acts as theretofore in force and which is
terminated by this section, the Board shall
invite sucb dairy farmer to enter into a
contract under this Act for the delivery to
the Board of milk for sale or distribution in
an appropriate milk district or milk
districts.

Perhaps the honorable member for
Cauliield, in his search for new provisions in the Bill, did not worry about
wha t was included in. the Act he
administered when he was Minister of
Agriculture. It indicates the extent to
whrich distortion has been practised by
Opposition members for party polittcal
purposes.
The honoflable member for Dundas
a'sked, in effect, "If the Minister does
not propose to bring all of the State
under the jurisdiction of the Board,
why is sub-section (2) of proposed new
section 4 included in clause 4 of the
Bill?" I think that provision is in the
old Act, and if any municipality desires
to come within the purview of this leglislation it can make application in the
nonnal way. Outside of the metropolitan area, Bendigo is the only place that
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has so applied. The consumers, producers, and retailers in the Bendigo district combined and fought for years to
have the Act applied to the district, and
it has proved of inestimable benefit.
When the honorable member for
Caul!fleld Was Minister of Agriculture I
introduced to him a deputation representing retailers from all parts of the State,
who expressed a desire that the Act
should be made applicable to all country
centres. To claim that once the Bill is
passed -the Minister Wiill throw a blanket
control an over the State indicates the
extent to whlich Opposition members are
prepared to go in their attempt to mislead the people on this subject. The
on[y provision that is causing any concern relates to the licensing of carriers.
I belli eve the Government will take steps
to see that licensed carriers Will be men
of probity who wiH guarantee con"t'inuity
of service. The Labour party disagrees
with the practice whereby any person
('an approach the Transport Regula1tion
Board, pay £1 to become the holder of
an "EI(h) " licence, and fhen approach
the Milk Board and say, "I must be
granted a licence to carry milk"
Lieut.-Colonell DENNETT.-That provision is in the prindpcill Act, which
was in force while the Labour party
was in power. You criticized me and
said that as Minister of Agriculture I
did nothing, but during the years that
the Labour party Government was in
office it took no steps to amend that
provisdon.
Mr. GALVIN.-When I was a Minister
in the Cain Government, I had a full
time job dealing with the three Departments under my control. It has been
found that undesirable people have
been carryJng whole milk to MelThey have
bourne under licence.
undercut
the' rates
of reputable
carriers Wlho have invested thousands
The
of pounds in the industry.
undesirable elemen~ invariably went
bankrupt, owing money to producers and
garage proprietors.
In my view, the
provision in the Bill should be tightened.
I commend the GoverIllment for having
introduced this measure, because it will
give some guarantee that the Milk Board
will be a'ble to operate in the future as it
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has operated in the past. It seems strange
that Opposition members should now
profess their belief in producer control.
The present members of the IMilk Board
were
appointed by
t1he Hollway
Government, and from their state.ments it is obvious that Opposition
members are not only out of step with
members on this (the Government) side
of the House, but they are also out of
step with each other.
The honorable·
member for Dandenong concluded his
address on the note that he h~lieved
in producer control, but the honorable
member for Caulfield does not believe in
it.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Who said
so?
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member
cannot believe in it, otherwise he would
not have reappointed the present Board.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Wil~ you
answer thlis question: Do you or do you
not agree with all the statements made
by your Leader on this Bill?
Mr. GALVIN.-I do not disagree with
my Leader; I support his statements,
and I do not object to ~hat being recorded.
in Hansard} as the honorable member is
striving so valiantly to ensure.
It is'
evident that the members of the
Opposition are out of step with one
another. It must have been difficult for
the honorable member for Caulfield when
his Leader 'asked him as former Minister
of Agriculture to take over the Bill for
the Opposition. The honorable member
knew that because of his c'hange
of front criticism would be levelled
against him. I sincerely hope that
when making a speech on any other
Bill dealing with agriculture the honorable member for Caulfield will not
criticize his own actions as Minister for
two and a half yeaI'!S because, in my
opinion, there is nothing worse than a
former Minister criticizing Acts which he
has administered and took no steps to
remedy.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell) .-It
was interesting to hear the honorable
member for Bendigo say that he supported his Leader. Last week the Leader
of the Labour party delivered a speech
which, for the most part, was definitely
related to the Bill and did not contain
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the irrelevancies to which we have just
listened.
Among other things, the
Leader of the Labour party saidThe Bill before the House, however, will
result in the control of milk being taken
completely out of the hands of the producers and vested in a Board of three
Government nominees. In the opinion of
those who expound the advantages of
free enterprise that is a revolutionary
procedure.

Bill.

The Bill .lays the foundation for the
socialization of the milk industry, and
that is our objection to it. As the
Leader of the Labour party has said, it is
a most revolutionary measure for people
who believe in free enterprise. We, ask
the Government to realize that there is
another way of raising the required sum.
of £15,000 or £20,000. We are quite
happy for the \Milk Board Acts to be
consolidated. However, we do not like
anyone saying that the Minister of
Agriculture in the Hollway Government
administered an Act that was in 75 per
cent. of its provisions similar to this Bill.
The remaining 25 per cent. 'makes all the
difference. Insofar as the Bill' is a
consolida tion we are perfectly happy, but
we warn the Country party that it is
making' a serious mistake in introducing
a measure that will have the effect of
nationalizing the milk industry.

He gave that warning to the House
almost as if he himself had changed his
views very considerably from the time he
first ,spoke in this House on the control of
milk. Later he said· that owing to the
decision of the High Court, which had
temporarily deprived the Milk Board of
revenue, the Government had included in
this measure a most revolutionary plan.
He also referred to it as using a sledge
hammer to crack a nut. The nut to be
cr,acked was how to find the sum of about
£15,000 a year. For the sake of getting
that amount the Government has
I think most members of the Opposition
somehow or another produced this Bill, would oppose the measure if every dairy
which the Leader of ,the Labour party farmer and retail dairyman in Victoria
referred to as a most revolutionary were in favour of it. First, we would
measure.
want to protect them from their
The honorable member for Bendigo own
fony;
secondly,. we
would
suggested that the measure had been want
to
plI'otect
the
consumer;
recommended by the Milk Board. If that and tlhirdly, we would want to
is so, probably it was because the Board give those engaged in the milk industry
wanted to secure revenUe to enable it to time to understand what the Bill was
carryon. Probably some one suggested about. I believe that the whole future of
that all 'milk should be vested in the our com1munity depends upon the
Milk Board, and immediately the Board, preservation of free enterprise under the
some public serv'ant, or perhaps the law. One of our laws with regard to the
Minister himself said, "Presto, the deduction of a miserable one-tenth of a
problem is solved, all milk shall Ibe vested penny was upset. Is the Government so
in the Milk Board." Members of the stupid th'at it has to rush bull-headed
Opposition are not talking for cheap into a socialistic plan? The Labour party
sectional purposes; we were never more may not have suggested the plan, but I
serious than we are at present. I hope am sure that it was " tickled pink" that
that the Government will realize that this proposal was introduced by the
. this is a serious moment in the history Country party. I do not impugn the
of free enterprise in Victoria.' The motives of those who advanced the
Minister of Agriculture has paid careful suggestion to the Government. No doubt
attention to what has been said, and he they meant well; all they wanted to do
must be impreS'sed with many of the was to maintain a revenue of £15,000
points made by the honorable member a year to pay the expenses of the Milk
for Caulfield, with his experience as a Board. . Surely the Gove~nment has
former Minister, the honorable member enough intelligence to raise the £15,000
for Dundas, the honorable member for in some other way. That is the whole
Dandenong, and others. They have all of our case.
stressed that their one objection to the
If the dairymen think they are going
measure is that it undermines a person's
right to do what he likes with the pro- to gain anything from this legislation I
wish to point out a few fa;cts to them.
duction from his own farm.
Mr.
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They must purchase milk f.rom the Board
and from the Board alone; the penalty
for the first offence committed against
that provision i,s £50 and for the second
offence £100. They must not purchase
from any other licensed distributor without a contract in writing having been
approved by the Board; if they do so
they ~'re liable to a penalty of £50. They
may not sell their businesses without the
permission of the Board; if they do so
both the seller and the purchaser are
liable to a penalty of £100. I do not
know whether they can sneeze without
the permission of the Board. Of course,
they may not increase their profits except by securing a greater volume of
milk which they can effectively sell. To
get a greater volume they have to vary
their contracts, and that is done only
with the consent of the Board. They
must not sell to anybody more than 2
gallons of milk. I do not object to that
condition, nor do I complain of the
maximum charge that they can make,
but whether they will make a penny
more in ten years' time is a matter for
the judgment of the Board. These
people may work themselves to death but
the Board may tell them how much milk
they may have and what area is theirs
as a field of distribution. They are
chained in everything by three members
of the Board~desirable gentlemen no
rloubt~but they ·are not even pr~ducers.
For what do the· dairymen go willy
nilly into this dangerous situation? I
do not know what is in their minds, but
the only sensible thing I can think of is
tha t a while back they had to pay onetenth of a penny on every gallon of
milk sold to help the Board, and they
did not like paying tenths of a penny. If
the Board acquires all the milk coming
into the metropolitan area the Board will
ciecide the maximum price and the dairymen will not have to bother about sending
<'lleques to that body. What the Board
saves them in one direction it may take
away from them in another. There is no
limit to the stupidity of many people.
The retail distributors have either no
idea how the legislation is framed, or
how carefully it has to be interpreted,
Qr else somebody has misrepresented the
whole situation to them.
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There are other aspects about which
the dairyman should be equally scared.
They may be put out of business. The
Board decides whether producers from
outside the milk area, which includes all
the metropolis and a great deal of Victoria as well as Bendigo, may go into any
district and sell in competition with the
dairymen. The Board can decide whether
the dairymen may be permitted to distribute by carts, or whether they may be
permitted to sell from the dairy or, as I
have already said, whether they may be
put out of business. That is the situation.
We are not told under what circumstances the dairymen can be treated
in these undesirable ways but we
are informed tha t if they are so
treated they are to receive compensation from the Milk Board. If
they are not satisfied they may appeal to
the Minister. They are given the right not
to appeal to a judicial authority but only
to the ·Minister who might be a Socialist
or might desire to put a certain man
out of business. It is not many years
since a Victorian Minlster deliberately
put a man out of business; the law was
framed for that very purpose. The
man's name was npt mentioned.
This is why Opposition members do
not like Socialism. We value free enterprise which has made British people
what they are to-day. Conditions similar
to those I have outlined apply to the
definition of the area in which a man
works; he has to take what comes.
When the newspaper proprietors control
newsagencies the Soeialist says that
. shows what capitaltis'ts will do. Recently
when I was at Mosman, I saw a newsagency, and a local resident told me that
it used to be well run. During the reren t
strike the owner's business disappeared.
Now he is selling comics and publications
obtained from Gordon and Gotch.
Tha t man has lost thousands of pounds
because a centralized authority said.
"You have been a naughty boy, and we
will take your agency away from you."
Has not the Deputy Leader of the
Labour party talked of graft? Does any
one ~uggest that socialist enterprises
are nobler? When there is a Board of
three controlling an industry involvin~
.£13,000,000, does anyone suggest that
there may not be at some time one who
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will he susceptible when asked whether
he can secure a bigger area for a
distributor?
Mr. GALVIN.-Do you make that charge
against the present Board?
Mr. WHATELY.-No.
Mr. GALVIN.-It is done purely by a
filthy insinuation.
'Mr. WHATELY.-I contend that during the last speech to which we listened
the ordinary decencies of debate were
not observed. The same thing is occurring during my address.' I wish any
Socialist to deny the possibility t!ha t
after a time there may not be one of a
little Board of three,controlling miUions
of pounds, who will not be susceptible at
least to flattery, and who may not
victimize some person by making his
milk area smaller or depriving him of a
licence, and the man will not be able to
secure any restitution. I finish my
comments on these dangers by saying
that some retail salesmen have no
realization of them.
The H~norary Minister has challenged
us ito favour a referendum O'f producers,
distributors, and consumers. We accept
the challenge. The honorable gentleman
asked what about the consumers and we
said, "Yes, ,include them, too." If the
Country party wishes to know wh'at Victoria thinks of the legislation the interested parties should be allowed to
have a referendum, and it should be one
of producers, distributors, and consumers.
Mem'bers of the Opposition wiiJi have
something to say in eountry districts
where people do not realize that the
Bill is a calamitous way of solving the
simple problem of ~aiSing between
£15,000 and £20,000 a year. What wHl
producers gain? Their only benefit will
be that the Board will be ahle to pay
them their money without delay. Doubtless that will be of importance to them
but fur that bauble they are prepared
to sign away their birthright. They do
not know what they are doing, and
the Socialists will not tell them. The
Honorary Minis'ter-Mr. White-should
inform milk producers that they are
facing grave danger. I challenge members of the Country party to hold a
referendum on the question. If they do
so, members of my party will visit
counky electorates represented by
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Government supporters and give those
representatives the sHock of their lives.
Country people are not stupid; they will
realize where the danger lies. I ask the
Minister to have another look at the Bill
and to consider the broad p,rineiples
discussed by Opposition spea'kers.
When the Minister was explaining the
measure, he made a comment which I
believe to be true although I think one
of two of my coHea-gues inadvertently
said that they did not consider it was.
The Minister saidMoreover, producers will not be compelled
to sell their product to the Board. If they
wish to do so they may sell milk to retailers
in any part of the State that is not a milk
district or send it to factories on a butterfat basis for manuf,acturing into butter or
cheese.

I believe producers will have the alternative stated by the Minister, but one or
two aspects of the matter should be considered. As soon as the Bill becomes law,
they will have an opportunity to sell their
product in other parts of the State bu~
the measure provides for a differential
rate which may be paid in a Milk Board
area. The Minister said that that possibility was being discussed because representations had been made for an
extension of the area. If one of the
features of the Bill is the extension of the
area under the control of the Milk Board,
is not the Minister bringing nearer the
time when the Board shall control the
purveying of all milk in the State? The
Honorary Minister said that the people
of Ballarat wished to come under the
Bill.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Honorary Minister).
-The Mayor of Ballarat is a member of
your party and he is one of the instiga tors of the Bill.
Mr. WHATELY.-I shoul'd be glad to
talk with the gentleman. It is possible
rthat people in Colac and other towns
will say, "We want to come under the
'legislation. "
Mr. Moss.-Many centres are asking to
be brought under the Bill.
Mr. WHATELY.-Something done innocently could be catastrophic in the
hands of a socialistic Cabinet or a
socialistic Board.
I do not think the
Government is happy about the Egg and
Egg Pulp Ma,rketing Boa,rd, and I do not
think it will always be happy about the
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Milk Baard. This matter is toO' seriaus
to be all awed to' go by without prO' test,
and the Oppositian is asking the Gavernment to salve the pvablem in same ather
way.
I would paint aut that all milk intended
far cansumption in any form or intended for use in the manufacture in a
milk district of any artide or commodity
other than butter and cheese is to be
vested in the Board. If the time comes
when 'the State is declared to be a milk
district, all milk except that devoted to
the manufacture of butter and cheese
will be vested in -the Board. Milk used
for the production of dried milk, condensed milk, or casein prO' ducts will be
vested in the Board, and the optian that
the Minister mentioned will have disappeared. The milk praducer will not
have any other district in which to' sell
his milk.
Mr. Moss.-I intend to cover that paint
by means af an amendment.
Mr. WHATELY.-Tbat is same camfort to me. There is no need for this
revolutionary change which was spoken
af by the Leader af the Labour party as
taking a sledge-hammer to deal with the
problem of raising £15,000 a year.
I
urge the Government to withdraw the
Bill, and to intraduce anather measure
lacking its sacialistic features.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).~The debate has
ranged aver all canceivahle subjects
from the use of sledge-hammers to
"graft." I have tried to separate the
milk from t!he water, but it ha-s been
difficult to' dO' SO'. As I see it, all parties
agree that means must be found to avercame the effect of the High Court's
deci'sian, Which prevented the Milk
Board fram impasing a levy an milk.
AU members also agree as to' the high
stan'dling in the community af the present
MHk Board and the _,prabity of its
members. The Government believes tihe
Bill is tlhe only acceptable plan to overcome t!he High Caurt's decision and so
produce the revenue necessary to' finance
the milk industry. It believes in the
scheme that it has praduced, which the
Leader of the Dabaur party described a'S
being revalu'tianary, and I think he was
sincere when he made t!he statement. It
believes it has the ideal' answer -in the Bill.
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The Gavernment is alsO' confident that
the praducers suppart this prapasal. 1
wander whether the producers, if they
cansidered the effects af that prapasal,
would be sa whaleheartedly in favaur
of it. The Oppasitian believes that
dairymen will rue the day the Bill becames law. The unfortunate cansumer
has not been cansulted or cansidered in
this scheme.
Members an this, the
Oppasitian, side O'f the Hause have considerable misgivings as to the effect the
Bill will have on consumers. We believe,
as alsO' dO' mast members supparting the
Gavernment, that the ultimate result af
the Bill will be a substan tiai increase in
the price af milk.
As I said 'befare, the Oppasitian accepts
the fact that same amendment of the
legisla tian is necessary to' avercome the
difficulty created by the decision of the
High Caurt. The hanorable member far
Caulfield, who is in Charge of the Bill far
the Oppasitian, has 'Submitted 'a pr'J-pasal to the !Minister af Agriculture t')
avercame the difficu~ty. The Oppasitian
a:bjects to' the Bill because, in the first
place, i't is cantrary to' the principle af
free enterprise f:aT which members of
the Oppositian party stand. - Secandly,
the Oppositian is cancerned at the
vesting of tremendaus pawer in a
Board af three, which is, Incidentally, a
Baard that is not praducer elected. However, thecancern af Oppasition members
is lessened tby the good reputatian of the
present members af the Milk Baard, but
itcantemplates the pasitian which might
arise in tlhe future when the services
af such excellent men might nat be available to' administer the 'Milk Baard, particularly if future Gavernments shauld
get intO' difficulties with the Milk Baard,
just as the present Gavernment has got
intO' trauble with the Egg Baa'rd.
Members O'f the Oppasition 'are firmly
af the apinian 'that the vesting of all
milk in the Baard is unnecessary ancf~
dangeraus. The alternative available t()l
the praducer in selling his milk is that
he may dispase of it to pracessars, but in
aur apinian that is nat a satisfactary
a1ternative. A dairy farmer whO' had
deve}aped his herd to' praduce whale
milk, might fall aut with the Baard
which might then cancel his cantract and
to' a large extent his livelihaad would be
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jeop'ardized. Admittedly, he would have
the alternative of being free to sell his
mnk to a factory, if the factory would
buy it. At present, an the 'milk which
can be~ produced can be sold to factories,
but will the producer be in such a good
position when the supply of. milk is equal
to the demand?
The Opposition is seriously concerned 1!hat the Bill will involve a
definite increase in the administrative
costs of the Milk Board, by an increase
in its personnel and in various other
ways,
including the provIsIOn of
additional premises, which are not available at present. Another matter of concern to the Opposition is ,the extra formfilling which will become necessary not
only in the office of the Board, but also
on the farm and in the dairy. The
Opposition is seriously perturbed about·
the increased cost of milk to the consumer. lit considers tha ta further price
increase will be inevitable if the Bin
becomes law, While at the same time
the producer will not receive a higher
return for his product than at present.
The Opposition entirely agrees that, in
view of the High Court decision, a new
method of financing the activities of the
Board must be found, but it does not
agree with the method proposed under
the Bill, which amounts to virtual
socialization of the whole milk industry.
The Opposition has suggested an alternative to the Government which it has not
accepted. Therefore, we oppose the Bill.
The House divided on the motion.
Ayes
28
Noes
18
Majority for the motion
Mr. Barclay
Mr. Barry
Mr. Brose
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Doube
. Mr. Dunn
Mr. Fewster
Mr. Galvin
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Hyland
Sir Albert Lind
Mr. McDonald

Ayes.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

(Shepparton)

Mr. Merrifield
Mr. Rylah.

10

Mitchell
Morton
Moss
O'Carroll
Pettiona
Scully
Shepherd
Smith
Stoneham
White
(Allendale)

Mr. White
(Mentone).

Tellers:
Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Ruthven.

NOES.

Block
Mr. Bolte
M~.

Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Ireland
Mr. Leckie
Lieut.-Col. Leggatt
Sir Thomas Maltby
Mr. McDonald
(Dundas)

Mr. Mibus
Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Rylah
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Turnbull
Mr. Tyack
Mr. Whately.

Tellers:
Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Mr. Mack.

PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Cain
Corrigan
Fulton
Holland
Holt
Randles
Sutton

Mr. Hollway
Mr. Norman
Mr. Reid
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Guye
Mr. Donn
Mr. Oldham.

The Bill was read a second time and
committed. .
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
The SPEAKER.-T11.e question isThat the House will, to-morrow, again
resolve itself into a Committee of the whole.

Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT (Caulfield).
- I hope the Government does not intend
to proceed with this measure to-morrow.
Mr. BARRY.---Why not?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Opposition
members require time to consider the
question of amendments. The Minister
should agree to further· consideration
being postponed until next week.
I
moveThat the word "to-morrow" be omitted
with the view of inserting the words" Tuesday next."

The amendment was negatived, and the
motion was agreed to.
EDUCATION (AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the Council and, on the -motion of Sir ALBERT
LIND (Minister of Lands), was read a
first time.
JUSTICES (SERVICE OF PROCESS)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Council 'and, on the motion of Mr. MITCHELL
(Attorney-General), was read a first
time.

Adjournment.
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ADJOURNMENT.
HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES C;:OMMISSION:
HOSPITAL TRAINING CENTRES: DEREGISTRATION - RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT:
ADVERTISEMENT
ON
HOARDINGSDAIRYING INDUSTRY: BUTTER PRICESLABouR UEPARTMENT: EMPLOYMENT
, OF CHILDREN: THEATRES AND NEWSPAPER DELIVERY--STATE ELECTRICITY
COMMISSION: INCIDENCE OF INCREASED
CHARGES: GEELONG TRAMWAY FARESWATER SUPPLY:
W ANNON RIVER
CATCHMENT: GEOLOGICAL SURVEYSOLDIER SETTLEMENT: GERRI GERRUP
ESTATE: ROAD FACILITIES-BUILDING
DIRECTORATE: USE OF BRICKS IN FENCES
-HOUSING COMMISSION: SALE OF
HOMES TO TENANTS.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chi~f Secretary).I move-That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
to-morrow at half-past Ten o'clock.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I move-.
That the House do now adjourn.

lt has been suggested that a training
centre be set up for the training of nursing aids who will be given a twelve
months' course at that centre. There,
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too, the position, is similar, for again
it is proposed to cent-ralize the
education of nursing aids. I believe that
the step taken by the Hospitals and
Charities Commission is a retrograde one.
That is not la decentralization move-rather is it centralization.
Hospital
committees which have been doing
splendid work throughout the countryside for their respective institutions have
been dealt a very s'ad blow. I can only
say that their reaction to the determination is aptly described 'in the newspaper
heading," Bombshells hit hospitals." I
plead with the Chief Secretary ito convey
to the 'Minister of Health the 'concern of
all 'country dwellers in regard to this
matter.
Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hill).-I
do not wish to engage in a wrangle with
a high ranking officer of this State but,
in the newspapers, I read that the chairman of the Railways Commissioners is
reported to have stated that mine was
a voice crying in the wilderness. He was
referring to my statement in the House
last week concerning an advertisement
on raHway hoardings. The only place
where I raised ·my voice was' in this
Chamber and, if this is a wilderness, Mr.
Speaker, I 'ask you to act as did Moses
and lead the faithful from the wilderness
into the" Promised Land."

C

Mr. MIBUS (Borung).-I wish to avail
myself of this opportunity-the first I
have .had-of voicing a very strong protest against the determination made by
the Hospitals and Charities Commission
to deregister twelve hospital training
centres in Victoria. There are eleven of
those centres situated in country districts, the other being at Williamstown.
Most sincerely do I say that the inevitable result of deregistration of these hospital training centres will be a decrease
in the number of trainees for the nursing
profession; further, the few girls who
will enlist for the nursing profession
from the country districts concerned will
have to do their training either in the
city of Melbourne, in provincial cities or
in large provincial towns. Another result
will be that having had not only the
amenities and comforts, provided in the
hospitals in the cities affected but
a'lso the general amenities of the larger
centres', the present trainees 'be loth to
return to their own districts.

Adjournment.

Q

Mr. FRASER (Grant).-I desire to
bring under ,the notice O'f the Minister
in Charge of Prlces that, during the last
few days, members on both sides of the
House have 'been inundated with telegrams from individual dairymen, and
members of the Victorian Dairymen's
Association, Australian Primary Producers' Union, -and other organizations,
asking for support in their demand 'for
an increased price of butter. Some telegrams have sought support for a demand
of 1s. a pound increase in the price of
butter and butter-fat. I understand that
the butter prices :have been discussed 'between the Commonwealth and the States
and that further conferences are to 'be
held. I should be glad if the Minister in
Charge of Pr<ices would inform the
House whether the State :has any responsibi11ty:in this matter, or, in any
event, to what extent negotiations have
progressed so that members m:ay be enabled to reply to those telegrams.
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Adjournment.

Mr. DOUBE (Oakleigh).-I direct
attention to 'the conditions under which
some children are employed in Victaria.

less than it would have been had the
meter been read during the month of
July.

Regular theatre goers will no doubt

The method adopted by the Stat-e

recO'llect having seen sm'all children Electricity Commissian may be rea.san,dressed in page unifoz,ms working in able for equalizing the increase, but thE'
those places.
r 'believe they are effect an thase persans whase meters are
emplayed an six evenings a week read late is that they are caHed on t'O pay
for a total wage 'Of abaut lOs. They the higher price far electrical energy
were employed 'at that rate in consumed far the whale 'Of the pre1939 and, while there' has !been na ceding quarter. 1 da nat think the Gavincrease in the children's wages I under- ernment's intentian was ta make the
stand that the theatres have increased increased price of electricity retrospectheir charges in the meantime.
The tive far that periad unless it .were ta be
children ta wham II refer wark a tatal made retraspective f.ar all c'Onsumers.
uf abaut fifteen haurs fram 7 a'clack It is equally logical ta assume that a
until the interval an six nights a week for persan whase meter is read early this
which they receive 'Only lOs. They re- time is likely ta have it read early in any
ceive na payment 'far public halidays, nar future quarter. Therefare, those persons
are they entitled ta any halidays dur- . whase names appear early 'On the raster
ing the year.
'Of a meter reader are cantinually paying
considerably less far electrical
Same 'Of the children ta wham I refer
are alsa emplayed an paper raunds. energy than thase wha are unfartunate
Many 'Of them, between the 'ages of 10 enaugh ta have their meters read late
and 11 years, wark 'a tatal 'of eleven cansisten tly.
'While there may be same justificatian
haurs daily--five 'and a half haurs at
schaal, twa haurs 'in the marning, and far the increased price of electricity, in
twa haurs in the afternaonan paper view 'Of the present ecanamic trend, there
deliveries, while at niight they work far shauld at least be equal justice f'Or all
a cauple 'Of haurs at a theatre.
Same consumers 'Of electricity and, if an inchildren waz,k far 'almast ,60 haurs a crease in price is decided upon, 1 suggest
week, when the time spent an their paper that in fairness ta everyone, the increase
raunds 'and theatre wark is taken inta should be applied unifarmly to all cancansideratian. If 'the Gavernment can- sumers and thase whase meters are read
nalt stap this sart of thing 'Occurring, late cansistently shauld nat be singled
I think -it should da samething ta ensure aut ta bear a heavier burden. Under
that the children are paid a reasanable present canditi'Ons, the manetary effect
wage. Personally, I am appased ta their may be considerable in the case 'Of a
warking at 'all. Same members may con- small manufacturer wha has been com~
tend that if the children have initiative puting part 'Of hi'S cast factar an a knawn
they will get an by selling papers and unit rate ·for electrical energy, but the
working at picture theatres, but my impact is far greater an the hausehold
belief is that the right place far a child which is using a cansiderable number of
with inHiative is ,at :schaol, studying. I electrical appliances.
hape that 'the ,Minister of Education will
1 am certain th'a t the Minister in
use his 'cansiderable pawers in regard to Char.ge 'Of Electrical Undertakings will
thase children, and that the Gavernment give favaurable consideration to devising
will take steps ta ensure that rtbey are same means ta equalize the charge far
flOt e~plaited.
electrical energy shauld anather increase
be faund necessary, and J: ask him ta
lY:tr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenang).
investigate
the 'Possibility 'Of arranging
-1 bring ta the natice of the Minister in
Charge 'Of Electrical Undertakings an that all bills rendered for the last quarextraordinary positian that has arisen in ter shall be at the same rate. 1 shall
rei a tian ta the increased price of nat suggest what that rate shauld he.
Mr. HOLT (Partland) .-1 wish ta
electricity. If a .persan was sufficiently
fartunate ta bave his meter read befare refer ta a matter which cancerns the
the end 'Of June, his bill was considerably Minister 'Of Water Supply. Same time
0
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ago, a request was directed to his
Department in regard to the fuli exploitation of the Wannon catchment in
the Grampians area for a regional water
supply in ,the Western District which,
prim·arily, would serve at least three
towns in my electorate and the town of
Hamilton in another electorate. About
a year ago, the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission placed on the
Wannon river meters to record the flow
of water during the last season. I ask
the Minister to check up on the time for
which the meters have been installed and
have them read; also to have a geological
survey made of the catchment areas of
Jimmy''S cre~k and the Wannon dver to
ascertain whether the bed oOf the valley ,is
suffieient to hold the water to be stored
there. The reason T 'ask for action at
present is that .the Western District has
experienced one of the driest seasons on
recoOrd and settlers would like preliminary work undertaken at once, so that
prepara tions can be made foOr the next
seasoOn.
It is hoped that eventually
mountain water will be available to the
towns I have mentioOned to augment
supplies that would carry them over dry
seasons such ·as have been experienced in
the last three years.
From my personal investigation of the
area concerned, I found that at the height
of the driest season in the Western District Jimmy's creek was flowing at a rate
of 1,500,000 gallons a day. The town of
Hamilton was restricted to water consumption totalling 750,000 gallons daily,
when it could have used 1,250,000
gallons daily; at the same Nme water
was being taken from Hamilton to Dunkeld to 'augment the local water soheme
in that disibrict and to keep the town
sup.plies going. I trust that ultimately
the scheme will coOnnect up with the
reticulation s-chemes in the Glen-thompson,
Dunkeld, ,and Penshurst areas.
The
water is there, but 'the ma'in job is to
ascertain, by a. geological survey,
whether the Wannon vaHey will hold
the water when it is caug~lt. The original scheme was designed after a survey
in 1905 to divert the water to the north.
That was superseded by the Rocklands
scheme. We believe the water should
come south-west, where it is most neces-
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sary for the industrial development of
the district.
The second matter to which I shall
refer cqncerns the Minister of Soldier
Settlement. I have before me one letter
of a series forwarded to me asking that
emergency action be taken to provide
means of ingress and egress to the Gerri
Gerrup estate in the Shire of Minhamite.
The idea was that a metal airstrip mat
should be made available so that the
eleven families concerned could go to and
from their farms. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on how one looks
at it, conditions experienced in the last
two years have not been as wet as they
are at present, when the families cannot
get to and from their properties. They
are unable to induce contractors or carpenters to do any work in the settlement
because of the lack of roads, but the most
urgent problem for the settlers is the
trouble experienced in obtaining medical
assistance in cases of accident. Last
year two accidents occurred and, despite
the dry season, difficulty was experienced
in having the patients removed for treatment. One was not seriously injured,
and the other was brought out in time to
receive very necessary treatment.
I have investigated the proposal that
a metal airstrip mat should be provided
as a means of expediency. The cost
would be prohibitive normally, but these
are not normal times. Apart from the
cost involved, I am instructed that a
metal airstrip mat would not be adequate
to overcome the difficulties experienced,
because the road traverses a creek bed
in various places and the cr~ssings are
quagmires. Vehicles are bogged to the
extent of 2 feet in mud. Tenders have
been called for work on the road, but the
successful tenderer has stated that he
cannot do anything until 1953. I would
ask the Minister to request the Soldier
Settlement Commission to take action, or
ask the Country Roads Board to see what
facilities it can make available to assist
the shire in the matter of providing
urgently needed roads in a most deserving case.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).-During
last winter and in autumn of rthis year
dairy farmers in the Coleraine 'and
Casterton districts have suffered considerably because of insufficiency of feed
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for their animals. Conditions did not
permit of their running the normal number of dairy stock necessary to enable the
settlers to earn sufficient income for their
keep. I believe that shortly the community will suffer <an even greater
shortage of butter than is at present 'being experienced. I 'Convened meetings
of da'iry farmers in the localities and
requested 'from them a cost survey to
give an indication of what the ~ndustry
would require per pound for butter to
enable them to carryon and supply this
much needed commodity for the people
O'f the St'ate and the Commonwealth.
Particulars have been suppUed and I believe details 'are available 'for Ministerial
consideration. During 'last week-end J
received more than rtJwelve telegrams
from that area alone requesting that 1
should lend whatever assistance I was
able to induce the State prices Ministers
to review the price of butter and to move
that dairy farmers be ,allowed at least
1s. a pound increase on the present price
of butter.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. Archie
Michaelis).-This subject has already
been dealt with by another honorable
member on the ,adjournment motion. It
is not the practice to debate a subject
already raised on an adjournment
motion.
Mr. McDONALD (Dundas).---"I shall
round off my remarks Iby saying that I
wi'sh to give the dairy ifarmers full support,and I join with other honorable
members in requesting a statement from
the prices Minister on the subject.
Another ,matter that I should like to
bring before the House relates to the use
of bricks for fence building-a subject on
which there has been considerable controversy. A brick manufactu~er named
Taylor, who resides. in Stawell, some
time ago made application to the
Building Directo:rate for permission to
use waste bricks from his factory to
build 'a brick fence around his residence.
I appreciate that new Ibricks of 'solid
construction capable of being used for
house-building purposes Ishould not be
used in fences, but .it is inevitable that
in brick ~making some Ibricks are produced which are unfit for use lin dwellings. The use of. such bricks should be
permi tted in fences. I ask the Chief

Adjournment.

Secretary to bring this rna tter to
the notice of the Minister of Housing, and request that he take a
more realistic view of this subject,
·sothat a formula can be evolved
to allow the bricks to be used for some
useful purpose. If they cannot be used
for hous'ing, permission should be granted
for their use in the construction of
fences.
Mr. DUNN (Geelong).-I should like
to bring to theatten tion 'of the House
a matter that concerns the travelling
pulJlic jn the city o'f Geelong, namely, the
decision of the State Electricity Commission to continue the restricted tram
services in Geelong, and to eliminate
completely weekly concession fares to
workers on whom the general increase
is very harsh. I shall read a letter tha t
I have received from the secretary
of the Geelong Trades Hall Council,
which represents approximately 10,DOO
unionists.
RESTRICTED TRAM SERVICE AND FARES.

~uffi~

.

I am directed by the above Council to
request that you raise a protest in the Victorian State P,arliament at the decision of
the State Electricity Commission to continue the restriction 'On tramway services
in Geelong, which are causing considerable
inconvenience to the travelling public.
Housewives particularly, who are subje.cted to many annoyances by lack of deliveries, &c., are now faced during ce,rtain
periods with a half-hourly wait for trams.
We consider that as the metropolitan
tramways are now running a full service,
it is not too much to request that Geelong
should be relieved of this hardship.
The new system of fares now in operation has eliminated weekly concession fares,
which have been i'n operation for a number
of years.
.
This has in many cases more than
doubled the cost of tramway travelling to
the weekly worker who regularly patronizes
the trams.
No objection would be raised to a legitimate increase in the cost of weekly tickets,
but the complete elimination ha:s incem:ed
the regular tram traveller to the extent
that further losses will be incurred, due to
the fact that a big proportion will use their
cars or cycles to overcome the exorbitant
increase, and this factor, together with the
restricted service, will cause further losses
on the tramways.
'
Enclosed please find lists of previous and
present tramway fare systems.

The'lists indicate that the fare from the
city section of Geelong to North Geelong
under the old concession rate was
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2s. 6d. a week, where.as by paying will be paying rent for many years
daily fares
the cost is 5'8. a before they get an opportunity to
an
increase
of
100 ; per purchase Commission homes.
week,
cent. Flrom West Geelong to North
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).Geelong, the old concession fare was The honorable member for Borung men2s. 6d. a week, but 'by paying the daily tioned the deregistration of certain
fare under the new system, the cost is country hospitals as training centres. I
7s. a week, an increase of 180 per cent. b~ought this personally to the notice of
From West Geelong to Chilwell the in- the Minister Q1f Health over a week ago',
crease -is 140 percent. The average in- and I was informed that this was done
crease on other routes is approximately on the recommendation of the Nurses
80 per cent. This steep rise in fares Boa,rd ,and with the approval of the
operates against workers using t1he trams Hospitals and Charities Commission.
to go to and return from work.
The Government is opposed to the m.ove,
I ask the Government to confer with and an investigation is taking place at
the State Electricity Commission on this present. When a report is received
matter. The facts I have quoted show Cabinet will consider the matter.
tha t whoever drew up the new schedule of
The honorable member for Oakleigh
the tram fares did so without consulting . directed attention to the employment of
any of the bodies representing those children in theatres in Melbourne and
affected. That, I consider; reflects little also the employment of boys to sell newscredit on the persons resp.onsible f.or the papers. The newsboys 'come under the
new schedule of fares.
Street Trading Act 'and they are all
Mr. MORTON (Ripon) .-1 have been registered, but, of .course, they are not
advised by officers of the Housing Com- supposed to be under a certain age.
I
mission that it is not the policy of the will bring to the notice of the Minister
Commission to sell homes to tenants of Labour the reference to the employuntil the whole estate has been com- men t of children in theatres and the
pleted, including the roads and foot- allegation that youths under the specified
paths. I have received 'representations age are employed in other ways.
from tenants of Commission homes who
The honorable member for Dandenong
wish to purchase the houses in which
raised
the question of the increase in the
they are living. In one estate in Stawell
there are private houses in the same price of electricity and the method of
street as Commission homes, and I ask reading meters. I will bring this matter
the Government to give favourable con- . under the notice of the State Electricity
sideration to the selling of those proper- Commission, but the honorable member
ties before the roads and footpaths are will realize that more than one 'factor is
completed. If that were done the new involved. One factor is that increases
owner could pay for the construction .of are scheduled to start on a certain date
the street, the same as is done by owners and, of course, any decrease will comof houses e.rected p,rivately. This matter mence on a proclaimed date. The State
does not concern only people in my Electricity Commission is in the same
electorate. During the week-end I was position as any other employer of labour.
in Shepparton and an officer of the and finds it extremely difficult to obtain
State Rivers and Water Supply Commis- employees. Meter readers have to be
sion asked me if I could give him some more or less specialists who can be relied
information about the purchase of a on. I suggest that if the roster is kept
in the same form as at present the people
Housing Commission home.
I think it is reasonable to ask the concerned will receive a benefit at some
Government to give serious consideration f,uture date.
The honorable member for Geelong
to the selling of Commission homes before they are completed. Most contracts referred to increase of tramway fares at
for housing projects include the con- Geelong and the need to revise the fare
struction of concrete footpaths, but it is schedules. The trams in the provincial
impossible to obtain cement at present. cities of Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong
If the homes are not to be sold before the are run by the State ElectriCity Comroads and footpaths are made tenants mission for the benefit of the people con-

